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Prologue
He took careful aim, his index finger pressed ever so gently against the trigger. The slightest
movement would cause a deafening explosion, the difference between life and death. This was the power
Kain held in his hand. His target in clear view through the infrared scope attached to his lethal AK-47. Kain
stayed on his knees, weapon ready to answer any command given. The final absolution only he could
provide, no matter what his final decision was.

Chapter 1
Jeromy was studying hard, it was almost one o’clock in the morning. Finals were just two days
away. This wasn’t the way he wanted to spend his Saturday evening however his parent had laid down the
law once and for all. He needed to pass both Chemistry and Humanities in order to graduate high school.
His college admittance hanged in the balance. Jeromy was no great scholar, rather an average student who
didn’t work very hard at maintaining decent grades. All of this caught up with him this senior year and now
it took all of his concerted efforts to ensure he did well on these final exams. Otherwise he’d be spending
his summer vacation in school. Thus he sat there trying to keep his eyes open, fighting against those idiotic
symbols that represented the various elements found in the world. “Why can’t they just say ‘water’ instead
of H2O?” Jeromy thought to himself. He pushed his books aside and rolled over on his back, arms
stretched out over his head. He locked his fingers together letting his head settle into the cupped area they
provided. Putting one knee up he crossed it with his other leg. His thoughts broke away from his tedious
studies and wandered about three miles away. A picture of his girl friend Jennie appeared, sound asleep
with her soft delicate face buried within her pillow, brunette hair overflowing. Jeromy fell into a dream
state without realizing it, forced upon him from the fatigue of his intense studying. They were together
hand in hand, shoes kicked off, stockings and socks as well, stomping playfully in the majestic waves
presented to them by the mighty Atlantic ocean. They turned and smiled at one another, brushing their lips
together shyly, wiggling their toes in the mushy sand beneath their wet feet leaving imprints only to be
washed away with the next thunderous crash of the high tide.
Waking up abruptly Jeromy reflected back on these images, knowing they’d been a reality just a
week before – heading to the beach after the Senior Prom. “What a magical weekend that had been,”
Jeromy thought out loud as he re-lived this wondrous time in his mind. Jennie had been part of the Prom
committee. She’d worked hard with the other members getting a super band, the Kool Cats. They’d made
the gymnasium over to create the image of their theme for the evening, Stairway to Heaven. Stars and all of
the known planets with their associated moons had been painstakingly developed, down to the minutest
detail. The infamous “stairway” leading to “heaven” took center stage.
Only one couple traversed these stairs that evening, the Prom King and Queen – Ted Smithhouse
and Julie Packston. Funny because they couldn't stand one another. Yet on this one occasion having been
voted King and Queen by their peers, they put their differences aside and strolled up that “stairway”
leading to “heaven” as if they were the perfect couple. This illusion cast to everyone out in the audience
(who clapped wildly) even though each one of them individually knew better. Strange how love/hate
relationships can be placed on “hold” if the occasion warrants.
A loud thud startled Jeromy. He looked down and saw his Chemistry book face up on the floor
staring guiltily up at him. He bent over and picked it up closing it tightly knowing that it was useless to try
and continue studying that evening / morning. He reached over and turned out the single lamp that had
illuminated his room. He took the remaining items, notepad, pencils and stray papers and threw them on his
desk. He got up his room engulfed in darkness and took off his shirt, pants and underwear replacing them
with his pajamas. He crawled back into bed pulling the sheet up tight to his chin. He tried to fall asleep
however his sub-conscious took control and he was once again at the Prom with Jennie.
They’d gone to the Prom with another couple, Jeromy’s best friend Scott and his girl friend
Suzanne. Jennie didn’t like Scott all that much but tolerated him because of Jeromy. She’d become friends
with Suzanne and they used to spend time together discussing their respective boy friends. Once they got to
the Prom the two couples separated. Jennie had work to do with some of the other prom committee
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members trying to take care of last minute details. Jeromy tagged along staying behind the scenes with the
other boy or girlfriends of the various committee members. They chatted quietly amongst themselves
waiting for them to re-appear. Once everything was checked and double checked Jennie broke away. She
and Jeromy were free to enjoy this night just like all of the other seniors. Jennie looked radiant in her
strapless pale blue chiffon gown, the color enhancing her delicate features. Her brown-green eyes were
glowing as they made their way towards the center stage. Jeromy stood next to her in his white tuxedo with
long tails. His nicely tanned face, deep set hazel eyes and slender build generated a strong contrast to
Jennie.
The band began to play and everyone headed for the dance floor. Jennie was a good dancer, hips
gyrating, and feet moving deftly to the rhythm of the beat. She looked up and laughed at Jeromy who was
having a tough time trying to keep pace with her. No one cared about who could dance and who couldn’t
after all this was the Senior Prom. This was their last night to escape from the corridors down the hall that
had imprisoned them for the past three years. They all knew that escape would be permanent in a few short
weeks. Just as quickly as it began this part of the prom was over and the music ended as the last lyrics of
Stairway To Heaven flowed through the speakers. Phase one of this night of nights had finished for all of
the seniors who looked to the future while trying to hold onto their past.
As the band began to break down their instruments Jennie and Jeromy hung around to help the
other Prom committee members disassemble the decorations that had heightened the spirits of this class of
73’. Scott and Suzanne left with some other friends not wanting to wait around. Jennie was glad because
this gave her Jeromy all to herself once the committee’s work was completed. They changed their clothes
and stored them away and then drove down to Fantasy Island beach, their favorite location. This was partly
because of the name, but mostly due to the beauty of this small beach town on the Atlantic. Few people
outside the local communities knew about this beach. It was a little off the beaten path, harder to reach than
the other beaches. Those would be crowded with seniors this evening and the thought of them having a
quiet location separate from the maddening crowd made this even more special for Jennie and Jeromy.
They left their shoes, stockings and socks by the blanket they’d brought with them. A cooler filled with
soda (neither of them drank liquor), sandwiches and munchies for snacking later held down one corner of
the blanket. A small portable radio held down another. They went for a ‘midnight’ stroll hand-in-hand; it
was almost one-thirty in the morning. They talked softly so as not to disturb any of the sleeping town folks,
discussing the success of the prom night they’d just left. An almost full moon and many of the glorious star
formations within the galaxy filled the clear June sky. If they’d taken the time to look they would have
recognized many of the same stars as those that filled their gymnasium hours before. However neither of
them were star gazers therefore the meaning and names of each star cluster shining brilliantly above them
remained a mystery. They couldn’t distinguish a star from a planet, maybe recognizing (if someone pointed
out to them) the big and litter dipper. But for these two high school seniors recognition of the stars was not
a prerequisite for being here this early morning. They accepted the beauty of the moon and stars in the sky
for what they were, no hidden meaning or understanding necessary. Jeromy saw the star’s sparkle in
Jennie’s eyes, wondering if it was true love being reflected back towards him.
Exhaustion from a full day of studying overtook him and Jeromy felt himself falling into a deep
sleep. A smile remained on his lips, his sub-conscious losing control after filling him with these wondrous
thoughts from his previous weekend.
Jennie woke up early that Sunday morning having gotten to bed early the previous night.
Normally she would have been out with Jeromy on a Saturday night going to the movies or bowling or just
hanging out with him and their friends. Jeromy hadn’t been permitted to go out. His parents stated he had to
study for his final exams. She would do some studying of her own later however it wasn’t really necessary.
Her grades were already guaranteed – straight A’s. She never struggled in high school most subjects came
easily to her even though she was taking all advanced classes. Her high intellect had gotten her into her
favorite Ivy League school – Yale. With a full scholarship no less. This would take her far from home and
from Jeromy. Jeromy sat next to her when she opened up the letter that confirmed her early admission. He
congratulated her, feeling the happiness she felt, and the sadness as well.
“Well that’s eleven weeks away. We still have to get through graduation and then we have the
entire summer together,” Jennie had said to Jeromy. “That’s if Jeromy graduates,” Jennie said out loud to
no one as she decided how she wanted to spend her Saturday evening without Jeromy. She didn’t
understand why he had so much trouble with Chemistry. She’d offered to tutor him and he’d gladly
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accepted. He planned to come over later that Sunday afternoon after she got back from church. “He has to
graduate! I won’t let him screw up our summer vacation, it’s the only time we have left together,” Jennie
stated to herself. She was determined to force him to understand that he would pass his Chemistry final.
“Besides we both have jobs lined up during the week, leaving us our evenings and weekends as the only
free time,” she finished her thought process. With this last thought Jennie climbed out of bed stretching her
slender body. She started her warm-ups before beginning her daily morning exercises. She reached into her
bureau drawer pulling out a hot pink leotard. She smiled as she squeezed into the leotard stepping out of
her silk nightgown. She bent over and picked it up and went to hang it lovingly in her closet. She loved the
feel of silk against her growing womanly body, sorry that to date no one else shared the pleasure of seeing
her in it. Jennie was a mature seventeen and a half, her body was constantly sending her signals that she
was finding more and more difficult to ignore and control.
She strenuously put her body through its paces, the instructor’s voice in the background on her
stereo barking at her to keep those thighs twisting. Jennie thought back to the first time Jeromy had seen
her exercising, wearing this very same outfit. He’d come over earlier than the time scheduled for their date.
She was working out in the family room since no one else was home. She did not hear his knocking over
the instructor’s blaring commands. Since no one answered Jeromy looked thru the window and saw Jennie
jumping in place. Going back to the front door that was unlocked, he let himself in. He walked quietly and
watched from the hallway as Jennie’s body moved in ways that Jeromy had never seen before, ways he
never dreamed were possible.
Jennie caught his reflection in the mirror off to the side, saw him staring intently but he didn’t
notice that she was aware of his presence. She teased him unmercifully, spreading her legs wide apart,
bending back wither arms between them, her leotard stretched tight against her firm breasts, nipples visible
through the slender material. She then did a split, legs at completely opposite sides of each other. She then
bent her back straight behind her letting it touch the ground, head staring at the ceiling giving him a
complete view of her body. Ever so slowly she brought her legs together, every muscle firm, stretched to
their utmost limit. She then picked her head up looking back, pretending to notice him for the first time.
She let out a gasp making him think that he’d caught her by surprise.
Jeromy tried to hide his manhood thinking he might faint right there on the spot, never had he
been so aroused. Jennie looked down just for an instant and was painfully aware of his condition, her own
not being that much better as she felt a wetness deep within.
The instructor stopped and the silence brought Jennie back to the present. She looked around for a
moment expecting to find Jeromy there staring at her over-sized Pink Panther instead. Realizing where she
was, sweat pouring off her body Jennie turned the stereo off and headed for the bathroom. She grabbed a
towel out of the linen closet draped it over her shoulder and turned the shower to cold. She peeled off her
soaking leotard throwing it into the hamper. As she passed the mirror she turned to examine herself. Jennie
worked hard at keeping her body in shape. Anyone looking at the reflection in the mirror would have been
appreciative of this fact. She opened the shower door and stepped cautiously into the waiting shooting
icicles. She caught her breath as the spray hit her letting the coldness remove the heat she’d been feeling a
moment before, not all of it related to her physical workout.
Jennie’s mom heard the water running knowing that her daughter would be down shortly for
breakfast, dressed to go to church. They still had fifty-five minutes, plenty of time to eat and get to church
that was only five minutes away. Denise Thurowgood was proud of her daughter, their only child. She was
brilliant, someone who always made her parents proud. It was hard to imagine that “her little girl” would
graduate High School next weekend and move far from the nest a few short summer weeks later. As the
water continued to flow upstairs Mrs. Thurowgood reached over and patted her husband’s hand. He put the
paper down smiling at his wife of almost twenty years. He too had felt the joy of raising an only daughter.
He thought back to that memorial date – November 28, 1955. He’d been pacing the waiting room floor for
hours (back then there was no such thing as natural childbirth or a husband actually joining his wife during
delivery). Finally the doctor came out and called him going into a far corner away from prying ears and
eyes. There was a look of both elation and concern. Joe Thurowgood held his breath waiting for the doctor
to speak. “Congratulations, you’re the father of a fine healthy little girl,” the doctor said and put out his
hand and took Joe’s. In the same breath he continued, “Unfortunately there were some unexpected
complications with your wife. She started to hemorrhage just after delivery. She’s lost a lot of blood and
we’ve done everything we can. Her condition has stabilized and she’s been moved to Intensive Care. It will
be touch and go for the next couple of hours, however we believe that she will put through this just fine.”
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This had been the happiest and saddest day of his life. Joe took Denise’s hand in his, squeezing a bit too
hard, happy to be sitting across from her. They smiled at each other as Jennie walked into the kitchen
shaking out her long shiny brunette hair, a brush in her hand. Joe reflected back for a moment more – the
outcome of Jennie’s birth that eventful day meant that she would never have any brothers or sisters. Her
mom took the brush from her hand as she sat down. Her mother proceeded with the morning ritual as she
started the procedure of combing her daughter’s hair with a hundred strokes. Once her hair was brushed
silky smooth Jennie had her morning breakfast consisting of orange juice – freshly squeezed and a slice of
rye toast – dry. Upon completing her breakfast they all got up together as a family smoothing out the
creases of their Sunday best and walked the short distance to their place of worship. This was one of the
true enjoyments the Thurowgood embarked upon, every Sunday morning at nine forty-five. They took their
leisurely stroll to join the thirty-three other families in this weekly gathering. Jeromy’s family also attended
the same church. His mom and dad along with two brothers and three sisters (Jeromy’s family was one of
the larger families in the parish) would all get together on Sunday morning in church.
Jeromy and the rest of his family were seated in church even though Jeromy found it difficult to
get up that morning. They waited for the service to begin sitting in their usual location, three pews from the
front, Jeromy sitting closest to the aisle. “Here she comes,” Jeromy thought as he spotted Jennie entering
the vestibule with her folks. He gave her an encoded wink as she caught his eye and responded with a
conspirital wink of her own. They both took comfort in knowing they would be together later on that
afternoon, even though Jennie knew that this would truly be a working / studying session only.
Jeromy showed up around two o’clock having eaten lunch and completing his weekend chores. He
had several books, notepads and writing utensils stuffed inside his knapsack knowing they would
concentrate on Chemistry, his worst subject. He’d been reviewing his Humanities notes since getting home
from church and felt he had a better handle on this subject. Jennie greeted him at the door wearing tight
Gitano black jeans and a loose fitting peach colored sweater. She let him in and he said hello to Mr. and
Mrs. Thurowgood who sat in the family room. Joe was reading the Sunday paper and Denise sat knitting
her daughter a new sweater to take with her to college. They proceeded past the family room until Jennie
reached out and opened the only door on the left hand side past the kitchen. She flipped on the light switch
as Jeromy lead the way down into the basement.
This downstairs area that covered the length of the house had been completely re-finished with
three unique rooms created, one for each family member. As you reached the end of the stairs you entered
into a short hallway. If you opened the first door on the right you would discover a nice size laundry room
complete with washer and dryer along with several neatly organized shelves holding a variety of
detergents, bleaches and fabric softeners. Walking a little further down to the second door, also on the right
hand side a huge work area for self-created projects would become visible. Woods of all different shapes,
sizes and colors were stacked neatly covering one corner of the room. A workbench complete with all the
necessities to be a self-doer of various projects sat square in the middle of the room. On the far left wall
shelves and cabinets (looking closely you could tell they had all been built by hand, nothing store bought in
this room) took over the entire wall. Compartments for every tool imaginable, each neatly labeled
immediately caught your eye. Screwdrivers, ratchet sets, wrenches, drill, drill bits, saws, each had it’s own
proper place.
They entered neither of these rooms, instead Jennie squeezed past Jeromy and pushed open the
only door on the left, revealing a handsomely done study lounge designed exclusively by Jennie, built for
her by her father. This was Jennie’s favorite room in the house. She liked it more than her bedroom even
though she and her father had worked together to blue print that room as well. Her study was extremely
spacious. An over-size but not auspicious sofa-bed (Jennie would sleep down here occasionally) hugged the
near wall. A mosaic of colors shown brightly once the overhead lighting illuminated the entire room. A
matching love seat was set up to separate the back area of the room. Looking behind it you found wall-towall bookcases with finely handcrafted cabinets filling the space beneath. Staring for just a minute at the
books filling shelf after shelf you’d be impressed by the variety of authors – Steinbeck, Hemingway,
Yaets, Milton, Bradbury, Krantz, Hailey, Uris, Plain, Fowles to name just a few (you’d have been surprised
to learn that almost every book had been read).
Continuing to gaze around the room directly across from the sofa bed stood a full wall unit, also
handcrafted. A 26” color television dominated the center unit. A stereo with individual components – tuner,
record player, dual tape deck, equalizer all had their own home in this specially built unit that was attached
to the right of the TV unit. Invisible wires attached each piece, speakers hovering in each corner ready to
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radiate in pure brilliance the appropriate sounds whenever the proper buttons were pushed. This day
however no sound would emerge through the speakers, silence overpowering the room.
“Welcome to my castle once again,” Jennie teased Jeromy as she pushed him through the door.
“Are you ready to get down to some serious business,” Jennie’s tone told Jeromy that she meant what she
said. He opened his knapsack dumping everything out onto the sofa then sorting it so that he was semiorganized.
“I’ll uh never learn this stuff, but uh let’s give it a go,” Jeromy said. He sounded depressed,
worried that no amount of tutoring would help him learn chemistry. Jennie’s voice took over and told him
they were ready to proceed. She started reciting chemical imperfections at Jeromy, forcing him to
concentrate with all of his being. Slowly it started to make sense and he started to correct her, stating the
proper answer. A smile crept across her face as Jeromy began to understand the subtle differences she
threw at him. Jennie went at him for hours showing him the tricks she’d learned to remember things by
memorization no matter what the subject. She was relentless in her pursuit of complete recognition for
every chemical symbol and formula. Finally she was satisfied and he was exhausted. They collapsed in
each other’s arms, the over-sized sofa bed engulfed them. They held on tightly to one another and let their
lips touch for the first time that day.
Both of them were growing into their sexuality (Jennie a little quicker than Jeromy), shy,
inhibited, not wanting too go too far too fast, enjoying the moment for what it was. The upstairs door
opened and they separated quickly. “Jeromy, your folks just called, they’d like you to be home in half an
hour for dinner. They asked that you please don’t be late tonight, they’re fixing a special meal,” Mrs.
Thurowgood called down to them. “Uh thanks Mrs. Thurowgood, we’re just finishing up. We will be up in
a few minutes,” Jeromy replied. They heard the door close and footsteps walked away.
Jeromy’s first final was at nine o’clock the next morning and he felt confident that he was ready.
They kissed again quickly then separated once again. Jennie straightened her hair while Jeromy picked up
his book, notepads and other materials and stuffed them all back into his knapsack. They left her study
lounge and headed back upstairs. Jeromy said good-bye to Jennie’s parents and she walked him outside as
he climbed into his car.
“Thanks for everything. I don’t know what I’d do without you.” Jennie leaned her head through
the open window and gave him a parting more passionate kiss. She waved as he drove off.
It was a beautiful Saturday afternoon and the crowd murmured in anticipatory whispers. Row after
row of wooden armless chairs occupied the football field. A makeshift stage highlighting the 10 to 30 yard
lines on the near side of the field took center stage for this event. Eight comfortable chairs resided on the
stage in stark contrast to the hundreds of chairs that faced the fake stage. Directly in the middle of the stage
was a podium, a microphone visible in its single armed hand, wires attached to two huge speakers on either
side of the stage. Slowly the stage began to fill – The Principal, Vice Principal, Secretary and Guest speaker
took their appropriate seats on the left of the podium. The class President, class Vice President,
Valedictorian and this year’s recipient of the coveted Science and Engineering award sat down on the right.
This year’s graduating seniors were ushered into the open rows directly in front of the makeshift stage, all
one hundred and twenty-seven of them. Jeromy wore his cap and gown proudly having earned the right the
week before by getting a B- on his Chemistry exam. He looked around for Jennie finding her five rows
ahead of him in the front row. She turned back and saw him smiling brightly happy for him as well as
herself. She’d finished number five in her class. Her girlfriend turned as well and then poked Jennie teasing
her as they turned back together laughing. Jeromy found it hard to drop the foolish grin that remained
planted firmly on his face.
Music began and the proceedings were on their way. The audience quieted down as the Principal
stepped to the podium and began to address his class of 73’. Everyone waited impatiently as first the
principal then the Class President spoke about the values and richness this period of the 70’s had to offer.
The Valedictorian – Nancy Beemas followed, offering her viewpoint of the turbulent 60’s and what impact
this period had on each and every one of them. She spoke about the new challenges that college, work or
the Armed forces presented, depending upon the path each individual graduating that day chose for
themselves.
Jennie listened intently to Nancy feeling she understood the deep recesses of her mind and spirit
that brought forth each word. Nancy and she were friends. She’d set her own sights high, expecting Yale to
offer the challenge that Nancy talked about. Her own expectations knew that life would thrust her forward
towards her ultimate goal – she wanted to be an Investigative Reporter, the type of journalist who used
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every ounce of her powers to uncover wrong doings against the average citizen. Ultimately she wanted to
be an Anchorwoman, another Jane Pauley, Paula Zahn or even Barbara Walters. She wanted to be in front
of the camera with millions of viewers watching as she presented fact after fact in a cool, sophisticated
style all her own. Working towards this end Jennie had been fortunate to get a prestigious summer job
working at Investigation Proceeding, a daily television show that did follow-up to average citizen
complaints. She’d be working with Tony Mecca, one of the leading investigative reporters on their staff.
She started a week from Monday and she was counting down the days.
Jeromy sat restlessly not really paying attention to the voices floating down from the center stage.
“I’ve made it, I’ve really made it!” he thought to himself as he looked around at the mass of black caps and
gowns that surrounded him. Somewhere in the throngs of people sitting on the 50-yard line and beyond
were his mom, dad, brothers and sisters. They sat waiting for the moment when that rolled and bound scroll
of paper would be presented to him. Yes Jeromy Calley would soon be handed one of those scrolls that
signified the end of his high school days, soon to become a college man! This was so hard for him to
imagine considering he was one test away from flunking out of his senior year. Now he sat here with all of
his colleagues knowing that this part of life would be ending forever. “Next year I’ll be 18, that magical
number that gives me the ability to vote, drink legally, even though I don’t like the taste of liquor. As a
matter of fact I have to register for the draft soon and possibly go off to war,” this thought brought him
back to reality. This last thought made him feel very uncomfortable since he’d never believed in any kind
of violence. The taking of another person’s life sent shivers through his spine. He tried to drop this thought
process and concentrate on what Nancy Beemas was saying. This didn’t work very well so his mind drifted
off again, “in ten short weeks I’ll be moving from my home and family, truly on my own for the very first
time. To think I’ll be going to college. Is Seivelle University considered a college?” he thought to himself.
“Now this is just a summer away,” Jeromy’s thoughts were disrupted as a stirring began with all of the
seniors sitting around him.
The front row began to move, a steady stream of black gowns swishing in the air as the class of
73’ made it’s way onto the center stage. Jeromy’s row stood up as Jennie’s first row stepped up onto the
stage. Moving ever so slowly the chain of students began to move towards the long flight of steps that lead
to the class of 73’s new beginnings. It seemed to take forever as Jeromy stood there inpatiently. Finally it
was Jennie’s turn (even though she was the fifth person to receive her diploma) and she reached out her
hand to accept the document that freed her and sent her forward towards a new life. The Principal smiled
broadly shaking her hand and bending his head downward to whisper something in her ear. Jennie was one
of his best and brightest students, he was sorry to be losing her. Jeromy clapped wildly knowing that soon it
would be his turn.
Jennie took her high school diploma, graduating cum laude, shaking hands vigorously with the
Principal as her told her what a wonderful student she’d been. As she walked off the stage she stared into
the audience locating her mother and father, tears of joy rolling down her mom’s cheeks. She caught her
mom’s eye and the sparkle that glowed told her that everything was okay, she was still her mom’s ‘little
girl’. Joe stood proudly clapping and waving at his daughter. For a brief moment that had occurred a
thousand times over the past week, he wondered where had all the time gone. They smiled at one another
and then she was forced off the stage by the girl behind her.
Jeromy walked timidly up the steps still not believing he was there. As he approached the
Principal for the final time he thought he saw a snicker behind his false smile. As he was handed his
diploma Jeromy gave his principal the most sincere smile they’d ever shared during the three long years of
their association. “I’ll bet he’s glad to be getting rid of me,” Jeromy continued to smile as they shook
hands. Jeromy held on tightly a moment longer than necessary, his parting shot at antagonizing his beloved
Principal. Jeromy had spent many a day “visiting” the Principal in his office. Never again would he have to
face the tedious lectures he’d endured as he was taught the lesson of what it takes to become a model
student. Once he walked past the Principal he smiled a different type of smile, stopping in the middle of the
stage waving to the crowd as if he’d just completed some complex play, he being the main character. He
saw his parents and siblings standing and waving back. This completed the play he was in, graduating from
high school.
The sky filled with a sea of blackness, the noise level deafening as one hundred and twenty-seven
just graduated seniors flooded the football fields, chairs flying every which way. The blackness like a total
eclipse of the sun a moment before released itself to fresh sunshine as black now lay scattered all over the
football field grounds. A moment later each student reached down to retrieve his/her own cap (otherwise
they had to pay for a replacement) as they heard thunderous applause at the multitude of ‘invited guests’
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added their own cheers. Quickly the noise level shook the stadium as if the home team had just scored the
winning touchdown on the last play of the game to snatch victory from defeat. As quickly as the sounds
deafened the anticipating crowds an overbearing calm took over as graduated seniors left their friends and
went to join their parents and siblings. Family and friends found the graduates and everywhere you looked
hugs and tears replaced all previous sounds.
Jeromy found Jennie before either of them found their family. He came up behind her and lifted
her off the ground both of them smiling that smile of newly graduated seniors. As he let her down she
turned and threw her arms around him hugging him tightly while whispering in his ear, “We did it, you did
it! I’m so proud of you!” Jeromy tilted Jennie’s head to one side facing one another, their eyes interlocked.
He leaned forward lifting his hands and placing them softly on either side of her face. He moved his mouth
to meet hers giving her a kiss of thanks, of gratitude, of teen-age love.
Out of the corner of his eye he saw the Thurowgood’s approaching so he shyly stepped back,
taking Jennie’s hand in his. He wasn’t sure if they’d seen them together the moment before. Reflecting
back weeks later Jeromy hoped with all of his heart they did see and understood the love felt between their
daughter and himself. They walked towards her folks, Jennie breaking free and running to the open arms
that awaited her. Jeromy looked on then saw his own family so he went over and greeted them, lifting the
scroll he held in his hands high so everyone could see. He took his father’s hand shaking it like a man.
Suddenly his brothers and sisters encompassed him, everyone hugging and kissing at the same time,
congratulations expressed in a true family fashion.
A friend was having a huge Graduation party, so Jeromy had picked Jennie up and they driven
over. They stood apart from the others, rock and roll music blasting in the background, each holding a cup
of non-alcoholic punch. Everyone around them was going crazy screaming and dancing partying that first
real post high school bash. Someone had snuck in some beer and this was being shared among the most
wild of the crowd.
“Feel any different?” Jeromy asked Jennie as they both watched on.
“I’m not sure. I know I don’t have to go to school in the morning and worry about that next test or
surprise quiz. It just hasn’t hit me that I’ll never take bus #301 again,” Jennie looked up at Jeromy to see if
he understood. She could tell that he did.
“I uh got you a graduation gift,” Jeromy said. He reached into his pocket and pulled out a long
envelope folded in half so it would fit. Jennie couldn’t imagine what it was. She took the envelope
presented to her noticing the pink ribbon that tied it together. She untied the ribbon and broke the seal. She
pulled out the contents staring in disbelief. She held two $100.00 tickets to see “42 Street” in the city next
Saturday. She’d been dying to see this play. In fact they’d discussed it on several occasions but the tickets
were so expensive especially for high school students.
“Oh Jeromy you shouldn’t have. How can you afford this?” Jennie reached up and kissed him full
on the lips, her joy could not be contained.
“Uh there’s one condition attached, you must take me along,” Jeromy smiled and then bent over
and kissed Jennie again. Applause broke out all around them. They looked up blushing as they became
aware that all of their friends had surrounded them and were watching.
“Oh Jeromy, the show was just wonderful, I loved it. Thank you so much for taking me,” Jennie
repeated herself for the tenth time holding snuggly onto Jeromy’s arm. Jeromy had to agree it was quite a
spectacular show. He didn’t get to see plays very often, but even so this one was the best he’d ever seen. He
was glad he’d purchased the tickets. Seeing Jennie’s eye’s sparkle with intensity throughout the evening
had radiated over towards him once the play was finished. They had a nice dinner before the show and this
evening walk through the streets of the city on this first day of summer climaxed his most romantic date
ever. They’d been walking for about a half-hour not paying any attention to where they were going. They
just were enjoying the pleasure of each other’s company. Unknowingly they entered a broken down sleazy
part of the city just not realizing where they were going. Jennie moved away from Jeromy as she thought
she heard a child crying. She heard voices and she was pretty sure they were black voices. She checked her
surroundings for the first time questioning Jeromy, “Where exactly are we?” He was about to respond with
“I’m not sure, we must have turned down a side street by mistake,” when he heard tires screeching as a car
made a wild turn around the corner where they were standing.
The Lincoln Continental (Jeromy would never forget that car as long as he lived) tore down the
street maybe fifty feet away. A shadow of a face peaked out of the driver’s side passenger window.
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Something shiny reflected through the open window as well but Jeromy had no cause to understand what it
was.
RA-TAT, RA-TAT, RA-TAT – the sounds came but comprehension was still a mystery.
Unfamiliar screams from behind him followed that awful sound as the Lincoln Continental, license plate –
M95QUE (Jeromy caught sight of this when the car first entered onto the street) flew past him and made a
quick right turn and disappeared from sight. All this happened instantaneously, no reaction time available.
Instinctively Jeromy had gone to cover Jennie wanting to protect her from whatever craziness was
occurring. When he turned to where Jennie was supposed to be, she wasn’t there. After hearing the first
RA-TAT Jeromy had thought only of protecting Jennie even though he didn’t know from what.
She lay there crumpled at his feet, blood spilling onto the sidewalk. The first stray bullet had
blown her face away when she’d turned to identify the location of the crying child. Jeromy was saved by
not turning in that same direction. If Jeromy didn’t know that it was Jennie who’d been walking by his side
that evening, recognition of the destroyed body beneath him would have been impossible. When Jennie had
fallen to the ground from the impact of the sole bullet that had penetrated her face, her head smashed into
the pavement. But Jennie hadn’t felt a thing having died a fraction of a second before.
Jeromy crumpled to the ground in a similar fashion as Jennie had done a moment before only there
were no visible wounds to cause this to happen. His wounds were all internal, cut deep to the soul,
nonetheless painful only not deadly. His ears opened to the desperate screams and crying of others all
around him. He knew they weren’t crying for Jennie. He picked himself off the ground and stared blindly at
the house directly behind him. His eyes focused on a black mother cuddling her baby, a child of maybe two
years of age. Blood was running down the mother’s shoulder, arms and continuing down her leg. Directly
at her feet was another one of her “babies”, only this one was his age, maybe sixteen or seventeen. He lay
there with bullet holes torn throughout his upper body. This Negro mother had lost two children that
evening, and for what reason?
Violence was not something that Jeromy had been akin to during his first seventeen plus year of
life. One awful, eventful evening changed this within him forever.
“Lincoln Continental – NE M95QUE,” he said out loud though no one was listening. This was all
he could see, all he wanted to see, everything else blotted out of his memory. Sirens pierced through the
deadly calm that had overtaken that dark, dreary street. Lights flashed from every corner as different cars
sped through that street. They seemed overpowering and overbearing as car doors slammed and Jeromy
collapsed next to the figure he used to know as Jennie Thurowgood, sobbing violently.
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Chapter 2
How does one ease the pain or torment survivors feel based upon the knowledge that you probably
caused an unnecessary death? Jeromy knew that he should have never taken Jennie into that specific
location at that time of night. He fought with his inner self every waking hour since that destructive evening
that changed his life forever. “Jennie was my responsibility that night. It was my duty to protect her, and I
failed her,” his thoughts tormented him. This inexcusable stroll into areas that should have never existed for
them, streets where no white person should ever traverse had taken Jennie away from him and all of the
people who loved her. His mind continued talking to him, “Jennie was a person whom I had an undying
love for, the first and maybe only love I’ll ever know. Now she’s gone forever!” Jeromy fought back the
tears as he sat in his car dressed in his best suit, steadying himself before he started on the long lonely drive
to the funeral parlor.

Jeromy sat quietly in the back of the police car, remnants of tears and blood still streaked upon his
face. He knew that it was his responsibility to face the Thurowgood's and try to explain the unexplainable,
the fact that their only daughter was dead. The police drove him to their home stating they would go up
with him, but he refused their assistance. He got out of the police car alone, more along then he’d been in
his entire life; his life still continuing while Jennie’s life was cut short he thought silently to himself.
He walked ever so slowly up the driveway. Anyone seeing him would have mistaken him for a
very old man. He reached the front door and hesitated. Finally he gathered up all his strength and courage
and pressed the doorbell. He waited for what seemed to him an eternity, some evil force keeping the
Thurowgood’s from answering the door, prolonging the pain and agony that surged through his entire
being. In reality it only took a few seconds before Mrs. Thurowgood opened the door reaching to tie the
ends of her bathrobe together. She stared at the blinking lights at the end of her driveway questioning
herself why they were there. She turned her attention to the person ringing her doorbell in the middle of the
night. She saw Jeromy standing there alone, no Jennie in sight. She wondered why he was there and where
was her Jennie. Then she saw the blood splattered all over his clothes, his face, seeping deep into his body
was all she could imagine, thinking he must be severely injured. Still she looked around for Jennie not
realizing the blood she saw was her daughter's, not Jeromy’s.
“Mrs. Thurowgood, I’m so sorry, I’m truly sorry,” Jeromy’s voice was choked with emotion,
barely audible as he pushed out the words. He stood there facing Jennie’s mom, wanting to hold her, let her
know the pain he was feeling. But he didn’t want to be touched. He was dirty, evil, he’d taken their
daughter, their one and only child away from them.
Finally Denise comprehended what Jeromy was implying still thinking that he was hurt as well.
She could only imagine a terrible car accident and wondered where the accident might have occurred. Then
she realized that Jennie was not standing next to Jeromy. A piercing cry emerged from her mouth, so loud it
caused her neighbors to turn on their lights and see what all the commotion was about. Mrs. Thurowgood
then reacted in the most natural way when a mother learns she has lost her child, she went into shock and
fainted dead away.
Upon hearing his wife’s shrieking scream Mr. Thurowgood came flying down the stairs almost
tripping and falling down the last five steps. He pulled open the partially shut front door to find his wife
lying at his feet. Jeromy was standing some five feet away blood clinging to his clothes. He also noticed
two policemen were approaching the porch. Siren’s could be heard off in the distance (Mr. Thurowgood
didn’t know it at the time but the police had radioed for an ambulance when Mrs. Thurowgood had
screamed and fallen. Joe’s initial reaction was the thought that there must have been an automobile
accident.
“Where’s Jennie? What hospital have they taken her to? Is she all right? Did you total the car,
where did you crash? How did it happen? How badly are you hurt? Why weren’t you more careful?” Mr.
Thurowgood tossed all these questions at Jeromy. He wanted answers, demanded answers as he bent over
and placed his wife’s head in his lap, stroking her forehead gently.
Jeromy stared at both Mr. and Mrs. Thurowgood knowing he had no answers. “I’m sorry, so
terribly sorry. It should never have happened,” Jeromy could only repeat the words he’d used a moment
before. Mr. Thurowgood stared up at Jeromy trying to make sense of what he just said. He took off his rope
and used it as a pillow under his wife’s head as he strained to regain his balance.
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“What do you mean? What has happened? Where is Jennie? Where is my little girl!” Suddenly
Mr. Thurowgood thrust himself at Jeromy grabbing him by the shoulders and shaking him relentlessly.
Jeromy did nothing. He just stood there all emotion drained away, no strength to fight back, no desire to do
so anyway. He wished that he had died instead of Jennie. Then the Thurowgood’s would still have their
daughter. The police officers came running up and pried Mr. Thurowgood’s fingers off of Jeromy. So tight
was his grasp you could see imprints settled deep in Jeromy’s skin. They pulled him away trying to comfort
him, settle him down. They knew there was no easy way to accomplish this. Jeromy just stood there
shaking violently though no one was touching him anymore. Tears rolled down his cheeks. He looked over
at Mr. Thurowgood and saw the same thing.
The closed casket finely crafted in a deep red mahogany lay at the front of the funeral parlor. It
was closed due to the difficulty encountered trying to piece Jennie’s face back together. Mr. and Mrs.
Thurowgood sat in the front row, the first two front seats to the right of the casket. Mrs. Thurowgood
barely survived the past 72 hours. The strain shown visibly upon her face, her body slumping forward. The
ambulance had arrived those three long tedious days ago and she’d been revived though still in shock. They
wanted to take her to the hospital for observation but Mr. Thurowgood refused so they’d treated her at
home. They woke her family practitioner who’d come over and given her a sedative.
Joe looked over at his wife wishing he could do more to alleviate the pain so evident upon his
wife’s ashen, aging face. Those three days had added years to her previously unblemished look. He was
numb himself not wanting to recognize the fact that his ‘little girl’ was lying inside that insidious looking
box not twenty feet away. He turned to his left for just a moment and found Jeromy staring directly at him.
Contempt spilled out of his eye’s causing Jeromy to quickly look away though still catching a glimpse of
the hatred in the man he once perceived as his future “father-in-law”. Jeromy’s family wanted to sit up
front with him, comfort him, and let him know they were there for him. He had quietly but firmly refused
their offers wanting to be alone so he could communicate with Jennie for the last time on his own. He
occupied the entire front row on the left hand side of Jennie’s family and her casket. No one else wanted to
intrude on his privacy. His family sat just one row back hurt and frightened, not knowing how to reach him.
The class of 73’, almost the entire one hundred and twenty-seven of them overflowed the
sanctuary. Teachers, friends, well wishers were all present. The Principal stood out among them sitting
directly behind the Thurowgood’s. If you looked really hard maybe you could find a dry eye in this mass of
people, but you would be hard pressed to do so. The service was brief but very touching. Jeromy wanted to
say something, anything to let all of these people know the love he felt for Jennie, the guilt that consumed
him and would be with him forever for causing her senseless death. But he couldn’t stand and face them
and the Thurowgood’s had told him they didn’t want him speaking at this ceremony. He was never any
good with words before and he was sure he would have choked on any he tried to present now anyhow.
Instead he spoke silently to Jennie. He let her know just how he felt about her, that she would always be
with him. He would remember all of the good times they’d had together. Jeromy then did one final thing,
he asked her forgiveness.
He vowed to both of them of them again, as he’d done while she lay in his arms her face no longer
recognizable on that fateful day. Sixty-eight hours and thirty-nine minutes ago that’s how long she’d been
gone. Looking at the casket that contained her remains but not her soul, Jeromy vowed that her killer(s)
would not get away unpunished.
Jeromy had spent hours with the police at the police station going over detail after detail. Why
were they in that neighborhood so late at night? Where had they been? Where were they going? What had
he seen? What had he heard? Everything happened so quickly there wasn’t a lot Jeromy could tell them. He
knew nothing except the fact that he should have never been in that area in the first place. Because of this
one fact Jennie was dead. How could that be? This was supposed to be one of the best days of his life, now
it had become the worst.
Homicide detective Clancy Wheeler was impressed with Jeromy. He’d immediately put out an
APB with the description of the vehicle along with a possible license plate number. Jeromy had given him a
pretty descriptive picture of the car – a Lincoln Continental. Along with this he’d provided a complete
overview of what the events that occurred down to the smallest detail as if he was a sports announcer doing
a play-by-play description. There had been a few other witnesses in their homes who peaked out when they
heard the gun shots but none of them had been as precise and clear as Jeromy. Detective Wheeler went over
the description with Jeromy one last time, “That’s a 69’ Continental, Lincoln Continental, metallic gray in
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color, four door. You say you believe the license plate number was M95QUE, possibly from Nebraska. I
repeat M as in Mary, 95, Q as in queen, U as in united and E as in elephant.” Wheeler spoke in a firm yet
friendly voice. Jeromy listened to him as another detective talked over the radio doing a full broadcast to all
neighboring police stations and currently operating police vehicles.
“What made you get the license plate number?” Detective Wheeler continued to question Jeromy,
trying to make sure he got all of his facts straight.
“I uh told you, I’d been doing memorization of Chemistry symbols with my girl friend, uh
Jennie,” Jeromy started to choke up once again as he spoke her name. Her beautiful face blown away
dominated his mind’s eye. “I loved her. I really did, uh at least I think it was love.” Jeromy tried to clear his
mind as he made this statement to the detective. He continued, “Jennie was showing me techniques for
remembering things, uh this was her method to help put symbols together with descriptions. You see she uh
was tutoring me, trying to make sure that I passed my chemistry final exam, otherwise I wouldn’t have
been able to graduate with her.” Jeromy’s voice cracked and he took a few minutes before going on.
Detective Wheeler didn’t say anything waiting patiently for him to continue on his own. “When I heard the
car noise and the screeching tires I uh looked around the corner where the sound came from. I happened to
be looking in that direction and downward towards the street and the plates just uh happened to come into
my vision. The number, uh I mean letters and numbers came into my sight. They were rather easy to
remember, you know uh M95QUE, like taking a queue from something. I don’t know it just seemed to be
like what I’d learned while memorizing those stupid chemistry symbols. Uh don’t you understand?”
Jeromy held back the tears as best he could not wanting to cry in front of a detective. He could speak any
more without breaking down so he stopped and looked the detective in the eye hoping that he understood
what he just said.
“Yes Jeromy, I believe I do understand,” Detective Wheeler put a friendly hand on Jeromy’s arm.
Holding it for a few seconds he then stood up and asked Jeromy to stay put for a minute as he noticed one
of the other officers signaling to him. He went over and conversed with this other officer for several
minutes finally coming back to Jeromy. By this time over two hours had past since they’d responded to the
“shots fired” call that came in late Saturday night (it was now early Sunday morning).
“I have some good news and bad news,” Detective Wheeler faced Jeromy, his family still off in
another room wanting to take their son home. “We’ve found the car just as you described, the license plate
was an exact match as well.” This was a very rare occurrence, the fact that the license plate was 100%
correct. Normally eyewitnesses who give this kind of information leave out and / or reverse numbers and
letters. Some get close but rarely is a perfect match found.
“Unfortunately the car was found abandoned along a deserted side street many miles from where
the shooting took place. The car is being towed back to police headquarters for a thorough investigation,
however it’s not likely that anything will turn up. Fingerprints are always hard to find within an automobile
and most likely the car has been wiped clean.” Jeromy was glad they found the car but disappointed they
didn’t apprehend whoever was responsible, beside himself, for the brutal murder of Jennie. He’d learned
that there were two other victims as well, the baby girl he’d seen in the mothers arms and the boy that was
about his own age. He felt sorry for them as well as for Jennie. He wished he could go back in time. This
time he would have left the theater and stayed in that area, getting a cab to bring them to the train station.
Then Jennie would no longer be dead. One thing he knew for certain. He would never again have a
moment’s peace until the killer(s) were found and brought to justice, whatever the word justice implied.
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Chapter 3
Tyrone sat several rows back on the wood bench blocking out the chanting and clapping going on
all around him. Looking closely you could see the intensity, feel the roughness his intelligent brown eyes
possessed. Yet behind that extraordinary powerful glare sadness was present that could bring a tear to the
driest eye. Checking Tyrone’s surrounding there was no question as to what caused the sadness. He was
staring directly forward where two plain looking wooden boxes were sitting atop an ordinary looking table
with a tablecloth over it. The first was about six feet long, the second abut half that size. A brilliant wreath
intertwined with greens and golden browns had been placed atop each simple casket.
If Jeromy had been in this normally happy crowd-pleasing church (aside from the fact that he
would have been the only white person there) he would have recognized the mother. She was the same
person who’d been cradling her dead baby in her arms just three days earlier. Today her husband and two
small children joined her. One was maybe five years of age, the other either seven or eight. Tears streaked
down her face. Her husband stood there solemn looking but dry eyed.
The preacher stood before them now talking about the goodness they all knew and loved with
Malcolm and the terrible tragedy that Olphilia had not blossomed long enough in this world. It is always
sad when god takes away a child especially a young baby. Violent death made this tragedy even more
senseless. Maybe this was his way of protecting Olphilia before she had to deal with all the pain and
suffering present in the world all around them. Losing Malcolm in the prime of his life was a fate that only
god understood the reason why. He finished to a chorus of Hallelujah’s and then started leading them in
spiritual hymns with the organ playing quietly in the background, off key voices filled the church.
“The preacher didn’t imply as to why Malcolm might have been involved in a drive-by shooting,”
Tyrone thought to himself. “This was a senseless brutal murder of his best friend,” he wanted to shout at
them at the top of his lungs, no musical notes escaping from his mouth.
Tyrone had found out about what Malcolm was up to two weeks ago and he was furious with him.
“What are you doing man! Are you crazy? This stuff will kill you, eat you up inside. We never
needed this stuff before, we certainly don’t need it now!” Tyrone exploded at Malcolm seeing bag
after bag of the white evil powder. Malcolm had been Tyrone’s best friend since before they could
walk. They’d gone through a lot together, toughened it out without the use of gangs or drugs. They
were finally reaching their escape together, going off to University after graduating high school
last week.
“No, no man you don’t understand? This stuff’s not for me. I’d never take this stuff you
know that. I just bought us a quick and simple way to easy street while were at Seivelle University
bro. You know we can’t afford all the good things in life. I don’t want to struggle for every penny
while I’m in college bro. I don’t want my folks worrying about how they’ll get by and build up
their debt just because they want me to go off to college.” Malcolm talked excitedly want Tyrone
to realize that everything was cool. He wanted to make him understand that he’d never do
anything illegal while not giving away what he was really up to. He thought if he made Tyrone
think this was a quick win with no-one getting hurt then everyone would be safe.
“With this stuff handed off to just one brother for the “Man” I’ve just hit the lottery!
These guys have guaranteed me a flat $20,000 for just the one job. And look they paid me an
advance.” Malcolm pulled out a large wad of bills showing Tyrone then quickly putting the money
back in his pocket looking around to make sure that no one saw him.
“You’ve lost it man. You’re hooked in too deep. What makes you think these guys will
let you walk away once your time has come to leave? They must be some tough dudes man,
they’ll want to expand their horizons at your expense, don’t you get it? Where do you think this
stuff will end up? It will end up right at the end or our street or into the colleges, probably straight
into Seivelle University. Is that what you want?” Tyrone couldn’t believe how stupid no make that
how naïve his best friend was. Malcolm wanted to tell Tyrone that it just wasn’t like that. He
would never sell out his own brothers. He had everything under control but just couldn’t explain it
out to his best friend. He decided he needed to take a different approach.
“Your just jealous bro. This is the first time either one of us has had any real bread in
their pocket and it happens to be mine.” Malcolm didn’t believe the words but said them anyway.
“Maybe Tyrone’s right. Maybe this isn’t just a short haul that I can walk away from. Maybe
they’ll want me to carry their game forward once I leave the neighborhood and start at the
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university. Well I just won’t do it for them. I’ll tell them straight out there ain't no way.” Malcolm
didn’t verbalize his thoughts to Tyrone. He didn’t like it when his best friend was always right.
This time he decided he would just act upon his own. He would do the right thing and make some
money as well. He would get things settled with the “Man” by himself. Besides he didn’t want to
involve Tyrone in this thing. He knew in his heart he that Tyrone would never get involved in
something like this anyhow. He knew exactly how Tyrone felt about drugs. Malcolm felt exactly
the same way. He was trying to ensure that no one in his neighborhood would get hurt by them
coming in. Tyrone must know that he felt exactly the same way.
Tyrone tried to find out who Malcolm’s main connection was however they were very
careful in covering their tracks. He’d never discovered who his contacts were. Tyrone even tried
the direct approach asking Malcolm a week later, “So who are you associated with? What kind of
people are they? What kind of tie do they have on you? Man how will you be able to just walk
away when you feel the time comes?” Anytime Tyrone brought up the subject Malcolm just
brushed him off not wanting to discuss it with him. Sometimes Tyrone felt a tinge of fear in
Malcolm’s voice but it would immediately disappear so he thought he was imagining it. Tyrone
learned quickly that this one area was taboo and in a way he was glad. He never liked drug users
and dealers were even worse. Of course Tyrone never thought of Malcolm as a dealer. He was
misguided, mislead by high-powered people who used anyone they could to do their dirty work
while remaining behind the scenes. They reaped all the benefits taking few risks themselves. They
had no concern about whom they destroyed in the process. “White trash,” he thought to himself.
He was not quite convinced that this was the case with Malcolm. He knew full well that there were
many of his own kind who leads the same kind of life at the expense of people like Malcolm.
Tyrone walked slowly up the aisle with five of Malcolm’s other friends, three go to the
other side of the casket while Tyrone headed to the front, his two buddies stepping in along side.
The six pallbearers lifted the casket containing Malcolm, gospel music being sung as they took the
long walk in orderly disarray to the awaiting hearse. Tyron couldn’t see behind him still he knew
that Olphilia had been lifted as well and was being carried directly behind Malcolm. The distinct
crying of Malcolm’s mother cut through the stoic singer’s voice.
The funeral procession contained only nineteen cars compared to close to one hundred
cars following one another some fifty or so miles away. Both processions occurred at
approximately the same time, only they went to totally different types of final resting places to put
their associated beloved children to bed for the final time.
No songs were sung at Jennie’s funeral. A dramatic difference you noticed right away
between the two funerals (besides the upper middle class sanctuary where Jennie’s service was
held) was the fact that several black families were in attendance at Jennie’s funeral. They blended
right in, their color didn’t matter. Jennie had been very popular at school along with being one of
the brightest students. A white person on the other hand would have stuck out like a sore thumb at
Malcolm and Olphilia’s parish. Jennie’s principal, normally never at a loss for words choked up
while giving an eloquent eulogy that brought tears to Jeromy’s eyes. They’d looked at one another
briefly while he stood up there speaking. This time there was no animosity felt between them.
Today they were joined with the shared knowledge they’d lost a very special person who’d been
important to both of them in her own unique way.
Standing next to Malcolm’s parents Tyrone watched as they lowered first Olphilia, then
Malcolm into simple plots side by side. Each had been dug down exactly six feet deep. Like her
coffin Olphilia’s grave was about half the size of Malcolm’s centered so that both heads were
even. They left room for individual tombstones that would be provided at a later date. Tyrone
moved forward then bent down and picked up a handful of dirt and threw it on top of Olphilia. He
stood up straight and walked the few feet and stood over Malcolm’s grave. “Bye brother. I don’t
know how I’ll get on without you. We had some crazy times together man, just you and I, didn’t
we though?” Tyrone wasn’t sure if he’d spoke these words out loud. It didn’t matter, Malcolm
heard him either way. Once again he bend down only this time it took all of his strength to do so.
Gripping a larger than necessary handful of dirt Tyrone sprinkled it all over the top of Malcolm’s
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coffin, covering all four corners. When there was no more dirt in his hand he struggled to gain his
balance. Standing up ever so slowly he wiped his hands together removing any remaining dirt
particles. He walked over to Malcolm’s dad and offered him his hand. They shook knowingly with
no words required. He they went over and put his arms around Malcolm’s mom embracing her.
Tears appeared for the first time in each of his eyes and they hugged sympathetically. As they
separated Tyrone turned one last time and stared at Malcolm’s grave. He then made a decision that
would change his life forever. He vowed silently to himself and to Malcolm’s folks standing there
next to him. No matter how long it took, whatever it cost, he’d find out who’d murdered Malcolm
and Olphilia and bring them to their proper justice, whatever justice implied.
At the cemetery Jeromy stood off to the side alone, away from Joe and Denise
Thurowgood. He had not been invited to be pallbearer. He knew why after the look Mr.
Thurowgood gave him even if he couldn’t fully understand. Jeromy tried to speak to Mr. and Mrs.
Thurowgood upon leaving the funeral parlor but when he came along side them the intense hatred
radiated from Mr. Thurowgood’s glance told him he was not wanted, to get away and stay away.
Mrs. Thurowgood was so distraught that she could barely make it down the aisle on her own
needing to be assisted by her husband. Once upon a time which now seemed a long time ago
Jeromy and Jennie’s parents had been friends. It seemed to him they liked him and he certainly
knew that he liked them. Now everything was changed forever. He slithered silently a few paces
behind the funeral procession out to where they would load Jennie’s body into her death carriage.
He drove over to the cemetery alone in his own car right behind Jennie’s hearse and the
Thurowgood’s limousine. “Don’t they understand how much I loved Jennie, and I think she loved
me the same way. I thought they loved me too, or at least liked me,” Jeromy spoke out loud with
no one to hear except for the voices on the radio playing quietly in the background.
“I didn’t mean to take your daughter away from you! I didn’t want to take her away from
me either!” Jeromy shouted these words to the people seated in the limo directly in front of him.
Of course they couldn’t hear him.
“Everybody blames me. I blame me! Why couldn’t those stupid bullets hit me instead of
poor innocent Jennie?” This thought had gone through his mind a thousand times ever since that
fateful Saturday evening. The one thing that Jeromy never took into consideration was the fact that
he was innocent as well. He wasn’t the one who pulled the trigger that took Jennie’s, Malcolm’s
and Olphilia’s lives away from the people who loved them. If Jeromy knew Tyrone and had a
chance to talk to him Tyrone would have told him exactly who was responsible for these senseless
murders – Drugs and Money. Or at least the power that drugs and money provided. These things
had killed their friends.
How many other drug related deaths and the tolls they took on their families and friends
occurred since Jennie, Malcolm and Olphilia had been murdered? It had been some sixty-three
hours and forty-seven minutes since this tragedy. Jeromy and Tyrone would’ve been amazed, no
over-whelmed if they knew the number was in the hundreds, just in the United States alone.
But Jeromy didn’t know of Tyrone’s existence or anything about drugs, money and the
power they brought to others. The one thing he did know was the fact that three people were dead,
including a baby. He didn’t know the reason why yet but planned to find out. Jeromy was unaware
of Tyrone’s vow to Malcolm that he would find his killers as well.
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Jeromy discovered thru Detective Wheeler that the two other people who'd been murdered along
with Jennie were named Malcolm and Olphilia Powers. Malcolm had been sixteen, like himself, Olphilia eight months old. Of course the police were certain that this had been either a random shooting or else
Malcolm had been their target for some reason. Olphilia and Jennie just happened to be at the wrong place
at the wrong time. Motive had not yet been determined. On the surface, Malcolm seemed to be a nice,
easygoing, likable kid who had lots of friends. He wasn't a troublemaker, had stayed clear from the gangs
and wrong types of kids who patrolled the neighborhood. Detective Wheeler never mentioned Tyrone to
Jeromy, he was just another one of Malcolm's friends, or so he thought.
When Detective Wheeler interviewed Tyrone, upon discovering that he was one of his best
friends, nothing of significance had been uncovered. Tyrone had been at his grand- parents house with his
folks the night of the killings. Detective Wheeler had asked very general questions, and Tyrone answered
him back with vague response Tyrone, like most blacks who grew up in the poorer sections of the city,
didn't like or trust the police. The only time the cops were around was when they wanted to harass them.
They never caught the bad guys, or get the dope users and drug pushers off the street. Time and again
Tyrone had witnessed first hand their get tough, push the nigger around tactics of cops. Blacks thrown
against police cars, roughly searched and beaten for no apparent reason, other than the fact they were
'niggers'.
So Tyrone never mentioned anything about the drugs, or cash advance which Malcolm had shown him two
weeks previously. He saw no need to give this information to Detective Wheeler. It wouldn't help anyway.
"Cops never try real hard to find out who killed niggers. Especially us poor blacks who live in this
ghetto-type area. After all were always looking to 'blow one another away' anyhow," Tyrone
thought to himself.
"The cops will just brush off Malcolm's and Olphilia's murders after a few days" his thoughts
continued. Tyrone knew that a white girl had been killed as well, thinking maybe the investigation would
last a few days longer only because of this fact.
''I'II have to do this on my own," Tyrone said out loud to himself, no one else in sight.
"Besides, if the cops haven't found Malcolm's drug stash or wad of money, there too stupid to find
out who killed him." Tyrone wondered where Malcolm had hidden these things. As kids they'd found
several hangouts where they could hide away, get away from their folks or just be by themselves.
''I'II start checking these places out tomorrow, see if I can find any clues Malcolm might have left
behind," Tyrone felt better, having at least decided on a course of action.
Jeromy left the cemetery and drove over to Pheasants Place Park. He wanted to be alone for a
while, knowing he was not welcome at the Thurowgood's, where most of the mourners would be heading.
He and Jennie used to come here after school sometimes, or occasionally on a weekend. They'd just walk
together, holding hands, enjoying each other's company. Once in a while they'd bring bread to feed to the
ducks in the nice sized pond. Today he walked slowly, methodically, not cognizant of the others around,
staring at him. He was lost in his own world with his thoughts, memories of the soft delicate hand that used
to join his, fingers tightly intertwined in friendship. He thought about what it was like to be there with
Jennie, what it would be like to never walk with her again. He continued his stroll in a daze, still wearing
his Sunday best. Sometimes he started talking out loud, looking over to where Jennie would normally be,
but she wasn't there. He tried hard to get hold of himself, shake off this feeling of melancholy, but he was
in a state of depression and felt he had no one he could turn to. After an hour or so, Jeromy climbed back
into his car, turned the ignition waiting for the engine to come to life. As the roar under the hood gave his
automobile strength to carry him forward to any destination he chose, Jeromy knew there was only one
place he really wanted to go – home to his awaiting family.
The following Monday morning came and Jeromy got up and dressed, putting on a pair of jeans
and a peach color short sleeve Izod shirt. At ten o'clock he would start his summer job at Deli Delight
working behind the counter serving customers to a wide variety of deli delicacies. He was feeling a little
better having come home last week after the funeral. He’d strolled thru Pheasants Place Park for a while
then walked home finding his entire family waiting for him. They'd gone into the dining room his mom had
already laid out some food, knowing he'd hadn't eaten all day. They let him talk out his anger and
frustrations over Jennie's senseless death. He blamed himself entirely. While they didn't contradict him, for
they knew that approach would never work and make him feel like they were patronizing him, they listened
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and cried with him over his loss. And then they tried as best they could each in their own way, Mom, Dad,
brothers and sisters, to let him know they were there for him.
"Jeromy- life must go on. It will go on, day-to-day, hour-by-hour, slowly easing the pain and
anguish you feel. We know that you will never lose the memories which Jennie's life meant to everyone,
especially to you my son," his mom told him once they were alone together. He put his head on his mom's
shoulder, hugging her tightly, tears rolling down his face, wetting his collar and her shoulder, but neither
one minded. His mom felt like maybe she was getting her son back, at least a small piece of him for now.
Jeromy's boss, Duncan High-Smith was surprised that Jeromy showed up for work. He expressed
his condolences and told Jeromy that he could leave anytime, if he didn't feel up to working just yet.
Jeromy told Mr. High-Smith that work was what he needed the most right now, and if possible, maybe they
could schedule him for some weekends as well, he could use the money before going off to college.
Duncan was pleased with Jeromy's attitude, and hoped that seeing different members of the community
wouldn't have a negative effect on him. He showed him around his little shop, introducing him to his fellow
co-workers: Sharon McStevens, short, about 5 foot two, thin with nice facial features, you could almost call
her pretty. She would be working behind the counter with him during the week. Tim Flashing, who had a
wonderful smile and big bright blue eyes, he was working in the kitchen with the cook Pedro. Next were
the two weekday waitresses – Donna Bass, a tall, well-built, charming girl and finally Samantha Levitt who
had plain, non-descriptive features. As Jeromy said hello to each of them in turn, he noticed they were all
slightly older than himself, probably college students off on summer break. This was true for all of them
except Pedro the Spanish looking cook, who looked like he was in his mid to upper thirty's. They were all
very pleasant and friendly towards him. He couldn't tell if they knew about him and Jennie, and how he'd
caused her death. He stared into their eye's looking for blame, snickering at him, mocking him, but he never
found any of these things. Instead he saw friendship, compassion, no one judging him for what he'd done.
Jeromy met several people he knew throughout the day, mothers of kids he'd gone to school with. Every
time he waited on them, cutting them deli by the pound, or as it got closer to the lunch hour, making nice
sized sandwiches, they also expressed their sympathy for his loss and showed him smiles of understanding.
Strange, but none of them seemed to blame him either, only wanting him to know how sorry they were.
This confused Jeromy, especially after the hatred and contempt he'd felt from Mr. and Mrs. Thurowgood,
the two people he wanted the most to comfort, and receive comfort in return. "Maybe I'm not totally to
blame." This was the first time since Jennie's death that this thought entered his mind.
Jeromy worked hard that morning, letting Deli Delight take his mind off of Jennie, ever for a few
minutes. When his lunch break came he decided to go home and call Detective Wheeler, see if he had any
new information.
"Jefferson Borough Police Department, this is Sergeant Finkel speaking, how can I help you?" the
voice on the other end of the line spoke clearly and concisely.
"May I speak to Detective Wheeler, please," Jeromy spoke softly into the receiver.
"And whom may I say is calling?" Sergeant Finkel asked in a firm tone of voice.
"Jeromy, Jeromy Calley," Jeromy responded.
"One moment please, I will get Detective Wheeler on the line for you," Jeromy heard a click, then
music played quietly in his ear as he was put on hold.
"Hi Jeromy, how are you feeling?" Detective Wheeler's strong intensive voice came on the line.
"Hello Detective Wheeler. I'm okay, I mean uh I'm fine, as well as can be expected, I guess,"
Jeromy sounded timid and shy. "I was uh wondering if you'd found out anything more. I mean uh about
that Saturday night. I know you were going to be talking to people. Well I uh just wanted to see if you've
got any clues as to who killed Jennie and those two others. What were their names, Malcolm and Olphilia,
something like that," Jeromy rambled on.
"Olphilia, the baby's name was Olphilia. I'm sorry but we haven't turned up anything yet. It hasn't
been that long and I've got three of my best men working on this case. These things take time. Give me a
few days. If anything turns up or if you remember anything else, don't hesitate to give me a call. I'll be
talking to you Jeromy, take care of yourself."
With this Detective Wheeler hung up the phone. He felt a little guilty for he knew that if things
didn't break quickly on a case like this one, it became more and more unlikely that they would ever
discover the truth, or find the killers. He slammed his fist on the desk, the phone jumping in the air. "Why
do these types of killings happen in my district? Why do they happen at all? These were only kids and a
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little baby. They didn't deserve to die! What is this world coming to when poor, innocent children aren't
safe to be outside their own home anymore!" Detective Wheeler felt angry and frustrated. He never
particularly liked this job when adults shot, stabbed, beat-up and mutilated other adults, but it was worse
when kids were senselessly murdered, taken away from the prime of life, and for what reason? That
question was always asked but never answered.
Sergeant Finkel heard the loud thumping noise and looked in at Detective Wheeler. He could see
pain etched on his face, not from his banging his fist, but from the job itself. He knew what it was like,
having worked in the department for fourteen years. Still you never get over the deaths and brutality you
saw every day of your life.
Jeromy stared at the receiver for a minute, and then when he heard the dial tone he hung up his
end as well. Quietly he walked out of his house closing the door tightly behind him, turning it back and
forth twice to insure that it was locked. He climbed into his car and drove back to work solemn and forlorn,
Jennie on his mind once again.
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Chapter 4
Kyle was outside washing his dad's car. He couldn't believe that summer vacation was almost over. It was
the middle of August and in less than two weeks he'd be off to freshman orientation at the college where he
was going to continue his higher education (rather than his athletic abilities). It had been a rather dull
summer. Kyle had been working at Maxwell's, a drug store that was popular with the older folks who lived
in the area. He'd worked as many hours as he could all summer long to earn some extra cash for school
expenses. He had planned upon getting a football scholarship at one of the top ranked schools in the
country, however a serious knee injury in his second to last game of this, his senior year had frightened off
the college scouts who'd been wineing and dining him over the past six months.
It would take at least another year of hard work - therapy, weight lifting, running, and lots of pain
before his right knee would be strong enough for Kyle to even consider getting back on the gridiron again.
Kyle dreamed of making it to the pros. Maybe play for the Giants or Forty-Niners. He had no preference as
to which coast for playing professional ball. He was an All-State first-string middle linebacker since his
freshman year of high school. This was an achievement that only five other players could claim in the
entire country. At 6'-7", two hundred and twelve pounds, Kyle prided himself on his 6.1 time in the 100
yard dash, a great speed for someone of his size. This didn't come easily. He ran six to eight miles every
day, rain or shine, no matter what the temperature was outside. He was up at 5:30 each day putting on one
of his five running outfits. Each consisted of tight multi-colored sweat pants, matching sweatshirt with a
color coordinated sweat jacket (worn if the weather warranted it). After completing his daily 'jog', Kyle
completed his morning training on the track conveniently located about a half mile from his parents home.
Here he'd put himself thru ten to twenty grueling 100-yard dashes, pushing every leg muscle to its limit.
His reward had been the honors bestowed upon him over the last four years. He'd earned every major award
granted to high school defensive football players, with special honors planned for his senior year. In
addition, Kyle was recruited heavily by all of the top name colleges in the nation (Miami, Michigan, Notre
Dame, Penn State to list a few) .For the past two years scouts came to the Eagleton games to watch him
play. They each explained to him and his folks the importance of selecting an athletic scholarship from
their college, always identifying the prestige and pro ball potential their school provided. This was pretty
heady stuff for a guy who'd just turned seventeen.
They were playing their cross-town archrivals Kennelworth this cold damp dreary November
Saturday afternoon. A win today would put them at 10- 0, just one game away from their third consecutive
undefeated season, a national high school record. Kyle was playing one of his better games. Two
quarterback sacks, seven unassisted tackles, one knocked down pass and a forced fumble that had lead to an
Eagleton touchdown. His team the Rednecks were leading the Kennelworth Lions by a slim two points, 2321 with just under four minutes left to play in the game. Kennelworth had the ball at their own forty-three
yard line, trying to move into field goal range that could win the ballgame for them. It was second down
and three. They'd run an end sweep on first down that got them seven important yards. Kyle dug his spikes
into the artificial turf, crouching low, one hand on each knee pad, centered between his left tackle and left
guard. He planned to blitz on this play, try and stop Kennelworth's momentum. He stared intently at the
center, moving forward slightly to get himself better positioned for a quick move to the right of the center,
hoping to catch Kennelworth’s front linesmen by surprise. The quarterback barked out his commands Redbird Down, seven cross Seven, Hut one, Hut. The center snapped the ball just as Kyle made his move to
his right, charging in after the quarterback. As the center rose to block his opponent he was knocked off
balance by the Eagleton's left tackle, stumbling awkwardly, falling to his right just as Kyle made his move
across the line into enemy territory, in search of another quarterback sack. His helmet hit Kyle's knee flush
at the same instant the halfback came in to block Kyle, forcing him away from his quarterback. Anyone
within fifteen feet could hear the ‘snap’ as Kyle was twisted like a pretzel between the two Kennelworth
players. His kneecap was shattered. He'd torn ligaments spanning the area directly around his right knee as
well. Kyle crumpled to the ground in excruciating pain missing the interception his teammate Tom Dole
made preserving the Eagleton victory. AS he lay on the ground waiting for the stretcher to come and carry
him off the field Kyle reflect with sadness over his future. All the hard work and hours of extra effort spent
over the past four years, all wasted with one crushing blow. His opponents had battered and bruised him in
previous games yet he had always come out victorious. Kyle prided himself on his top physical condition.
He'd never been seriously injured in four years of playing high school ball. In fact Kyle had never missed a
game having played in forty-three straight games since coming to Eagleton. Now he would miss the last
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game of the season. This was the last home game as a senior at Eagleton that would have been played in
front of his family, friends and fans.
Kyle spent four of the loneliest, most boring days of his life at Pottstown Hospital. His doctor had
to reset his knee doing minor surgery to remove several fragmented bone chips, placing a pin in to hold the
kneecap together. His leg was set in a vise-like brace to prevent him from bending the knee during the first
eight weeks of the healing process. He had to use crutches to get around, feeling awkward trying to support his bulky figure. While he'd been in the hospital his teammates had come to visit, trying to cheer him
up. They presented him with the game ball from the hard fought Kennel worth victory. When they were
alone his head coach, Dick Sherman, told him they were dedicating the last game of the season against
Mattenlong in his honor. This touched him deeply, and he'd thanked him, fighting off his emotions. Kyle
was dismissed from the hospital on Wednesday with strict instructions from his doctor as to the care he
needed to take with his leg. Of course the following Saturday Kyle stood on the sidelines dressed in street
clothes, watching as his team mates went out and destroy their opponents 42- O to capture their third
straight Mauldoon trophy as champions of the Hampshire league. Kyle was happy for his teammates yet a
gloom hung over him. That morning his doctor told him he believed Kyle would never play football again.
Football was his Kyle's entire life, he knew nothing else, "I'll prove them all wrong, just wait and see," he
thought to himself as he stood off to one side in the locker room watching as the celebration went on all
around him.
He took the hose and finished washing down the trunk, having completely scrubbed the entire car
to a sparkling shine. As he watched the suds float down the driveway into the street, Kyle thought about the
upcoming football season. This would be the first time he wasn’t playing ball since Peewee's some ten to
eleven years ago. Normally his season would have already begun – spring training camp giving the coaches
an idea as to the shape every player was in. A barrage of footballs floating gracefully thru the air would
make him feel right at home. Time would be spent meeting all of his new teammates and coaches. He'd kid
around nervously with all the freshmen that hoped to make the squad. Kyle loved to learn about the coach’s
style and their unique strategies about playing defensive ball. Instead he was home washing his dad's car.
It had been almost ten months since his injury and he could walk without any support, a slight
limp noticeable to anyone who may be watching. His knee was getting stronger every day, though he lived
with pain on a daily basis. He pushed himself to the brink, working towards his complete rehabilitation
with a combination of weights, running, swimming, and just recently, bicycling. Kyle setup a one-year
game plan for getting himself back into shape, with football left totally out of the picture. He planned to
devote his entire freshman year at college towards strengthening his body both mentally and physically. He
finished straightening up around his dad's newly cleaned automobile. After rolling up the hose and putting
everything neatly where it belonged, he went inside and put on his jogging outfit. "Bye mom, I'm off. I
should be back in about an hour or so, you can have dinner ready when I get back". Kyle opened the front
door and stepped outside pulling the door shut tightly behind him. He started to jog heading down his usual
route hoping to run a little further today. He was up to almost four miles. Still not close to his six to eight
miles he'd grown accustomed to before destroying his knee. He wasn’t satisfied with his distance however
he didn't want to chance any additional injury to his leg. He knew his knee was getting better each day but
it still throbbed when he completed running and the stretching exercises he put himself through. He still
hadn't started doing any 100-yard dashes but this was okay since they weren't scheduled in his work plan
for another three months. Kyle's was working with one goal in mind, a successful return to football. He
believed that upon completion of his freshman year at college he would reevaluate his physical and
emotional conditioning. At this time he would make a decision as to whether or not he would ever play
football again. If he felt confident that his body was physically and mentally ready again he would
proactively pursue those schools that had recruited him before his injury. If none of them showed any
interest, Kyle had already decided that he'd pick his top choice then get into that school using whatever
means it took. Then he'd step onto the football field again, even if he had to tryout as a walk-on. For now
his sights would clearly focused, in two weeks he'd become a freshman at Seivelle University. He planned
on using this first year as an academic stepping-stone. Something he never thought he'd need to worry
about based upon his football future.
Joyce Evanstone was packing her final suitcase of fall clothes. Stuffing her last bulky sweater on
top of her designer jeans, fancy blouses and leather skirt (you never know what you need to wear she
reasoned to herself when she packed it). She pressed as hard as she could but still couldn't get the suitcase
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closed. Finally she pressed with all her might, then turned and sat on top while aligning the top and bottom
groves into their plane. As the suitcase gave a last gasp, Joyce triumphantly got the left clasp closed tightly,
then the right one gave in. Taking her key she carefully fit it into the lock and turned it ninety degrees,
enclosing her clothes safely away for their trip to new adventures some three hundred or so miles away.
"I'm glad to be getting away, though I'll miss my folks" Joyce felt a tear roll down her cheek as she sat still
perched atop her suitcase. "Damn him. How could he treat me this way after all we've meant to one
another," Joyce felt angry and betrayed. She slipped off the suitcase and slid belly down on her bed
pounding her fist into the mattress. She fought to get control of her emotions, still not believing what had
transpired just two short days before. She'd known Scott for almost three years. He was the first boy she'd
actually dated, 'going steady' with him for the past eleven months. They'd met at school thru mutual friends,
not really liking one another. They'd bump into each other occasionally but never did anything together for
the first year or so since their first meeting. Then about nineteen months ago they were both at a friend’s
party – Melissa Cummings. Several of the guys and girls were dancing to the rock and roll music blaring
from the stereo. Scott and Joyce both deciding to quench their thirst walked towards the punch bowl,
conversing from opposite sides of the room. They arrived at the same time colliding, Scott almost knocking
Joyce over. Instinctively Scott reached forward and caught Joyce under her elbow. His hand accidentally
brushed against her breast before it turned and righted itself to help her regain her balance. He started to
blush not knowing what to say.
"Sorry, I didn't see you coming. I guess I wasn't paying attention," Scott realizing he still had a
hold of her elbow dropped his hand and placed it behind his back, clutching it with his other hand to keep
from shaking. Joyce didn't know what it was, but when Scott caught her and held her elbow (and touched
her breast) she felt a tingling sensation throughout her entire body. She looked up at him and saw the
crimson color he'd turned. She also noticed the nervous twitch as he held both hands behind his back and
felt a certain jubilation to realize she had the power to make a boy feel this way around her.
"That's okay, I didn't see you either. Thanks for helping me so I didn't fall. That would've been
really embarrassing," Joyce said. She kind of stared at Scott which caused him to blush even more. She
noticed for the first time his soft sensitive light-blue eyes that portrayed the shyness he had whenever he
was near her.
"Would you like a glass of punch?" Scott looked at Joyce then lowered his gaze.
"Yes I would, thanks," she responded. She noticed that he wasn't looking directly at her for the
moment. He glanced at her briefly then unlocking his fingers walked over to the punch bowl and took out
two plastic glasses. Holding one up he scooped in the red liquid careful not to spill any over the side. He
filled the glass three quarters full then turned to Joyce and handed it to her. Their fingers brushed slightly as
he reached over to give her the almost full cup of punch. He looked up at her and saw her smile then turned
back to pour himself a glass, a wide grin spanning his mouth. They walked over to a couple of empty chairs
and sat down. Each of them sipped at their drinks talking tentatively about school and their teachers. As
they warmed up to each other they started to laugh as the subject reached mathematics and professor Slater.
It became apparent they had a lot of common interests, unbeknown to them just fifteen minutes earlier.
Their glasses emptied an Eagles song began to play and Scott looked at Joyce and asked, "Would you like
to dance? I really like this song."
"Sure, let's go," she said and let him lead her to the dance floor. They danced like shy high school
students shoveling their feet to the music swaying this way and that, about five feet apart. The
Eagles song ended and the Commodores came on, a slow song. Scott looked at Joyce and she
returned his gaze both standing still trying to decide if they should sit this one out. Joyce finally
took the initiative walking towards Scott putting one hand in his, the other atop his shoulder. Scott
not knowing quite what to do (he had never danced a slow dance with a girl before) moved a step
closer putting his free hand gently on Joyce's back, leaving at least six to eight inches between
them. He shuffled one foot then the other around the dance floor, one leg between Joyce's. They
barely moved around the floor Scott trying his best to lead keeping an even pace. He looked up at
her his eyelashes fluttering sub-consciously. Joyce met his look and smiled. This time Scott didn't
turn away smiling back at her.
They started to meet during school. In-between classes catching one another as they transferred
one set of books for others at their respective lockers. Occasionally they’d see each other after school. Once
in a while Scott would walk Joyce home. It was just after Joyce's sixteenth birthday that he'd asked her out
on an actual date (she wasn't allowed to 'date' prior to turning sixteen). They went to an inexpensive
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restaurant but one that their friends didn't frequent, and then went to the movies. She let him put his arm
around her shoulder, an occasional brush against her breast, nothing serious. That night when he took her
home they lingered on her front porch. After standing there talking softly Scott leaned over and gave Joyce
their first real kiss. Holding each other close their bodies fighting against pubescent impulses. Two months
later they were labeled a "couple", now going steady. Joyce proudly wearing the ID bracelet that Scott had
given her.
Now everything was over just a week before they both left for college. They'd chosen schools that
were fairly close to one another, only forty-six miles apart (they'd measured it) so they could continue to
see each other. Neither of them had dated anyone else since they started going steady. Now Scott felt that
once he went away to college he couldn't commit himself to just seeing Joyce. Or so he'd told her. He
wanted to stay in touch, be friends, go out once in awhile and wait and see how things would be for both of
them while at school. "Let's go to college and enjoy ourselves," were his exact words. Joyce was furious,
screaming at him, wanting to know if he'd met someone else. Of course Scott denied that he had met
someone else that he'd been true to Joyce throughout their relationship.
"Do you want to go off to college and not be able to enjoy it to it's fullest just because of me?"
he'd questioned her. "Were both going to be a long way from home. We will meet new people, make new
friends. I don't want to tie you down if you meet someone else. I don't want to tie myself down either. High
school was fun, great, and I really love you. But this has been kid stuff. Now it's time to grow up, take on
new responsibilities. Over the next four years were going to live and do things which will shape us for the
rest of our lives, and that scares me! In a few months I'll be old enough to be drafted. I could be sent to war,
maybe have to go to Vietnam, and that scares me to death, literally! I'm scared to of being off on my own.
No one there to support me and that's going to happen to both of us next week. A whole new world awaits
us, and neither of us is prepared or knowledgeable enough to know what that means. We've both been
sheltered our entire lives, now the shell is busting open and were expected, no demanded, to know what to
do. I don't know what to expect, but I'll find out shortly, and so will you."
Scott's speech had caught Joyce completely by surprise. She wasn't sure what to think, or how to
react. She was scared too, frightened about leaving the nest which had cocooned her for the best seventeen
years. Only time would provide the answers to any questions Scott had raised. No one could look into the
future and see clearly where their lives would lead. Still, she felt abandoned, left totally on her own at a
time when she needed reassurance, stability, a guiding force to lead her forward and let her know that
everything would be okay. She always believed that Scott was that person and now he'd betrayed her, left
her stranded. This she could not understand.
"Joyce, how are you coming up there? We have to finish packing up the car and leave within the
hour. You've got a long journey ahead of you and we don't want to be late, do we?" Joyce's dad called from
the stairway below. He was driving her to school, her mom coming along as well. They were staying over
at a nearby hotel since the drive was over six hours.
"Coming, I just finished my last suitcase. Why don't you come up and lug it down the stairs for
me, I'll never be able to carry it!" Joyce called down to her dad as she climbed off the bed and walked into
the bathroom to freshen up. She washed her face so her folks couldn't tell that she'd been crying. Joyce
came down stairs a few minutes later her last suitcase having already been loaded into the car, along with
the rest of her belongings. She straightened out her skirt pulling her blouse down so it fit snuggly inside her
skirt.
"Well, we’re off," her dad said as they walked out of the house and he locked up behind them.
Joyce opened the back driver's side door and climbed inside pulling the door shut tightly and locking it. Her
mom was already situated in the front seat not looking forward to the long trip. She looked back at her
daughter forcing a smile upon her face, her eyes conveying a different message. She thought sadly that she
was taking her daughter on journey from which only she and her husband would return. This was the first
time that Joyce would be away from home (outside of summer camp when she went away for two weeks,
but that wasn't the same, everyone knew she'd be coming home soon). As her father pulled out of the
driveway and down the street taking her away from the only home she'd known for the past seventeen plus
years, Joyce felt a shiver run throughout her body. Knowing that this was truly it, she was leaving the nest,
off to fly on her own.
"Upward and onward to Seivelle University," her dad pronounced as her turned onto the main
highway.
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Chapter 5
Jeromy's summer had been very frustrating. He'd talked to Detective Wheeler several times over the first
few weeks hoping to find the police had some leads or information about Jennie's murder, however they'd
turned up nothing. Every path they took lead to a dead end. After six weeks of police futility the deaths of
Jennie, Malcolm and Olphilia joined the cases of unsolved murders. Folder after folder was silently placed
into its appropriate alphabetized file cabinet that was stored out of sight in the headquarters basement. For
every murder solved by the homicide department, forty more remained a mystery. The burden of these
unsolved murders remained as a thorn in the side of every homicide department across the nation. Yet the
pain, suffering, frustration and anger of this ineptitude was felt by every friend and loved one who was left
behind in the aftermath of these senseless killings.
Jeromy had gotten Malcolm's parents address from Detective Wheeler and for the second time in
just over two weeks he found himself in a neighborhood where the color of his skin made him stick out
feeling totally vulnerable. Unlike the first time he'd strolled into this area, Jeromy was extremely aware of
his surroundings. He walked slowly up the walkway after finding the correct number on the dented mailbox
down by the street. He looked all around to see if anyone noticed him. What he saw scared him. There were
three or four families out on their steps, watching him intently, ready to pounce, or so he imagined. He
continued the final few steps up to the house entrance looking for a doorbell. He found it and pushed it
several times but heard no sounds to suggest his presence had been announced. He waited for several
moments then softly knocked on the front door. His mind raced, as he hadn't considered the possibility that
no one would be home. About a minute later the door opened a crack and a pair of dark beady eyes peered
up at him. It took Jeromy a moment to realize that the eyes belonged to a small child. "Is your mom or dad
home?” he asked staring down at the child. The small boy closed the door.
"Momma, momma, there’s a boy to see you, a white boy momma!" Jeromy could hear the excited
voice shouting out to his mom.
"Well hush boy, what's all this noise your making." Jeromy heard the boy’s mom as she came to
the door. She opened it a crack just like her son had done a few minutes previously.
"Can I help you son?" she asked staying behind the chain locked door.
"Are you Mrs. Powers? Malcolm's mom?" Jeromy asked hesitatingly.
"Yes, yes I am. Did you know my boy, my Malcolm" she responded, a surprised tone in her voice.
"No, I'm sorry to say I never had the opportunity to meet your son. My name is Jeromy, Jeromy
Calley. I was here with my girlfriend, Jennie. You don't know me uh you didn't know her either. We were
the ones that day when your son, Malcolm and uh your baby too were killed, I mean murdered. It was my
girl-friend Jennie who was killed as well," Jeromy's voice choked up as he spoke. In a minute he continued,
"I wanted to let you know uh in person I mean, how terribly sorry I am about your loss." Mrs. powers
closed the door then immediately reopened it and removed the chain lock. She stood there in silence with
the door opened a crack speechless letting her hand on the doorframe hold her upright. Finally she said,
"Would you like to come in for a few minutes?" She opened the door wide giving him access to her small
home. As he stepped in he noticed a single tear in the corner of Mrs. Powers' left eye.
"Thank you. I'll uh only stay a moment. I don't want to take up much of your time." Jeromy
walked into the family room where he was lead to a chair and sat down nodding graciously.
"Such a tragedy, a terrible tragedy," Mrs. Powers stated. She fell into the sofa off to the right of
Jeromy's chair. Just then Mr. Powers entered the room surprise registering on his face when he
saw Jeromy. "Darling, this is Jeromy. I'm sorry I forgot your last name."
"Calley, Jeromy Calley," he said. Jeromy stood up and walked awkwardly over to Mr. Powers,
tentatively putting out his hand. Mr. Powers in turn shook hands with Jeromy quickly then lowered his
hand. Mrs. Powers seeing the strain on her husbands face got up and went to stand beside him.
"This young boy was the one with that white girl that night we lost our Malcolm and Olphilia. He
stopped by to express his condolences, isn't that right," Mrs. Powers looked over at Jeromy.
"Yes uh that's right. My girlfriend Jennie, well uh she was killed that night also. I just wanted to
say how sorry I am," Jeromy stared at Mr. Powers then turned his gaze towards his wife.
"You and your girl that night, what were you doing here? We don't get many white folks come a
strolling in our neighborhood," Mr. Powers glared at Jeromy as if he was an intruder in his home. Jeromy,
not so sure it was a good idea that he had come tried to explain.
"We'd been out to see a play, 42 Street and uh afterwards we went for a walk. I guess I uh kinda
got lost. I wasn't paying much attention uh you see we were walking and talking about the play, uh Jennie
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and I. Next thing I know here we were and that car came racing round the corner. Jennie, she never had a
chance. I mean we never saw it coming. They were just there and everything happened so suddenly! I wish
I could've done something, anything, there just wasn't any time." Jeromy spoke softly as he reflected back
once again to the events which lead to that tragic evening. He turned his head, lowering his eyes away from
Mr. Powers. He couldn't take any more hatred aimed at him. He had enough of that on his own.
"Come sit down for a minute boy. Martha fetch young Jeromy a soda, I'll have a beer." Mr.
Powers came and put his arm around Jeromy's shoulder, leading him back into the family room. When
Jeromy looked up he was surprised, there was no hatred in Mr. Powers eyes. What he saw instead was
sympathy and understanding, along with a deep underlying sadness that told of his immense loss as well.
After Jeromy was seated once again in the old but comfortable thickly cushioned chair Mrs. Powers handed
him a Coke and her husband a Miller Lite. She went and sunk back into the sofa. Mr. Powers, beer in hand
sat down next to her.
"Have you heard anything? I mean uh have the police told you about any suspects or something,
you know about your son's murderers?" Jeromy felt like he was throwing his words out, speaking too fast.
"I've contacted that Detective who was here that night. You know Detective Wheeler was his name. But he
hasn't told me anything." Jeromy saw Mrs. Power’s facial expression change. She still found it difficult to
talk about her son and daughter's deaths. As he switched his gaze from Mrs. to Mr. Powers he noticed
something different. Through the painful glare there was something more. Anger became the primary
emotion surfacing.
"They just came by and shot my boy and my little baby, your girl too! And the cops do nothing!
Just another shooting in the poor area of town where murder's have become commonplace. What's another
death or two in this section of the city? These folks have nothing to live for anyway," the fury in Mr.
Powers voice evident as he spoke staring at Jeromy. This barrage against the police was something new to
Jeromy. He'd never seen or been a part of this kind of hatred before during his sheltered seventeen years of
life. Now all of a sudden over the past two weeks his whole world had come tumbling down atop of him.
He wasn't sure he wanted to live in a world where death and destruction of one's very being was
commonplace, the core of their existence. Jeromy stared back at Mr. Powers reflecting in his eyes that
while he didn't live in the same environment of day-to-day fear. He'd been forced to join the world that
surrounded them. Anyone who had lived through a violent death of a loved one knew exactly when these
worlds collided, smashing into a thousand pieces. In return he saw Mr. Powers soften his gaze, his
shoulders droop in defeat. His tension, a natural reflex as he sat in his own home talking about death to a
white boy, began to disappear slightly. Jeromy didn't know how to ask his next question so he just forged
ahead.
"Do you have any idea as to who might have done this? I mean uh you know, a motive or
something that could help identify the killers? I just want to find whoever killed my Jennie. And of course
your boy and baby as well. People like that don't deserve to die. They had so much to live for. I just want to
bring whoever did this to justice. You know I uh kinda promised Jennie at her funeral, I owe her that much
anyway." Jeromy didn't mention how much he blamed himself for Jennie's death though it was obvious in
his tone. He unconsciously switched his gaze from Mr. to Mrs. Powers watching for any signal that might
tell him she knew something. Mrs. Powers face went blank as if she'd asked herself the same question a
thousand times since Malcolm's death, never coming any closer to an answer. She turned and looked at her
husband wondering if he knew anything that he hadn't shared with her. Jeromy noticed the same
questioning look in Mrs. Powers eyes as she glared at her husband so he turned his attention to him as well,
knowing Mrs. Powers had no answers for him. Mr. Powers looked back at his wife then at Jeromy, first
with resentment then resignation.
"What kind of things was my boy into? What trouble was so bad that he couldn't come and talk
about it with his papa? Why couldn't he trust me to help him, he always had before? No! Instead it cost you
your life and that of your baby sister, and this poor boy's girlfriend. Was it worth it Malcolm, my boy, my
son, was it worth it!" Mr. Powers let these questions hang in the air the pain suddenly becoming too
unbearable to deal with. He turned his glance first at Jeromy then at his wife, giving both of them that final
telling tale that he knew nothing more then they did. He looked back at Jeromy and said, "I don't have any
answers son. I wish I did, I wish to God I did!" He put his untouched beer down on the table next to him,
pushed himself up off the sofa and walked slowly out of the family room. He went up the stairs that lead to
his own private sanctuary. Jeromy and Mrs. Powers stared at his back as he walked quietly away. He
couldn't see the tears streaming down his face. Jeromy stood up to leave.
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"I hope I uh didn't take up to much of your time. Thank you for letting me in and talking to me. I
appreciate all that you've done and everything you've been through. I really did want to let you know how
bad I feel." Mrs. Powers forced herself out of the sofa and lead Jeromy to the front door.
"We appreciate your coming back here, both of us do. You know how to find your way back?" she
asked.
"Yes uh yes I do. Thank you again. Goodbye." Jeromy headed out the door which Mrs. Powers
held open for him. As he started down the driveway he heard Mrs. Powers say as she stood in the doorway,
"You be careful, you hear. Don't you linger around here? You just head yourself right back out of this
neighborhood. Don't go getting into any trouble." Jeromy appreciated Mrs. Power’s concern. He turned his
head back over his shoulder replying, "I won't get into any trouble, I promise." With this last statement he
walked down the driveway and onto the sidewalk that lead him away from Mr. and Mrs. Powers home, he
believed for the last time.
Tyrone was confused and upset with himself. He was positive that Malcolm would have hidden
the money and drugs someplace safe, somewhere his folks would never find. Malcolm hadn't had enough
time to spend much of the wad of money that he'd been shown a few days before his death. "I would have
seen any new things Malcolm might have bought, like that new watch he'd proudly shown off the week
before his death. Malcolm never was one to hide things he got, especially from me." Tyrone spoke out loud
to no one but himself. He was getting discouraged with his search. It had been almost two weeks since
Malcolm's funeral yet so far he'd been unsuccessful in finding any thing Malcolm must have hidden.
Tyrone had first gone to what he considered their most secret hiding place – the abandoned house over on
the corner of Sidney and 9th Ave. The place had been condemned maybe ten years earlier, boarded up
waiting its final demise. Of course in their neighborhood, homes like this could last forever since nobody
wanted to come in and demolish the house and put something new in it's place, the cost couldn't be
justified. Malcolm and Tyrone had claimed the falling down wreak as their home away from home. MT's
they called it laughing as they remembered the first day they entered the old home after the health
department had classified it as being unsafe to live in and boarded up the doors and windows, putting up a
huge condemned sign. They used to gain entrance via the back alley that lead to the basement window.
Tyrone had created a sliding window cover out of the two by fours and twelve by twelve inch baseboard.
This had been originally nailed to the wood shingles surrounding the windowsill. As Malcolm watched
Tyrone had carefully removed this makeshift structure, nailing it tightly together so there were no breaks in
the originally sloppily made covering which was suppose to prevent entrance into the basement. He then
added hidden hinges to each back corner which allowed them easy access thru the broken window area
(they had not broken the window, it was already broken) while at the same time generating a secret door
which closed firmly behind them. This kept any possible prying eyes from knowing they were there.
Tyrone added one final touch to his trap door, a locking latch strategically placed so it would be hard for
others to find. Unless this latch was freed correctly the secret door remained firmly in place. Upon entering
the basement window they had access to the small basement crawl space. This area that lead up to the
actual basement had been blocked off. This was okay with Malcolm and Tyrone. They'd set up a cramped
but comfortable home away from home, complete with a kerosene lamp kept on the cement edge closest to
the window, a small plastic table, two bean bag chairs – one on each side of the table and a portable boombox radio the size of a small desk.
Malcolm and Tyrone came here when they needed to get away from the world for a while. This
sanctuary provided an escape from the screaming adults, crying babies, and day-to-day reminder of the
poverty that surrounded them. This was the first time Tyrone had come to their hide-a- way alone and it
made him feel nervous and lonely. As he sprung the hidden latch that released the secret window covering
he thought about the last time he'd been here. It was almost two months ago – the day Malcolm had gotten
his 'acceptance' letter from Seivelle University. They'd stopped and picked up a couple of cokes and
munchies and came here to celebrate.
"So you've really done it. You’re a college man! I'm proud of you Malcolm." Tyrone had slapped
him on the back beaming with pride that his best friend had been accepted to the same school where he
planned to attend. As they sat across from one another Tyrone tore open the brown paper bag pulling out
the two cans of coke. He popped one open and handed it to Malcolm then pulled the tab back on his own
leaving the half inch opening which allowed the black carbonated liquid to pour out. Clanking his can with
his friends he smiled and said, "To you, me and Seivelle University! May we have a happy four years
together."
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Tyrone took out his bic lighter and with a quick flick of his finger set the flame next to the wick
igniting the kerosene lamp. As the bright glow temporarily blinded him he fell back into his beanbag chair.
As he opened his eyes the only vision that came into view was the reflection of his own shadow. He looked
over at the empty beanbag chair across from him and his throat tightened involuntarily, choking on his own
saliva. He fought back the tears as he thought to him self that this other chair would remain empty forever.
It took him several minutes before he could focus on the main reason why he was here. He got up and
slowly began to search their private home for any clues as to the location of the suspected hidden money
and / or drugs. He checked the drawers inside the table as well as the table itself, each corner, leg,
underneath area. He wasn't sure exactly what he expected to find. Maybe a key or bag or letter, anything.
Finding nothing he moved onto the various spots inside the crawl space that might provide a hiding place.
Everywhere he searched he came up empty. He then checked the floor for a loose panel, checked the
beanbag chairs, and looked inside the special latch and hinges to their secret window door, again finding
nothing. His searching took the better part of an hour and when he finally sat down again he was no closer
to an answer then before he came. "Tomorrow I'll try our amusement park. Maybe I'll have more success
there," Tyrone said out loud to the non-existent Malcolm. He was disappointed in not discovering anything
that might bring him closer to Malcolm's killers. He got up and released the latch that allowed him access
back into the world waiting for him. It was dark as he crawled out the window and locked the mechanism
behind him, securing the boarded window tightly in place. He brushed himself off and walked slowly
home.
The next day Tyrone caught a bus and headed out to Homedale. He got off at the small town's bus
stop and proceeded to walk the mile and a half to the Homedale amusement park. When he got there only a
few of the rides were actually running and the crowd was sparse. In it's hay-day the amusement park would
really pack them in, the parking lot was always full. Unfortunately the park had fallen on hard times due to
the economy forcing the upkeep costs to be more than the daily intake. This caused one ride after another to
be shut down for safety reasons. A misfortunate accident on the Fly To The Sky ride had taken the life of a
fourteen year-old boy and seriously injured seven others. The insurance claims alone had taken its toll on
the once popular amusement park. About a year ago a small group of investors had bought out the original
owners and now they were working to renovate the most popular rides and bring the Homedale amusement
park back to life.
Tyrone walked slowly around the grounds, his final destination coming into view. In front on him
was huge tent like structure, maybe 120' by 75' in size, almost 30' tall at its apex. If you walked to the front
of this grand building you would see the sign: Cyclops – Enter at your own risk! Included were height and
health restrictions (heart, pregnancy, etc.). This enormous ride lay dormant at the moment but all around
were workers resetting the foundation. They were adding brand new nuts and bolts to the gigantic arms that
swiveled you upside down as you were heading directly into the carnivorous mouth of the huge beast. Kids
would force their parents to travel hundreds of miles just so they could ride the Cyclops. Tyrone was
ignored as he walked silently past the busy workers. His destination was directly behind this giant oneeyed monster. One day while Malcolm and Tyrone were enjoying themselves on the various rides,
Malcolm had discovered a small opening within the back area of the tent that housed Cyclops. As they
squeezed thru they could sit and listen to the roar of the beast, the screams of the delighted kids as the huge
arms would thrust them forward. Cyclops set their faces aglow from the single beam shining upon them
from the center of the monsters forehead as they headed towards their destiny within the man-made
machine which was prepared to devour it's victims.
Tyrone and Malcolm loved their special hiding place inside Cyclops. The noise and excitement
gave them as big a thrill as if they were actually riding this favorite machine within the Homedale
amusement park. Today Tyrone snuck into the back of Cyclops, the silence deafening. He walked back
towards the area where he and Malcolm used to sit fascinated by the mighty beast. He started his search
looking in each crevasse created naturally between the beginning of Cyclops and the end of the supporting
tent like structure. Tyrone hoped here he would find something where he'd failed the day before. He was
positive that somewhere was a clue that would lead him towards his pursuit of Malcolm's killers. The end
result of his thorough search of Cyclops proved fruitless. Frustrated he was back home sitting on his bed
thinking about other locations where he might look. He had already checked out both Malcolm's and
Olphilia's rooms when he'd visited with Mr. and Mrs. Powers on the day of Malcolm's wake. There had
been so many people in and out of the house during the day so his absence from the downstairs was never
missed. He'd gone thru Malcolm's entire room including his closet, dresser drawers, desk, bed and any area
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where Tyrone thought something might be hidden. He had been in Malcolm's room a thousand times over
the years he felt he knew it almost as well as his own.
Olphilia's room was small consisting of a crib and dresser that served as a changing table as well.
Tyrone didn't believe Malcolm would hide anything in his baby sister's room but decided to check it out
just to be sure. As expected he hadn't discovered anything. As he sat in his room a disturbing thought come
to him, maybe he would never find Malcolm's hide-a-way, maybe he didn't know where to look. He and
Malcolm had never kept secrets from one another, but that was the old Malcolm. Before he'd gotten himself
involved with the wrong people.
"I made a promise to you and I'm going to keep it. I'll continue to search until I know who did this
to you, I swear." With this thought Tyrone settled in for the evening.
A week later Tyrone went back to their abandoned home just to get away from the noise being
generated out of his household. His mom and dad were in rare form yelling and screaming at each other, his
mom throwing things. Tyrone had grown accustomed to his parent’s dogfights having lived thru them for
the past eight years. However they'd gotten worse in the last three years. Tyrone hated their fighting and
tried to get out of the house whenever they began. His dad had been laid off after sixteen years on the job,
that's when the huge fights started. Even though he'd found odd jobs now and again he never recovered
from the stigma of losing his job. While things were tight at home they weren't unbearable, at least not in
Tyrone's perception. His mom on the other hand was constantly hounding her husband telling him he was
worthless, couldn't even keep a job. She berated him at every turn, questioning him on how he planned to
support her and the family. She was especially concerned about Tyrone. He was the first Hanover to get
accepted to a University. She wasn't about to have her son lose this opportunity only because they could no
longer afford it. While Tyrone appreciated his mom's concern he hated the way she treated his dad. He'd
been working hard to save some money on his own since the time he was twelve and planned to Use these
funds to help support his own education.
As he unlatched the protective window covering for the second time in just over a week Tyrone
thought about how lonely he was, how much he missed his best friend. Crawling thru the window he
reached into his pocket and pulled out his bic lighter and lit the kerosene lamp. Instead of sitting in his
usual chair something told him subconsciously to go around the table and sit in Malcolm's seat. He lowered
his body slowly down until he was engulfed into the contours of Malcolm's bright yellow beanbag chair.
He realized this was the first time he'd ever sat there. As he looked around he got a completely different
perspective of their hide-a-way. His usual vantage point was always looking into the vast crawl space that
continued beyond Malcolm's chair. Now he was staring directly into the limited confines of the wall that
housed the basement window. As his eyes adjusted to the varying shadows caused by the lamp's flickering
red-orange flame his attention focused on a crack up near the ceiling. As he continued to stare at the spot
for a moment it looked like a cement block might have been loosened. He pushed himself out of Malcolm's
seat excitement growing within his very soul. He walked slowly back towards the windowsill only this time
he concentrated on the far left corner of the wall. He got up close to the wall looking up trying to determine
if there indeed was a way to remove the cement block. As he stood on his tippy toes extending his right arm
as far over his head as possible he was dismayed to learn he wasn't quite tall enough to grasp the opening in
the cement wall.
Tyrone stepped back to look at the wall structure. He turned and went back to the table, the light
shinning brightly off its white surface. He picked it up careful not to knock the kerosene lamp that cast its
flames allover him. He carried the table over to the corner of the wall closest to the loosened brick. He set it
down about six inches away to give himself room to maneuver. The lamp behind him exploded it's colors
against the gray cement blocks bursting Tyrone's figure into a multitude of shapes crisscrossing as he
delicately mounted the table top. With both feet firmly in place Tyrone, now twelve inches taller, peered
into the crack in the wall up near the ceiling closest to the windowsill of their hide-a-way. He took his
fingers and squeezed them gently into the crevasses of the narrow opening, feeling his way to see if the
block could be moved. He pulled it forward and it responded to his touch with a slight creaking sound.
Tyrone took his other hand and put in on the other side pulling a little harder. The cement block unwillingly
moved away from it's home in the wall. Inch by inch Tyrone lifted the block of cement until it was free
from the wall and sat inside the palms of his two hands. He bent over and carefully put in down on top of
the table noticing that as he did so the lamp sprayed rays of light in all directions around him.
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He stood back up peering into the newly created hole praying silently that he'd find the treasures
Malcolm had left behind. At first he couldn't see anything. Suddenly something shiny came into view. He
reached his left hand into the opened wall and felt around. The first thing he touched made him shudder. He
pulled out two shiny bags of pure white powder. He pushed them off to the side still inside the hole in the
wall. He put his hand back in reaching as far back as his arm would go. He moved his fingers searchingly
when his middle index finger hit a jagged edge within the stoned enclosure slicing it open. "Shit man," he
said out loud as the pain moved up his arm right to his brain. As he pulled his injured hand back to look at
the damage it bumped into something. He forgot his pain for a moment twisting his fingers around grasping
onto whatever it was he hit. He pulled his arm back slowly, gingerly holding onto whatever it was he'd
found. As his hand and fingers cleared the wall opening he saw blood oozing out of his wounded finger. As
he pulled his hand up to his face to take a closer look at his injury he realized that he was holding a large
wad of one hundred dollar bills tied neatly with a rubber band. He moved the blood covered money from
his injured hand to his good one then turned and sucked the side of the sore finger. Once again he bent
down only this time he put the money on the opposite side of the grayed cement brick he placed there a
moment before. With his good hand he reached inside his pants pocket pulling out an army knife. He pulled
his tucked in shirt out of the pants holding the knife with his good fingers extending the blade. He held the
bottom of his shirt with his wounded hand taking the blade slicing a piece off. He took the strip of cloth
from his cut shirt and wrapped it around his finger tying the two ends in a knot to stop the bleeding. This
accomplished he pushed his shirt back neatly inside his pants. Standing back up he reached into the hole
once more. Feeling around carefully he bumped into something softer, like a thick bag. Using his fingers he
grabbed hold taking out the two bags white powdery stuff. Cocaine or heroin he thought to himself though
he didn't know which. He quickly stuffed them into his jacket pocket. He planned to flush this stuff down
the toilet at the nearest hangout once he left this hide-a-way. Tyrone reached down and picked up the
cement block with both hands and carefully placed it back filling the hole that was once visible. He pushed
it all the way in until it was snug. He climbed off the tabletop picking up the money and went to stuff it in
his other jacket pocket. He didn't know what he would do with this money. He didn’t have any idea as to
how much was there. One thing he knew for sure, he didn't feel comfortable putting it back it the hole and
he certainly couldn't hold onto it. He planned to use this money in some way to help find Malcolm's killers
as promised. As he went to put the money in his pocket he looked down at the huge wad wondering how
much was there. It was then that he noticed for the first time the sealed white envelop folded and tied neatly
to the back end of the folded hundred dollar bills, blood stains covering most of the front end.
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Chapter 6
Jeromy finished packing his two door blood red, 65' Ford Escort. He wasn't taking much with him
since he didn't own many luxury items. He had two suitcases that carried his entire fall wardrobe consisting
mainly of Levi jeans and flannel shirts. He'd packed the two good pairs of pants, one gray the other blue.
He also took the one sports coat he owned, though he didn't know when he might wear them. He also has
his thirteen-inch color television and "stereo" portable radio, the same one he'd carried with him on Prom
night when he went to Fantasy Island Beach with Jennie. Jeromy checked the trunk one last time making
sure that nothing was sticking out and his extra pair of sneakers were loaded along side the front suitcase.
Everything in its proper place, Jeromy slammed the trunk door down insuring the latch had caught tightly.
He pulled at it twice just to make sure then headed back into the house to say goodbye to his family.
The days of summer moved extremely slowly for Jeromy since Jennie’s death. He worked six,
sometimes seven days a week. He put in as many hours as his boss Duncan Highsmith would allow. His
social life was non-existent for the past ten weeks. This was just fine with Jeromy. He had no desire to do
or see anyone. He thought about how this summer was suppose to be special for Jennie and himself. The
last hurrah with Jennie before both of them started college in the fall. With Jennie gone Jeromy had no
desire to socialize. He worked well with Sharon behind the deli counter and there were several occasions
when she hinted to him that she'd like to go out. He never asked her out and after a couple of weeks he
sensed her disappointment. Donna Base on the other hand had been more blunt with him, a truly liberal
woman of the ninety’s. After working together for two weeks she'd come up and asked him out to various
parties. Each time he'd politely refused though deep down there were times he wished he hadn't. No matter
what he did Jeromy, day or night, he couldn't shake his highly emotional state of mind. His thoughts always
centered around Jennie and the fact that she was gone forever. He believed that he'd be cheating on her if he
went out with another girl. Jeromy shut his eyes tightly holding onto the doorframe to steady himself,
shivering violently. There it was again, that vivid picture of Jennie lying crumpled at his feet, blood spilling
out of the spot where her face use to be. "Help me. Oh please Jeromy help me," Jennie's voice so sweet and
soft pleaded to him even though there was no mouth from which she could speak.
"Stop it! Just stop it! Oh God I'd help you if I could. I swear I would!" Jeromy's silent thoughts
rushed thru him as if someone had injected ice water into his veins. He shuttered as he tried to clear his
mind.
"Today you'd be smiling that wonderful broad smile with your perfect mouth, white teeth
gleaming. You’d be in your glory as you headed off to Yale. The start of a glorious college education that
would have turned you into the hottest Investigative Reporter on television. And I would have been
standing on the sidelines watching you, proud to call you my wife. See that girl out there in front of the
camera talking to millions of viewers, that's Jennie Thurowgood Calley, the girl I love. I would tell anyone
willing to listen, everyone nearby. I swear I would, dear sweet loving Jennie." Jeromy calmed himself
down then walked into the kitchen and got a glass of water sitting down. He was sweating profusely. He
swallowed down the cold water then got up and put the glass in the sink. As he started upstairs to change
his shirt he thought once more about the fact that Jennie would not be making her journey to college or
anywhere else ever again and a tear appeared. He wiped the tear away thinking, "Jennie I'm sorry. I know
I've told you this before. I'II never forget you and I hope that wherever you are you'll find it in your heart
and soul to forgive me. And one other thing, I'II always remember the promise I made to you no matter
how long it takes. I know I haven't been very successful, but I'll continue digging until I find them, don't
your worry about that." Jeromy went over to his closet looking for a clean shirt hoping that he'd left one
unpacked. Finding one he stripped off his soaking shirt took a towel and dried himself off. He then rolled
deodorant under both arms and buttoned his fresh clean shirt. Walking back down stairs as he finished
straightening out his shirt and pants Jeromy headed into the family room where his mom, dad and three of
his brothers and sisters waited to say goodbye to him. He assured them that he would call as soon as he was
settled in and they all walked him out to his car. They each hugged and kissed him in turn, his mom being
the final one holding him a little longer then the rest. She released him and Jeromy opened the car door and
climbed inside. He rolled down the window as he turned the engine over with a soft roar.
"Bye mom. See you dad. Heh bro uh don't destroy my room while I'm away. I'II be back you
know. Sis, be good and I'II talk to you soon." With that said Jeromy pulled out of the driveway and drove
down the street waving behind him as his car took him away from his home for the first time in his life.
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Joyce's dad sat down on the unmade twin mattress huffing deeply. "I'm glad this is over. I can't
believe all the stuff you’ve brought with you, and such a tiny room. You'll never fit it all in and have room
for your roommate," he told her. They had arrived at the Co-ed dorm where his daughter would spend her
freshman year. Carrying her cargo up to the forth floor of The Tower had proven to be quite an experience
and he sat for a few minutes catching his breath.
"Oh daddy, isn't it beautiful? What a great campus. Did you see all the kids bustling about? I'm
going to have such a good time here." Joyce was bubbling with excitement, Scott forgotten for the moment.
Her roommate had not yet arrived so she was hesitant about unpacking too much though she had picked the
bed on the left hand side of the room and the closet closest to it. Her chest had barely fit under the bed but it
was safely tucked away. Her prized possessions were carefully stored and locked up. Inside was the jewelry
her mom gave her the night before. This included a locket with her picture inside and a charm bracelet with
charms for all the major events in her life so far, from birth to today -the start of her college education. Also
hidden from view was the diary she'd started when she turned thirteen. The latest entry was also from last
night. It was tear stained as she'd emotionally described the precious gifts her mom and dad had given.
"Don't forget to attend a few classes and do some studying and learning between all that fun
you’re having," her dad chuckled. "You know it’s costing us a few dollars to have you here," he continued.
"Dad! You know that I came here to learn. Of course I'll go to classes and study. But being with
all these other kids is part of my growing up as well, and that's learning too." Joyce went and gave her
father a huge hug and kiss then turned to her mom who'd been quiet the whole time and hugged and kissed
her as well.
Kyle threw his duffel bag and other suitcase on the unclaimed bed and sat down at the open desk.
His roommate had already arrived and neatly unpacked his belongings. Kyle looked around at the properly
made bed complete with a navy blue fitted sheet, matching cover sheet and a dark blue blanket snug against
the two pillows, each with a white and blue stripped pillowcase. There wasn't much else to see, the taken
closet contained only a couple of pairs of jeans, some cotton shirts of assorted colors, a pair of sneakers on
the floor and one good pair of black shoes. Kyle looked around the room taking in the two beds parallel to
one another on opposite walls. There were two desks at an L-shape on the windowed wall. Finally there
were two small chests of drawers each with four draws directly next to their respective beds. The room
itself was maybe 17' by 20' total so there was not a lot of free space. He thought about dumping out his
belongings but was in no hurry. As he turned his attention towards his roommate’s desk he noticed a
strange object. He couldn't tell for sure what it was so he got up to get a closer look. Picking it up he finally
figured out what it was, a pick comb with seven long teeth used on an Afro type hairstyle. On the corner of
the desk Kyle noticed a family picture. He went over to look at it and a surprised expression captured his
face – the family in the picture was black.
Tyrone walked through the campus reflecting back on everything that had happened over the past
six weeks since he'd discovered Malcolm's stash. He had gone to T.J'S, a local hangout where he used to go
with Malcolm. Once he was inside he headed immediately for the bathroom. Making sure that no one else
was around he quickly went inside a stall and closed and locked the door behind him. Taking the two bags
of "powder" out of his pocket, his finger pulsing though he'd stopped the bleeding, Tyrone once more got
his pocketknife and opened the blade. He carefully slit a hole in the first bag and poured the contents into
the toilet. Shaking it to make sure everything was out he flushed several times to make sure that it was all
gone. Listening to hear if anybody had come in to the john Tyrone realized he was sweating. He repeated
the procedure with the second bag and flushed two extra times to make sure that no trace was left of what
he'd done. He took the empty bags and stuffed them back into his pocket figuring that he'd throw them
away in the trash receptacle outside the building rather than here in the bathroom where they might be
found. He opened the stall door and glanced around still nervous that someone might spot him. He walked
over to the sink and turned on the faucet splashing water all over his hands. He had to be careful around his
injured finger cause he didn't want to start it bleeding again. He washed all traces of the powder from his
hands leaving no evidence behind that he'd ever been there with the drugs. There had been over nine
thousand dollars wrapped neatly in the rubber band that Malcolm had hidden. Tyrone opened up six
savings accounts in six different banks, depositing about $1500.00 in each over a four-week time span. He
figured if anyone found out or asked questions about a specific account he could say the money had come
from his summer job and was being put away for his college education. More disturbing than either the
money or drugs were the ‘letters’ that had been attached to the stash of money. The first letter was a copy
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from Malcolm to his main contact, or so Tyrone assumed since there was no name on it. Written in
Malcolm's childish handwriting, he had tried to set up some kind of contract. In it he talked about the tenweek time frame till he left for college as being the only time he would provide his services. He specifically
stated that he wouldn't carry forward any kind of dealings once he was at the University. He also identified
the money he was paid would be used to help support his costs while at school and that no additional funds
should be accepted.
"Poor Malcolm, so naive to think that these people would care about him and what it meant for
you to go off and be a college man." Tyrone's anger returned as he punched his fist into the palm of his
hand. His finger throbbed for a moment reminding him of how it was injured in the first place. It had
healed nicely but there was a small scar left over to always remind him about Malcolm. "Why didn't you
ever listen to me, man? You might've been walking beside me this very minute. Look all around? See how
beautiful a campus this is? It’s a wonder to be part of the college scene. And it was all yours too man. Why
did you have to go and blow it all away?" He was sure that he'd never have the true answer to this question.
Tyrone wanted to punish whoever was responsible for destroying Malcolm and ruining his life in
the process. He thought about the other things he'd found inside that envelop along with Malcolm's lettercontract. First there had been receipts of some sort, he wasn't exactly sure what they were for. There were
three different ones each with a unique code and dollar figure. On the back of one of the receipts was an out
of town phone number. He'd dialed that number but when some tough sounding guy asked for the code he'd
quickly hung up. The other strange thing Tyrone found inside Malcolm's envelope was a picture -a
Polaroid. Tyrone never considered taking these things he'd found to the police. He didn't think about the
large network the police maintained when handling the kind of information that Tyrone now had in his
possession. Tyrone thought of the cops as enemies rather than a friendly force that could track the phone
number and coded receipts which he now held. Tyrone's view of Malcolm's death was something that he
personally had to work out on his own. Or with the help of people he requested to help because he trusted
them. Had Tyrone let Detective Wheeler know about Malcolm's dealings and shown him the contents of
the envelope he'd found this would have been considered a huge breakthrough in the Power's / Thurowgood
case, the type every homicide department dreams about. This information could have lead to a quick
identification of Malcolm's killers. Without this information this triple murder remained part of the
thousands of unsolved homicides Detective Wheeler and the rest of his force had to contend with.
There were no people in the picture, only a group of buildings. One of the buildings towards the right hand
corner had been circled with a red pen. Written on the back of this picture also by the same red pen were
the words – Seivelle University. The buildings didn't look familiar to Tyrone from previous visits he'd
made to the University when deciding upon where to apply to go to college. Today he was out taking a
walk around the campus the Polaroid picture in his pocket. He'd left home early his mom tearfully saying
goodbye taking the few personal belongings he owned. He'd checked into the dormitory about an hour
earlier, unpacked and made his bed. Now he was searching the campus area trying to find the cluster of
buildings identified in Malcolm's picture. Even if he found them, and he wasn't sure they existed at this
university, he didn't know what they meant or what he'd do afterwards. The only thing he did know for sure
was that he missed Malcolm and wished he was there with him and this search wasn't necessary. He took
the Polaroid out of his pocket and stared at it for the hundredth time. "Where are you located and what
purpose do you serve? Why did you hide this along with your money? I wish I knew or understood, but I
don't. What does this picture have to do with your death?" Tyrone spoke out loud thinking maybe it would
help him to focus more clearly.
Jeromy sat in his car parked out front of the dormitories that would be his home for the next year.
He already felt a little homesick, missing his mom, dad and his home he always knew would be waiting for
him. Once he stepped out of the car his whole life would change. Jeromy had no idea what was in store for
him as a ‘college’ man. He took a deep breath then boldly opened the door and swung his feet out of the car
and onto the pavement below. Standing up and stretching Jeromy’s body told him that it had been cramped
in the same position for too long and now enjoyed the freedom provided. Jeromy closed the door behind
him. Taking his keys he opened the trunk revealing the suitcases he'd loaded that morning. He took one out
then the other and slammed the trunk shut tightly. Picking up a suitcase in each hand Jeromy headed for the
admissions center that was located in the center of the three dorms.
"May I help you please," the lady asked as Jeromy's turn came up in line.
"Jeromy Calley. I'm a freshman here this year so I'm not real sure what I'm supposed to do.”
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"Well let me look on this list here. Oh yes, here it is. Calley, Jeromy. Let me get your orientation
package for you. Your dormitory assignment and keys will be inside .She left Jeromy alone for a moment
and went to fetch his folder. She sorted through a large box of folders each looking similar in shape and
size. Jeromy briefly looked around him. There were maybe a dozen or so other students waiting in various
lines looking lost. "They must all be freshmen like me Jeromy thought to himself. The lady who was
helping him returned with a package in her hand. "Everything you need to get started is inside this envelope
Mr. Calley," she told him. She held a large stuffed yellow envelope out to him. As he reached to take the
package she briefly pulled it away from his grasp. “Your room is in the Donnell dormitory. That's the dorm
off on the right hand side." She pointed towards the building just to his right making sure he was following
her direction. Jeromy turned to look where she was pointing then looked back at her nodding his head to
show he understood. That’s a Co-ed dorm and you’re on the fifth floor. If you have any questions you can
come back and talk to Lena. She’s situated at the help booth over in the middle area there,” she pointed
once more but in a different direction. “Have a good day and enjoy your time here at Seivelle University.”
With this final statement she handed her precious package over to Jeromy then looked past him saying,
“May I help whoever is next please.”
Jeromy took his envelope and moved on after also picking up his two suitcases. He walked
towards his dorm wondering what his roommate would be like.

Tyrone froze in his tracks. He stared intently at the set of buildings directly in front of him. Slowly
he reached into his pocket pulling out the Polaroid one more time. He moved the picture an arms length
away about chest high. He lowered his gaze down so he could see the buildings in the picture. He studied
them a moment then tore his eyes up and glared at his surroundings. There was no question that the
buildings a few hundred yards from him were the same ones as those in the picture found with Malcolm's
hidden stash. "The person who took this picture must have been standing right around where I'm standing
now,” Tyrone thought. What's so damn important about these buildings, especially the smaller one
bookend' by these other two, the one they've got circled here. And what did you have to do with any of this
Malcolm? I thought you said that whatever you'd been doing in our ghetto area would stay on our streets
back home, not worm it's way into our new school," anger was apparent in Tyrone's voice. As he realized
that he'd spoken these words out loud he quickly darted his eyes in all directions looking to see if someone,
anyone, might've been watching him. He put the Polaroid back in his pocket satisfied that there was no one
else around. He decided to take a closer look at the buildings that had meant something to Malcolm. As he
slowly crossed the two hundred or so yards that brought him eye to eye with the encircled building Tyrone
noticed something strange about the structure. The twin peaks each stood ten stories high as they
encompassed the four level rectangle enclosure. The towers had windows on each floor shining brightly,
almost smiling at you. The structure in-between them had no front facing windows, a lone triangle about
two feet in length on the top floor served as the sole means of accepting in the sun's rays. In stark contrast
to the silvery gray stones of the twin peaks, the middle building had a texture of cement bricks and red
stone intermixed with gray and deep brown mortar creating an eerie feeling about it, grinning at you almost
daring you to enter. The strange thing was there was no door on the ground floor that would allow entrance
from the street if you had the courage to intrude and enter.
Liz Toby went to put her key in the lock and to her surprise the door opened slightly.
Apprehensively she pushed the door open a little crack to see if anyone was inside. She peered through the
opening trying to discover anything unusual. Liz was concentrating so intently that she didn't hear the
person come up behind her.
"Hi. What are you doing? Are you my roommate? Why didn't you just walk in?" Joyce put out her
hand to say hello. She had gone down the hall to the community bathroom and had left the door slightly
ajar so she wouldn't have to use her key upon her return. She wasn't sure exactly what this girl was doing
but if she indeed was her roommate she didn't want to get off on the wrong foot with her.
"Well I do declare you scared me half to death. What are you doing sneaking up on a lady like
that, I nearly fainted from the shock." Joyce was amused with the distinct southern accent that was so
pronounced by the girl standing in front of her. She stood half in, half out of the doorway to their dorm
room.
"I didn't mean to frighten you. I just went to the bathroom and was coming back to my room; well
I mean our room, when I saw you standing there. My name's Joyce Evanstone and it's a pleasure to meet
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you. Why don't we go inside? Where's your luggage?" Joyce pushed open the door all the way and held it
so her roommate (she didn't know her name yet), could walk inside.
"Well I do declare this room is awfully small to be shared by two. Oh well, one must sacrifice at
certain times I guess." Liz didn't turn around and look at Joyce. Instead she walked around the room
inspecting every inch – the bed, desk and chest of drawers that comprised the full array of furniture she'd
inhabit her freshman year at college. Shaking her head from side to side Liz completed the circle. Only then
did she recognize that someone else was in the room with her. She put out her delicate hand and offered it
saying, “I’m Elizabeth Toby. Sometimes I’m mistaken for Elizabeth Taylor. She chuckled at her own joke
then continued, “My friends call me Liz. Since I’m sure were going to be friends you can call me Liz as
well. Joyce, wasn’t that what you said your name was?” Finished she put her hand down pulling at her skirt
to make sure it was still perfectly aligned with her petite body.
“Yes that’s right. I did say my name is Joyce. I hope you don’t mind that I’ve already selected my
bed and closet since I was here first. I had to do something with my things,” Joyce said. She’d never meet a
Southern belle or any other person quite like Elizabeth Toby before and she didn’t want to offend her.
“Don’t you worry your pretty little head about it. This other bed will be just fine for me.” Liz went
over and pressed down several times on the bare mattress. She then went over and opened the closed closet
door and shuddered as she looked inside. “Oh my,” was all she said. The closet was maybe one-tenth the
size of her walk-in closet back home. She was glad she’d decided to ‘pack light’ leaving a great deal of her
wardrobe at home until she discovered what all it was she’d need during her stay at Seivelle University.
“You can always ship me anything I may need," she'd told her daddy as she'd kissed his check before
leaving. As Liz backed away from the closet a knock came on the door. Joyce went over and pulled it open
startled to see two husky 6' 2" southern boys standing there. She looked from one to the other then back
again. She was sure she was looking into a mirror.
"Excuse me, is this where Liz's room might be," the boy on the right who had actually knocked on
the door asked. As he spoke Liz glided to the door responding, "Of course it is you silly boy, I told you all
the room number now didn't I." The boy looked down then back up at his sister stating, "I just wanted to be
sure. I didn't want to be walking in on some strange girl I don't know now do I?" You could tell that Liz
was in complete control of her brother even though he towered over her physically. Liz turned to Joyce and
announced," these are my two baby twin brothers, Lucas and Lionelle. This here is my roommate Joyce."
Joyce went over and said hello, shaking hands with each of them. Their handshakes were firm and manly
compared to Liz. They said hello in a bashful sort of way then went back out in the hall to gather their
sister’s belongings. They each brought in a large finely crafted leather piece of luggage. They put these
down to one side of the room then went out once more coming back with an ornate love chest which was
bedecked with tiny jewels against a beautiful collage of colorful designs and placed it next to the naked
bed. One of the brothers, Joyce didn't know which one left. He came back several minutes later carrying
several large boxes with a 19" color television on top of the boxes. He carefully put the boxes down as his
brother took the TV and put it on top of Liz's chest of drawers. He went out one last time returning with
two more huge boxes. Joyce noticed that the boxes he carried in contained Bose 901 speakers. She walked
over to the other boxes and realized they contained a complete stereo system – tuner, amplifier, equalizer,
tape deck and record player. Joyce didn't know where all this stuff would go but was sure they'd find room
somehow.
“I hope you don't mind a little music Joyce. I just love music and couldn't imagine being down
here with having something to play it on."
"I don't mind at all. I think it's great that you've brought your stereo. It will be fun to have it here."
Joyce had gone and sat on her bed with her legs crossed beneath her so she wouldn't be in the way. Liz and
Joyce continued talking while Lucas and Lionelle began unpacking the stereo equipment. They looked
around the room looking for the best location to place the speakers and the components that fit neatly into
their own cabinet. They worked quickly and efficiently together busy wiring all of the units correctly so
each piece would play properly. They ran the wires to the speakers underneath the carpet so they wouldn't
show. They separated the two speakers placing one on either side of the room for maximum sound quality.
Having completed putting the entire system together Lucas turned the tuner, amplifier and equalizer on and
music blared from the powerful 100-watt system. He turned the volume down and changed channels till a
Beatles song came on. He fine-tuned the equalizer for both bass and treble until the voice and
accompanying guitar, drums and bass could be distinguished in a crystal clear fashion. "He's a real
Nowhere Man," Paul sang softly as Lucas stepped back into the middle of the room. Some of the other girls
from down the hall came by to check out the music. As they looked inside the open door they were
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surprised to see the twin boys as they finished stacking the empty stereo equipment boxes. One giggled
then another as the boys looked up to see where the sound was coming from. They saw the girls and they
both turned red from embarrassment. They weren't used to seeing so many teenage girls staring at them.
Joyce was amused at seeing these two handsome well-built hunks getting so intimidated by a few giggly
girls. Lucas and Lionelle went back to what they were doing and each one grabbed three empty boxes and
said, "excuse me" as they went out in the hall. The girls giggled behind them and Joyce and Elizabeth went
out to introduce themselves to their hall companions. Friendships were formed that day which would last a
lifetime for a few lucky girls. Others would find themselves in direct competition with one another over
this boy or that girlfriend. Lucas and Lionelle came back quietly to say goodbye to their sister. Each one
turned and said bye to Joyce and then they left with their sister to say a private goodbye. "You all be careful
with yourself while you’re away at this here college sis," Lucas told her. "There's lots of boys here and you
just watch yourself. Don't go gettin' into any kind of trouble, you hear. Your roommate seems down right
friendly. I hope you have a good time together" with that Lucas leaned over and brushed his lips against his
sisters cheek. Lionelle had been standing there shaking his head in agreement with his twin brother. Now
he leaned over and did the same. "Now don't you both go fretting about me. I'll be fine you hear, so don't
worry." They walked her back to her dorm room they turned and left waving goodbye.

Kyle picked up the picture and stared at it for a moment. He put it down carefully trying to place it exactly
where he found it. He thought about his roommate as he looked once more at the picture and decided that
he seemed like a nice enough guy. Kyle knew and was friendly with several black kids, how could you not
be when you played football. He never had any problems with them and several of his school friends and
black members of the team hung out together. This happened especially after one of their big wins against a
rival team. Of course with his height and build he never had trouble with any of the other kids in his own
school. There were always those from other schools who'd be looking to pick a fight with him and his
teammates. Kyle was never one who liked to fight but there were times when there was no other way out of
a situation. During those infrequent times Kyle was always on guard and protected himself and his friends.
He didn't want to get hurt and risk his football career over some stupid fight. Of course that didn't matter
right now with his knee injury and his decision not to play ball this year.
"I wasn't expecting a black roommate but I guess it's okay. Since I wasn't involving myself with
sports this year it didn't occur to me that I'd make friendships with any negros, but what the hell's the
difference." Kyle felt better after thinking these thoughts so he went to unpack the few clothes he'd brought
with him. As he opened up his duffel bag and started to dump its contents onto his bed Kyle heard a key in
the lock and saw the door handle turn. The unlocked door was pushed open and a medium built black boy
around 5' 10" tall and weighing about 185-190 pounds, or so Kyle guessed, walked into the dorm room. He
closed the door behind him and turned back to face Kyle for the first time. Kyle noticed something strange
but couldn't determine what it was. Then he realized that the black boy standing in front of him looked
scared about something. He was frightened to the point where he looked pale, as if he'd seen a ghost. Kyle
felt certain that his appearance now standing facing this boy had nothing to do with what had scared his
roommate. No, whatever it was that frightened him so had occurred prior to his return to this room. Tyrone
tried to regain his composure failing miserably. He'd been so lost in thought after his encounter with
Malcolm's strange buildings that he'd completely forgot about the possibility that his roommate would've
arrived while he was out. Turning and seeing a huge white boy standing there staring at him unnerved him
all the more. He wasn't use to seeing anyone quite so big up close and he wasn’t expecting a white person
to be in his room. Kyle recovered before Tyrone did so he threw his semi-full duffel bag onto his bed and
walked the few feet which separated the two of them putting out his enormous right hand saying,
"Hi. I'm Kyle Gaston. I guess I'm your roommate for the next year. It's nice to meet you.” Tyrone
felt the color coming back into his face as he shook hands with his new roommate. Tyrone had always
considered himself to be of fairly decent size and strength yet he felt puny next to Kyle.
"I'm Tyrone Hanover. It's nice to meet you as well. I think you startled me when I first came in. I'm
sorry if I looked or acted strange. Man you certainly are a big fellow. I bet you play sports, probably
football, right?" Tyrone started to relax a little. The memory of Malcolm, his picture and his current
discovery of the strange buildings drifted to the back of his memory for a few minutes as he collected his
thoughts standing there talking to his roommate.
"Used to play football. Actually I'm not playing this season." Kyle felt a pain twinge throughout his
body, especially in his knee, when the subject of football was brought up. He felt stupid saying this since
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Seivelle University did not have a football team. Tyrone noticed Kyle wince as he spoke these words but he
didn't comprehend the meaning behind this. They spent the next several minutes feeling each other out,
almost like a first date trying to get to know something about one another. Neither of them felt comfortable
with the other to explore their real feelings about the subjects which bothered them upon their initial
meeting however someday soon the time would come where they would open up to one another.
Jeromy entered the Donnell Dormitory building with several other students. They all walked over
to the single elevator and waited in line for their turn to come and be taken away to their new home away
from home. A few of them chatted nervously amongst themselves appearing to have known each other
beforehand. Others like Jeromy stood quietly patiently waiting for the elevator to take them to their
respective floors. Someone turned and said Hi to Jeromy and he turned back and said Hi in return. He
noticed that she was a pretty petite blond who was maybe four to five inches shorter than his 5' 8". In her
hand she held a large yellow envelope similar to the one Jeromy had tucked under his arm. Anders, Sheila
Jeromy read across the top of the envelop in bold black magic marker. 4th Floor, Room 407 was written
directly underneath her name. Sheila was holding a key in her hand and it had a large tag tied to it. 407
were written on the tag as well. Jeromy felt shy and inhibited as he turned his eyes quickly away from the
envelope and key in Sheila's hand. He felt someone staring at him and as he glanced over he saw a bright
invigorating smile so warm that it would melt the heart of most teenage boys. Jeromy was no exception and
he felt himself turn red. He sort of grinned back at her then forced his head to turn away and he stared
straight ahead into the elevator door which was just opening. Several of the kids in front of him piled into
the awaiting open spaces rapidly filling them. Jeromy shuffled his two suitcases forward but realized there
wouldn't be room to accommodate him this time so he tried to relax. The huge arms closed on the mass of
new college students and a slow churning sound could be heard as the elevator took its load on a slow
journey upward. Jeromy glanced quickly over his shoulder and saw that Sheila had also been shut out from
catching the elevator. She caught his eye as he looked at her and she smiled again.
"My name's Sheila. What a zoo it's been today, wouldn't you say?" Sheila shifted her package
from her right hand to her left and with her free hand offered it to Jeromy. He put down the two suitcases
and placed his hand in hers. It was so tiny. So soft, so feminine that Jeromy felt flush. It had been three
months since he'd touched a female’s hand and this one seemed so warm and inviting. She held on for a
moment longer then necessary before releasing his hand looking down as they held hands then back up
straight into his piercing hazel eyes. Jeromy felt tongue-tied for a minute or so as his eyes were mesmerized
then he said, "I uh knew your name was Sheila. Uh what I mean is that I saw your name written there on
your envelope you see," he pointed at the large letters on her envelope. She laughed and he laughed as well.
Their eyes connected once more and she said, "Well ?” Mystified for a second Jeromy didn’t know what
she meant.
"Well what," he stammered back at her.
”Aren't you going to tell me you name, or are you going to keep it a secret," she was smiling that
smile again and Jeromy felt himself turning to mush.
"Uh sorry. Jeromy. My name's Jeromy.”
"Nice to meet you Jeromy," Sheila took his hand in hers once again and shook it up and down
laughing in her warm friendly fashion. She let go as the elevator reappeared and they were more or less
pushed into its awaiting wings from the mass of students that had grown behind them. Jeromy grabbed his
two suitcases and hurried into the elevator. He was happy to see that Sheila had gotten in next to him. They
brushed up against one another by the others who'd crowded in around them but neither one seemed to
mind or tried to move away. The man-made machine started to move forward inch by inch. Students would
force their way out when the elevator stopped on their floor easing the spacing problem a little. Finally the
steel arms parted with the number 4 shining over the opening. Sheila started to press forward but was stuck
behind several other students. "Excuse me please, this is my floor. Please I need to get out," she said as she
picked up her belongings and tried to squeeze thru. Some of the kids moved to their left and right to make
room. She said, "Thank you, excuse me". Jeromy thought about how polite she was as she wiggled her way
thru the tiny opening between the masses still in the elevator. She was finally free and stood outside the
elevator. She turned back as the giant arms closed together tightly locking Jeromy away from her.
"Bye Jeromy. I hope to see you again soon," she shouted softly as he disappeared from sight.
Jeromy shut his eyes tightly for a second shivering from the heat he'd felt while Sheila had been forced to
brush against him. "Damn it! I'm not supposed to feel this way about another girl. Not yet! Not so soon!
Not till I've avenged my Jennie. What's wrong with me!" Jeromy forced his eyes open hoping he hadn't
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spoken these words out loud. He darted his eyes all around the three quarters filled elevator but no one
seemed to notice him. He felt himself sweating as the doors opened on the fifth floor. He picked up his two
suitcases and squeezed his way thru till he stood alone on the outside. The elevator doors closed with a
clang and continued its journey upward. Jeromy felt glad that no one else had gotten off on his floor and he
leaned against the wall and sighed. "She's only one floor below me. I'm not use to this co-ed thing. What
am I going to do?" He picked up his suitcases once more and proceeded down the hall glancing at the
numbers looking for his own room – number 523. He found it further down the hall and put his two
suitcases in front of the door. He took his yellow envelope out from under his arm broke the seal and
reached inside. He felt around until he found the key with a large tag on it. Jeromy pulled the key out of the
envelope looking at the number on the tag. 523 it read. "That's mine all right," he thought. He put the key
inside the cylinder and slowly turned it till he heard a click. He turned the knob and pushed the door open.
Jeromy reached down and picked up his two suitcases one last time and carried them into the room. He
closed the door and turned the light on. Lying on the bed against the wall farthest from his was a man. He
lay on his side with his face facing the wall. From the backside he appeared to be older than Jeromy by
several years but it was hard to tell. When the light switched on the man’s body twitched and turned. He
stretched his arms over his head his face still turned away so Jeromy couldn’t see it. He put his arms down
and with a sudden quick motion bounced off the bed planting both feet firmly on the floor. He stood up and
looked directly at Jeromy: Walking forward he said in a friendly voice, "Hi – I'm Kain."
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Chapter 7
Tyrone was attending his first class as a freshman in college, reflecting back on the past ancestry
of the Hanover family. He was the first Hanover to actually have the opportunity to further his education
and he felt with a strong conviction the knowledge that he wasn't going to blow it. This was a dream his
parents had ever since he was a young boy and now he was prepared to fulfill that dream. It wasn't that he
was ashamed of the Hanover history, he was proud of his father and the way he'd worked hard all his life so
that he could provide a good home for his wife and children. When his mom and dad were growing up and
living in the poorer parts of town it was a miracle for a kid to finish high school. Only five to ten percent of
the black kids had a chance of going further and most spent their entire lives struggling to survive. His dad
had moved out of that area the day he married his wife and never looked back. They had bought a small
house in Bentington, New York in a quiet black community where he opened up a sporting goods shop
with his best friend from high school - Troy Powers (Malcolm Powers dad). Mr. Powers and his wife
Martha had moved to Bentington the following year and together they ran a prosperous business. They
were an inseparable, Nate Hanover and Troy Powers. Their sons would be the same way when they grew
up.
Tyrone looked to his right then to his left staring through faces of the teenagers sitting next to him,
looking for and expecting to see Malcolm's smiling face - giving him the thumbs up sign, signifying that
they'd made it just as they always said they would. "And we did make it, both of us you dumb bastard. You
should be right here next to me laughing between classes and complaining about how much homework we
have. We would argue about all the time we'd have to spend to get it done." Tyrone shivered slightly at the
thought of his best friend, now dead and buried ten feet under, never to join him again. He stole a glance
quickly to both sides wondering if anyone had seen or heard him, not knowing whether he had talked out
loud or not. Everyone was staring towards the front of the classroom listening intently to the professor as if
their lives depended upon every word being spoken, not even aware of his existence. With a final thought
about Malcolm Tyrone shook his head violently as if to throw off any distractions that might be clinging to
his brain. He then turned his gaze to the front of the room losing himself in an almost hypnotic trance
listening to the professor's voice speaking about the perils of good and evil in society today.
"Hi Tyrone" Leo saw Tyrone walking in front of him and hurried to catch up. "What's happenin,
brother" Leo fell in stride next to Tyrone as they headed east, away from Jackson Hall.
"Hey man were you in Professor Thummings class just now?" Leo asked as he and Tyrone stepped
in rhythm together almost military style. "That list of reading' materials is goin' to be one mother of a load
for just one class. Don't you agree, man?" Leo turned his head waiting for Tyrone's response. They'd met
during freshman orientation the day after Tyrone's chilling experience with the suspicious buildings in
Malcolm's Polaroid. They'd also been pleased to discover they were floor mates at the dormitory, living
three doors down from each other on the 9th floor of Donnell.
"I couldn't agree with you more, Leo" Tyrone looked at his new friend and smiled. He was glad
he'd met Leo Bandstrum since he didn't know anyone at Seivelle University when he got there. Having a
white roommate, while he liked Kyle and found him to be very friendly didn't make it any easier to find
others of his own kind to hang around with.
"This ain't gonna be no picnic now is it man," Leo returned Tyrone's smile.
"No, it sure won't be a picnic, that's for sure" Tyrone responded. "Where are you off to next?"
Tyrone asked as they continued to cross the campus.
"US. History man. How bout you?”
"Calculus, can you believe it. I'm taking a Calculus class. I guess all is necessary to obtain a well
rounded education, don't you think so?" Tyrone looked over at Leo's face, the surprise still registering
across his entire face.
"Calculus, no shit. You must be one smart dude. I mean you'll never find my ass sitting in any ol'
bitching Calculus class - that's for sure!"
"Probably more stupid than smart but I figured what the hell, the worst that can happen is I flunk
out go back to Algebra 101, right?" Tyrone laughed as he spoke. Leo started to laugh with him. "Yeah, sure
you’re right. Hey I'll see you later back at the dorm. Maybe will go to the dining hall together, okay?" Leo
continued laughing as if he'd heard a great joke turning left towards GRANTS TOMB (that's what they
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called the history building). He glanced over his shoulder to look at his new friend still laughing, "Calculus,
man oh man,” he muttered as he waved good-bye.
"Maybe you can help me with my homework tonight, smart guy," Leo called over his shoulder.
This caused both of them to crack up ever harder and they waved to one-another as other college students
passed them by, wondering what was so funny.
For Kyle concentrating during class was a relatively new experience. Football had taken up so
much of his time during high school that he more comfortable with tutors and studying in the evenings then
he was sitting in a classroom.
As he sat half listening to the lecture he reminded himself for the thousandth time that he might never play
football again. Even if he played some college ball there were no guarantees that he'd be back to the top of
his game, and that was the only way he'd have a prayer of a chance to make it to the Pros. The only thing he
had going for him right now was the chair he was sitting in. A college education with a meaningful degree
was his only option to make something of himself if football didn't pan out. With this thought in mind he
forced his concentration back towards the lecture happening in the auditorium that held maybe five hundred
seats. He figured that maybe a quarter of the seats were filled, which meant there were over 100 students all
listening to the same lecture. Various expressions could be seen on the faces of these students. Some sat
back with eyes closed (these tended to be the kids who sat towards the back of the auditorium); others
stared intently, their fingers working frantically trying to jot down every word the teacher spoke. Still
others sat with tape recorders on their small fold-up desks that were attached to every seat (how many of
these would ever replay the hours and hours of taped words Kyle sat and wondered). Some of the students
took an occasional note or two. Kyle assumed these kids had great memories or else they figured they had
no chance at all in understand what was said so why bother. Still others had their chins resting comfortably
in the cup of their hands with elbows prompted up on their makeshift desk. Kyle belonged to the club who
sat listening as intently as they could, an occasional note making an appearance within their notebooks.
Kyle had one of the latest in style notebooks with multi-colored tabs to separate each course that had been
available at the bookstore. His book was opened to the "English Literature" section that sported a bright
yellow tab. In addition to buying this notebook (which could separate into four different sections) Kyle had
picked up the mandatory reading books for this class, his US. History class (which was marked with a deep
red tab in his notebook), and finally his Algebra 101 math book (which sported a light-blue tab in his
notebook). Kyle had taken the time to properly label each course the night before, even though he didn't
have either class until the next day.
Kyle tuned into what Mr. Caveats (the English Lit teacher) was saying and became more intrigued.
"Like Wurthering Heights, which was considered to be very risqué for its time period, and some
consider it to be "shocking" even in today's modern society. The Scarlet Letter was banned in many
libraries across the United States and was forbidden to be even discussed in the classroom in the 19th
Century. Well as we prepare to head into the 21st Century, you will have the privilege to read both these
classics and do an in-depth comparison to their styles and poetic license each author took while writing
what many now believe to be master pieces for their time periods". Professor Caveats continued discussing
the rest of the 1st semesters reading requirements. Kyle had become entranced with what the Professor was
saying and had given his complete attention to the class. When the bell rang signifying that the his first
college class was over Kyle went to close his notebook and was surprised to discover that three full pages
of notes covered his notebook, and this was only the first day of classes.
As he walked down the corridor that lead to the steps that took him downstairs and out of the
building Kyle had a strange sensation that he was being watched. As he kept walking slowly forward he
turned quickly to look back over his shoulder but all he saw was a hallway full of students scurrying down
the hallway just like him, rushing to get to their next class on time. He continued forward moving into the
middle of the corridor allowing many of the students to overtake him on both sides. As he still felt uneasy
Kyle moved unconsciously to his right till he was right against the wall. Students hurried by him, a couple
looked annoyed that he had cut in front of them, forcing them to move around him. He was not in a rush
since his next class was not until after lunch so he slowed his pace down. He still felt a queer sensation as if
someone was burning a hole in the back of his neck. Being as large as he was he knew that people were
always looking at him, but this felt different. He looked quickly behind him again and this time he thought
he saw two girls staring intently, however when they saw his head turn they glanced at one another so he
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couldn't be sure. He intentionally stopped still pretending to let most of the students in a hurry past him
while he listened for any unusual sounds. Two girls started to giggle and whisper to one another. He
thought he could distinguish a strange accent from one of the girls. He bent down pretending to tie the
shoelace of one of his Reebok's. As the two girls passed him by they both gave him a sideward glance, then
looked at one another and started giggling again. Two distinct aromas’s filled his nostrils as they walked
by. It was a pleasant if somewhat conflicting smell. Kyle tried to decide which one he liked better, and
from which girl. As he looked up they both swerved their hips and behinds in an extended feminine motion
as they walked by and started laughing hysterically. Kyle stood up and watched them as they headed down
the stairs, their rear-ends still swaying this way and that. As he just stood there watching, before they
disappeared down the steps they both suddenly gave a tiny wave of their hands over their shoulders without
turning around. Then they were gone, down the steps and out of the building, their laughter still ringing in
his ears. A moment later Kyle started walking once more following the same path the two girls had taken a
few seconds before. As he opened the door fresh air greeted him immediately followed by a potent sunlight
shining directly in his eyes, blinding him momentarily. He regained his eyesight a huge smile strung across
his face as he tried to determine which girl wore Passion versus Anais-Anais.
Beacon / Snidley / Borne, the Research Rectangle they had been properly named by students long
departed. These were the three buildings that housed the Biology, Chemistry, and Physics departments
respectively. Whoever designed this triplex structure had a morbid sense of humor. To think that any
college committee accepted the blueprints and paid someone to actually construct the Research Rectangle
spoke to the minds and times of those living in the 18th century. Of course the original buildings had been
maintained and given a face-lift just forty-seven years ago. Still the first glimpse of these awesome
monoliths gave every student the creeps (similar to the way Tyrone felt when he first lay eyes upon them a
few days before). Upon retrospect, that was exactly the response the creative architect wanted to achieve
when he designed this mini-campus of Seivelle University. Only the brightest, strongest, time tested
students were wanted to adorn these corridors. They would become the brain trust of future societies (don't
forget that the concept of computers and hi-technology, bits and bytes, were a hundred years away). No one
living at the time of conception of the Research Rectangle could have even dreamed of the speed society
would change in the 19th or 20th century. Both then and now, the sciences hold all the keys to life, both
past and present. Students who understood this would enter Beacon, Snidley, or Borne oblivious to the
grotesque nature of the buildings themselves, for it wasn't the physical appearance of the structure that
drove these students, only the events and teachings that happened inside.
None of these thoughts were flowing through Tyrone's brain as he headed slowly alone towards
Snidley for his chemistry 101 class. As he got closer he felt a knot tighten in the pit of his stomach. Tyrone
had just completed his initial experience with Calculus and his head was swimming. Now to go from bad to
worse he had to confront the Research Rectangle face to face for the first time since that bone chilling
encounter on two days previous. When he got within eyesight of the monstrous buildings he reached into
the pocket of his bright red windbreaker and pulled out Malcolm's Polaroid. "No question about it. This
picture is the Research Rectangle all right," he thought to himself. Tyrone felt the presence of other
students as they hurried to get to their next class on this first day of the fall semester. He put the photo back
in his jacket pocket and felt a chill course through his body even though the temperature hovered around
sixty-five degrees. He tightened his jacket around his body enclosing the Polaroid deep into the recesses of
his deep pocket. Slowly he put one foot in front of the other narrowing the distance between himself and
the Research Rectangle. He felt fear though he knew he was in no danger. "It's just a stupid building.
What's the matter with you? If Malcolm were here he'd be laughing his head off at you right now. Get it
together brother," Tyrone knew these words he said to himself were true, but they didn't provide him with
any comfort.
At last he reached the front door just as three other students got there. One of them swung the door
wide open and said with a smile, "After you." With that and some invisible centrifugal force Tyrone felt his
body cross over the plateau and stepped inside.
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Joyce and Liz walked back to their dorm room still chuckling together as they talked about the
"hunk" they'd just seen in their English Literature class. As luck would have it they'd both registered for
English Lit, though this was the only class the two of them had in common for the first semester. Joyce
liked Liz and loved to hear her tell tales about her life back in Sovington, Georgia "a few hundred miles
outside Atlanta," as Liz would often say to anyone who asked her where she was from. Elizabeth Toby was
witty, charming and had a wonderful sense of humor. Her southern twang exaggerated to strengthen
particular stories about her childhood and living with twin brothers. The two roommates hit it off almost
immediately and they found themselves entertaining many of the other girls who lived on their floor. Liz's
100-watt stereo system had the corridors filled with music every morning, a dozen girls singing off-key to a
variety of pop music as they took their showers and got dressed to start their day. One thing also about Liz
and Joyce, they were considerate of the other girls and knew when it was study time. All of the girls
enjoyed spending their free time with both Liz and Joyce.
"We'll that guy sure was one attractive hulk of a man, for sure." Liz reiterated to Joyce for the 10th
time as she unlocked their dorm door and pushed it open, letting Joyce walk in first. "Did you see the size
of his pectorals? He was soo tall, taller than both Lucas and Lionelle. I don't believe I've ever met someone
his size before. And I wonder if that carries over to other parts of his body, if you know what I mean,
sweetie," Liz plopped herself down on her bed bouncing on it a few times with her delicate rear-end.
"Elizabeth Toby! I can't believe you said that!" Joyce exclaimed hands on her hips as the door shut
firmly behind her. "What a dirty mind you have" she continued.
"Awe come on sweetie, you’re probably thinkin' the same thing, but you’re just to prudish to
admit it. Besides, did you see the way his shirt clung to every muscle on his body when be bent down. I
thought I'd just pass out on the floor right then and there." Liz mocked a faint onto her bed, her head tilted
slightly towards Joyce still standing in the middle of their dorm room. She peeked through her closed
eyelids watching her friend's reaction, a grin forming on her mouth. Joyce started to laugh and this set off
Liz as she rolled onto the floor. She finally stopped tears rolling down her cheeks. She stood up and strolled
over next to Joyce and gave her a big hug. "What are we goin' to do with you, child".
"I don't know Liz. I just don't know. Wait a minute. I know what you can do for me - why don't
you set me up on a date with this hunk of a man. I'm sure he'd be able to break me in, don't you think so?"
Joyce turned and pinched her new friend.
"Why that's a wonderful idea, my girl. Why didn't I think of this myself? Besides once I've
introduced mister hunk to you he may want me too, and lord knows it certainly looks like there's enough of
him for the both of us, don't you think so honey-child." Liz held Joyce at arms width away smiling with her
eyes. As she said this a gleam shown from Joyce and they both flung their heads back, blond and brunette
hair flying back and forth as they started to laugh once again, hugging one another.
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Chapter 8

Jeromy sat alone in the Livestock Cafe dining room this first evening of his freshman year. He
pushed his food on his triple split plate from section to another, none of it making it to his mouth. His
stomach fluttered and he felt goose bumps on his arms. He wasn't sure if they were caused by his thoughts
of a now dead Jennie or an alive Sheila. "Jennie, I miss you so much. Why did you have to be taken away
from me" Jeromy sat solemnly crossing his left leg over his right knee, then switching nervously to his
right leg crossed over his left knee. "If you were alive now you'd be sitting at dinner in some sophisticated
Yale preppie dining hall - probably with a bunch of friends you'd met. Would you have already made
friends with some other guy? Would you be sitting there thinking of good old Jeromy, a thousand miles
away the same way I'm thinking about you?" Jeromy pondered this thought and it troubled him. How
different things would be with Jennie alive, having the opportunity to enjoy her freshman year at her
favorite Ivy League school.
"I wonder if anyone called the school to tell them Jennie would not be attending classes this year,
or any other year. Dead snuffed out in the prime of her life. Murdered! How many times each year does a
school official hear this. Just scratch out one name and make a call to the next lucky one on the list - Hello
Mrs. so and so. I'm happy to inform you that your daughter (or son) has been accepted into Yale University.
We look forward to seeing her (him) in the fall". Jeromy stared down at his plate, these somber thoughts
ringing through his mind.
Jeromy knew there were other underlying thoughts going on in his head. How much simpler life
would be if Jennie were still alive. If she were alive then he would feel guilty about meeting other people,
especially other girls, however he knew that Jennie would have been meeting other people - including other
boys. This would have made him jealous because he knew how popular Jennie could be, while he had
always found it difficult, always tending towards the shy side.
Jeromy thought about his brief encounter with Sheila Anders and he felt a shiver go though his
body as if she was standing right in front of him. These thoughts would be okay if Jennie were still alive,
with her dead they weren't so easy.
It was Monday morning and Jeromy had completed his first college class - U.S. History with
Professor Linkon (and yes he was always teased about being a relative to honest Abe even though his name
was spelled completely differently). L I N K O N, not L I N C O L N! He spelled it on the board but
everyone laughed anyway. He enjoyed Professor Linkon and felt that he would make learning about the
history of the United States fun, even if he did have seventy-five pages of reading to complete before the
next class (which was on Thursday). He stopped for a minute to re-check his schedule to see what his next
class was. As he searched down the Monday column for 11:00 he saw Chemistry 101. He noted the
building name - Snidley and checked his map (taped to the inside of his notebook) for the exact location.
He had never been down to this part of the campus so he asked a student passing by, "excuse me. Can you
direct me to the Snidley building".
"Oh. You want the Research Rectangle. Sure you go down there to the left and walk about 1/2
mile. You'll see three buildings constructed together. Snidley is the one in the middle, but there is no main
entrance to that building so you have to enter through either the building on the left, that's Beacon, or on the
right - that's Borne" the boy pointed in the general direction off to Jeromy's left then continued walking readjusting his knapsack filled with books.
Jeromy looked in the direction which the boy pointed, put his schedule back inside his notebook
and headed off for his chemistry class.
As he approached the Research Rectangle a strange forbearing came over him. The buildings
weren't in view yet however Jeromy could feel some obsessive power. One word entered his mind and only
one word - Fear. He couldn't explain what came over him, all he knew was that his initial reaction was to
turn and run away from this place. He stopped dead still and looked around. He half expected a lion or tiger
or bear (oh my) to jump out at him yet through there were no trees anywhere nearby, no bushes or thicket
in which an animal (or other human being) could hide. Just a flat landscape or recently mowed lawn and a
gravel causeway a few hundred feet ahead. Jeromy sniffed the air once, then again. He smelled a pungent
awful aroma but couldn't identify what it was. Slowly he put one foot forward and took one tedious step
then another, his fear abating slightly. As his pulse lowered to a more normal level Jeromy started walking
at a slightly quicker pace. There was still nothing in sight that might have caused this intense feeling but he
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was still hesitant, not knowing what to expect. As he rounded a slight bend in the road Jeromy could first
sense rather than see the Research Rectangle. As he walked another hundred paces it came into view.
Jeromy stopped and looked once, turned his eyes away, then glanced up again. Once more a single word
formed in his mind, this one completely different then the previous word - Ugly! This mass of concrete and
steel was down right ugly. There was no rhythm to the way these buildings had been thrown together, no
logic as to why they were together at all. The most obvious perspective to this vision was the notable fact
that there were no other objects anywhere nearby. No other buildings, no trees, not even a parking lot could
be seen. Just three dissimilar buildings that had nothing in common. Jeromy turned to look around and
didn't see anyone in sight. He looked back at the Beacon / Snidley / Borne buildings and continued walking
forward a slight giggle making its way inside his throat. He let it come all the way out as he stepped into
the Beacon building, since Snidley had no direct entrance, just as the boy had said.
Tyrone had chosen a seat in the middle of the classroom, halfway down the center aisle. He sat
waiting for class to begin looking for a clock somewhere on a wall but finding none. He glanced around the
room expecting to see things on the walls - chemical charts, postures, anything to show he was in a science
room. He was surprised to see the walls were bare, stark naked. With no windows in the room Tyrone had
an airy sensation that he was sitting in a prison cell only there were no bars. He shivered, a sudden chill
pulsed through his entire body. He shook himself once, then again trying to gain his composure.
The lone door opened slightly and Tyrone looked up expecting to see the teacher come strolling
in. Instead he saw a white boy stick his head in then nervously pull the door open the rest of the way and
slither through the opening, pushing the door closed behind him. He searched quickly for a seat towards the
back of the room. He saw one and hurried off to take the open seat two rows up from the last row and
nearly in the farthest corner of the room. Tyrone's eyes followed this boy from the moment he entered the
classroom till he finally sat down. His head bent slightly downward, his body trying to hide behind the
small desk. Even with his head down Tyrone had been intrigued with this young boy who had just entered
his chemistry class, noticing that his face was a ghostly shade of pale. He was still watching as the white
boy suddenly lifted his face and their eyes met. Tyrone wanted to turn away but discovered that he couldn't,
his gaze was locked in with a set of deep penetrating eyes. They stayed focused on one another for what
seemed like an eternity but in reality was only seconds when a jingle of a doorknob followed by the
squeaking of a door opening broke the moment. Tyrone quickly turned his body forward facing straight
ahead, not knowing or seeing what the white boy behind him was doing. He gathered his wits and turned
just his head towards the noise at the door, his body facing stiffly forward, watching to see who was next to
venture into Chemistry 101. A tall forbearing man walked confidently into the room. While Tyrone saw
this man enter the room he did not focus on his new chemistry teacher. His mind was racing as he thought
of the intensity behind the eyes of the white boy sitting behind him. Something was there, some intangible
feeling that both of them had sensed and Tyrone was desperately trying to identify what it was. He wanted
to turn around, to see if this boy was watching him, wondering if he had the same feelings but he didn't
dare. Instead he let his eyes, if not his mind, follow the tall man as he made his way to the front of the class
carrying a large oversized briefcase. The stirrings of the class quieted down as their teacher reached the
front desk and dropped his briefcase flat on top of it with a bang. "Snap, Snap" went the clasps as the
briefcase was opened, its large front propped open hiding the contents from the students sitting patiently for
class to begin.
Tyrone sat there watching the teacher fiddle with whatever was in his huge briefcase trying to
concentrate on the start of class. Something was nagging at him about his encounter with the white boy. He
wished he knew his name. They shared a look or sensation between them, something, which he himself had
felt or seen prior to entering this classroom.
The teacher stood up straight standing a solid six foot three. "Hello, my name is Professor
Orenigh. Welcome to Chemistry 101. I'm sure many of you have had chemistry classes in your respective
high schools and you thinking this is a "101" class, just a review of what you've already learned, Well think
again. This semester you will learn and see things you've never dreamed of. Chemistry is an art as well as a
science and your assignment throughout the year will be to notice and make known to me the beauty of
each and every subject matter presented to you. And how will this be done? C O N C E N T R A T I O N!”
The sudden loudness and harsh coarse voice that had boomed these letters out at them startled
Tyrone and almost everyone else in class. Professor Orenigh stared at each and every pupil one by one, a
glare in his eye as he forced them to individually take on the power of his stance, the aurora of his deep-set
gray eyes. As he reached Tyrone, Tyrone took on the fullness of Professor Orenigh's gaze, trying to
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understand what was happening in this first day of class, first with the white boy sitting behind him and
now with his teacher. Professor Orenigh moved past Tyrone to the next student with the same glaring force
that he'd used on every student previously. Finally he finished and Tyrone noticed that once the Professor
had passed a student, that student looked straight ahead, none of them following the Professor around the
room that would be the expected normal reaction of a person walking around a room.
"Concentration, that is all that’s necessary to have a comprehensive knowledge of the world
around you, the things that make up most of what will be presented over the weeks in my class" Professor
Orenigh talked in a calm smooth voice as he scanned the room full of students.
"What is the most distracting thing which is normally present in any classroom? Anyone?" No one
spoke up so he proceeded. "Windows! The most effective means of daydreaming is by looking out the
window. Is it sunny - it’s too nice to be inside. Is it raining - what fun to watch the pitter-patter of raindrops
falling from the sky, sometimes softly, sometimes a downpour or better yet, a hailstorm. How else to know
but look out the window! That's why you'll notice that there are no windows in my classroom! What will
this help you do?" The Professor looked around the room to see if anyone had the nerve to answer him.
When he discovered what he'd expected, that no one did, he continued, "CONCENTRATE! And while
you’re doing that, low and behold you'll see the beauty, the artistic expressions which formulate the
wonders which make up the world of Chemistry 101".
Jeromy heard the bell ring and felt the movement of bodies all around him rising, rushing towards
the lone door that would release them from strange doings of Professor Orenigh. They had all sat there for
45 more minutes as the professor had "worked to sharpen the power of observation" for each and every one
of his students. "I expect total concentration in everything you do" the professor had told them. And
concentrate was exactly what Jeromy had done for those minutes that passed ever so slowly as Professor
Orenigh rambled on. Only Jeromy was not listening to this new teacher the way he had listened to
Professor Linkon. Instead he was staring at the back of the black boy who sat eleven rows in front of him
five seats off to the left. What was it about him, that look which they'd shared when he first entered the
classroom? "I feel like I know this boy, but from where," Jeromy's thoughts hit out at him so hard he was
sure he'd spoken out loud. He darted his eyes to the right, then to the left while keeping his head
straightforward looking for any signs from those around him that would provide evidence that he indeed
was speaking out loud. The girl to his right had a pretty profile, slender face, and small pert nose, with a
rounded chin that softened her features ever further. She was staring straight at Professor Orenigh concentrating as best she could on his every word, oblivious to everything else around her, including
Jeromy. Jeromy breathed a sigh of relief then continued to question himself as to who this boy might be.
There were only a few colored kids who attended his high school and he was fairly sure that this was not
one of those kids.
Jeromy looked up and realized that there were only a few kids left in the classroom and these were
already standing putting their books away so they could make their escape. Jeromy quickly put his books
inside his knapsack and zipped it closed. Standing he bumped into the girl who been sitting next to him
almost knocking her over. He reached out his free hand and grasped her arm to steady her. She stumbled
forward then regained her balance partly due to his help. As she straightened up Jeromy let go of her arm
accidentally brushing his fingers against her breast. Jeromy quickly let go of her and straightened up
himself. "Sorry - did I hurt you? I didn't notice that you were there" Jeromy felt his face flush as an
extremely attractive girl looked at him while she smoothed both sides of her skirt with her hands. Jeromy
noticed the intense brown eyes and the gorgeous paper thin ruby lips. He had known she was pretty by the
profile he'd seen a few minutes before but never expected the pure radiance that confronted him. As he
spoke he saw a hint of anger turn into a sly smile.
"That's okay. I guess I was kind of in a hurry to get out of here. I should've been watching where I
was going". As she spoke she picked up the books that were still resting on her desk. "By the way, my
name is Joyce". With this Joyce started towards the door and Jeromy fell in behind here since there was not
enough room for them to walk through the door side by side. Once they left the confines of the chemistry
room Joyce waited for Jeromy to catch up to her.
"Boy is that professor strange or what? He really made me jump when got all wrapped up on that
'concentration' stuff. And did you see those eyes, I mean was that scary or what!” Jeromy noticed that Joyce
was speaking in a rushed voice as if she was nervous. They were stopped in the hallway, students scurrying
by them heading into class or making their way out of this first day of classes. Jeromy's heart was
pounding. He was not used to college life and never found it easy to speak to members of the opposite sex.
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He looked around down the hall to see if he saw the colored boy, though he didn't exactly know why. He
was nowhere in sight and Jeromy returned his gaze to this new girl he'd just met. She was looking at him
with a quizzical look, feeling as if he wasn't listening or paying any attention to what she was saying. He
forced himself to think about what she had just said formulating the proper response to show that he had
indeed been paying attention to her. Oh yes she had talked about their professor and his crazy antics during
class.
"Yeah, he was kind of nutty in there. I didn't know what to do when he went around the room
staring at everybody. I wasn't sure if I should follow him around the room or stare straight ahead. Actually I
wanted to laugh but didn't dare".
"You did! So did I. I mean it all seemed so funny to me after getting over the initial shock wave
that came over my entire body. So what did you do - look straight ahead or follow him with your eyes?”
"Me. Oh well I just looked straight ahead. I mean I was actually kind of scared to look at him, you
know".
"Me too. I just stared straight ahead, feeling the creepy crawlies. Say, what's your name. I guess
were going to be neighbors during this class. It would be nice to have a friend in there."
"I'm Jeromy. I'm pleased to make your acquaintance" Jeromy held out his hand and Joyce took it
and gave it a friendly shake. This was the second time in two days that Jeromy had held hands with a girl
and he felt himself blushing again.
"Friends," Joyce said as she held his hand in hers. "Friends" Jeromy responded while a tingle shot
through his body.
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Chapter 9
Jeromy's head was swimming as he walked back to his dorm room, leaving the sinister confines of
Snidley behind. "Boy, even the name of the Chemistry building seems to snicker at you, almost daring
someone to enter" he thought to himself shuttering as if a strong wind blew, chilling him to the bone. "And
that Professor, what was his name, oh yeah - Orning, or something like that. No that's not right it was
Orenight, wait it was Orenigh that’s it,” his thoughts continued silently, not wanting to disturb anyone who
might be walking near him. Jeromy knew that he'd written the Professor's name in his notebook with the
"Chemistry 101" label attached to the front for easy recognition, however he didn't think it was worthwhile
to stop and open his knapsack and check the correct name. He was pretty sure that he was right anyhow, so
what was the use.
As he continued walking, a safer distance now separating him and the Research Rectangle, a smile
cross his lips. "I've never seen so many pretty girls before, and to have actually spoken to two of them,
wow, I'd never believe it possible. To think that girl, Joyce, actually said she wanted to be friends with me"
his smile turned into a grin as he pictured the two of them shaking hands.
"Joyce, no it's Jennie I should be thinking of!" Jeromy's grin turned into a frown, his eye's misting
slightly as he no longer thought of Joyce's hand, but Jennie's as they'd walked quietly side by side, hand in
hand, that fateful July day. And then she was gone, no longer by his side, but lying at his feet in a pool of
blood. He shook his head violently once, then again, trying to make the waking nightmare disappear.
Unfortunately this wasn't a dream where you could wake yourself up and watch the fragments dissolve till
there was nothing left to be scared of. Jeromy had witnessed first hand the violence that is so deeply
embedded within our society. He for one was a victim who didn't yet know how to free himself from this
recurring vision that could force itself into his mind at any time, day or night. He was one of the survivors,
a person who lived with the tragedy of a senseless death. A strange thing occurred while Jeromy closed in
on Donnell, a thought flashed into his head which told him that there was something nearby which was
directly related to Jennie's death. He had no idea what it was, only a feeling deep within which stirred a
strange emotion reflecting back to a single word - "justice".
"He seems like a nice boy. Kind of quiet, shy, I'd say". Joyce sat on the bed with her legs
crisscrossed one hand holding each ankle as she related her adventures concerning Chemistry 101 to her
roommate. Liz was sitting at her desk straddling the chair backwards with her chin resting on top of the
hard wooden back cupped within her two hands.
"He sounds dreamy, darlin' " Liz teased her new found friend. "Is he real cute? You know, with
dimples and flashing' blue eyes that can just melt your heart" she continued jokingly.
"Cut it out. As a matter of fact he was kinda cute with that little boyish smile" Joyce quipped back
laughingly.
"Oh, I bet you can't wait for your next chemistry class, why you might start a little chemistry class
of your own, sweetheart".
"Oh stop that, you're terrible" Joyce grabbed a pillow and tossed it at her roommate, who ducked
just in time as the pillow flew past her. Joyce smiled at Liz, bouncing up and down slightly on her bed
unknowingly.
"But you know that chemistry teacher was really weird. And that building, boy it gave me the
creepy-crawlies. I'm not sure exactly what it is about that place, but I'm not crazy about going back there
for class. Or maybe I am crazy to go back there." Joyce's expression changed dramatically from one of joy
to one of dread and this frightened Liz.
"Gee, I'm glad I don't have any courses scheduled down there this semester. I may never schedule
a science class my entire time here at Seivelle" Liz's tone took on a serious note, matching that of her
friends.
"Okay that's enough of this mundane talk," Joyce said as she bounced off the bed and headed
towards Liz. "Come on, I don't know about you but I'm starving. Lets go get some lunch down at our
wonderful cafeteria. This first day of classes has left me famished". With this she lifted Liz up off the chair
and led her towards the door, smiling once again.
As he got up to leave Tyrone saw the pretty blonde girl stumble and then steadied by the white
boy he'd been watching earlier. He headed for the door wanting nothing more than to escape from this room
where he felt he was suffocating. Tyrone never considered himself to be claustrophobic yet he was sure the
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four barren walls were enclosing upon him, wanting to squeeze the life right out of him. He rushed out the
only entrance / exit which existed to Snidley and filled his lungs with fresh air. He had a strange desire to
wait and talk to the white boy but had no idea what he would say. When he walked out of the Research
Rectangle he'd seen this boy talking to the girl he'd bumped into and therefore Tyrone wasn't sure if they
would come out together. He started to slowly walk back up the path which lead to the main section of
campus wanting to stop and think about his first day of classes but not under the shadow of the sciences
building. It was still relatively warm for a September day and Tyrone found a huge oak tree facing Grants
tomb (the history building) and sat down reflecting back on the past five hours. "What a strange school,
with wild names for each of their different buildings" he thought to himself. He knew before starting
college how tough and different things would be versus his high school days, however he wasn't sure he
was prepared for just how difficult university life really is. "Boy I've been to three classes and already I
have seventy-five pages of reading to do for English, twenty-five problems to work on in calculus, and
twenty symbols to learn for my chemistry class. How do kids keep up with everything? I'm glad I haven't
gone pre-med or pre-law yet, I don't think I'd survive". Tyrone closed his eyes and breathed deeply trying
to calm himself down, know that everything would work out all right. He was a competitive person by
nature and once he got going and found his groove his workload would fall into place. He knew it wasn't
really the workload that was bothering him but rather the knowledge that this was the first time he'd been in
a school environment without having Malcolm to talk things over with. Tyrone pressed his eyes tighter
fighting back the tears that wanted to flow freely. "Malcolm, you know that I miss you. We could have had
so much fun together here. Oh I'm sure you would've complained about the schoolwork, you always did.
But man, we would've gotten through it together - you and me. Now I have to face it all alone. It's not fair.
I'm not sure I'm ready for that, having' to do this all by myself. Man, we were suppos' to be in this together,
you and I. Why did you leave me? What was so important to you that it cost you your life?" Tyrone lay
under the tree a few minutes longer. When he opened his eyes he looked at his watch and saw that it was
already 2:15. His stomach growled at him as he realized he'd missed lunch. He had no more classes for the
day wasn't sure what to do till the cafeteria opened again at 5:00. He figured the most logical thing to do
was go back to the dorm room and study for a while but his motivation level wasn't there so he sat there
with his eyes open watching his surroundings. He saw other kids walking through the campus, some alone,
others in groups of two or more, quiet chatter heard as old friends or new acquaintances joined together to
begin a new year at their university. This was what Tyrone missed most when he thought about Malcolm
and the fun times and true friendship they'd had together.
"Tyrone, Tyrone is that you? Whatchya doin' down there man? Like you look deep in thought. Did
I disturb you?"
Tyrone looked up and saw Leo's face smiling down at him. He pushed himself up with both hands
and wiped himself off.
"No you didn't disturb me. I was just sittin' here thinking about college life and all the work that
goes with it and wondering how I'm gonna cope".
"I know exactly what you're talkin' about Tyrone. Man this first day has been like a real mother.
These teachers aren't nothin' like I had at my old school. Man those days you could get by and have fun
doin' it. These guys here like are real tough. I'm not sure I can hack it, but my folks will be so
disappointed". Leo turned towards Tyrone a sad expression taking over his once smiling face.
"Everything will be all right. Don't worry about things they'll turn out fine Leo. You'll make your
folks proud of you. As a matter of fact I'll betcha you already have." Tyrone put his arm around Leo's
shoulder and mustered up a smile.
"And I'll make it through okay as well" Tyrone said.
"You headin' back to the dorms Leo," Tyrone asked.
"Yeah" responded Leo.
"Well come on, I'll walk with you" Tyrone said his arm sill around his new friends shoulder as
they headed off together.
"Are you all alone? May I sit down?" Jeromy looked up from his lunch tray and saw Sheila
Anders smiling face, her eyes staring down at him dreamily. She didn't sit down right away afraid she
might be intruding in on him.
"Please do, yes I'm alone" Jeromy stuttered his words as he looked up then quickly looked away,
embarrassed by his awkwardness, afraid that Sheila might think he was a bumbling idiot. She took the open
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seat directly across from his placing her tray on the table then sitting down, smoothing her pastel colored
pleated skirt under her as she settled into the hard cafeteria chair, her smile never leaving her face.
Silence stood between them for a moment then Sheila broke the quiet, "It's Jeromy, right? I've
been meeting so many people in such a short time frame, I'm sure I'll never remember everyone's name."
"Yes, I'm Jeromy. You’re Sheila. I remember you from Saturday's freshman orientation. You’re
living in the same dorm as me, Donnell, right?" Jeromy felt he might be rambling on so he stopped
suddenly and pushed some of the peas around on his plate but not eating anything.
"Boy you've got a good memory. I haven't seen you since meeting you on the way to our dorm
rooms. I'd been kind of hoping to see you again" Sheila lowered her eyelids slightly, her mouth curling into
a sheepish grin as she watched Jeromy's face. He started to blush, his face turning crimson red. Not wanting
to embarrass him any further, Sheila continued, "What's that you’re eating? It looks kind of strange."
"They called it beef-goulash. I'm not sure exactly what's in it. Some combination of ground beef,
noodles, and a variety of vegetables. I don't know why I picked it. I guess my mom always wanted me to
eat a balanced meal at lunch-time, so I just got into the habit."
"Wow that's neat. I've always eaten some kind of sandwich, so here I am with my good ol' turkey
sandwich."
"Well that probably is better than this stuff. God knows how they make it, but what the heck,
sometimes you have to live dangerously."
As Sheila took a bite of her sandwich, Jeromy speared several pieces of beef and noodles together
with his fork and put the mixture in his mouth. To his surprise it didn't taste all that bad. He took a couple
more mouthfuls then opened up his pint carton of milk and slipped a straw inside taking a sip. He felt
himself relaxing as he and Sheila sat quietly eating their lunch together. She was a very nice girl and he
enjoyed her company.
"My roommate and I, her name is Betsy Howin and she's really nice. She's from California, which
is so far away. Well anyhow, she and I went for a long walk together to kind of get a feel for this place.
You know the campus is kind of big and neither one of us had seen the whole University before, so we
thought it would be fun to see everything around here. It was nice out on Sunday, wasn't it? I know I'm
getting off the story. Well did you get into the town area yet, there's lots of neat stores to go into, and some
fun looking restaurants, not that I'll get to eat in many of them. My cash flow is kinda limited for the time
being. Well that's another story. Anyhow we were coming back from walking around the town and decided
we'd had just about enough walking so we were heading back. On the way back the weirdest thing
happened to us. We saw the strangest looking building. Actually it wasn't just one building, but maybe
three buildings put together in some haphazard sort of way. It was the ugliest thing the two of us ever saw.
And you know the strangest part about it?"
"Yeah I think I do" Jeromy cut into Sheila's story, a shiver running throughout his body as he
thought of his experience in Chemistry class.
"You do!" Sheila watched as an awful expression took over Jeromy's mouth.
"You know about those buildings, that they are part of this University, even though they're so far
away from the main campus" Sheila questioned Jeromy.
"Oh I know all about them. They’re called the Research Rectangle, those buildings you and your
roommate saw, what was her name again?"
"Betsy. Her name is Betsy."
"Right. Betsy. Well those grotesque looking buildings are where the science classes are held. I
know them all right. I just came from them. My last class before lunch was Chemistry 101. And it was held
in Snidley. That's the name of the middle building. And boy what a strange class that was."
Jeromy wasn't hungry anymore and he pushed his half-eaten plate off to one side. He picked up his milk
and finished it with one big gulp, his straw slurping up the remnants from each corner. He put the empty
carton back on his tray and looked up at Sheila. He noticed a straight, serious look on her face for the first
time since they'd met a couple of days before. "Hey it's not so bad. It's just that the teacher was kinda
strange and the Research Rectangle is a spooky kind of place to have to take a class in. Do you have a
chemistry or other science class scheduled this semester?"
"No. Actually I don't have any science classes scheduled this semester at all. I hate science classes.
And now I don't think I want to schedule any in the future either. Of course that means I'll never graduate
since science is part of the required curriculum, isn't it?"
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"I think so. But don't worry about it. At least you don't have any classes there this semester. Who
knows, things might look difference once we've been here awhile. It's all kinda new, you know what I
mean?"
Sheila's smile returned and Jeromy wanted to take her hand in his but didn't dare. They sat staring
at each other for what seemed an eternity, but in reality was only a matter of seconds, then Sheila spoke
again.
"So what other classes do you have this semester?"
"Well let’s see. This morning before Chemistry I had U.S. History. This afternoon I have my first
math class. The only other class is a basic psychology class, but that's not till tomorrow."
"You have a psychology class, so do I. Who is your teacher?"
"I'm not sure, just one minute." Jeromy reached under the table and pulled out his knapsack. He
pulled open the front flap and reached inside pulling out his notebook where he had taped a copy of his
schedule. He looked down till he came upon the words Basic Psychology. He looked across the row till he
found what he was looking for. "Professor Crampski. That's the name of my teacher. How about you?"
Jeromy looked up just in time to see Sheila's smile turn upside down.
"Mine is Professor Klindike. I guess where not in the same class. We don't have any classes
together this semester. Oh well."
Sheila finished chewing the last piece of her turkey sandwich then took he napkin and wiped the
corners of her mouth. "Well we can still see each other sometimes, can't we?" Sheila looked at Jeromy not
sure what his response would be.
"Oh sure. I'd really like that. I mean if you want to" Jeromy's lack of self-confidence coming
through once again. Sheila's face brightened as he said this. "Of course I'd like to. Maybe we can get
together again for lunch or dinner sometime."
"I'd like that" Jeromy said with a big grin crossing his face.
"Good. How about Wednesday for lunch. What time do you normally eat?"
Jeromy looked quickly at his Wednesday schedule since he still held onto his notebook. He saw
that he was finished with classes by 11:30. "Probably around 12:30, if that's not to late for you."
"12:30 sounds fine with me. Boy you look so organized with your notebooks and schedule and
everything. I like your knapsack, it looks like a nice one."
"Thanks. My folks got it for me as a graduation present. From high school that is. Of course you
probably knew that's what I meant."
Sheila moved her tray off to one side then put her hand on the table about halfway across, very
close to Jeromy's. Jeromy watched but did nothing, hoping she would touch him, even if it were only his
hand. He yearned to do something but a pang of guilt swept over him and he quickly withdrew his hand.
Jeromy felt something still standing between him and Sheila, Jennie's spirit. He looked down at his watch
and saw that it was almost twenty to two. They had been sitting together for over an hour.
"Gee I have to be going. I don't want to be late for my 2:00 class." Jeromy put his notebook back
in his knapsack and then closed it firmly making sure the flap was attached tightly. Sheila finished her cola
and placed the empty cup on her tray. She started to stand up as she saw Jeromy get up.
"I hope I didn't say or do something to offend you," she said as she once again straightened her
skirt that had risen up her thigh slightly as she stood up. Jeromy watched her then quickly darted his eyes
away not wanting to get caught.
"Not at all. Why would you say that?"
"Oh I don't know. You seemed to be in a hurry to get away from me."
"No. I really do have a 2:00 class and it was getting late. Here do you want to see my schedule. I
didn't mean to imply anything" Jeromy reached once more for his knapsack to open it.
"Stop. I believe you. You don't have to show me your schedule, really. So we are still on for lunch
for Wednesday?"
"Sure. I'll be here right around 12:30 and I'll look for you, okay?"
"Okay. I look forward to seeing you then" Sheila gave a sigh of relief.
"Can I walk you out of the cafeteria. I have to head towards the Galilee building. Where are you
going" Jeromy asked.
"Back to the dorm. I don't have another class till 4:00."
They both picked up their trays and knapsacks and headed out of the Livestock cafeteria. Whey
they got outside Sheila turned towards Donnell. She turned to Jeromy smiling and said, "thanks for letting
me sit with you today. I'll see you again on Wednesday."
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"I'm glad you saw me. It was fun. I'll look for you on Wednesday. Bye."
"Bye" she replied and then turned and walked away stopping once to look over her shoulder, but
Jeromy didn't see her.
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Chapter 10
It was late October and a chill hung in the air as autumn started to take a stronger hold of each
passing day. The trees were in full bloom, splendid colors radiating from the mighty Oak to the softer Elm,
many variations in-between. Each offered its own splendor to the exquisite Seivelle campus. There were
rusty orange, cherry red, blue violet, aquamarine, lilac luster, sugar plum and the traditional jungle green
leafs hanging off spider branches or laying lazily around the huge trunks or manicured lawn. As a mild
breeze blew, more of these leaves left their original homes, filled the air floating gently down to join their
brothers or sisters waiting for them on the ground below.
A myriad of students walked briskly through the campus, their jackets pulled tightly around them
to keep them warm. Some of them glanced around as they walked taking in the pleasures of the autumn day
and the brilliant colors that surrounded them. Others walked more quickly with their heads down, oblivious
to the world around them, their minds drifting off about the upcoming class, the homework they neglected
to complete and what their professor would say or do when they found out. Still others, like Tyrone and
Jeromy, were already in class, in their particular case it was Chemistry class, with no windows to look thru
to see the beauty of the day which stood outside their little prison, four walls which opened to nothing. It
had been almost two months since college life began for these college freshman, and they had never met,
though Tyrone would watch the small door which provided entry to this strange classroom from his seat,
waiting for the white boy (he knew his name was Jeromy because Professor Orenigh had called upon him
several times to answer a specific question thrown out to the students during each class) to make an
appearance and take his seat towards the back of the room. His eyes would follow him, fascinated by his
appearance though he had no idea why this was true. Tyrone had struggled with the excessive workload
thrown at him by each of his four freshman classes. He had known from the beginning that college life
would be different then high school, however he wasn't prepared for the 100 pages of reading expected of
him everyday, or the 25 to 30 calculus problems. Overall he liked his professors and made a habit of
attending every class, unlike several of his peers who were out partying every night and consistently
skipping classes because they were hung over the next morning.
"Oh man, whatchya studyin' so hard for. Come out and join the party. Don't you know that none of
this matters till exam time. Then you study your balls off, grab notes from your friends and make sure you
all get by on the test. No need to be rackin' your brain every night of the week. Especially on weekends
man. Come on and have a few beers and let yourself go." This is what they would tell him as they went
down the hall and cranked up the 100-Watt stereo system. Tyrone would express his thanks to this or that
dorm buddy who tried to pull him out of his room. During the week he never joined them and on weekends
he'd only go for an hour or two to unwind when things seemed to be closing in on him. Mostly he stayed to
himself, occasionally getting together with Leo for lunch or dinner. He liked his new friend and it was a
break he needed from the constant pressure of university life.
Leo's course load was not as difficult as Tyrone's, yet he was still struggling to get by. Tyrone
helped him on several occasions (he did not think of this as tutoring, but that was really what he was doing)
to understand some of the basic math problems that he found tough to grasp. Tyrone had always been good
in math and he discovered that Leo's assignments were similar to those he had encountered in his senior
year of high school. Leo was forever grateful for Tyrone's assistance, and Tyrone took pleasure in helping
his friend. He sometimes wished that he had met someone who could help him as he struggled through his
calculus class. Since that person had not yet come on the scene, Tyrone worked harder to tackle the
quadratic equations and integral processing on his own. To his surprise and delight, when a new concept
was reviewed and analyzed to the point of exhaustion, and then the correct answer appeared in his brain
and was later confirmed by his professor, Tyrone felt a sense of pride in being able to solve the problems
on his own, with no outside assistance. Of course he enjoyed helping Leo, only this provided a different
kind of satisfaction.
Like Tyrone, Jeromy was not having an easy time with college life. He did not study nearly as
much as Tyrone, nor was he constantly partying. It was simply a matter of priorities and the knowledge that
he would never be an "A" student. He was fascinated with the freedom and life style the university offered,
with no parents around, no curfew, no prying eyes to see what time you got home each night, or got into
bed on the nights you stayed in. Of course there had been girls at high school and some of them were
willing to do "almost" anything a guy wanted them to do. But college was so much different, especially
with the co-ed dorm. He could see girls at all hours of the day or night, many times in various stages of
dress (or undress). Once or twice he had come back to find himself locked out of his own room, though the
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situation had never been reversed. He did not really mind these few occasions, he would just go wander off
and find an isolated corner of the library and read some of the assignment given by his English class (he
always had the books in his knapsack which he carried with him every where he went. He was so far
behind that it never seemed to matter how much he read, he never could catch up). He tried to keep up with
his homework and occasionally succeeded to turn his papers in on time. He was doing his best to stay afloat
and not fail any of his classes and so far he had met this goal. Now he sat quietly in his seat near the back
of his chemistry class, waiting for the professor to begin. He looked over at Joyce and she turned and gave
him a big bright smile, her highly polished white teeth gleaming from the bare light bulb that shined
brilliantly overhead. Jeromy returned her smile though no words were spoken between them. Their
professor was getting himself situated at the front of the class. Since his initial theatrics in the opening class
Professor Orenigh had settled into an almost serene atmosphere of teaching. He knew his subject matter
well and was dedicated to sharing that knowledge with his students. Since there was nothing to distract
them, no posters on the walls, no windows, no clocks, even the single door which let you enter into this
mysterious room seemed to mold itself into the woodwork so as not to attract any attention. Because of this
every student seemed to concentrate all of his or her attention to Professor Orenigh and that was exactly the
way he wanted it. Each class he brought something different to share with his pupils. This week they had
been dealing with the brightness of the sun and the various gases associated with our planets brightest star.
For every gas discussed there was a corresponding chemistry symbol that represented it. Jeromy was
surprised that by using Jennie's technique of association he was learning to match the various symbols
they'd been studying with the correct ore or gas. And what was even more surprising was the fact that he
was having fun while studying or listening to his professor. He was not alone in this newfound feeling
towards chemistry. Almost all of the students in Professor Orenigh's class felt the same way. There had
been only two students who had dropped his class after that first week, the lowest dropout number of any
freshman course offered that semester.
Tyrone sat in his second row chair just as fascinated with his chemistry class as was Jeromy.
Professor Orenigh opened his attaché case and a new odor filled the air. Forty different students flared their
nostrils trying to ascertain what the unique smell was. Some were successful right away in determining
what the distinct aroma (though that was hardly the word that came to mind of any of the students for the
foul smell) that filled the classroom. Most of them had to cover their noses to prevent the choking and
coughing attack they were sure would arise at any moment. Watching the various reactions from each of
his students, the professor tightly covered the container of sulfuric acid and placed it back inside his
briefcase. Even though the vial was open only a few minutes the stench could still be felt in every corner of
the room. Some students still held their nose and tried hard not to retch.
Who can name this strongest gas which is produced by the sun in such stifling amounts that no
human being could live for longer than a minute, even if they weren't burnt to a crisp by the heat." The
professor looked around the room at the smattering of hands that were raised. As was usual most of the
hands belonged to the same faces every week, those students who were chemistry buffs or else simply good
solid "A" students no matter what the class may be. As he surveyed the room he was surprised to see a
timid hand held half way up, half down from a pupil towards the back of the class. This student almost
never raised his hand in class and now he was trying hard to remember his name. "What was it? James. No
Jerry. No wait a minute that's not right. Jerome. Was that it? Something like Jerome. I've got it! It’s Jeromy.
That's right, that's what his name is, it's Jeromy." All of this the professor thought to himself in about three
seconds as his eyes covered the room.
"Yes Jeromy. Can you please tell me what this smell was?" Professor Orenigh stood staring
straight at him pointing his finger.
"He remembers my name. My god he remembers my name" Jeromy though excitedly to himself.
This was the first time he'd actually raised his hand and then been called upon in this class and now he was
filled with a nervous anticipation. "Sulfur" his voice squeaked and hardly any sound came out. "Ugh" he
cleared his throat and tried to speak again, his heart pounding in his chest. He knew that every other student
in the class was staring at him, waiting for him to make a mistake so they could laugh at him, but he was
oblivious to all of them. He just stared straight at the professor, his finger still pointing towards him.
"Sulfur. Ugh. I mean sulfuric acid. That's what I smelled, at least I think it is,” he said with a soft yet
stronger voice, his hand still unconsciously rose part way. He waited for an eternity for the professor to
speak knowing he was probably wrong and this was the last time he'd ever raise his hand in this classroom
ever again.
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"Very good. That is correct. The sun at its hottest point produces an abundance of the sulfuric acid
gas. This gas is so strong that even if a person wasn't boiled alive by the heat of this star, this gas would
destroy them in less then a minute if breathed in the quantity that the sun produces." Some of the students
gasped at this while still thinking of the quantity they had been induced to by their professor. As the smell
rescinded the professor continued to drill them about the sun and the effects it had on their planet and the
solar system around them. At about the halfway point to the class, the smell of sulfur had completely
disappeared and the class was absorbed with the new ideas the professor was discussing. They did not seem
to notice that he had moved from one side of the room to the other, dangerously close to the sole light
switch that controlled the bare light bulb above. The next thing they realized they were in total darkness
and the professor had stopped talking. Since there were no windows to furnish the room with outside light,
the darkness was complete, no cracks of light snuck in. The silence lasted for less then a minute then
various sounds could be heard coming from different corners of the room. Some were giggles, others were
a nervous laughter, and some whispers filled the air. As the three-minute mark of total darkness filled the
air, more sounds could be heard, but no one moved. Five minutes were fast approaching and now some
students were heard to speak very softly "Professor" Then again, "Professor, are you there?” A new
sensation was heard in that voice, fear! Then others joined in, a little louder, "professor, are you there?"
their voices growing in pitch. Each student sat there in the darkness trying to have his or her eyesight adjust
to the dark, hoping for the faintest light to break thru, however the darkness was complete. Professor
Orenigh had glided quietly to the back of the room where he had hidden a pair of infrared goggles. He
studied his pupils watching for the various degrees of emotions, similar to the first class where he'd asked
for total "concentration". The difference between that first class and now was the fact the students were
able to study him as much as he studied them in that first encounter. It was a time to build a mutual bond
between them and himself, even if they did not realize it at the time. Over the past two months he had
worked hard on solidifying that bond. In some cases the bond was complete, in the other extreme there
were several students where he had never gained their trust, these students where lost to him for the
duration of the semester, no matter what he tried. Then there was the majority of the class where the bond
had begun but had never tightened the way that he liked. It was to these students this current experiment
was primarily addressed. Of course all of the other students were brought along for the ride (even if the ride
happened to be a roller coaster). Now he walked around the room watching them even though they could
not see him. They were at his mercy. Or at least until a student caught on and was brave enough to leave
the friendly confines of his/her chair-desk and go groping for the light-switch, which of course would be
everyone's salvation. Normally the kids closest to the light switch would try to find it, however this class
did not see any such movement. The longest he would allow this type of sensory depravation to continue
was ten minutes and as he looked at his watch he'd seen that nearly seven minutes had elapsed. He went
from student to student, watching and listening to the various sounds that surrounded him. A new eerie
sound reached his ears, that of near hysteria. He turned towards the sound and saw two of his more passive
lady students were the ones making the shrinking noise. He looked around to see the effect this had on the
other students and saw the fear rising in many of their faces. He glanced down at his watch and saw that
nine minutes and twelve seconds had passed by. "I guess that's enough,” he thought to himself as he glided
towards the light switch and then pulled his goggles off hiding them behind his back at the moment that he
arrived at the switch.
Tyrone was used to the dark. When he and Malcolm used to visit their abandoned home basement
they sometimes blew out the lantern and sat in the dark talking softly about their lives, their families, and
the dreams they shared between them, of which college life was one of those dreams. He was now living
one of his dreams, even if he was embraced in total darkness within his chemistry class. "Malcolm will
never see any of his dreams come true, his life snuffed out before they had an opportunity to share this
particular dream. As he heard the others stir nervously around him, Tyrone sat back quietly reflecting once
more on the Polaroid picture Malcolm had hidden with his stash of money and cocaine. Why was this
particular building captured for all eternity on film and what did it mean. Tyrone was still not comfortable
coming to the Research Rectangle even though he'd been doing just that twice a week for the last two
months. He was sure there was some hidden meaning behind the picture but to date he hadn't a clue as to
what it was. Meanwhile he sat patiently for Professor Orenigh to make his move, to challenge the class for
whatever purpose he had in mind while keeping them all in total darkness.
Jeromy did not like the dark, he never had. When he was at home he kept the shade partially up so
that whatever light was available from the moon or surrounding houses would filter thru so they acted like
a night-light (which he had used until he was eleven years old). When the lights were first turned off he
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started to panic. He didn't like the dark and even though he knew that there were Forty other people in the
room under the same predicament, he didn't care. It was as if he was the only one in the room and he wasn't
happy one bit about sitting there in the dark all alone. This was the darkest room he'd ever encountered and
he thought he was about to scream, his heart pounding so hard to was sure it would burst thru his chest.
After about a minute (actually it was less then thirty seconds) he felt something touch him and he was sure
he would either scream or faint when suddenly someone's fingers grasped his hand and entwined
themselves firmly within his own. He swallowed down his scream and began to settle down as he realized
whose hand he was desperately holding on to.
Joyce held on tightly to Jeromy's hand trying to calm herself down. She was very frightened when
the lights went out and there had been complete darkness, silence surrounding her. Now holding onto
Jeromy's hand she felt like she wasn't all alone in the dark and her fear started to abate, at least a little bit.
She had just started enjoying this class and was happy when Jeromy had given the correct answer to
Professor Orenigh's question. Now as she sat in the complete darkness she wasn't happy anymore with
Professor Orenigh. She was glad she was sitting next to Jeromy and as he squeezed her hand in a reassuring
way her facial features started to relax under his strength. What Joyce didn't realize was she was having as
much a calming affect on Jeromy as Jeromy had on her. So they sat next to each other holding hands, an
occasional squeeze by one or the other acting as a deterrent to their fears of the dark. As the seconds slowly
dragged on into minutes they started to whisper to each other.
"What do you think he's doing," Joyce started. In the background they could hear other students
questioning, "Professor Orenigh. Professor - are you there?"
Jeromy whispered back his response. "I'm not sure. I guess he will explain all about it once he
turns the lights back on."
"Well I think its kind of spooky if you ask my opinion" Joyce squeezed his hand as if to
emphasize her point. Jeromy didn't want to let Joyce know that he was just as spooked as she was. Instead
he said, "I'm sure the lights will be turned on shortly and then Professor Orenigh will probably laugh at all
of us for gettin' so scared".
"We'll I don't care, I just don't like this at all. And I don't think its very funny if you ask me" Joyce
whispered back squeezing his hand once again.
Jeromy sat quietly after that with Joyce's hand tucked firmly inside his own. He was still scared of
the dark but didn't want Joyce to know how he felt. All of a sudden the lights were flashed back on, the
glare so bright that every student had to close his/her eyes to stop from squinting. It took each of them
several minutes to re-adjust to the bright light after being in total darkness for so long. Jeromy and Joyce
were caught off guard when the lights suddenly re-appeared and they quickly let go of each other’s hand.
Their eyes were hurt by the bare bulbs shining brightly so they closed their eyes to shut out the light they
had so desperately wanted just a few minutes before. Now their eyelids could feel the heat generated by the
light above and slowly they opened their eyes and saw the other students all doing the same thing. Jeromy
turned briefly to look at Joyce and she turned at the same time and gave him a conspired smile and wink
then turned back towards the front of the class.
"Can you imagine what would happen if the sun stopped shining it's brilliant rays upon the earth?
No more moons reflecting over the oceans. No more stars filling the night sky on a clear autumn evening.
Darkness! Total darkness that you couldn't possibly imagine. Until today! What do you feel? Happy! Sad! I
don't think so. It's an eerie sensation sitting in total, absolute darkness. First you feel fear. Of what may I
ask? The funny thing is we don't even know what it is were all afraid of. Yet it's there stalking you. Even
though you all know there were Forty other students sitting in relatively close proximity to where you were
sitting, you still felt fear. Scared of the dark. But why, when you knew well enough that you weren't alone.
How many of you reached for your neighbor, male or female, black or white, just to comfort yourselves in
the knowledge that someone else was there?” As Professor Orenigh stopped talking and looked around the
room he saw many students sneak a peak at the person next to him or her, a soft murmuring heard as
students felt guilty about being caught in the act of using the person next to them as a security blanket, an
insurance marker that he/she was not left all alone in this room in total darkness. Jeromy and Joyce looked
at one another, each understanding that the intimacy they thought they had shared together, was theirs
alone, had in reality been happening all over the chemistry room. It made no difference whether it was
boy/girl, girl/girl, or boy/boy. Almost every one of them had required the same guarantee, as did Joyce and
Jeromy, the single fact that they were not facing total darkness in this strange environment all-alone. As the
murmuring died down heads turned back towards the front of the room where Professor Orenigh stood
quietly. Finally he began once more. "So what is it that caused each of you to need to be reassured that you
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weren't alone? Is this grand country which we call the United States of America turning everyone into
nothing more that a bunch of scardy cats! You are our countries future, yet you can't sit alone in the dark
for ten minutes. What if there was an atomic war and you were forced into bunkers 100 feet underground
and there wasn't any more electricity. How would we survive?" He looked around the room and realized he
had caught their attention once again. This was the greatest feeling a teacher could have, whether a first
grade teacher, a high school teacher, or a "professor" in some college or university. No matter where you
were the students were everything. Without them you the teacher would be nothing. This moment was what
every teacher dreamed of. A captive audience of students each waiting for the magic words to be spoken
from their teachers’ mouth. Words that would enhance their way of life make it easier for them to get
through the next day and the day after that. Yet there was nothing magical in what they did. They were
'teachers', there to teach their students the best way they knew how. And that was all he was doing. Not just
through words but also through real-life crisis and the knowledge to use the tools surrounding them. In this
case it was through others, whether friend or stranger. Learning to survive through the chemistry of the
environment that is available at that precise moment in time. Funny what the darkness does to people, even
smart, intelligent college or university students.
Professor Orenigh was about to begin again, however before he got started the bell rang signifying
the end of the class. As he stood there ready to put his things away, including the infrared goggles that he
still held behind his back, he looked out over his class. He realized something different was happening for
this class versus all of the others that had taken place over the past two months. Not a single student had
moved with the sound of the bell. No chairs scraping backwards as students hurried out of his classroom to
get ready for their next class. They all stayed their seats waiting for him to finish this lesson, explain to
them the meaning of life, or at least how they would survive an atomic war buried 100 feet underground
with no electricity. What they didn't understand was the fact that he didn't have any magical answers to
these questions. Yes he understood something about the irrational fear that people felt when faced with
total darkness, even in a room full of other people. But this was simply a cause of sensory depravation,
similar to the human body's chemical reaction to sulfuric acid. These two things he would tie together in
their next class. Now all he said was, "That's all for today. The bell has rung signifying the end of this class,
so like Pavlov's dogs you must run to your next class. I don't want to be the cause of your tardiness. Make
sure you do the homework assignments on pages 160 - 180 of your textbooks prior to the start of our next
class. I expect you to turn them in at the beginning of that class. Have a good day". With this he placed the
remaining articles into his attaché case, closed it solidly, making sure the clasps locked together, picked it
up and headed out the door.
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Chapter 11
The sweat poured down his neck, beads of perspiration dotted his forehead. His face grimaced as
if the pain was unbearable. "Ugh, Ugh", he grunted as every muscle in his entire body tightened as he
gripped the black heavily foamed handle bars which protruded at a 45 degree angle from the punishing
machine.
"Come on, two more, just two more. You can do it you know you can. Don't quit on yourself
now". He watched with sympathy as the bar connected to the solid steel wires, which were attached to the
dumb weights, inched their way antagonizing slowly up, up, up till they were stretched to their max. "One,
two, three, he counted silently to himself as he watched the straining thigh muscle hold firm before it
started its descent, releasing the tension a little at a time as the leg lowered the foot bar back halfway, never
letting the entire weight drop down to it's stationary position.
'Your a ball-buster my friend" Lyle opened his eyes for just an instant before he put all his leg
strength and willpower into moving the dead weight which clung to his left leg. Then his eyes shut tightly
and he gathered all of his concentration into lifting the Nautilus leg lift once more, knowing he had one
more grueling encounter with this massive machine before he could call it quits for the day. His powder
blue tank top clung to his broad shoulders, back, and stomach muscles, the color almost faded away by
sweat. You could almost outline every muscle with a magic marker as Lyle strained against the two
hundred and five pounds of weight he was forcing his thigh and damaged knee to endure for the eleventh
time of this twelve-curl set. This was the final of three sets of leg extensions and he had pushed himself up
to the new weight total for the first time since he'd destroyed the knee. When he had been totally healthy he
could top out at two forty, but he knew he was nowhere near ready to approach this weight yet.
His first day at Seivelle University, after he had unloaded his stuff in the dorm room assigned to
him, Lyle went out in search of the school gymnasium to check out the weight-room facilities. Since there
was no football program at Seivelle, Lyle did not expect to find much in the way of training equipment. He
figured there might be a couple of pieces thrown haphazardly together amongst other gym paraphernalia.
What he found when he went downstairs following the signs which said "Weight Room" made his eyes
open wide. In front of him was a completely equipped fitness center, complete with four life-cycle bicycles,
two step-up machines. There were ten different Nautilus machines and seven state-of-the-art Polaris
machines, including his favorite leg-extension machine. All of this was enclosed around a 1/4 mile four
lane track for those who enjoyed jogging as part of their exercise program. Off in another corner of the
fitness center there was a free weight room. Within this section were rows of various weight dumb bells
and associated iron rods to support them on the bench press and leg lift machines. Maintained in the same
room on the opposite corner were everyone's favorites, two rowing machines.
"Well I'll be damned,” Lyle said out loud though there was no one within ear shot who could have
heard him. "I never expected to find anything like this here at this school. I guess I have no excuse for not
getting myself back into shape" he continued his conversation with the walls of the fitness center. He reach
instinctively down to his healing left knee and scratched an itch he felt which may or may not have been
actually there. He thought about football, knowing he would have already been in training camp,
scrimmaging with the first team for the upcoming first game that would have been only a week away. He
had already been watching a few exhibition pro ball games for the past several weekends and knew that
some colleges were having their opening games this weekend. He enjoyed both college and professional
ball on TV, but knew there was no greater experience then being down on the field, or better yet, being in
the middle of the action as thousands of spectators screamed their approval.
Lyle dragged his thoughts away from football and back towards the various pieces of equipment
he saw all around him. He took a few steps closer to see if any of the machines were the same as the ones
he was used to back home where he belonged to a Lifestyles fitness center. He was happy to see that four
of the Nautilus equipment were exactly the same models as those he used back where he used to work out.
This included the Leg Extension machine that was the major piece of equipment he was using to
rehabilitate his damaged knee. "Well I'll have to get myself synced and ready to start working out again
starting tomorrow" Lyle continued to speak out loud and once again there was no one to hear him. Just as
he was getting ready to leave, still very impressed with what he had discovered at Seivelle University, he
heard the door open and a voice saying to someone else, "I'll bet they don't have much in the way of
equipment here. Oh well, come on lets check it out anyway". As this new voice opened the door he was as
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startled as Lyle was to see so many machines. He opened the door wider but his friend was still invisible to
Lyle.
"Oh, I didn't see you there" a surprised expression overtook his face as Lyle came into view
standing next to the Nautilus Leg Extension machine. "Sorry, I didn't know anyone was in here. Hey do
you work here. If you do I want you to know that this is a great setup you've got here. I wasn't expecting
nearly so much fine equipment or the track layout, it's neat."
Lyle stood and stared at this intruder. He stood about 6'2'' or 6'3" and had sandy golden hair which
he let flow to about shoulder length. He wore a GOLDS GYM tee shirt that fit him well with solidly build
forearms and broad shoulders. It was obvious that this fellow took good care of himself, weighing in at
approximately 220 or 230 Lyle guessed. Before Lyle could respond to his question he heard him continue.
"Hey I know who you are. Your Lyle Gaston the middle linebacker for Eagleton High-School.
Hey I used to watch you play. You were good. Real Good. Until the Kennelworth game where you busted
up your knee real bad. Hey, I was watching that game. I could hear the snap all the way up at my seat. I
mean I shuddered when I saw that happen. Sorry, I didn't mean to bring up bad memories or anything. How
you doing now? I mean I hope you’re a lot better. Hey Wayne, this is Lyle Gaston. I'm sorry, I'm Alexander
Iggy and this is my friend Wayne Fontain. What are you doing at a school like Seivelle?"
Lyle stood silently and listened as Alexander Iggy went on and on. When he started talking about
the accident Lyle sub-consciously re-lived that terrible day and the jolt he felt when he heard his knee snap
and give way. Instinctively he reached down for the knee and wished there was some place near by where
he could sit down, before he fell to the ground. His knee stood firm and he remained standing erect as
Alexander introduced himself and his friend. "My friends call me Alex, no surprise I guess, and my
enemies stay away"
Alex said this with a smile. He stopped talking and there was an awkward moment when no one said
anything.
"It's nice to meet you Alexander (he used Alexander's formal name), and you too Wayne. I was
just checking out the facilities, I wanted to see what good ol' Seivelle University had to offer." As Lyle
talked he switched his focus from Alexander to Wayne who had come in quietly and stood just behind and
off to the side of Alexander. They seemed an unlikely pair, as Wayne was a scrawny thing. He was no more
than 5'6'', maybe 5'7" if stretching it. He was very skinny, weighing no more than 140 - 150 lbs. He had no
muscles to speak of, just long tiny fingers. "He's probably gay or possibly a pianist," was Lyle's first
impression. He stood there with wire-rim glasses and you could tell he let Alexander do most of the talking.
"You look familiar. I can't place you. How did you know who I was?"
"I told you, I saw you play ball. I thought I'd play ball too at one time, but I got thrown off the
team my freshman year and I never tried out again".
"Now I remember you. We were both freshman at the same time at Eagleton. I heard there was a
really solid tailback runner joining the team. He was supposed to have lightning quickness and would be a
real challenge for any defensive player once he got into the open field. I remember suiting up for that first
scrimmage during the first week of high school. I was playing middle linebacker on the freshman squad, I
was real nervous since this was my first simulation of a real game. This supposed superstar was playing on
the offense and I remember Gus handed the ball off on the first play from scrimmage. The guy broke
through the right tackle as if he wasn't even there. I pushed my blocker off and never took my eyes off of
him. I had a clear shot when all of a sudden he made a move I'd never seen any player make before and
next thing I know is I'm grasping empty air and falling flat on my face. I turned and looked up as he flew
past me untouched into the end zone for a touchdown. That guy was you!"
"Hey yah, I remember that moment. I also remember the next time I broke through the offensive
line and we were the only two players facing each other in combat, my sole purpose in life was to fake you
out again and score another touchdown. You stood there with look in your eye. You didn't look down at my
feet like most linebackers do, which was the mistake you made that first time. You stared straight into my
eyes. I made my move and you didn't flinch. You just put your massive arms around me in a bear hug and
gave me the most bone crushing tackle I've ever had in my entire life. As I remember that moment you
caused me to fumble the ball, got up off me, I couldn't move even if I wanted to. You plucked up the
football and smashed through our entire offensive line and scored a touch-down all your own!"
"Yeah, I remember looking down at you as I scooped up that ball. I know I was smiling cause I
thought you and I were going to lead our team to four championship seasons. And then the next week,
before we even played our first game you were gone. Kicked off the team. Something about drugs and
dealing, I don't know the whole story. I just remember thinking what a shame. You were good yourself.
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You could've been great. Probably play professional ball. What happened? Why didn't you ever come back
and play ball again?"
Alexander's smile faded and an almost demonic grin replaced it. "Well I guess I always was a
partier, wouldn't you say so Wayne. Besides the coaches made it quite clear that I would never play ball
again, in any High School, if I didn't get my act in gear. Anyway they said they'd always be watching,
making sure I was a "good" boy. Hey, I never liked having anybody watching over my shoulder. Not my
parents, and certainly not a bunch of crummy old coaches, that's for sure. So I guess we didn't see eye-toeye and we went our separate ways". Alexander gave Wayne a friendly punch in the arm as he looked over
at his friend. Wayne raised his other hand and rubbed at his arm at the spot were Alex had hit him, but said
nothing. He did so in such a fashion that Lyle was positive that Wayne received many 'friendly' punches
from Alexander.
"But you could've been a big star and earned lots of money. Why didn't you go to a college where
they play football? I'm sure you could make any team you wanted."
"Hey. I told you. The coaches blacklisted me. Besides I don't have the drive or determination to
stick with something as grueling as football. And who knows, maybe I'm not as good as you think I am. Or
worse. Hey, I could be that good and get busted up the same way as you. Then what?"
Lyle didn't know how to answer Alexander. He couldn't explain to him that he was there in that
gym right now to make sure they had the necessary equipment to bring him back to 100% or maybe even
110% health and fitness so he could transfer next year to another school that had a powerhouse athletics
program. He wanted that shot at the big time, the success, and yes the money. But first he had to be
physically and mentally ready. Instead he said, "It looks like you spend a lot of time in the gym staying in
shape. That takes a lot of hard work and dedication. Why are you spending all that time working out for?"
"Hey, oh but don't you see, that's different. This is my body I want to be proud of it. Besides, you
must know as well as I do that the chicks love a body that's hard, firm and muscular, if you catch my
meaning." Alexander punched Wayne in the arm once again then put his beefy arm around Wayne's
shoulder. "Isn't that so Wayne?” It was more a statement rather than a question. "That's why we came down
to the gym today, instead of checking out the little ladies on campus. I promised Wayne I'd help him beef it
up a little so he can attract more ladies. Isn't that right Wayne!”
Lyle didn't know what to make out of Alexander and Wayne. In some ways Wayne seemed to be
more afraid of Alex rather than his friend. Since they got there Wayne had not spoken a single word. Of
course Alexander was a pretty outspoken guy who seemed like he could or would control any situation.
"Well I was just leaving. It was nice to see you again. Maybe I'll see you again sometime". Lyle
walked towards the gymnasium / fitness center exit. As he reached Alexander he put out his hand and
Alexander grabbed hold giving a tight firm squeeze almost like he was testing Lyle's strength. Lyle had a
solid grasp of his own and as he realized what Alexander was trying to do he held firm not giving any
leeway. They stood there holding onto each other for a moment then Alexander relaxed his hand and put
his other hand on Lyle's shoulder, a delighted smile taking over his face.
"Hey, it's great to see you again too. I hope we see each other again" as he spoke he gave a final
squeeze then released Lyle's hand. Lyle refused to flex his fingers in the presence of Alexander so he put
his hand down by his side.
"It was nice to meet you too Wayne" Lyle stated as he stood in front of this quiet young man.
"It was nice to meet you Lyle" Wayne held out his hand meekly and Lyle responded by taking it
and giving it a firm friendly shake, and then walked out the door marked EXIT.
Lyle's face reflected all the strain and pressure he exuded as he pushed his knee and leg muscles to
the max of their capability until the bar could go no higher. He held it there for a three count that was the
longest three seconds of his life. Then he slowly lowered the bar knowing that the circuit was complete and
his two hour workout was finished until the whole routine started again the day after tomorrow. As the
tension was fully released and his leg was free to leave its current torture chamber, Lyle's facial muscles
relaxed and his eyes opened to let in the sights of the fitness center attached to the gymnasium of Seivelle
University. It was a relatively small crowd there today. He watched as both step-up machines were in use,
one by Jacqueline, and the other by Dolores. Mike was underneath one hundred and ninety pounds at the
bench press and there was someone he'd never seen before rowing in perfect harmony. Over the past two
month’s since Lyle had started his rehabilitation routine, which consisted of two hour workouts four or five
days a week, Lyle had met many other "regulars" who came around the same time he did at least three
times a week. Sometimes they would wait for the final person to finish his grueling routine and then head
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over to the school "pub" for a beer or two. He enjoyed their company and someone always had a story to
tell. His eyes shifted towards his helper and the one who pushed him to the limit.
"Well you gonna ever got off that machine or do you want to do another set. I'll be glad to raise
the weight for you if you’re up to it".
"No thanks my friend, not on your life. I'm done for the day. Besides maybe you want to take a
turn at this weight. I haven't seen you pushing two hundred pounds yet."
"Hey, not me, no thanks. I'm not as dedicated as your are, remember. Besides, it's not my knee we
are trying to get back into shape, now our we."
"No, just mine. But sometimes I think you really enjoy watching others suffer."
"Only you my friend. No one else. Hey where else can I derive such pleasure, unless I'm with
some little lady."
"Okay I've had enough. Lets go. Come on Alex I'll let you buy me a beer".
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Chapter 12
Sheila looked for the third time at her desk clock and saw that another minute had ticked off 12:09 it read, with the : flashing every second. Betsy glanced over at her roommate in amusement watching
as she straightened out her pastel flowered skirt, pulling it this way, then that, trying to make sure it fit just
right.
"Would you relax? You’re just meeting for lunch at the cafeteria. He's not taking you out to the
Queens Ball to dance the night away. You look just fine, like always".
Sheila looked up at Betsy then over at the clock again. She had come back to her dorm room after
the 11:00 Psychology class with Professor Klondike and didn't expect her roommate to be there. She had
wanted a few minutes alone to get ready for her 12:30 lunch "date" with Jeromy. Now Betsy sat crosslegged on her bed, her long tan legs radiating nakedly within the sunbeam which shown thru their fourth
floor dorm window. It was obvious that these legs, along with the rest of Betsy's finely shaped 5'9" body,
had seen many such sunny days prior to her departure from Palm Springs. It would take a long, cold, dark,
dreary winter to possibly have any impact on her gorgeous dark complexion, and even then Sheila wasn't
sure any of her tan would fade. She looked down at her beige LEGS panty-hose covered legs and knew she
needed as much help as possible to cover her short, though thin, legs. While she wasn't "fat" or "stocky", or
any other description used to identify overweight females, at 5'4" she had a slender body which in her
estimation would not be classified as 'beautiful, however she never thought of herself as 'ugly' either. Her
friends in High School had considered her to be "pretty" and she had always gotten along well with most
people. She stole a glance at Betsy and a tinge of envy creased her brow. Here was a perfect example of a
beautiful girl. She had high check bones and just the right distance separated her sparkling soft hazel eyes,
with a small pert nose. Her full shoulder length hair shook freely, a sensual platinum blonde bleached most
delicately by the California surf and sun. She sat there with her ankles crossed, one hand holding each
ankle, bright pink satin 'short' shorts barely concealing a pair of purple silk undies. Her top was a softer
violet made out of the same, or similar satin material. It hung loosely over her pointed, almost oval shaped
breasts, which were not covered by any other garment. If Sheila had been a male, she would have stood
there drooling over her roommate. However Sheila was now accustomed to her roommate’s appearance and
the type of outfits that she wore within the sanctuary of their dorm room. As she looked over at Betsy a hint
of jealousy could not be completely hidden from her eyes.
"Don't you have a 12:30 History class you should be getting ready for?" Sheila stole a glance at
her desk clock and tormented over its agonizingly slow crawl, 12:10 was all it said.
Well I suppose I do. But to be totally honest about it, I just don't think I'm up for going today. It's
such a gorgeous day out there and I just can't seem to be motivated for sitting and listening to a boring old
talk about the Civil War, especially in that dreary old classroom in Grants tomb. My god, that war's been
over for a hundred years, why so much has to be discussed about it, I just don't understand."
Sheila stood there and shook her head. "Betsy, sometimes you’re really just impossible. The Civil
War shaped our lives and the lives of every future society in America. Sometimes I don't understand why
you left California and came here. You’re so beautiful! You could've been a fashion model, probably as big
as Christy Brinkley or Cindy Crawford, maybe even bigger. Don't you know how beautiful you are? Still,
since you choose to come here instead of parading your body across a thousand magazine covers, don't you
think you should get off your duff and get ready for class. After all, that’s what your folks spent their hard
earned money to send you here for".
"Okay, mommy dearest, I'll go and learn all about the Civil War like a good little girl". Betsy
beamed a radiant smile over at her roommate as she un-crossed her legs and bounced off her bed. She went
over to her tiny closet overstuffed with clothes and surveyed what she had to wear. While doing this she
casually mentioned to Sheila, "aren't you going to be late for your little rendezvous with your new friend?"
Sheila looked over at the clock and was horrified to see that it showed 12:26. She straightened her
skirt one final time, grabbed her purse and headed for the door. "Have fun at class. I'll see you tonight after
my last class. Are you doing dinner tonight at club Livestock Cafe? If so, do you want to go together?"
"Sure. That will be great. You can tell me all about "lunch". See you tonight. Now get out of
here".
Jeromy sat outside the cafeteria nervously, unconsciously playing with his watchband. He would
take the band out of its loop enclosure, play with the end for a minute, and then push it back thru. He didn't
need to look at the face of the watch again because he knew that less than a minute had gone by since the
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last time he looked. "Maybe she's waiting for me inside. Maybe I should go and look for her,” he thought to
himself, standing up in the process. Of course he had walked through the entire cafeteria just a few minutes
before and she definitely wasn't inside, so why should he think she could be inside now. "Wouldn’t she
have passed me as I came back out", this thought crept thru his mind as he sat back down, knowing she
couldn't possibly have walked into the cafeteria without him seeing her, or visa versa. "It's only a stupid
lunch date, what am I so worried about. Wait a minute, it's not a date. Were not going out on a date. Were
just meeting for lunch, that's all! I can't go out on a date it's too soon. Jennie's only been dead three months.
How can I forget about Jennie after all she meant to me? I wish she were alive and well and enjoying
herself at Yale. I'm sure she'd be meeting other people for lunch and wouldn't think twice about doing it,
even if it were with some guy. She wouldn't care that I meet someone for lunch, even if it was a girl". All of
these thoughts attacked him while his nervousness expanded. Things would've been so much easier to
handle if Jennie was alive. They'd write to each other and call one another on the phone. They'd make plans
to visit, taking a bus to their respective campuses and schedule to spend as much time together as was
possible while home during school breaks. Everything would've been simple, life so easy (except for
studying for classes and taking exams). Exams were the one thing that Jeromy always hated doing, even in
High School. Jennie was so much better at that sort of thing. But what if Jennie met someone while she was
away at college, someone she found to be more interesting, more intellectual, someone more attractive.
Someone she liked being with, maybe even holding hands with. If this happened, Jeromy didn't know what
he would do. He had no way to compete with a Yale "preppie". And that’s just the type of guy who would
work hard towards taking his Jennie away.
"What am I thinking about? Jennie's dead! There’s no one at Yale or any other place going to take Jennie
away from me. They can't do it because Jennie's not at Yale. She's in Crackstone Cemetery, not out visiting
with friends at school, laughing at someone's stupid joke. She'll never laugh again, my poor, poor Jennie.
And it's all my fault! Well maybe not exactly my fault, but I brought her to that place. I took her and I
should be held responsible. Jennie, my dear dear Jennie". Jeromy shuddered as he envisioned that bullet
speeding through the air, the open car window, Jennie lying crumpled at his feet.
"Are you okay? You look pale, like maybe you've seen a ghost or something". Sheila stood
looking down at Jeromy trying to understand his mood, more like she had found him in some kind of
trance. She'd rushed over to the cafeteria knowing she was late, now stopping to catch her breath as she
spotted Jeromy sitting on the wall that surrounded the grounds of the Livestock Cafe. She felt flushed,
though she wasn't sure if it was from the hurried walk she'd taken to get over here, or from the sight of
seeing Jeromy seated a few feet away. Now she was worried, afraid that maybe he was mad at her for being
late. Maybe he wasn't as glad to see her, as she was to see him. Now she wasn't so sure of herself as she'd
been just five minutes earlier.
Jeromy heard someone speaking close by, maybe eve to him, he wasn't sure. He felt like he was in
a trance and fought hard to come out of it. He looked up and saw Sheila staring down at him with a
puzzled, almost fearful expression. He leaned forward and jumped off the short wall where he'd been
waiting. He felt his shirt sticking to his back, peeling itself off as he stood up straight. He put his hand
down on top of the wall and it felt clammy. Awkwardly he put his hand down then wiped them
conspicuously on his pants legs, leaving wet mark stains on his trousers. He put his damp hands behind his
back trying to remember what Sheila had said to him just now, and what an appropriate response would be.
He wasn't exactly sure what she said so he did what he felt was safest, staying on neutral ground.
"Hi. How are things going? I hope you’re hungry, I know I am". He felt himself calming down a
little bit, but his stomach was still full of butterflies and he hoped he could eat something, especially after
his stupid comment about how hungry he was. As Sheila moved towards the cafeteria door Jeromy put one
foot forward, then the other, feeling like he was carrying lead weights around his ankles. As he looked at
Sheila from behind, trying as hard as he might, he just couldn't get Jennie out of his mind.
Sheila reached the cafeteria door ahead of Jeromy and reached out, opened the door wide and held
it open for Jeromy to go thru. As he reached the door a few steps later his manners came back to him and
he reached high above Sheila's head and hand, making sure his hand did not touch hers since it still felt
very clammy to him. They were now both holding the door open at the same time and neither of them made
a move to go through the opening.
"After you" they both said at the same time. Jeromy looked down into Sheila's eyes and saw a
sparkle like a midnight star shining brightly on the earth below. As she looked back up at him a smile took
over her face and then a soft giggle.
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"Ladies always go first" Jeromy replied to Sheila's infectious smile, a huge smile plastered on his
face as well.
"Why thank you kind sir," she replied. Letting go of the door she stepped though the hole left
between Jeromy's outstretched hand that still held on tightly above her head. Once she was through he
followed her, quickening his pace ever so slightly until they were walking side by side.
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Chapter 13
The sun shone brightly in the midday sky however there was no way of noticing this deep within
the Borne building. Like its counterparts, Beacon and Snidley, few windows adorned this building. Those
that did honor the Borne building with their presence were nowhere near the quiet confines of the office
that contained Dexter Poigee. He sat behind a small desk, the office lit by a bare 100-watt bulb hanging
high above in the cathedral ceiling. This room, and several surrounding rooms on this same level, looked
strangely out of place within the long, narrow building called Borne. It was the third component that made
up the Research Rectangle. The ceiling was fifteen feet high at its tallest peak, sloping down to a ten-foot
edge at each end of the seventeen by twenty foot room. A single three-foot wide door was the only access
to this room buried deep underneath the primary portion of the physics building. Anyone interested would
be surprised to know that this door was reinforced with six inch steel plates. This door had been specially
designed, a double barrel shotgun blast at point blank range, while making a lot of noise, wouldn't put a
dent in the door. There was a push button, key-entry pad placed flush within the wall to the left of the door.
A seven digit numerical and alphabetic combination lock was the sole method of entry. Combining letters
and numbers made it mathematically impossible for someone to determine the "password" needed to enter
this room. A special microchip was built into the key-entry pad that kept track of any mistakes made while
trying to enter the code. If three incorrect "passwords" were detected the padlock would "shut down" and
not allow entry into the room. A special "de-coder" twelve-digit combination would become the only
"password" which would open the door. Another interesting feature to this room was the fact that there
were no visible doors handles on either side of the door, the door lying flush within the wall. Anyone
entering this room would then be 'locked' in, and would not be allowed to leave without knowing the
correct seven characters Exit code, which was different then the code used to enter the room. This meant
that someone could be held prisoner within this room if they were intruders who didn't belong there.
Surveying the interior of this room would leave a person who was entering for the first time
surprised by it's barrenness. There were only three pieces of additional furniture, besides the desk, within
these spacious confines. Looking straight across the room when sitting in the chair currently occupied by
Dexter was a six-foot love seat decorated in a plain off-gray cloth material. There were no pillows located
on this love seat to soften the effect. Being at least fifteen feet away from the desk, with no pictures or
posters hanging above it, this couch looked strangely out of place. This was similar to how out of place this
entire room was within the confines of the physics building. Looking over Dexter's left shoulder, if you
were standing directly behind him, against the shortest wall of this weirdly proportioned room, there was a
large wooden rocking chair. Five wooden, intricately carved, rods attached the chair with the backrest. This
motionless chair contained a single object, a five-foot tall teddy bear, one of the most charming, cuddliest,
adorable teddy bears you have ever seen. The kind most children, and many adults for that matter, would
love to hug close to their chests and squeeze tightly, even though standing straight up this teddy bear would
tower over most children. The large deep red felt lips smiled brightly out at you all day and all night long,
24 hours a day, seven days a week. The two large deep black buttons making up the eyes were perfectly
symmetrical, proportioned just right in his round, brown haired face. When looking over at the teddy you
would almost swear they were sparkling back at you (and they had indeed been treated with a special
metallic like substance which gave them this glimmering shine). There was a perfectly round cotton ball
brown nose attached in the just the right spot to give the proper proportion to the rest of the teddy's face.
You would almost love to go up to this wonderful stuffed animal and do a nose-to-nose kiss, the same way
as has been identified as the "Eskimo" kiss.
Dexter took a break from what he'd been doing and glanced briefly over his left shoulder, just like
we'd been doing a moment before, and his eyes made contact with those gleaming eyes of "Teddy". He
shifted his gaze down a few inches to those luscious lips smiling brightly back at him. The corners of his
mouth curled up slightly, almost into a grin but certainly not considered a smile by anyone who might have
been in the room watching him. He stayed this way a staring for a couple of moments, a glazed look taking
over his dark brown eyes. He finally pulled his gaze away and looked straight ahead into nothing, except
for the dull gray love seat that didn't even register within his brain as being there. After several more
minutes Dexter regained his concentration and turned back to what he was doing. There was a subtle
change within his demeanor, which occurred every time he exchanged glances with "Teddy". This was no
apparent physical change, so that same person who might have been watching him curl his lip a moment
before would see nothing from an outside appearance to reflect this change. However, deep inside his body,
Dexter would say right next to his heart, if not his heart directly, he could feel a warming sensation, almost
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as if some ice was dissolving around his cold-blooded heart. For Dexter was a very serious person who did
not like interruptions. When give a job he completed that job with an utmost thoroughness not wanting any
one or thing to get in his way.
The final object in the room with its fifteen-foot cathedral ceiling was as strange, if not stranger
then the other objects described in this room occupying space deep within the bowels of the Borne
building. Switching directions and glancing over Dexter's right shoulder, taking up the entire wall was a
massive classic, old fashion bank vault. Not the small vault with the twisting dial combination lock that fits
nicely in the wall of your average bank. No this was the same type of vault that compared to the door
entrance. The vault had a huge wheel used to open the initial 14" steel plate door. A time lock had been
added which unlocked the wheel mechanism at certain hours each day. No forced entry, even with sticks of
dynamite, could penetrate this steel wall, built to withstand tons of pressure. The hinges were built with the
steel beams, leaving no access to anyone from the outside, securing any valuables kept within.
Along with the desk, love seat, rocking chair and teddy bear, there were no other possessions
maintained inside the exterior of this room. Looking directly over Dexter's shoulder downward, on top of
the desk you would see several normal objects - a ball point pen made by BIC, two number 2 soft-lead
pencils with perfectly sharpened points, a couple of sheets of papers with lots of numbers written over
them. In the middle of the desk was a conventional looking desk lamp that shone brightly over these
objects. On a closer evaluation you would notice that this lamp didn't have any cord protruding from its
base. Looking around the room, down near the baseboards along all of the walls something would appear to
be missing, something common in most people’s rooms at home or at work. Not a single electrical outlet
could be found in this room. Looking back at the lamp illuminating Dexter's desk you could now see that
the base was thicker than the normal desk lamp. Built into this base was a twenty-five watt battery. Dexter
needed this light to brighten his desk when he was working. He didn't like distractions and was upset if
things were not perfect. To this end he kept a spare twenty-five watt battery pack locked within his desks
bottom draw in case the lamp started flickering, destroying his concentration. He also kept two spare
replacement bulbs as well. Of course Dexter's desk was brightly illuminated now, just the way he liked it.
Continuing our journey over Dexter's desk off to the left was a three-part supplies separator which
contained neat stacks of small GEM paper-clips, large GEM paper-clips, and thick rubber-bands
respectively. On the right hand corner there was a stapler and a scotch tape dispenser. Here is where the
normal everyday supplies ended.
Located on the desk directly to the right of Dexter was a large stack of paper, which on closer
inspection turned out to be money. Dexter was briskly peeling off one bill after the other, jotting down
notes about each bill (actually he was writing down serial numbers. He licked his finger and continued this
routine until he'd counted out fifty bills. Then he reached for a large strong rubber band out of his supply
dish and carefully wrapped them together. Taking an even closer look we would discover that each bill had
a picture of Benjamin Franklin on it, $100.00 bills, $5000.00 in each stack. There were many stacks of
neatly wrapped $100.00 bills with rubber bands around them, piled nicely off to the left corner of the desk.
If we had to determine how many packages of $5000.00 in each stack there were sitting on the edge of the
desk, it would be impossible to say (of course Dexter knew exactly how many). While Dexter had already
spent several hours meticulously counting and tracking each bill, he knew that he had several hours of work
ahead of him, as there were still piles of loose bills yet to be bundled and stacked with the others. As he
finished putting a rubber band around another stack of fifty bills Dexter heard a slight rumbling noise, as if
somewhere a set of mechanized wheels had been to churn. Dexter stopped to listen, the sound very familiar
to him. He looked at his Rolex and saw that it said 2:59:29. He pushed back his chair and stood up for the
first time in almost three hours. He stretched his hands high over his head and held himself that way for a
count of ten, then put his hands all the way down and touched his toes, counting another ten, finally
standing up straight.
This being the first time we have been able to get a good look at Dexter, we'd be surprised at just
how muscular he was. Dexter stood about 5'10" and weighed a solid 197 pounds. You would be hard
pressed to find an ounce of fat on his body. He could bench press over three hundred and seventy pounds
without breaking too much of a sweat. His facial features were non descriptive, except for the dark brown
eyes described earlier. His neck was short but firm for such a well built man and he had paltry narrow lips
that did not enhance any special features about his face. Dexter had big hands for someone who was only
5'10" tall and they added to the strength that was apparent when looking at his chest and legs.
"Beep, Beep, Beep" went his Rolex right on schedule as 3:00:00 shown on it's face.
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"Burr, Burr, Burr" came the sound from against the wall as the wheel started to turn all by itself,
one hundred and eighty degrees.
"Click, Click, Click" another sound appeared but it was hard to determine exactly where this noise
came from.
Dexter walked over to the bank-like vault and turned the wheel another one hundred and eighty
degrees till he felt it catch in place. He gave it a hard tug and the door grudgingly pulled open for him. He
let it go about 1/3 of the way then walked past the 12" steel plated door towards the next obstacle. He came
up to the next steel-plated door with a five-digit combination lock. Dexter strolled up to the lock and started
turning the knob first to the left, then back to the right. He went left, right, left, stopping at the appropriate
number each time. Finally he heard the familiar "click". The electric motor started to churn. There was no
handle on this door. Dexter reached over and pushed a hidden button to release the last mechanism
controlling the vault door. The churning grew louder (the vault was actually controlled electronically by a
generator in a room directly behind the one where Dexter had been working) and then the door opened
about two inches. Dexter reached inside and pushed the final button that freed the door and it popped open
another twelve to fourteen inches so that Dexter could open the door and step inside. If the inside button
had not been depressed within twenty seconds the door would automatically close, probably taking off
someone's fingers in the process.
Dexter looked around taking a mental inventory since he last time he'd been in the vault.
Everything looked satisfactory so he reached in and grabbed a couple of empty moneybags made out of a
thick fireproof canvas material. He walked out of the vault with the bags in his hands and hurried in a nonnonchalant motion over to his desk. He knew he had only fifteen minutes before the vault would go into
automatic shut down. He wanted to get all of his bundles properly stored within the moneybags and put
safely away. He didn't like having so much money lying around loose in the office, even if it was one of the
most secure rooms he'd had the pleasure to work in. Dexter carefully started loading the canvas bags,
counting and tracking what bundles went into which bags. After he reached the count of ten, or $50,000, he
tied up the bag and then slipped the key lock in-between the two belt loops made specifically to hold this
kind of lock. Dexter clicked the lock in place, pulling tightly to make sure it was secure. Satisfied, Dexter
quickly started on his next set of bundles, repeating the process he was all too comfortable with. He
finished filling the second bag and secured this one in the same manner as before. He looked at his desk
and was pleased to see there were no more stacks of bills to bundle. He shifted his gaze slightly and saw the
loose set of $100.00 bills waiting to be tracked and then stacked just like their counterparts. He then looked
at his Rolex and saw the numbers 3:13:44 staring back at him. He quickly grabbed the moneybags that he
had filled (ten in all), and walked back into the vault with the $500,000.00. He went over to a shelf on the
right hand side and quickly jotted down the codes that identified where this weeks money was being
placed. Just as he was finishing he heard the same rumbling sound as he'd heard fifteen minutes earlier.
Calmly he walked out of the vault taking a final mental inventory. The interior door started to close just as
he walked past. He proceeded past the main steel door as it too started to close.
"Burr, Burr, Burr" went the interior door as it sealed itself tightly shut with a loud clank.
The exterior door followed suit, closing and turning one hundred and eighty degrees. Dexter took
the wheel and turned it the remaining one hundred and eighty degrees.
"Click, Click, Click" the steel door completed it's cycle and securely locked up the vault. Dexter
looked down and saw his Rolex registered 3:15:00. Unconsciously Dexter repeated his 3:00:00 stretching,
first reaching for the sky (actually the ceiling since nothing was visible down in the "dungeon") then
touching his toes. As he stood up straight he started pulling on his left hand fingers, cracking them one at a
time, starting with his pinky and ending with his thumb. He switched hands and cracked the knuckles on
his right hand. Stretching one last time Dexter strolled casually behind his desk and sat down, pulling the
chair in tightly towards the desk. Off on the corner of the desk was a portable radio and he turned it on.
Dexter closed his eyes and let the music flow through him. He opened his eyes and glanced over his left
shoulder. Teddy was sitting there in the same position looking as happy today as he did every day. Dexter
saw that smile, gazed into those gleaming black eyes and once more an inward smile filled his heart, if not
his face. He took one last look then broke off his gaze and stared harshly back at his desk. Silently he
picked up the next $100.00 bill and started jotting down the serial number in his meticulous manner, letting
the Mozart concerto number 9 washed over him as he worked.
If we left the friendly (just kidding) confines of the Bourne underground basement facilities and
headed due east to the opposite building of the Research Rectangle we could enter, via the side entrance,
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Snidley, the home of the chemistry departments. Of course we have spent time here before with Professor
Orenigh and his unique style of teaching. Professor Orenigh and most of his colleagues who taught within
the Research Rectangle were unaware of the "basement" rooms like the one where Dexter was hard at work
over at the Bourne building. The professor would have been surprised at the elegant angles of the room and
the beauty of the cathedral ceiling, and wondered why no other above ground room within Bourne had
anything to come close to resembling this type of structure. Most of the science rooms filling the Beacon,
Snidley, and Bourne buildings were of standard quality, with the main distinguishing features being the
windowless treatments.
Profess Orenigh had completed his last class of the day about 1/2 hour earlier and he'd stayed
behind to catch up on grading his Chemistry 101 students surprise quiz. Little did he know that sitting
almost directly underneath his office at Snidley there was another "basement" of rooms identical to those in
the Bourne building. He had been working at Seivelle University for over sixteen years, starting as a
student aid, then a professor’s assistant till he'd finally been signed on as a full-fledged professor some
eleven years ago. In all of his time spent at the University, and years specifically at the Research Rectangle,
no one had mentioned any "basement" or additional rooms within any of the buildings. What he did not
know was there was a hidden passage in the closet next to his office that leads to a staircase. Walking down
the staircase you find a long corridor that opens onto rooms not used by any of the normal university staff.
Continuing down the hall about 1/2 way, if you were paying attention you would see an entry pad set flush
into the wall with a numeric key lock, identical to the one in the Bourne building.
If we knew the seven-digit combination and entered into this room within the Snidley "basement",
even Dexter would be surprised to see an exact replica of his room in Bourne. The cathedral ceiling was
fifteen feet high at its tallest peak, sloping down to a ten-foot edge at each end of the 17' by 20' room. A
single bare 100-watt light bulb hung down from the top of this ceiling. Dexter would have blinked, then
blinked again for he would have sworn he was entering his own room, not a different one, in a different
building. In front of him would be a small desk that was a mirror image of his own. Looking down on the
desk the only thing missing are the notebooks with the meticulous notes that Dexter keeps and the large
stacks of money. Looking straight ahead across from the desk was a love seat. The only difference from the
one in the Bourne building was the deep mauve color that brightened the room a little. Like Dexter's room
in Bourne, off to the right of the desk was another bank vault built using the same requirements and
security features as its counterpart in the other building. Dexter was as unaware of this room in Snidley as
was Professor Orenigh and the rest of the University staff, though if Dexter heard that a duplicate room
existed, he'd probably shrug his shoulders and say that he wasn't surprised, all things considered, however it
didn't concern him.
The room was empty of human presence, an eerie silence filled the void. As 3:00 approached a
soft rumbling noise sounded almost deafening, replacing the deep quiet from a moment before.
"Burr, Burr, Burr" came the sound from against the wall as the wheel started to turn all by itself, in
harmony with it's brother 1/4 mile away.
"Click, Click, Click" came the other sound of the steel door opening, also in unison with its
counterpart less than a minute later.
Twenty seconds later, since no one had come forward and entered the proper combination to
unlock the vault, a loud "Snap" filled the room and the vault went into it's self securing mode making it
impossible for anyone to open the 1/2 ton steel door. A silent alarm would be sounded should anyone
attempt to turn the wheel or tamper with the safe with any kind of electric or explosive device.
If the door had happened to open a few inches, long enough to take a peek inside, I'm sure both
you and Dexter would have expected to see canvas bags similar to the ones he'd used to fill his own vault.
You would have been correct in the assumption that there were bags stored in this vault, however you
might be surprised to see what was inside these bags, for there were no stacks of $100.00 bills counted and
recorded in neat little stacks of fifty. Instead inside these canvas bags were double strength, heavy duty, and
puncture resistant plastic bags. Inside each bag was a carefully weighed, precise one-pound bag of white
powder. Some of the finest, purest white powder ever brought into the United States from Columbia.
Market value of each canvas bag stored inside this vault underneath the Snidley building was much greater
than the canvas bags Dexter had so meticulously placed and verified within his own vault under Bourne.
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Chapter 14
Joyce took another sip from her Bailey's on the rocks as Liz continued to discuss the nightmare of
an exam she'd just finished taking over at Galileo. This was her first mid-term, in Algebra 104.
"You know darlin', I just don't know why I have to sit day after day listening to some fool hardy
professor taking pride in spitting out a bunch of figures to a class of twenty-five students as if their very
lives depended on them. Why I do declare they're just a bunch of silly old numbers. Add this together,
subtract that, take the square root and then divide by two. And what's the answer! Well you know I can't
worry my pretty little head over something like this. When do you all think I'm ever going to use a problem
like that in my life? And to think I had to sit for three hours trying to answer little old' questions like that
one, why it's a wonder I just didn't collapse and faint away. I'm telling you sweetheart - what a bunch of
rubbish." Liz finally took a breath and then took a big gulp of her Perrier with a twist of lime.
Joyce smiled over at her new best friend. She loved to hear Liz talk, it didn't matter what the
subject was. They had been roommates now for almost four months and during that timeframe Joyce had
learned a great deal about Liz. The primary piece of information she'd gathered about Liz Toby was,
despite all outward appearances, she was damn smart. A dedicated worker, Liz studied for hours on end
until she knew her subject matter inside and out. Joyce had never been that good a student, never going out
of her way to make good grades. High school had been okay grade wise with mostly B's and C's, with a
smattering of an 'A' in English. While numbers had never been Joyce's forte, she had always loved to read
and write. Over the past few years she had dabbled with poetry, but had never shown anyone her work.
Joyce and Liz were in the same English Literature class and as Joyce had sat quietly, politely listening to
Liz's tirade she felt a twang of jealousness towards her roommate. Liz had been flying through her courses
with a solid 'A' average while Joyce was struggling just to get by. If Liz had not been her roommate she
wasn't sure how she would have survived this first semester. Liz was always available to "tutor" her
through her math and science classes, prepping her before any key test. Things just seemed to fly right over
her head as far as math was concerned, never taking the time to stay awhile and sink in. English Literature
was the only class that Joyce really loved. She and Liz could sit for hours discussing specific parts of the
book they'd been required to read. Both of them had made a favorable impression on Professor Hummings,
somewhat to the dismay of several other students in their class.
Joyce noticed that Liz had finally come up for air and as she watched her friend take a gulp of her
sparkling water she finally joined in on the conversation. "That rubbish my dear roommate is what has
made the great scientists of our time able to develop rocket ships to take us to the moon and beyond. And
you know how much you love the stars and planets. Why your head is always in the clouds leaving us poor
earthlings to sputter over the dullest subjects known to man. Besides miss smarty pants, I'll just bet you've
aced another one of these silly old algebra tests, which insures your position of one of the top honor
students for the first semester."
"Well I do declare my dear earth dweller, do I detect a slight sarcastic nature to your pretty little
voice? I suppose I can come down from the clouds long enough to address my dearest friend, who has
always tried to show me the error of my ways. Besides you know that what I'd said was true, I don't give a
hoot for figures, well maybe just the figure of some cute guys, and of course the figure you see before you."
Liz took her hands and ran them provocatively over her trim hips, her eyes laughing brightly as they
connected with Joyce's.
Just as she finished speaking the door of the Getaway lounge (the pub connected with Seivelle
University) pushed open. Joyce and Liz sat at a table for four located almost directly in the middle of the
lounge. Off to the right was the bar area stocked primarily with an assortment of beers and wines. Looking
at the shelves behind the bar, where the stock of liquor should be, the assortment of hard liquors Seagram’s, Smirnoff, Barcardi, J & B, and Tangueray we noticeable in their absence. The Board of
Trustees at Seivelle had voted in a hard fought battle to eliminate the selling of "hard" liquor at the campus
pub. This was due mostly to the fact that several costly fights had broken out within the pub a few years
back, with the result that a student was accidentally killed. This had touched off a storm of protest by
parents and students. One option being the closing of the Getaway lounge altogether. This had been
avoided since most of the trustees agreed with the students that they needed a place to relax and unwind.
They were unanimously in agreement that they'd rather offer the students a place on campus rather than
forcing them to leave the university grounds just to get a beer, talk with friends, and listen to some music
provide by local groups. Over to the left of Joyce and Liz, against the far wall, was a grandstand with a
small dance floor in front of it. Student bands were hired to play "live" music seven days a week starting in
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the afternoon around 4:00 P.M. till closing. A wide variety of bands were given an opportunity to show
their talents to fellow students. Some of the bands became quite popular and played as often as their class
schedules would allow. One of those groups was playing tonight - the Pack Rats, so the lounge was fairly
crowded. A few couples as well as several girl friends filled the dance floor, hips moving suggestively to
the beat of the music.
Joyce and Liz sat at a table that offered a full view of the Getaway's front door so they could check
out the comings and goings of anyone entering or leaving the pub. As Liz completed her last sentence Kyle
and Alex walked through the door. They looked around trying to find an open table. Seeing none Alex
shrugged his shoulders and pointed. Kyle acknowledged this signal and the both headed towards the bar as
the door swung slowly, silently behind them, closing with a "click" that neither of them heard.
They walked around to the far end of the bar where they found only one empty bar stool. "Be my
guest sport" Alex said as he patted Kyle on the shoulder.
"Age before beauty my friend" Kyle laughed as he turned and gently pushed Alex onto the vacant
stool. They had to talk loudly over the music being provided by one of their favorite bands.
"Beauty my ass my young friend" Alex shouted and joined in with the laughter. He spun himself
around to face forward and waited to get the attention of the waiter who was busy filling an order at the
other end of the bar. When Bob, the bartender turned around Alex put up his hand and waved. A minute
later Bob noticed the hand in the air and came over.
"How you doing there Alex" the two friends did a high five hand shake. Bob noticed Kyle
standing behind Alex and put out his hand in the normal fashion. Kyle reached out and shook hands with
Bob over Alex's left shoulder holding on firmly, saying, "you look harried there Bob old boy".
"Yeah, the Pack Rats really pack them in. Keeps me hoping, that’s for sure, man" he replied.
Bob let go of Alex's hand and walked over to the nearest refrigerated compartment which housed a
variety of beers. He reached way in back till he found what he was looking for, coming out with two beers
in his one hand. He walked back over to the two boys, twisted first the one cap then the other, then handed
one of the opened Molson’s first to Alex, then Kyle.
"Here you go guys. Boy I love these twist off tops. You don't know haw many bottle openers I've
misplaced in my days as a bartender. So how have you guys been out giving the gym a healthy workout?"
"Where else do you suppose we've been, to class" Alex replied. Bob laughed at this remark. Kyle
just smiled and took a long slow chug of his beer. Actually both Alex and he did attend their classes
regularly. They used the gym as a method to unwind, relieve some of the stress that built up from the
pressures of homework, studying, taking exams, all of the wonders of life at the university. Of course a few
beers at the Getaway didn't hurt any either.
"Well you two, I'd love to stay and shoot the breeze but as you can see I'm kinda swamped right at
the moment. Duty calls. I'll see you guys later. Want me to run you a tab?" Alex pulled a five out of his
wallet and put it down on the bar saying to Bob, "no thanks. I'll make life easy on you since things look so
crazy here. Keep the change Bobby boy. Now go take care of your other customers." As Bob walked away
Kyle took a casual glance around the lounge. His eyes stopped when he reached the table where Joyce and
Liz were seated, noticing they were busy in what appeared to be a heavy conversation. He watched the two
of them for several minutes, recognition just beyond his grasp. He thought they were cute, both of them but
especially the brunette who was doing most of the listening. There was to much noise happening all around
for him to hear any of their conversation yet he smiled to himself watching the verbosity of the blonde as
she continued her tirade as the brunette sat impassively.
Joyce saw the Getaway door open and her eyes left Liz and followed the two guys who entered,
watching them search around for an open seat to no avail. She continued to watch them as they made their
way to the bar. She witnessed the scene between them as the decision was made as to who would occupy
the lone bar stool. She laughed to herself as the bigger one of the two was gently pushed onto the open
stool. She had no idea what was being said yet she could feel the camaraderie that hung in the air between
them. It was very similar to the feeling she had with Liz. Liz stopped talking and saw her roommates eyes
leave her own. Startled by the sudden distraction Liz let her own gaze follow the same path as Joyce and
she too caught sight of the two muscular guys as they walked towards the bar. Joyce and her sat mute as
they both watched the interplay between Kyle and Alex. A moment later they saw the bartender stroll over
and talk to the guys. Bob was no an individual whom either of the two girls knew personally.
"Well I do declare. Why if that isn't the same hunk of a man from our English Lit class. You
naughty little girl just starin' like that. Why your eyes could just pop right out of your sweet little face," Liz
said.
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Joyce forced her eyes to leave the two strangers and turned her head severely so that she was
looking directly at Liz. Liz on the other hand was still staring over at the two guys unaware that Joyce had
focused her attention back her way.
"And look at you miss goody two shoes. Why you'll burn a hole right into that guys head if you
stare any harder" Joyce responded.
"Oh it's all right honey child. Tell me. Which one of those two hunks would you want? Why I'm
so nice and friendly, you all know what I'll do for you. I'll give you first choice" Liz turned back to look at
Joyce.
"Why that's mighty kind of you. Must be your southern hospitality coming out again. And what
makes you think two attractive guys like that would have any interest in two girls like you and me
anyway?"
"Well speak for yourself honey child. I know what I've got to offer a man like that. And you know
I'm a right mighty pretty little thing if I do say so myself." Liz had turned her attention back towards the
two guys at the bar. She reluctantly turned her head back to face her friend and their eyes connected as she
continued, "Besides sweetie pie, your not a bad looking' little ol' girl yourself and I'm sure you know that's
true." Liz moved her hand across the top of the table and found Joyce's. Covering it with her own she gave
it a friendly squeeze. Her eyes never left those of her roommates and a radiant smile took over her entire
face. Joyce was deeply moved by this show of affection and turned her fingers upward over the side of
Liz's hand and returned the pressure.
"I want the one from our English class, okay? You can have the one sitting down" Joyce's eyes
mocked Liz as she made this statement.
Liz let go of Joyce's hand bringing her hand back to her side of the table. She turned and surveyed
the bar, focusing in on the two guys, watching the one sitting down with a more intense interest. She
watched him for a moment talking to the bartender with a genuine smile holding it's place on the corner of
his mouth. They must be friends she thought to herself. The bartender finished his conversation, turned and
walked away to assist another customer. Liz continued to watch as Alex took a long slow gulp from his
beer bottle then stopped, glanced to see how much beer was left, then placed the bottle softly on the counter
of the bar.
"Why I do declare I think he'll do just fine. Why I just love to watch his throat expand and contract
as the beer makes its passage through his esophagus. Yes darling' it's okay. You are more than welcome to
the guy from our class. I'll be more than satisfied with the other one, I'm sure."
"What on earth are you talking about girl" Joyce looked at her friend in amazement. She watched
Liz then followed her gaze back to where the two guys drank their beers at the bar. She took a minute to
check out the guy who was standing, the one from their class. He was such a big fellow that he towered
over the people around him. His shoulders and chest looked massive underneath the navy blue IZOD polo
shirt that had the top two buttons left open. The alligator seemed to be stretched to it's fullest, trying to take
a bite out of the man's left nipple. Several soft blond chest hairs could be seen where the open neckline was
separated. As Kyle lifted his beer to his mouth and took a swallow of the light brown liquid Joyce let out an
inaudible gasp as she watched his biceps tighten in a reflective mode which further outlined the solid
muscles of his arm, shoulder and chest. His lower half was hidden behind the bar so Joyce raised her glance
and took in the fullness of his face. It was to dark and she was to far away to take in the actual color of his
eyes however even from this distance she could feel the intense nature sitting behind the wide-open pupils.
She increased her vision to take in his nose, a small finely sculpted asset to his face that seemed to be a
perfect match to the roundness of cheeks. His lips were thick and full, which made sense based upon the
huge body the head was attached to. His neck looked strong but wasn't elongated like a giraffe’s that was a
common feature on large men. All in all Joyce thought this guy was one of the most attractive men she had
ever seen. At 5' 8" Joyce was not considered a small girl in comparison to most of her schoolmates,
however next to this guy she knew she'd look like a midget. How would she feel about this she thought to
herself? It would be okay, I guess, she answered herself silently.
"What are you thinkin' about girl. You all seem lost in a cloud. Can I climb aboard or is this a
private journey?" Liz said.
"Huh. Oh. I'm all right. Just daydreaming I guess. Say those guys are cute aren't they?" Joyce
replied.
"I'd say that’s a true statement girl. Well what should we do about this here situation? Well I do
declare we should bring these two fellows over, don't you think so?"
"So Elizabeth Toby, exactly how do you plan to go about accomplishing this minor feat, huh?"
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"Now don't you worry your pretty little head over that little matter sweetie, okay. You just leave
that to little ol' me."
"Whatever you say there Elizabeth ol' girl. Your the pro when it comes to matters like this" Joyce
just smiled and waited to see how Liz would pull this one off.
Kyle was enjoying the music, his foot tapping up and down to the beat. Alex had turned towards
the dance floor watching the few couples as they swayed with the rhythm of the Bob Sager song. He held
the half full bottle of beer in his left hand, occasionally taking a swig. He looked up at Kyle but his friends
eyes were diverted in a direction off to the right. He glanced over that way to try and determine what Kyle
was looking at. As he scanned the lounge area his eyes passed the middle table where Joyce and Liz were
seated. He turned back quickly as he noticed that one of the girls, the blond seemed to be looking straight at
him. He turned away and hit Kyle in the thigh.
"Hey Kyle. Kyle" Alex talked in a loud whisper hoping his friend would hear him without being
too conspicuous to anyone who might be watching. Kyle couldn't hear him but leaned down putting his ear
closer to Alex's face, responding to being hit. "Did you say something Alex?" he asked.
"Hey Kyle. Did you see those two babes over there?" Alex questioned his friend.
"Where are you talking about? There are girls all over this place,” Kyle answered.
"You know over there, the table near the middle. The two chicks sitting down looking this way.
One's a blond, the other a brunette. Can't you see who I'm talking about?"
Kyle looked over that way and spotted the two girls Alex was talking about. The blond seemed to
be in a heavy conversation with her friend, however occasionally she would glance his way. Something
looked vaguely familiar to him but he couldn't place what it was. Kyle bent over in a more natural position
so he could talk one on one with Alex. “Yeah. So what. I see them and they seem to be interested in one
another, not anyone else."
"Hey Kyle. I'm telling you the blond was staring right at me, no kidding. And she had that kinda
look in her eye. I mean it. Hey don't you think they're cute?"
"Yeah Alex I think they're cute. But I also think they just stopped by to get a drink and talk
between themselves. And that's all I came here for as well. I just want to have a few beers and get back to
studying. Is that okay with you?"
"Hey Kyle, relax. Enjoy life a little. I'm telling you these girls would like to meet us. Is that so
terrible? Loosen up my friend and maybe you'll actually have a good time. Okay?" Alex looked over at
Kyle then back towards the table with the blond and brunette. At that same moment Liz had just finished
telling Joyce she'd be able to get these two guys to come over. She lifted her head back and shook her hair
out then took each hand and fanned it over her shoulders. At the same time she looked back at the guy
sitting down and caught him watching her. She focused in on his eyes, making contact and smiled. This
time neither one of them turned away so the connection was complete. With her right hand raised slightly
above the table, in plain view, she turned her palm inward and with one finger signaled for him to come
over. Liz then lowered her eyelids in a slight flutter and then looked straight at him one more time, her
hand falling neatly into her lap. She was aware of the fact that he never took his eyes off her, so she was
fairly confident that he would come and join her shortly, bringing his friend with him.
"Hey Kyle, come on lets go."
"Go where man, what are you talking about?"
"Over there. Listen Kyle she signaled for me, I mean us, to come to their table, so lets go" Alex
said.
"Who signaled you? Where are we supposed to be going? I don't understand you?" Kyle looked at
his friend with a puzzled expression on his face.
"The chicks man. I told you before they want us to join them, so come on!" Alex got up off the
stool, reached over to get his beer off the bar counter and gave Kyle a gentle tug. "Aw look Alex. All I want
to do is drink this here beer and get going. You go if you want to but I'm staying here," Kyle gently pushed
Alex's hand away.
"Oh no you’re not man. Hey what will it do, kill you to go over with me. Hey if they show no
interest then were out of here, okay. No harm, no foul." Alex took Kyle by the arm and led him away from
the bar. As soon as they took a couple of steps their spot was immediately filled by people who were
standing two deep all around the bar.
"Aw shit. Okay I'm coming. Just take your hand off my arm, I feel kinda queer." Kyle shook his
arm as he whispered in Alex's ear and he felt his arm being released. Alex smiled over at his friend and
walked slowly towards the middle table where the two girls sat talking.
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"You really think they're going to come over here" Joyce asked Liz with an intent look in her eyes.
She shifted her gaze meekly, looking over to where the two guys were located at the bar then swiftly back
to Liz. Liz also looked over towards the two guys, surprised that they hadn't moved over towards them
already. She saw the guy who was seated talking to his friend but he hadn’t looked back her way and this
surprised her as well. She expected them to make a move since she was positive the guy had made eye
contact and saw her little finger motion. She watched them a moment longer then turned her attention back
to Joyce.
"Yes sweetheart they will be coming over to us. Why are you so nervous, why honey child you’re
acting as if you've never talked to a male before. Relax sweetheart, everything's going to be just fine. Take
my word for it." Liz moved her hand across the table and patted Joyce's hand. Joyce looked at her
roommate and gave her a big smile. She wasn't comfortable around boys and this one was a real hunk of a
man. She was nervous since that first time after class when they had teased him without his knowing what
was going on. Releasing her hand from under Liz's she took another sip of her Baileys. Liz moved her hand
back and put it demurely in her lap. She turned her head and looked directly over to where the guy was
seated at the bar. She had to turn away quickly, a startled expression on her face, for she had gazed into a
stranger's eyes, not the same guy who had been sitting there before.
"Do you mind if we join you?" Alex addressed the question to the blond. He knew the girls didn't
see them approach and now he wasn't quite as confident as he was a few moments before. Kyle kinda hung
a few paces back, not sure if he really wanted to do this. As the brunette's head was facing forward and he
was off to her left side he saw her in a profile, a silhouette appearing on the table caused by the candle light
glow. From the few feet distance that separated them he noticed how pretty she was. The outline of her
cheekbone showed a perfect angle with her pert little nose and thin lips. Her hair hung loosely just touching
her shoulders and as she turned towards the sound of Alex's voice he watched as it flung softly over her
other shoulder then fell back neatly into place resting on her multi-colored mohair sweater. Liz
immediately regained her composure, tilted her head to just the right angle so that she could look over her
shoulder and see who was talking to her. She looked up at him with a sweet smile, pausing just long
enough to make him uncomfortable before saying, "Well I do believe these chairs are open if you’ all
would like to use them." This wasn't exactly the response Alex was expecting however he had no option
but take this as a yes. He kind of shrugged at Lyle and moved to take the seat closest to him. This meant
that Kyle had to walk around the table and take the open seat directly opposite Alex, between the two girls.
He hesitated for a few seconds then saw the brunette turn and look at him with a friendly smile and motion
to him to join them. He smiled back at her and walked around to the empty chair. Alex was already seated
so he just followed Alex's lead. The Pat Racks had taken one of their twenty-minute breaks so the Getaway
was fairly quiet with just a jukebox playing in the background. Alex put his beer on the table and Kyle did
the same. There was an awkward moment of silence that was broken by Liz's southern twang, which she
enhanced to it's fullest at this point in time.
"Well you’ all. My name is Elizabeth Toby, not to be confused with Elizabeth Taylor, though I do
declare that some of my friends sometimes do so. And sitting directly across from me is my dear friend and
roommate Joyce. Now that you’ all know who we are, why don't you just go on and let us hear who you
two good ol' boys might be." Joyce chuckled to herself thinking, "That's my Liz. Never shy for words. I
knew she would take charge."
Alex sat there memorized by Liz’s voice. It was a voice that spoke with authority and he thought
that this girl would certainly know how to put someone in his or her proper place if crossed. Yet behind the
roughness of her tone was a softness that was purely female, and a southern female at that who knew how a
woman should be treated in the presence of a man. Alex had never met a truly southern girl before having
lived his entire childhood on the east coast. One thing he did know a lot about and that was how to treat
girls. He had always been popular in high school and loved the attention girls paid towards him so he
stayed calm while responding, "Hi Elizabeth, Joyce. My name is Alexander and this is my new friend,
though not my roommate Kyle. It's certainly my, I mean our, pleasure to meet such lovely ladies. Isn't that
right Kyle?" Alex had been staring at Elizabeth while he spoke though he had turned towards Joyce when
he spoke her name. Now he turned across the table and looked directly at Kyle with this "come on, say
something, and don't blow it" look. Kyle responded with a half shrug of his shoulders and a "hey, I didn't
want to be here, this was your idea" look but then smiled and said, "I know I've seen the two of you before.
Hey wait a minute, aren't you both in Professor Caveat’s class. I seem to remember seeing you there. Oh
and by the way, as Alex stated, it's a pleasure meeting both of you." Kyle looked first at Joyce then finally
over towards Elizabeth. As he finished talking he looked back at Alex who glared back at him with a, "I
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can't believe you used that old line - haven't I seen you before" line. Alex was startled when Joyce
answered, "Why yes we are both in Professor Cavett's English Literature class, Lyle was it?"
"No. It's Kyle with a 'K'. And that's some class, don't you think so. Why that last test was brutal.
At least I thought it was."
"I would say so" Joyce responded before Liz had a chance to monopolize the conversation. She
continued, "But I think he's a very good teacher. He's given some decent lectures and the reading
requirements have been exciting at times." Joyce's eyes were smiling, as she looked deep into Kyle’s sharp
blue eyes. "Sorry for getting you name wrong, Kyle. It won't happen again I can assure you." Joyce
lowered her chin slightly giving off an apologetic note while strengthening his correct name in a manner
which told him she meant it when she told him she would never get his name wrong again.
"Oh pooh. You and your English Literature. I don't know how anyone could stand reading as
much as you do sweetheart. I swear I was never one for so much reading, and so many different topics, why
I do declare I don't know how anyone gets by in college. What do you think about all this college stuff,
Alex? It's okay if I call you Alex? Or do you prefer Alexander?" Liz turned her gaze from Joyce back
towards Alex waiting for a response. Joyce thought to herself, " you better watch yourself Alex, you being
tested by miss smarty-pants over there. If you play here for the dumb southern bell type your life with good
old Liz is short lived." Joyce gave Alex a "you better beware" look without letting Liz see anything. Alex
gave her a half smile in return letting her know or so she assumed anyway, that he understood her message.
Liz sat there waiting for the male putdown which almost always occurred when she taunted the guy she
was with into thinking she was just another dumb blond from down south.
"I've never been a great student. I hate to study and I'm always enjoying myself more at parties
than staying home every night reading some stupid book. At least that's how it was in high school. Almost
every girl I ever met was smarter than me and they'd let me know it too. I wasn't ever a dumb jock, since I
was never a jock in high school either, right Kyle?" Alex looked over at Kyle but didn't give him a chance
to say anything before continuing as he turned to face Elizabeth, "you look like one bright girl, eh lady,
well you know what I mean. Actually you both look real smart" Alex glanced over at Joyce and she gave
him a full smile. He then turned back to Elizabeth. "Hey you asked what I thought about college, well I'll
tell you. When I first came here I was thinking this will be a great party scene, actually any college life
would probably be like that. Then I met Kyle my first day here and I had a friend, Wayne, well I've known
him most of my life. Like Kyle, were not 'A' students, but at least we are both here trying to do our best.
For me that means actually attending most of my classes and doing some studying. I've also gotten some
tutoring on the side" again Alex gave a sideward glance at Kyle. "Anyway, hey I think I'll actually pass
most if not all of my classes, and for me that's a major accomplishment." Alex fell quiet and Kyle was
proud of him for what he'd just said. He finished off his beer and asked, " Can I get anyone another round?"
Joyce looked at her almost empty Bailey's and said, "I'll have a light beer, whatever’s on tap."
Kyle smiled at her and heard Alex say, "the same for me." Elizabeth looked at her bottle of Perrier and said,
"oh well I do declare, I'll just go ahead and try one of those silly o' light beers as well." Alex started to
laugh and Elizabeth joined him. Joyce looked over at Kyle and they both started to laugh as well.
"That's the spirit Elizabeth" Alex teased her as he polished off his Coors Light.
"You can call me Liz, silly. All my friends call me Liz. As a matter of fact you both can call me
Liz."
"Okay Liz. I'm glad to be considered one of your friends. I'm glad we met and you can call me
Alex. Kyle any nickname for you?"
"No, just Kyle will be fine." He looked at Liz and she smiled then he turned and looked at Joyce
and she smiled at him as well. He then got up to get the four light beers.
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Chapter 15
Tyrone watched his roommate get up from the table where he and his new buddy, what was his
name, oh yeah, Alex had joined two girls. His eyes followed his roommate as he approached the bar. At 6'
7" his roommate towered over the people sitting at the bar. Tyrone saw Alex motion over to Bob who was
busy pouring a couple of drafts for customers down at the other end of the bar. Bob acknowledged him
with a slight head movement and continued filling the glasses. It looked like the Getaway was the place to
be during midterms, and Bob was kept hopping from one end of the bar to the other. He placed two mugs in
front of customers and headed over to Kyle. The two of them chatted for a minute and Tyrone saw Bob lift
his head back and laugh while Kyle broke into a smile. Tyrone had no idea what was being said but
continued to watch none the less. A minute later Bob left to fill Kyle's order and came back with four drafts
sliding them down the bar in the same fashion you'd watch in a television commercial. Kyle stopped each
one as it approached barely spilling a drop on the counter. After the fourth mug appeared Kyle reached into
his pocket and pulled out some money. He placed it on the counter and waved his thanks to Bob who gave
an OK sign back. Kyle returned his wallet to his back pocket and then gracefully gripped two mugs in each
hand and proceeded back towards the table where Alex and the two girls were engaged in deep
conversation. Tyrone's gaze switched for a moment from his roommate to the table he had come from.
There he saw three laughing faces, obviously Kyle's friend was a real charmer. His eyes switched focus
from the pretty blonde to the attractive brunette. The Getaway lounge was not well lit. Still there was
something vaguely familiar about the brunette. Tyrone let his eye's stay focused on this girl for a moment
and saw Kyle return to the table taking the empty chair between the two girls. He watched as his roommate
silently passed out the mugs placing one in front of each girl and then sliding one gently over to his friend
who sat across from him. Kyle sat quietly as the other three carried on their conversation. Tyrone saw the
brunette break out of the discussion, turn and stare at his roommate. With this left side profile of the
brunette Tyrone was able to place where he'd seen this girl before.
"She's the girl who sits next to the while boy in Professor Orenigh's class that I'd noticed earlier in
the year" he thought to himself as he stared intently at the brunette, finally breaking his gaze to look at his
roommate.
"What you starin' at, man" Leo interrupted his thoughts.
"Huh, what did you say Leo?" Tyrone broke off his glaring at the middle table and turned his
attention to his new friend. Waiting for Leo to reply he stole a quick glance back at his roommate.
"I said what are you starin' at" Leo watched Tyrone then his eyes followed the same path as his
friend's, not exactly sure where to look.
"Oh. I just saw my roommate come in with someone. He went over and joined two girls. I thought
I recognized one of the girls. That's what I was watching."
"Well that's cool, man. Why don't we go over and say Hi. Hey I just realized that it's December
already and I've never met the dude. Come on, you can introduce me." Leo took a sip of his Bud Light and
started to push his chair back to get up.
"Wait a minute. I don't think it's such a good idea right now. You know with them joining the two
girls and everything." Tyrone reached out his hand and placed it on Leo's arm.
"Hey man what's the problem. What are you embarrassed about introducing me or somethin'. I
mean, I thought we were friends and all." Leo looked over at Tyrone a hurt expression taking over his face.
"No, no Leo it's nothing like that. Of course we’re friends you know that. It's just that, ah, well, it's
just that my roommate is, ah, white."
Leo looked directly at Tyrone and said, "you've got a white dude for a roommate. Wow man why
didn't you mention this before? Wow, like I never expected that you'd have a white brother as a roommate.
Hey man, what's it like? Do you get along and everything?" Leo had started to rise and now he sat back
down an amazed expression taking over his entire body.
"It's okay I guess. I mean we are friendly and all to each other, it's just that our paths never cross if
you know what I mean." Leo started looking over the crowd inside the Getaway. He imagined that seventy
to eighty percent of the customers were white, not that this surprised him. He'd known since being a small
boy that he was part of the minority that was just a fact of life. "So which one is he Tyrone. I'm just kinda
interested that's all, man. Like no big deal."
"He's kind of hard to miss. You see the table almost directly in the middle of the lounge. The one
with two guys and two girls. He's at that table." Tyrone took a sip of his coke. Leo looked in the direction
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that Tyrone had just described and found the table. His eyes widened and his face took on a look of awe.
The two guys he saw sitting across from one another looked like small giants.
"You don't mean one of those two dudes over there, man?" Leo gazed back at his friend then
turned back towards the middle table.
"Yeah. That's the table I'm talking about."
"They're huge dudes, man. I mean look at those biceps and triceps and whatever man. You're
kidding me when you say one of those dudes is your roommate, aren't you man?"
Tyrone looked over at Leo and smiled, stating, "No Leo I'm not kidding you. He's the one sitting
with his back to us, you can only see his profile. I'm pretty sure he doesn't know that I'm, I mean, were in
here. I just happened to see him when he went up to the bar for drinks. Like you said, he's kind of hard not
to notice, if you know what I mean." Tyrone looked over at his roommate's table and noticed once again
that his roommate sat quietly sipping his beer while the blonde and the other guy at the table carried the
brunt of the conversation. Tyrone turned and watched the brunette and saw how she would occasionally
glance up at his roommate with a kind of adoration in her eyes. Finally he turned back and looked over at
Leo. Leo was still staring over at the middle table while taking large gulps of his Bud Light.
"Hey Leo slow down, you'll give yourself a hangover tomorrow morning if you keep drinking like
that" Tyrone said. Leo put the mug down on the table and Tyrone noticed there was only a few sips left of
what had been a full glass just a few seconds before.
"How big is that dude" Leo asked.
"Oh I think about 6'6" or 6'7", somewhere around there" Tyrone responded.
'That's one big fellow man. Hey it's too bad we don't have a football team or somethin' here at
good ol' Seivelle U. I mean those two guys could make up half the team." Leo picked up his mug and
drained its remaining contents.
"He used to be a football player in High School until he busted up his knee real bad in his senior
year. He was one of the best from what I hear from his friend, was getting scholarship offers to some of the
finest colleges in the nation. It was a major blow when he got hurt. He told me that he specifically chose a
University that didn't have a football team so that he could concentrate on his scholastic learning rather that
athletics. He and his friend workout five times a week. He's in rehab, trying to strengthen his knee and body
so that he can transfer to another school next year. It's been tough for him going through this fall semester
with no football field to be playing on. He's actually a cool guy to have as a roommate, even if he is white."
"Wow, that's a tough break. I mean I know several of the kids back from my neighborhood who
used sports, either basketball or football as a means to get out of their life style of gangs and guns. When
your real good, real talented and then get hurt, man what a total bummer. I'm sure that's true, no matter if
your black or white." Leo took another look over at Tyrone's roommate with a new measure of respect. He
then turned back to his new friend and said, "So how are you doin' on your mid-terms, man I mean ain't this
the toughest time of all?"
Tyrone looked at Leo and answered, "I'm doing okay I guess. I've been studying like crazy every
night and I'm just not sure if it's made any difference. I'll just have to wait and see what kind of grades I get.
It will be nice to get home and see my folks in a few weeks. I haven't seen them since I started school. How
about you? Are you getting by?" Leo thought for a moment then said, "Yeah I'm gettin' by as best I can.
School has never been my scene. I'm here because it pleases my old man. You know the old story about
havin' opportunities that my old man never had and all that junk, man. Don't get me wrong. I like it here
okay. It's a different scene then what was waiting for me back home. I'm makin' the effort. Hey man that's
all the old man can ask for, right?"
Tyrone thought about asking Leo where was his mother but decided against it. Instead he
continued to look his friend in the eye and said, "You’re right Leo. That's all he can ask for, as long as you
give it your best shot, that's what really matters." Tyrone finished his coke then continued, "Are you done
Leo? I've got some more studying to do so I have to get back to the dorm. Are you going back now?"
Leo said, "Yeah man I'm ready to go. I suppose studyin' wouldn't hurt me any either. Lets go." Leo
pushed back his chair and stood up. Tyrone did the same reaching into his pocket searching for any loose
change he could leave the waitress. He emptied out his pocket and found he had one single and a couple of
quarters. He threw them on the table and pushed his chair in. He took a final glance over at the middle table
where his roommate was sitting. At that same instant Kyle happened to turn and look his way, their eyes
catching one another. Kyle stared at him then motioned for him to come over. It would have been rude to
ignore his roommate so he nodded his head in acknowledgment. Kyle didn't turn away so Tyrone felt
obligated to stop by and say hello. Leo had witnessed the entire scene and Tyrone turned to him and
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motioned for him to follow, then he started walking towards his roommate. Leo fell in step behind him
worrying that he was actually going to get to meet Tyrone's roommate after all. Tyrone continued walking
through the Getaway lounge till he came to Kyle's table. Kyle stayed seated, afraid of intimidating his
roommate and his friend with his size. He reached out and shook hands with Tyrone then with Tyrone's
friend as an amazed Liz and Alex looked on. The only one who didn't seem fazed by the appearance of the
two black boys, besides Kyle, was Joyce. She watched Kyle as he greeted the two black boys curious as to
who they were and how Kyle knew them. Tyrone went first and introduced Leo to Kyle as his roommate.
Kyle smiled up at the black boy and saw some of the tension leave his body.
"It's nice to meet you Leo" Kyle continued smiling and felt a firm hand shake.
"I'm glad to meet Tyrone's roommate, man,” Leo answered. Liz looked at Kyle who wasn't paying
any attention to her so he didn't notice as she looked over at Alex who shrugged his massive shoulders and
continued to watch his friend.
"I'd like to introduce my roommate Tyrone and his friend Leo" Kyle looked up at his roommate
and his friend then turned to the people sitting at the table. "This is my friend Alex. Sitting next to him is
Elizabeth Toby and this is Joyce Evanstone," Kyle pointed to each person in turn. Joyce stood up and put
out her hand, first to Tyrone, then to Leo and said, "It's nice to meet you Tyrone, Leo." Joyce stayed
standing as she looked at Tyrone trying to place his familiar face. Tyrone saw her staring at him and spoke,
"I believe we are in the same chemistry class, with Professor Orenigh."
"Yes you’re right. I am in that class. I thought I had seen you before" Joyce spoke in a friendly
voice, not at all upset about talking with a black boy. Tyrone had not had many opportunities to talk with a
white girl and he took an instant liking to this forthright young lady.
"It's always nice to meet someone new. Tonight I've had the pleasure of meeting four new guys.
Can you guys join us for a while" Joyce asked.
Leo didn't know what to make out of this situation so he just stayed in the background. Tyrone
took hold of the conversation and answered, "It's nice to meet you too Joyce. Under other circumstances
we'd have joined you, however Leo and I both have midterms tomorrow and have a lot of studying tonight
before us. We just stopped by to say hello to Kyle. I hope you understand."
Alex and Liz hadn't said a word throughout this conversation and they both stayed speechless.
"Of course I understand. Maybe some other time when things aren't so hectic" Joyce said.
"I'll see you back at the dorm Tyrone. Nice to meet you Leo" Kyle added and stood up shaking
with both boys again.
"It was nice meeting you guys, ah I mean guys and ladies. I'll see you later Kyle" Tyrone nodded
towards Joyce, then Liz and Alex who were sitting at the table. Finally he looked at Kyle with a smile and
turned towards the exit of the Getaway with Leo trailing behind him.
Joyce and Kyle remained standing until Tyrone and Leo had walked through the door and out into
the darkened sky, the sun having set a few hours before. Kyle looked at Joyce and waited for her to sit
down before doing the same.
"Well I do declare, a white boy and a black boy living and sleeping in the same room, who ever
heard of a such a thing. Why I tell you it's unnatural. It's bad enough having two young ladies sharing a
room, why that's almost indecent all unto itself. Back home you'd never dream of such a thing!" Liz looked
from Joyce to Kyle then over to Alex, speaking to no one person in particular. She looked back over to
Joyce and continued, "And why all do you stand up when them black boys came over. I'll never understand
that at all. To think you actually shook hands with both those boys, well I do declare." Liz would have
continued however as she was talking she saw something in her roommate's eyes which she'd never seen
there before. They had been roommates for over three months and this look had never appeared on Joyce's
facial expression - anger. In all this time the two girls had never before shared an angry moment between
themselves. She wasn't exactly sure what she'd said or done that was wrong, however she knew well
enough to stop talking, so that's exactly what she did.
Joyce felt her face flush as she listened to her roommate carry on about the two black boys. She
could barely control the fury building deep within so she just glared at her roommate till finally she'd heard
enough and cut in, "Elizabeth Toby! You should be ashamed of yourself! Those two boys have just as
much right to be here as do you or I, or Alex, or Kyle over there" she pointed to the two guys sitting at their
table.
"What makes it okay for us to sit here drinking beers with Alex and Kyle, however when Tyrone
and Leo, yes Liz those boys have names just like anyone else, come over and say hello, it's not okay for me
to say hello or shake hands." Joyce sat straight up tried to calm herself down, not able to pick up her drink
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for fear her hand would shake. She was furious with Liz for her comments and attitudes about Tyrone and
Leo. Yet as she sat quietly, having finished her tirade against her friend she realized that Liz had grown up
in the rural South where the thoughts about blacks was based upon pre civil war ideals and standards.
While slavery may not exist anymore in the south, the beliefs had not changed that much over the past 100
+ years. Joyce decided that she would work with Liz to try and show her that people are people, it doesn't
matter the color of their skin. Joyce watched her friend and was horrified to see Liz cringe as she completed
her verbal assault, not realizing the impact her words would have. At that moment Alex and Kyle did not
exist, only Liz, and she wanted to leap over the table and hug her roommate, letting her know that
everything was okay. She felt the anger leave her body and replaced it with love. Her eyes softened, her
facial expression curled into a grin. Liz was near tears when Joyce had torn into her. She was confused,
hearing the words which Joyce used but unaccustomed to having a white girl talk and feel that way about a
Negro boy. She knew that some white girls "liked" black boys, that happened even in the south where she
lived, though if the boy or girl where ever caught, boy there'd be hell to pay. Liz looked over at Joyce and
knew that this was not the reason her roommate had talked to her the way she'd done. It was more out of a
kind of respect for those boys. With Joyce finished and Liz afraid to say anything else, there was an
awkward minute of silence.
"I can't believe how smart Tyrone is. He studies so hard and has been pulling down A's and B's.
That's much better than I've ever done at school. Having him as a roommate has been the best thing that's
ever happened to me." Everyone at the table turned to look at Kyle but only Joyce spoke up, "That's
wonderful. I'm glad you get along with your roommate." Joyce gave Elizabeth a smile and Liz began to
understand exactly what Kyle and Joyce were saying. Alex looked at his gym partner, never knowing that
his roommate was black. He just stared at Kyle with a dumbfounded look. Alex had in the past dealt with
brief encounters with blacks. During his short stint with the Eagleton football team he had known several of
the black athletes. None of them were his friends. Once in a while he and bunch of high school friends
would run into a black or two while hanging out at Thomson Park after dark. On those occasions they
would taunt the black boys with vulgar remarks or sometimes get into a fight and "break some black ass" as
they used to call it. Usually the blacks stayed out of his way that was fine with him. He had sat there at the
table during the entire episode quietly drinking his beer, silently agreeing with Liz. He put down his half
finished beer thinking about what Kyle had said about being glad to have a black boy as his roommate.
This was something he didn't think he could tolerate. Kyle had turned towards Joyce and smiled as Joyce
grinned from ear to ear upon seeing the attention Kyle had paid towards her. He didn't even notice Alex
until something tugged on the sleeve of his shirt.
"How do you know how smart this black boy is? Why didn't you ever tell me that you had a black
as a roommate?"
Kyle tore his gaze away from Joyce and turned his attention towards Alex, jerking his arm in such
a way that he pulled free from Alex's grasp.
"Tyrone has been tutoring me in several of my classes, that's how I know just how intelligent he is.
If it weren’t for his help I'd probably be flunking out of school right now. And what concern is it of yours if
my roommate is white or black?" Kyle didn't understand what all the fuss was about his roommate. He and
Alex were friends because of the gym and the exercise equipment the two of them enjoyed using. Neither
of them had been great students and they both knew it. They did whatever it takes to get by in his case it
was having Tyrone as a tutor. What was the big deal? Kyle felt a sudden pressure on top of his hand under
the table followed by a friendly squeeze. He realized he had curled his hand into a tight fist and loosened
his fingers so the could intertwine with Joyce's. They held hands for a minute or tow then she let go and put
her hands politely in her lap. Joyce looked over at Kyle glad that he had supported his roommate, much in
the same way she would have supported Liz if someone started to put her down because she was from the
South. Their eyes met briefly and in that instant she conveyed all of these feelings to him with no words
spoken. She then looked at Liz sitting across from her and saw the shine return identified that everything
was okay between them. She gave her friend a slight nod in acknowledgment and Liz did the same. Finally
Joyce turned to Alex wondering what she would find in those deep brown eyes. He was actually a very
attractive guy from the outside physical appearance however there was something that turned her off
completely. He turned towards her when he saw that she was looking at him. Most girls would have turned
away or cast their eyes downwards attempting to show that they hadn't really been looking at him. Joyce
however did neither, instead taking the full power of his gaze. He turned on all the charm letting his eyes
take total control of his body. Joyce took this all in yet Alex saw right away that he'd had no effect on her.
She pushed it all aside and gave him a look of contempt. He picked up his beer shrugged his shoulders in
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an "oh well, your loss" stance, put the beer to his mouth and gulped down the remaining fluid never taking
his eyes off hers.
"He's such an arrogant jerk" Joyce thought to herself as she discarded his gaze much in the same
manner you toss away used underwear, turning back to Kyle with her Cheshire cat grin.
Kyle finished his beer and stated, "It's been a pleasure to meet you Liz and you to Joyce. Thanks
for letting us join you, but we really have to get back to studying. Mid-terms, I'm sure you understand."
Kyle turned to Alex with a lets go look and continued, "My tutor waits for me, so I'll have to say my goodbyes. Coming Alex." This was more a statement than a question leaving Alex little choice in the matter.
Kyle looked at Liz, Joyce, Alex, then Joyce again. He pushed his chair away from the table so that he'd
have room to stand up. "Lets go Alex". Alex looked over at Liz then reluctantly started to get up as well.
"Ladies it was certainly a nice way to spend the evening. I also want to thank you for letting us
join you." Alex saw that Liz had her hands on top of the table so he bent over, picked up her left hand and
gave it a kiss. Joyce had her hands planted firmly on her lap and had no plans to move them. Alex saw this
and just smiled at her.
"Well I do declare this was just the most interesting evening. Thank you gentlemen for joining us."
Liz battered her eyelids slightly in the demur way.
"Do you think I might call you sometime Liz" Alex asked.
"Why I think that would be simply divine. Here I will just jot down my number for you."
Joyce looked up at Kyle and smiled watching as Liz went through the process of finding a pen and
paper to "jot" down her phone number for Alex. Kyle smiled back at Joyce, the small piece of paper she
had pressed into his hands a few minutes before being twirled between his middle fingers. Finally Liz had
written down her number and handed the piece of paper to Alex.
"Well bye again and good luck with the rest of your exams" Kyle stated as he smiled at Liz, then
Joyce. He headed for the door leading to the outside of the Getaway lounge with Alex following close
behind him.
Leo had walked back in silence to the dorms with Tyrone. Neither one of them could think of
anything appropriate to say to each other, so Leo had just waved good-bye and headed quietly to his own
dorm room. Tyrone had waved back and said they should get together soon, and Leo nodded his head in
agreement. He was now back in the tranquility of his own room, sitting cross-legged on his bed, a thousand
conflicting thoughts going through his mind. He never thought of himself as being prejudiced against white
folks. As a matter of fact he'd never had to deal with them in the past, having gone to school in a segregated
environment and lived in a totally black neighborhood where you'd never catch a white person "roaming
the streets" no matter if it was total daylight or night-time. Leo sat there in a state of shock not wanting to
believe that his one true friend on campus has a white boy for a roommate. He was equally amazed about
his own attitude about this and couldn't understand why he felt this way. He reflected back over the time
Tyrone had gotten up to leave the Getaway lounge then caught the eye of the huge white boy and motioned
for Leo to follow him to their table. He felt the nervous energy rush through his body as he shook hands
with a white person for the first time in his life. He rubbed his hands together in an unconscious reflex,
realized what he was doing and put them hastily by his sides. If anyone was watching him, and you could
see a black boy blush, Leo's face would have been crimson. He was embarrassed by his own reaction and
didn't know what to do about it. He had looked into Kyle's face as Tyrone told him this was his roommate.
All he could remember was a friendly smile and a strong, firm handshake. He thought to himself, "I could
actually like this guy." Then he continued the thought, " If it wasn't for the fact that he is white." A tinge of
guilt surged through his body and he was ashamed of himself for putting this qualifier on a person's
friendship. He'd just not had any experience from which to measure one white person from another, and all
his life he'd been told about the evils of the white folks.
Leo turned his mind's eye back to the other's who had been sitting at the table with Tyrone's
roommate. The only other person to actually talk to him and shake his hand was the girl sitting to the right
of Tyrone's roommate. As a matter of fact she stood up while everyone else at the table remained seated.
She was the only one at the table to talk to him or Tyrone. Leo wasn't used to that type of open friendliness
even from black girls. He never even considered how a white girl would react towards him. He'd always
been shy around members of the opposite sex, so in the past he had little opportunity to talk with any girls.
A smile crossed his lips as he reflected on the moment even though he'd never actually talked to the girl. He
tried to picture exactly what she looked like even if he couldn't remember her name. He was surprised by
his emotions, especially when he had such a negative reaction towards Tyrone's roommate being white. It
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wasn't often he had a pretty girl smile and speak to him, even shaking his hand in greeting. He thought back
on the conversation even though it was the white girl and Tyrone doing the talking. He thought Tyrone
mentioned something about them being in the same class together, oh yeah, it was their chemistry class.
"Wow she must be a smart girl if she's taking chemistry in her first year" Leo felt a strange sensation as he
flashed this thought through his mind. Leo remembered he'd been equally impressed when discovering that
his friend Tyrone was taking this class. He knew that he wasn't the smartest student and been thankful that
Tyrone had come along and been his friend. Tyrone had on several occasions helped him study and gotten
him to pass a test or two that he otherwise would have flunked. Thinking about Tyrone, his white
roommate, and this other white girl he'd met just an hour or so earlier really had his head spinning. Leo
thought that maybe white folks weren't as bad as he'd been taught. To confuse things even more Leo looked
back at the other two white people who sat at the same table. While neither of them spoke a single word
(just like himself), thousands of sounds came from them through their body motions and their eyes. Yes
especially their eyes. Leo had watched them both as Tyrone had talked to his roommate. He saw them
glance at each other and shrug their shoulders in dismay. While he'd stayed in the background, letting
Tyrone take the hot seat, Leo had also been fascinated by the surroundings of this table. His eyes had come
into contact only once with the other white boy sitting at the table, but for the briefest moment he'd been
scared, really scared at what he saw. There was an extreme feeling of dislike sitting behind those eyeballs.
He wasn't sure if that look had been directed solely at him, however the hostility was evident and Leo
couldn't figure it out since he was positive they'd never met before. Leo shuddered as he recaptured that
instant in time. He had watched this guy watching Tyrone and wasn't sure, he thought he'd detected some
kind of amusement shining in those eyes. A sadistic type of smile creasing his lips. Leo didn't understand
this demeanor against himself or Tyrone, for he was positive that neither of them had seen this guy before.
Finally Leo turned his attention towards the remaining white girl sitting at that table. He wasn't
sure what to think of her because for the entire time that Tyrone and he were standing there she'd never
looked up at them, not once. It was almost as if they didn't exist. She had looked over at Tyrone's
roommate, but he hadn't seen her as he was engaged in talking with Tyrone. She then looked over at the
other white boy and they'd exchanged knowing glances. After that she had moved her eyes to look around
the lounge then simply watched her hands as they stayed demurely on her lap. She looked up only one
more time and that was straight towards the other white girl who had stood up to greet Tyrone. Their eyes
never met so she had quickly looked down again keeping her head tilted.
Leo didn't know what to make of this other white girl since there was no interaction between him
or Tyrone, positive or negative. He glanced over to his right and noticed the pile of books and papers he'd
thrown haphazardly onto his desk. He looked over towards the digital clock and saw it showed 9:07 in big
red digits. "Oh man I've gotta start studyin’ for that fuckin' mid-term. Man I'll never get it right", he chided
himself, uncrossing his legs and getting off the bed. He headed for his desk, pulled out the uncomfortable
wooden chair and forced himself to sit down. He separated the papers from the books. He looked at the
front covers till he found the book he needed and unceremoniously opened it to the page where he'd left off.
"Man I wish Tyrone was here to help me,” he thought out loud. He took a yellow highlighter pen
off of the desk draw and started reading.
Tyrone sat at his desk, pencil in hand, a chemistry book open to page 187. A bunch of elements
stared at him from the page but he let them melt into a jumble of meaningless symbols, not able to
concentrate long enough for the words and pictures to come into focus. He knew he had to buckle down
and get back to studying, the mid-term less than twelve hours away. He thought about the events of the
evening and understood that having a white guy as a roommate was not the most perfect scenario. He
remembered looking at Leo when he first introduced him to his roommate. Leo's shocked look and then
fading into the background, not talking to anyone at the table really disturbed Tyrone. Of course he had
taken in everything, the way that Kyle's friend, Alex, he registered the name, sneered at him and Leo, the
hatred visible in his eyes. Tyrone didn't understand why or where that look came from but there was no
mistaking it. It seemed that if Alex had the opportunity he would have beaten up on both Leo and himself
and enjoyed doing so. This puzzled Tyrone since he was certain that he'd never met Alex before, therefore
could have done nothing to provoke this reaction, except of course for the color of his skin. Tyrone heard
that there were lots of people in the world who felt this way but he and Malcolm had been fortunate enough
to stay clear of these kinds of individuals. The thought of Malcolm caused Tyrone to choke up, having to
stifle down a tear as he envisioned the two of them, always together. Loneliness crept into his mind
knowing that he was no on his own, having to face the future without Malcolm. The vision of Malcolm
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triggered something deep inside Tyrone. He looked down at his desk and the letter sitting next to his
chemistry book. He didn't want to think about it's contents until after his mid-terms were completed but he
picked it up and slowly opened the envelope and pulled out the letter, carefully unfolding the small memo
pad size paper, a tear coming to his eye as he read the scratchy letter for the second time.

December 2
MY DEAREST SON:
We all miss you terribly back home.
Everyone looks forward to your letters and can't wait
to see you in a few weeks for the holidays. It seems
so lonely not having you around the house. I want you
to know we are terribly proud of you. To think that our
little Hanover is the first one to get a college education.
Why it brings a tear to my eye.
I'm sorry to have to write you with bad news. However
I thought you need to know. Your dad, God bless his
soul, has been given his walking papers. After 22 years
with the same company you'd have thought they'd have
some compassion. It's hard on my dear Tate to have this
happen to him. He's takin' it real hard, he is.
Maybe you and your dad can talk some when you
come home. You know how much he enjoys that.
Were not sure how we will make ends meet but don't
you go worryin' yourself about that. We will
manage somehow.
See you on the 22 day of December.
Your Loving Mom

Tyrone folded the letter and put it back in the envelope. He was glad that he'd told his folks that he found a
job on campus and therefore didn't need any money from them during the first semester. He sat thinking
about his midterms and how hard he'd worked in class. He was sure that no matter how much his mom and
dad would want to have him continue his college education, financially it might not be possible for them to
cover the tuition plus room and board. Tyrone pictured Malcolm in his mind, heard him talking to him just
like he was standing right next to him, "Hey man, how things going'? I still can't believe you’re almost
through the first semester of university life, man that's real cool. Tyrone, I know you’re tight for money,
man. I'm glad you found my stash. I'm sorry that I screwed up so badly but don't be afraid to use my
money, it's clean. No one is looking for it and they can't hurt me anymore now can they? I've got to go now,
besides you have a lot of studyin' to do. Be cool Tyrone and you know that I'll always be your best friend,
forever!"
Tyrone blinked once then once more. He opened his eyes hoping that Malcolm would be there,
knowing in his heart that this was not possible. He thought about Malcolm's money sitting in several
different bank accounts. He reflected on what he'd heard Malcolm say, thinking that this is what Malcolm
would want. He decided to tell his folks he'd applied for a scholarship for the next semester and had been
accepted. He also decided that he would borrow money from Malcolm's stash with plans to pay it back as
soon as he could. He thought about the interest the money was earning while sitting idle in the various
banks. Maybe he could use some of it to cover his expenses for the next semester. Tyrone relaxed for the
first time since he'd received his mom's letter. He looked down at his open chemistry book with the
elements staring up at him. He concentrated and this time was able to focus in on them one by one,
memorizing them into his brain so that he'd be ready for tomorrow morning’s exam.
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Chapter 16
Jeromy wasn't sure he liked the pressure of college life. His vision seemed blurry as he walked
slowly down the path that lead to the Research Rectangle. He felt the wind chill his bones and he pulled his
parka tighter together near his neck as a blast of winter's fury blew a gust that moved him unwillingly
forward a few inches. He struggled to grip his knapsack as the leather strap was knocked off his shoulder.
He lifted the strap and forced the books to be more centered within the knapsack as he re-positioned it over
his right shoulder. Jeromy stood up as straight as he could and continued his quest towards his last midterm of the semester. He'd never worked or studied so hard in his life, certainly not during his high-school
days. He had completed and turned in his English term paper on Monday, taken his U.S. History exam on
Tuesday (after studying all night), and now it was Thursday and he was heading towards his chemistry
building. He planned to collapse on Friday, pack a few things on Saturday and head home on Sunday for
his five-week winter break. He was running low on money and had called Mr. Highsmith at the Deli to see
if he could work during his time off. He had been relieved to hear that this would not be a problem, as a
matter of fact Mr. Highsmith sounded happy to have him back. He was going to stop by Monday or
Tuesday and work out a schedule, hopefully for a 40-hour workweek. If this was not possible Jeromy
wasn't sure what he would do with his free time. Normally he would have spent most of it with Jennie. This
was the first time that he was coming home since he'd left home the end of August to start his freshman
year. His parents had been disappointed that he had stayed at school over the Thanksgiving holidays, but he
was swamped with work and used this time to catch up. Besides, going home knowing that Jennie wouldn't
be there made him feel totally alone. He didn't want to face seeing his high school buddies all by himself
when they knew him and Jennie as a "couple" during the past two years.
A new gust of wind caught Jeromy off guard and almost knocked him over. He caught his balance,
put his head down and tried to keep on the path that lead to the Snidley building. As he took his next nearly
blind step forward he bumped into something causing him to jump back, a startled expression on his face.
"Hey watch it man" Jeromy heard someone say though he could not yet see where the voice came
from. He lifted his head and tried to look around and as he turned quickly left to right his head smacked
into someone else's.
"Now what are you doing. Can't you even watch were your going," the same voice cried out at
him. This time Jeromy saw a hand reach out and rub at the top of his head. Jeromy tried to locate the face
but all he found was a pair of beady brown eyes staring back at him and two thick lips though no other
sound was made. Jeromy felt an ache beginning to form on the left side of his head and fought off the urge
to rub his head in the same fashion as the person next to him.
Tyrone continued to rub his head as he watched the white boy standing to his left. He did not
immediately recognize the boy as he stood there with his heavy down jacket zipped to the top and the collar
lifted up, trying in vain to battle the wind. Tyrone had been walking from the opposite path, coming from
his dorm directly to Snidley so that he would be on time for his chemistry mid-term. He had finally fallen
asleep at 2:30 in the morning after cramming in as much studying as he could to be ready. When he had
awokened that morning he'd poured himself a cup of instant coffee and turned on the radio softly. He'd
watched his sleeping roommate for a few minutes, knowing that Kyle didn't have an exam until 2:00 this
afternoon. The weather came on and said the temperature would be around 5 degrees with a wind chill of 10 to -25 and gusting winds. He had turned the radio off, showered, eaten a stale donut, grabbed his skiing
facemask and jacket and headed out the door closing it quietly behind him. Tyrone had been walking up the
path to the Research Rectangle that was 1/2 mile from the dorms. He had seen the other boy coming from
the opposite path but a gust of wind had forced him to turn his back and walk backwards for a few steps.
Tyrone had stopped to tie his shoelace, his toes freezing from the arctic cold front that landed over Seivelle
University the night before. He had stood up momentarily losing his sense of direction. He had stayed
standing in the same spot when something or someone had bumped into him.
"Hey watch it, man" he heard himself say when he'd turned and seen that it was a white boy who'd
bumped into him. As he stood there the boy, who had been bending down slightly off balance, lifted up and
turned his head quickly from side to side and smacked heads.
Now Tyrone was rubbing his head through his ski mask looking over at the white boy who was
staring at him.
"Ah. I'm sorry. I didn't see you. Are you okay?" Jeromy shuddered his words out as he realized the
boy he'd banged into was black. Tyrone lowered his hand as recognition of just who this white boy was
registered in his brain. This was the boy who had drawn his attention the very first day of chemistry class.
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"Yes, I'm fine. I didn't mean to stop in the middle of the path. I guess you didn't see me" Tyrone
replied.
"No, it was my fault. I should have been watching where I was going. It's just that this wind has
been brutal and I had my head lowered as I was walking" Jeromy said.
"I agree. This weather has certainly turned miserable. I hate the cold weather."
"Ah, I agree with you. But what can you do but grin and bear it" Jeromy responded.
"I think I recognize you. Your in Professor Orenigh's class, aren't you?" Tyrone asked.
"Why yes I am. I was heading there now to take my exam. I hate chemistry and guess that I'm a
little nervous going in to take this test,” Jeromy said as he lowered his eyes the way nervous people do.
"I don't particularly like chemistry all that much myself. And I certainly dislike taking tests of any
kind" Tyrone answered. He continued, "By the way, my name is Tyrone Hanover."
"Jeromy Calley. It's nice to meet you. This is kind of a strange way to meet someone."
"Yes, I think so too. It's nice to meet you." Tyrone put out his gloved right hand and Jeromy, after
shifting over his book bag on his shoulder, reached out his own-gloved hand and the two of them shook
hands. Tyrone held on for an extra moment then released Jeromy's hand.
"I don't know about you but I'm freezing out her. Are you ready to go face Professor Orenigh"
Tyrone asked Jeromy.
"I'm freezing too. I don't mind facing Professor Orenigh today as much as I do the exam he's
prepared for us." Jeromy re-adjusted his knapsack one last time and started walking slowly towards
Snidley, waiting for Tyrone to join him.
Tyrone and Jeromy reached the front entrance of Snidley in friendly silence, each of them fighting
the bitter cold every step of the way. As they both reached for the door handle simultaneously they looked
at each other and smiled, then Jeromy turned the handle and let Tyrone walk into the building first. As they
headed towards the classroom Tyrone said, "maybe I'll see you after the exam and we can compare on how
we thought it turned out, if you'd like to do that?"
"That would be okay with me, I'll wait for you, or vice a versa, depending upon who finishes first"
Jeromy walked into the classroom followed by Tyrone. Jeromy removed his hat and gloves and shoved
them into his parka pockets while he watched Tyrone remove his skiing facemask. This gave him a view of
what Tyrone actually looked like for the first time since they'd bumped into each other. Tyrone smiled and
gave kind of a half wave as he walked past and took his seat.
Joyce sat and watched the classroom door as her fellow students slowly filtered through the small
entranceway. She saw Jeromy walk in followed by the black boy who she'd met the night before at the
Getaway lounge. She couldn't remember the boy's name and this embarrassed her since she had always
been good with names. As she looked on she noticed that the two of them seemed to know one another.
Jeromy had kind of smiled at the black boy and then Joyce saw the 1/2 wave. Jeromy turned back and
headed towards his chair next to hers. He took the knapsack off his shoulder and lowered in onto the
compartment underneath the chair. He unzipped his jacket and placed it on the back of the chair, then sat
down. Joyce waited until he was comfortably seated then said, "Hi Jeromy. Did you have a nice walk down
here from the dorms? I mean I almost froze my ass off." Jeromy twitched at the sound of the word ass but
turned to face Joyce and replied, "Hi Joyce. Yes it certainly is cold out there. I wish you wouldn't talk like
that". Joyce smiled and leaned a little closer.
"I'm sorry. I didn't mean to offend you. I was just describing how I felt, okay?"
Jeromy turned and tried to back away a little. He felt his face burning with blush but couldn't control it.
"Okay" was his only response.
"So are you ready for this test?” Joyce asked.
"I'm not sure. I think I am,” he answered.
At that moment Professor Orenigh made his magical entrance into the room. He opened his briefcase and
pulled out a large stack of papers. Silence filled the room as everyone prepared for this all important exam
which would determine who passed and who failed Professor Orenigh's chemistry class. He closed his
briefcase with a loud click - click, as he fastened first one side, then the other.
"Good luck" Joyce whispered to Jeromy.
"You too" Jeromy responded softly.
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Tyrone unmasked himself as he entered the classroom. He pulled off his gloves and put the mask
and gloves into his jacket pocket. He rubbed his hands together trying to warm them. He then reached into
his back pocket and pulled out a pic and ran it through his hair to make sure the ski mask hadn't totally
destroyed his hairstyle. His head still ached slightly but he tried to forget about it. He walked quietly to his
seat and tried to relax himself, breathing in deeply then letting the air out slowly. He watched Jeromy as he
sat down and noticed the white girl, Joyce or Jocelyn. He thought back to last night when they'd been
introduced. She'd seemed friendly enough last night, standing and shaking his hand when no body else at
the table did. Now he watched as she smiled at Jeromy as he took his seat. She said something and Tyrone
detected a flinch in Jeromy. A few seconds later Jeromy responded and the girl seemed to be enjoying
herself. Once she looked back his way with the same smile he remembered from the night before. He felt
himself smiling in return. Professor Orenigh entered the room and all noise ceased. Tyrone watched as the
teacher prepared to serve his exam to the waiting students. "Am I prepared for this?” he thought to himself.
He looked around the room and determined that each and every one of them was going through the same
thought process, one way or another. Silence filled the air. "Good Luck" a whispered voice was heard
through the deafening quiet. "You too" came a response.
Tyrone knew who had broken the vow of silence, the calm before the storm. He broke into a big
smile. No one else in the room was smiling.
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Chapter 17
Joyce took her parka, scarf, hat, and gloves and headed towards the narrow door that lead to her
escape from Chemistry 101. Her head was spinning from the numbers and symbols that floated off the 100question exam. She felt a nervous headache coming on, caused from the stress of dealing with a subject
matter that held no interest for her. As she carried her things into the long corridor Joyce thought about
Professor Orenigh and admitted to herself that he was an excellent teacher who worked hard to keep his
class interesting. She opened the door and walked out, a hundred pair of eyes following her enviously as
she made her escape earlier than the rest of them. She stopped outside the door to put on the parka, zipping
it up to her chin. She placed the mosaic colored scarf around her neck, tying a knot just off the left side,
preparing for the cold that awaited her. Joyce was so engrossed in thought that she didn't notice the boy
come upon her until he was directly in front of her. As she looked up she gave out a startled cry "Oh my"
and then took a step, which was as far as she could go since she banged into the wall.
"Hey, I didn't mean to scare you" was all he said as put one hand, palm flat, stretched out against
the wall and leaned his weight onto this one arm. Since he faced almost directly in front of her, Joyce didn't
have any place she could go to get away from this stranger. He stared at her for a moment before
continuing, "You look all stressed out, like real tensed up, so I just thought I'd come over and make sure
that you’re all right."
Joyce looked up at the boy who stood a good six to eight inches taller than herself. She looked for
a way to get away from him. Something about his manner, his posture, made her very nervous. She darted
her eyes down the hallway but didn't see anyone who could come to her rescue. "I'm okay, really I am,” she
told him in as calm a voice as she could muster.
"Ain't exams a bitch? I mean whoever came up with this concept of schooling and education, as
the only method for getting ahead in the real world should've been shot. I mean who defines what the real
world is anyway? Don't they know that it’s hard enough for us to get by, as it is, why do they keep putting
all these pressures on us? I just don't get it sometimes."
Joyce listened to him speak and thought that maybe he just needed someone to talk with. She
heard what was said but wasn't exactly sure about who the "they" were. She assumed that the "us" implied
the students who were here taking exams. Maybe the "they" were the professors but she couldn't be
positive. She didn't respond for a minute, not sure if he was going to continue. Besides, she didn't know
what to say, and what did all this have to do with her? When he stopped and didn't say more Joyce said, "I
don't know anyone who enjoys taking exams. It's bad enough studying and going to classes all semester
long." She watched as he nodded his head in agreement. He was still hovering over her and that made
Joyce uncomfortable but she started to relax a little bit and felt her pulse slowing down.
"You know sometimes I get so max'd out that I'm not sure I can handle it. It's like you said with all
those different classes and homework and stuff, you know sometimes it's good to leave it all behind for
awhile, just get away from all this pressure and stuff, don't you agree?"
Joyce thought she understood what he was talking about. She liked to listen to music or read a
trashy book with absolutely no meaning behind it. Liz and she would have a good laugh over some of
things written in those types of novels. She was about to reply when he continued.
"I have some things which could help you unwind. Just frees your mind so that all this exam stuff
is blown away. I have different kinds of stuff, depending upon what you like, what's your pleasure? My
stuff is the best around so you don't have to worry about that. So what can I help you with? If you’re not
sure what you want I can always make some suggestions for you? What do you say?"
Joyce froze, more stunned than anything else. She couldn't believe what she was hearing. Maybe
she misunderstood what he was saying. After all he hadn't come out and actually mentioned any drugs, had
he? Still, what else could he be talking about? She decided to be direct and so she asked him, "Are you
offering me drugs?" She tried to sound defiant but wasn't sure how well she succeeded.
"Awe, come on. I can tell how tense you are just by looking at you. All I wanted to do us help you
loosen up. Unwind if you know what I mean. I'm just trying to be friendly, that's all."
Joyce noticed that he still hadn't actually answered her or mentioned drugs. She was sure that this
was exactly what he meant and she was getting mad. She wanted to tell him off but didn't know the best
approach.
Tyrone had completed the exam and felt pretty good about it, thinking that maybe he'd done all
right. He watched Professor Orenigh watching over the class. Their eyes met for a brief moment and
Tyrone smiled. He was surprised when the Professor smiled back. He packed up his #2 pencils and placed
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them into his book bag. He then got up to hand in his exam. He put it with the pile of other completed tests
by students who'd already left the classroom. He walked back to his desk, picked up his stuff and glanced
over at Jeromy who was still working diligently on his exam. Tyrone looked at his watch and saw that there
was only twelve minutes left for the rest of the class to finish within the allotted time. Tyrone decided to
wait out in the hall for Jeromy so they could discuss how well each other thought they did. He wasn't in any
hurry to face the cold weather that waited just outside the main entrance. He walked out the door carrying
his jacket and book bag. He stopped outside the door and looked around for a spot where he could watch
other classmates as they left the chemistry class. He started walking down the hall and noticed a tall white
boy with his hand resting up against the wall. He couldn't be sure from his angle but thought that this guy
was blocking in another person who was much shorter than himself. Tyrone decided to take a closer look so
he walked further down the corridor, an agitated female’s voice was heard as she came into view.
"Are you offering me drugs?" was the sentence Tyrone thought he heard the girl say, but he
couldn't be sure. He took a few more steps trying to get an angle where he could get a clear view of the girl
without drawing attention to himself.
"Awe, come on. I can tell how tense you are just by looking at you. All I wanted to do is help you
loosen up, unwind, if you know what I mean. I'm just trying to be friendly, that's all." Tyrone stopped
where he was, making sure he wasn't visible to the boy whose back was towards him. He could clearly hear
what the boy said but was not sure what was being discussed prior to his coming out of the classroom.
Watching the two of them, it did not appear like the boy was threatening the girl, even if he did have her
blocked in. He turned his focus from the boy to the girl who moved into his line of view. He recognized her
as the girl who sat next to Jeromy in class. He'd noticed that she was one of the first people to complete the
exam and wondered if that was a sign that she knew all the answers, or didn't know anything so just
decided to leave. Further recognition came into his mind as he realized she was also his roommate's friend
whom he'd met at the Getaway Lounge the night before.
"Well I do appreciate your being friendly and all, but now I really must be going." Tyrone heard
Joyce tell this to the boy but he didn't move out of her way.
"You know that I have all kinds of things to help you relax. What a drag to have to go back to the
stuffy old dorms and have to start studying again. Are you sure that I can't help you loosen up some?" the
boy responded staying right where he was.
Joyce was getting scared. She had never dealt with anyone offering her drugs before. She wasn't
so naive to know these things went on, not just at college but at high school as well. All she wanted to do
was get out of there but he still wasn't letting her go.
"Excuse me but the lady said she must be going. Don't you think the polite thing to do is get out of
her way?" Tyrone approached the boy. He'd heard Joyce ask to leave but the boy refused to let her go. He
watched as a look of fear filled her eyes, the tension was obvious.
The boy put his hand down and turned to look to see who had spoken. When he saw the black boy
standing behind him he grinned and turned to face him.
"I don't remember anyone inviting you. This is a private conversation. I was just having a friendly
chat with this nice young lady. I don't think it concerns you blackie. So why don't you just move along,
okay?"
Joyce took the opportunity to move away from the wall and stand away from the confrontation
taking place in front of her. She was relieved that someone had interrupted what was happening to her but
now was afraid there was going to be a fight. She looked and saw that it was Kyle's roommate who had
stepped in for her.
"I was just about to say the same to you. Can't you tell the girl has no interest in whatever it is
you’re selling, so why don't you get out of here before someone calls the cops." Tyrone smiled outwardly
while inwardly his stomach was in knots. He'd seen Joyce move away so that she couldn't be cornered in
again. This was a relief but he wasn't sure what this white boy would do next.
"Hey, like I said. I was just being friendly to the lady, that's all. Boy everyone gets so tensed up
during exams. Just be cool, okay. I thought she might want to unwind, that's all. I was just trying to be
helpful. Don't get so worked up, okay" the boy started to back up a little.
"Well I believe she told you she wasn't interested in your kind of help and I don't think anyone
else around here is interested either. So why don't you just move along?” Tyrone said.
"Okay. I'm going." The boy turned and looked at Joyce one final time then turned around and
made a speedy run towards the exit. Tyrone took a deep breath then exhaled, letting himself relax.
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"Thanks. I really appreciate what you just did for me. I was getting kinda scared." Joyce walked
up towards Tyrone and continued, "You’re Kyle's roommate. I remember meeting you briefly at the
Getaway lounge last night. I'm sorry. I don't remember your name."
"Tyrone. And you’re Joyce, right?"
"That's right. I'm surprised you remembered." Joyce smiled at the thought that Tyrone
remembered her name.
"Who was the guy you were with? What did he want? I mean if you don't mind me asking?"
"Oh, I don't mind. I can't tell you much. I've no idea who he was. I'd never met him before. He just
came up to me and started talking about what a drag it is taking exams. He seemed friendly enough, I just
thought he was a kid who'd just finished taking his exams and wanted someone to talk to. He was talking
about how tense I looked and that he could help me unwind. At first I thought he was coming on to me, you
know what I mean." Joyce blushed at what she'd just said. She looked into Tyrone's brown eyes but noticed
no embarrassment, just concern, so she continued, "As he continued talking I wasn't positive but I thought
he was offering to sell me drugs. He never came out and said this it was just the impression I got. Anyhow,
thanks for coming up and making him go away. He was starting to make me very nervous."
"No problem. I was glad to help. Was this your last exam?"
"Unfortunately I still have one more exam in English. Boy will I be glad when these things are
over. This is much tougher than in high school, don't you think so?" Tyrone watched Joyce's muscles relax
as she talked. He thought about their first meeting and how outgoing she was. He listened to he discuss
school and could tell that she was intelligent. He heard the question and responded, "I don't think that high
school can ever properly prepare a student for college life. Not only are the classes very different in their
knowledge and study requirements, but being on your own for the first time in our lives is a drastic change
which a young kid needs to adjust to. Freshman year is certainly the most challenging year that a boy or girl
coming from the shelter of home life can face. At least I know my folks did everything they could to give
me the best childhood that a kid could want. Of course not everything in life goes exactly as planned.
Sometimes tragic events happen which you think could've been prevented, if only more attention was paid
towards what's going on."
Joyce watched as Tyrone choked up with these last words. She wasn't sure what kind of tragic
event had taken place, but was sure that it had a profound impact on Tyrone. From what she was witnessing
it wasn't something that he was over. She knew what he meant about parents trying to protect their children.
Her dad was exactly the same way and she knew that he worried about her being all alone at school, far
away from home and the sheltered life Tyrone talked about. She didn't know how to respond to Tyrone's
final words so she said nothing, nodding her head in agreement.
Tyrone fought to get his emotions in check. He thought of Malcolm and wondered how he would
have survived this first semester at Seivelle. He had been so busy these past six weeks that he hadn't
thought about his best friend. With the situation involving Joyce, and knowing that he was heading home
soon, having completed his last exam, Tyrone had a moment to reflect on his last day of high school. The
anguish he felt over the deaths of Malcolm and Olphilia still hung deep in his heart. He was thoroughly
frustrated with the police who had no leads and probably already closed the books on these murders as
another unsolved case. Now that he was heading home for five weeks, he wasn't sure what he would do. He
hoped to find a job and wanted to help his dad out as much as possible. He glanced over and saw how
intensely Joyce was watching him so he thought he owed her an explanation.
"You see my best friend was killed just after we graduated. He was supposed to be coming to
Seivelle U. with me, so I've had to survive my freshman year on my own."
"I'm awfully sorry" Joyce responded immediately. "Was he killed in an auto accident?” she
continued.
"No. He and his baby sister were murdered." Tyrone said this as a simple statement, no emotion in
his voice.
"That's terrible. I don't know what to say. I didn't mean to pry. You really didn't have to tell me. I
know how difficult it must be to have something like that happen. Not that I really know how you must
feel. I don't mean to keep rambling on." Joyce stumbled over her words, not sure if she was making Tyrone
feel better or worse.
"It's okay. I haven't really spoken out loud about this to anyone since it happened. It isn't
something anyone knows how to deal with. I appreciate what you've said. Sometimes I feel I don't think
about Malcolm enough. I really do wish he was here with me."
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"I'm sure your friend knows exactly how you feel and how much you miss him. He knows that
your thoughts are with him, even when you aren't thinking about him, if you know what I mean."
"Thank you. Yes I do know what you mean. I think you’re right too. I am always thinking about
Malcolm in one way or another."
Ding. Ding Ding. The sound interrupted the two of them as the signal that time had expired for
this exam period sounded. They stopped talking. Chairs could be heard scuffling back as those students
who needed every minute of the allotted time, and some who needed even more, were told by their
professor to put their pencils down and turn in the exams.
Ding. Ding. Ding. The bell went off and Professor Orenigh said, "Okay times up. Put down your
pencils please." Jeromy gave his exam one final glance then neatly put his two #2 pencils into the zippered
compartment of his portfolio that he'd just retrieved from under his desk. He folded and snapped shut the
portfolio and placed it in its proper place within his knapsack. He got up and taking his chemistry mid-term
with him walked briskly up to the front of the room and dropped the exam onto the stack on the teacher’s
desk. He looked up and his eyes locked with the professors. Jeromy felt himself start to blush and started to
turn away but Professor Orenigh held firm without actually starring at him, causing Jeromy to keep his
head up. To Jeromy's amazement the professor gave him a warm smile and Jeromy found himself smiling
in return. Professor Orenigh gave him an almost in perceptual nod then turned to gather the stack of exams
and place them in his infamous briefcase. Jeromy started walking back to his desk, the smile frozen on his
face, but no one to see it. He sat down forgetting that he could leave any time. "I didn't think the professor
even knew who I was, or that I even existed" Jeromy thought to himself. "I'm probably imagining things, he
wasn't smiling at me. What reason would he have? I'm just one of a hundred students in his classroom. I'm
certainly not one of the top students, that's for sure." Jeromy's thoughts moved back in time to his struggle
with chemistry class his last semester of high school. He wasn't positive that he'd graduate with his
classmates because of some poor grades in chemistry. Jeromy thought about Jennie and the smile stayed
plastered on his face but now for a different reason. He remembered the days before high school finals,
Jennie coming over each night to tutor him. She'd done such a great job that he'd passed chemistry and
graduated with his senior class. His smile suddenly burst and he could feel a tear forming. "Yes Jennie, you
did such a good job tutoring me that I had to repay you by taking you out and getting you killed." Jeromy's
thoughts brought him back to that fateful day, the joy of the evening shattered by the sound of screeching
tires.
"Yes Jennie you taught me so well that I could even identify the car that caused us so much pain,
and where has that gotten us. Have the police been able to find your killers and bring them to justice. NO!"
Jeromy's head exploded with the single word and he realized that in just a few days he'd be going back
home for the first time. He knew it would be difficult to get his emotions under control. School had kept
him busy to the extent that he hadn't thought about Jennie, at least not as much as he thought he should. The
realization that he would be back home without Jennie to see or talk to left him feeling sad and all alone.
Jeromy's sadness turned to guilt as he remembered that he'd promised to have dinner at the local pizza joint
with Sheila tomorrow evening, since they were both leaving for school break on Sunday and wouldn't see
each other for five weeks. They'd gotten together a couple of times over the semester but Jeromy had not
asked her out on a "date", telling her that freshman year, especially the first semester had him bogged down
with school work. He had not told her about Jennie and he still felt guilty every time they got together.
There were times that he was positive Sheila would say she'd met someone else and didn't want to get
together anymore. So far that hadn't happened and he figured that Sheila would find someone else during
their winter break. Jeromy knew that he would not have that happen to him, the ghost of Jennie would be
too powerful back home.
Jeromy looked around him and realized that the room was almost empty, just a few students left
talking together, maybe about the exam, maybe about the weather, maybe both, he couldn't be sure.
Unconsciously he reached up and wiped away the lingering tear from his face. Jeromy suddenly
remembered that the new boy he'd met, Tyrone, said he would wait for him after the exam. He quickly got
out of his seat and grabbed his parka and headed towards the door, forgetting his knapsack was underneath
the chair compartment.
Tyrone and Joyce stood in silence as they watched the chemistry door open and kids begin to fill
the hall. Joyce did not want to face the cold weather just yet, and deep down she was still scared of the guy
who had cornered her and tried to sell her drugs. She didn't want to walk outside alone and hoped that
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Tyrone would offer to walk with her, but so far he hadn't moved from his spot against the wall, so she
wasn't sure if he didn't want to be seen with a white girl. She watched as students made their exit from the
friendly confines of Snidley, deciding that she'd wait for Jeromy and walk with him. Tyrone still made no
move towards the outside door so she looked at him and saw him intently watching the door that lead to the
chemistry room.
"Are you waiting for someone?" she asked.
"Yes I am, and I haven't seen him come out yet" he responded.
Joyce stayed close to him, not heading for the outside door, so he asked, "How about you?"
"Yes, I thought I would wait for this guy and how he thought he did on the exam. You don't mind
if I wait here with you, do you?"
"No, not at all. It's kinda strange that we met for the first time last night and we are both in this
same class. By the way, I want to thank you for how you treated my friend and me last night. It seemed
awkward for both of us. These are the seventy's and yet attitudes still aren't changing."
"You don't have to thank me". Joyce looked over at Tyrone with a friendly gaze. She continued,
"There's no difference between you and I. We are both freshmen in college who are trying to get past our
first set of exams." Tyrone wanted to reach down and grab Joyce's hand and give it a squeeze but felt to
inhibited to do so. He looked over at her and said nothing, saying everything needed to be said without
words. To his surprise Tyrone felt her hand slide into his, so he gave her a reassuring squeeze. She
responded in kind then he let go, feeling better about himself. As Tyrone stood there standing next to Joyce
he began to wonder where Jeromy was. He didn't think he failed to see him walk by, however the crowd of
students was thinning out and there was no sight of Jeromy. Tyrone was tempted to walk back towards the
classroom and peek inside, but he didn't want to embarrass Jeromy, so he stayed where he was. He noticed
that Joyce's friend had not joined them either. He wondered if she made up a story about a friend so she
could stay with him.
Joyce was wondering where Jeromy had gone. It was possible he'd slipped out while she was
talking to Tyrone, but she didn't think so. It seemed like everyone had left the chemistry class so maybe she
had missed him. She wondered what Tyrone was thinking since Jeromy hadn't come out to walk her back to
the dorm. Maybe he thought she was just waiting to walk out with him. By the way, where was the person
that Tyrone was waiting for? He was still standing there looking like he expected someone to come out the
door, but who? She thought about the class and what other black boys were in the class. She knew there
were a few but it wasn't something she'd given any thought about, until just now.
Jeromy walked quickly out of the chemistry room, realizing he was one of the last students to
leave. He attempted to put his parka on while he walked into the corridor. He looked out and saw Tyrone
still waiting for him and was glad that he hadn't left without him. As he walked further out into the hallway
he noticed that Joyce was standing next to Tyrone. It seemed like she was also waiting for someone to
come out of the exam. A puzzled look took over his facial features as he slowed down. It appeared that
Joyce and Tyrone knew one another. He walked the few remaining steps that separated him from Tyrone
and Joyce. He stopped a couple of feet from them, zipping up the parka to his neck. "Hi Tyrone. Hi Joyce. I
didn't know you two knew one another." Jeromy approached them both as he reached into his pocket for his
scarf and gloves. Joyce looked over at Tyrone and started to laugh. Tyrone returned her gaze and started to
laugh as well.
"What's so funny?" Jeromy asked, not directing his question to either one of them.
"So this is the friend you were waiting for,” Joyce said to Tyrone between giggles.
"Yes it is. And the same for you I suppose" he said.
"Can one of you please explain to me what's going on, and why are you both laughing? I don't get
it" Jeromy pleaded.
"Okay. It's just that we have both been waiting for you to come out of the exam,” Joyce said. "See.
I met Tyrone last night at the Getaway lounge while I was having a drink with my roommate. A couple of
guys showed up at our table, but that's another story. Anyway, it turns out that one of those guys happens to
be Tyrone's roommate. Kyle, that's the name of Tyrone's roommate, noticed that Tyrone was also at the
Getaway so he invited him over. Tyrone stopped by to say hello to his roommate and we were introduced.
He recognized that I was in his chemistry class. So that's the long-winded version of how I know Tyrone.
Which does not explain why I'm here standing with him, waiting for you, but that's a different story that I'm
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sure you don't want to hear about right now." Joyce came up for breath and looked over at Tyrone. "Does
that just about cover everything?" she asked him.
"That's better than I could have described our meeting,” he said and they both started to laugh
once more. Jeromy looked perplexed but at least he'd gotten some kind of reason that explained how
Tyrone and Joyce knew each other. He still didn't understand why they were both waiting for him, not
knowing that each of them was waiting for the same person without knowing it.
"So Jeromy. What do you think of Professor Orenigh's exam?" Tyrone asked trying to break the
awkwardness he sensed Jeromy was feeling about the situation.
"He certainly is very thorough, he covered the entire semester from beginning to end. I'm not sure
how well I did but at least I tried to answer every question. What did you guys think? Ah. I'm not implying
that you’re a guy Joyce, sorry."
Joyce laughed and responded, "That's okay. I like to be thought of as one of the guys. Don't take
things so literally Jeromy. I'm not great at this chemistry stuff. I just hope I passed, that's all."
"Me too" Tyrone joined in. He was amused at Jeromy with his statement to Joyce about being one
of the guys. At the same time he admired him for including both Joyce and himself in this classification.
Tyrone looked around and noticed the chemistry door being closed by Professor Orenigh. The professor
walked by the three of them with a slight nod of his head in recognition, and then headed out the door. It
seemed like they were the only ones left in the building.
"Maybe we should get going, what do you think,” he said. Joyce looked around and saw the same
thing that Tyrone just noticed. She started to zip up her jacket, wrap the scarf around her neck, then put on
her gloves. "I'm ready,” she stated after completing this ritual to the cold. Jeromy was still holding his scarf
and gloves and repeated the same maneuvers as Joyce. "So am I," he told them. Tyrone followed suit and
headed towards the door. He opened it and a blast of cold wind almost forced him back inside. He steadied
himself then held the door open for Joyce and Jeromy. Joyce shivered noticeably as she stepped outside,
sliding her hands deep into her jacket pockets. Tyrone followed them out and the door closed noiselessly as
it slammed shut behind him, the winter wind hiding any sounds the door made.
The three of them walked side-by-side trying to gather warmth wherever they could from the
closeness of their bodies. After walking about one hundred feet away from the Snidley building Jeromy
realized he didn't feel anything on his shoulder or back. He reached a frozen hand up and couldn't feel a
thing.
"I forgot my knapsack,” he screamed into the wind. "It's got my books and notes and everything. I
have to go back for it. You two go ahead. I'll try to catch up. Don't slow down or wait for me in this
weather, you'll freeze. I'll try and hurry, okay." Jeromy didn't wait for a response. He turned and headed
back towards the research rectangle. He was mad at himself for leaving his knapsack behind. This was the
first time he'd done something like that. He turned to look back at Tyrone and Joyce and saw them moving
farther away. First Joyce looked back, then Tyrone. They waved and he waved back, the cold biting at his
fingers. He saw them continue their quest against the wind so he walked as fast as he could with the wind at
his back towards the entrance of Snidley.
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Chapter 18
As Jeromy opened the solitary outer door to the Snidley building he felt an eerie presence, yet no
one was in sight. He walked into the building and the wind forced the door to close behind him. He moved
slowly down the empty corridor towards the chemistry room. After what seemed to be an eternity he
reached the doorway, put out his hand to grab the doorknob and pushed open the door. Darkness engulfed
him. He thought back to one of Professor Orenigh's early experiments with the class, a tingle of fear crept
up his spine. Jeromy fumbled trying to find the light switch he knew was someplace on the inner wall. It
took a couple of seconds before he felt the switch plate and with a click light illuminated the room
temporarily blinding him. He rubbed his eyes waiting for his vision to grow accustomed to the harsh
brightness. He walked quickly to his desk and relief filled his brain as he saw the knapsack lying peacefully
underneath his chair, waiting for him. Jeromy reached down and gently pulled out the knapsack from its
resting place. He picked it up and placed it on his desk, unzipped the main compartment and glanced inside,
not really knowing what compelled him to do so. Everything looked in order and he zipped the
compartment closed taking a look over his shoulder, expecting to see the professor, but no one was there.
Panic began to rise as the strength of the Snidley building overtook him. He grabbed his knapsack and
carefully tied the two strings together to tightly enclose anything that was inside. He took the two back
straps and placed them on either shoulder with the knapsack falling in perfect placement on his back. He
walked softly towards the door that takes a student out of the closed in chemistry class. He reached for the
knob and light switch at the same time, pulling open the door as the room fell into darkness once again,
signaling the end of his first semester classes. Jeromy started to walk down the corridor as the door swung
quietly closed behind him. He stopped with a start, holding his breath as he squared himself firmly against
the wall, as far back as his knapsack would allow. He listened harder daring to breathe as noiselessly as
possible as he looked down towards the opposite end of the hallway. There, he heard it again, the steady
sound of footsteps heading away from him. Jeromy dared himself to stretch out and look towards the
sounds. He moved his head ever so slightly, just enough to glimpse the heavily bundled figure clasping his
hands against his body in an attempt to get warm. All Jeromy could see was the figure's back and his wavy
hair that sprang loose as the man took off a ski mask. His face was not visible, but this was a relief to
Jeromy since he didn't know what would happen if he'd been seen. The man walked rapidly to the end of
the opposite corner then sprang some button that opened a door built into the wall. Jeromy could see a
slight distance into the other area as the man walked through the cracked open doorway. It seemed to
Jeromy that this lead to some kind of stairwell. The man went through the doorway and Jeromy could hear
the sound of someone walking quickly down (it didn't sound like someone going up) a flight of stairs.
Jeromy waited a moment and felt his chest beating rapidly in and out. He opened his mouth and
started to breathe in panicked gulps of air. He couldn't believe the size of the man he'd just seen. Even with
the bulky jacket the man wore, Jeromy could see the outline of a short, thick body with no neck to speak of.
Jeromy's first impression was to get out of the Snidley building as fast as he could and to this end he moved
towards the door that would free him. Once he got to the exit sign signifying the lone door out of the
building Jeromy hesitated. He had never noticed that stairwell before, nor the door that leads to it. He
walked slowly away from the escape path to the outside world and putting one foot softly before the other
he moved his body towards the far end wall. After what seemed like hours but in reality were less than a
minute Jeromy reached the end of the corridor and was facing the wall. Unless you looked very closely it
seemed like an ordinary wall that signified the end of the building. A few minutes earlier Jeromy would
have believed this was true, now he knew better. He wondered why the stairway was hidden away and he
was also curious as to where the stairway went. Jeromy held his breath once more and looked on the
sidewall where he'd watched some kind of button being pushed to release the hidden door. The one thing
Jeromy didn't want to do was meet up with the guy with no neck. He felt along the wall discovering a tile
that seemed to be looser than the others. He used his fingers to trace it and felt sure that if he pressed
inward the door would open. "Do I really want to do this," Jeromy thought to himself. A nervous
excitement took over as he wondered where the stairway went. As he was thinking about whether or not to
try to open the door, his fingers accidentally pushed the tile a little too hard and the door popped open.
Jeromy jumped back, startled by the sound. He saw the opened door and decided to see where it leads. He
pulled the door open slightly and walked through the narrow passage, keeping the door open with one hand
now that he was on the other side. With the door still open Jeromy stood soundlessly listening for any noise
that would indicate the bulky man with no neck was coming back. He didn't hear anything so he let go of
the door as it eased itself back into place. Jeromy had his first chance to look around and saw that there was
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no stairway heading up, only one going down, to where he wasn't sure. He paused for a moment wondering
what he was doing in this stairwell. Fear and excitement took over as he walked forward to the edge of the
staircase looking down, half expecting someone to jump out and grab him. No one was there so he put one
foot on the step, then the next, walking as quietly as possible. No matter how softly he walked down the
stairs Jeromy was positive that his heart was pounding, making so much noise that anyone nearby could
hear. Sweat poured down his face and his shirt clung to his body as Jeromy realized that he was still fully
clothed from his attempt to stay warm from the outside winter weather. Instinctively he reached back to
make sure that he still had his knapsack. Satisfied it was safely on his back Jeromy finished his journey
down the stairwell. There was only one flight of stairs and Jeromy faced another flushed doorway. He stood
at the bottom of the stairway nervous about what he should do next.
"Maybe I should go back up those stairs and out of this building as quickly as possible. That big
guy has to be around somewhere," Jeromy started to scare himself. Jeromy's mind was racing. He waited
another minute then reached for the side panel where he'd noticed the panel that controlled the door. He
pushed it and the door clicked open. Jeromy poked his head through the small opening and peered left, then
right, hoping that he wouldn't see anyone. His prayers were answered as no one was in sight. Wiping his
brow with his left hand, Jeromy squeezed his body between the opening of the door and the wall and
entered the corridor.
Dexter heard the door close softly behind him. He reached out instinctively and pressed the light
switch that produced a minor splash of lighting upon his lone desk. Dexter wrapped his arms around
himself trying to bring warmth where none existed. "Mother its cold out there," Dexter spoke to his teddy
bear who just grinned in response as he threw his ski mask onto the desk. He shook himself involuntarily
trying to shake the cold off his body as he removed his gloves and coat. Dexter knew there were exams
going on this morning at Snidley so he had waited impatiently for the daylight hours to fade away. He had a
lot of work to do and didn't like to be kept waiting. If there was one thing about Dexter it was that he was a
very cautious man. He didn't like kids, especially teenagers. He considered most college students as just
pompous arrogant kids who came to the university to party, drink beer, only occasionally study and go to
classes. Of course, during exams the majority of students did less partying and more studying. Dexter knew
the building would be crawling with students throughout the morning and he didn't want to take a chance of
being seen. He approached Snidley after the last kid had left the building and the lights were turned off in
the classrooms. He then entered the building through the lone door and looked around through the tiny slits
of his facemask, making sure that no one was around. Confident that he was alone he turned to the left,
reaching up to remove the mask that kept his face nice and warm. He headed for the hidden door that lead
to the stairway down, his footsteps echoing in the corridor. Dexter thought he heard something. He stopped
to listen without turning around, nothing. He assumed it was just the sound of his own footsteps that he
heard, pausing one more second before quickening his pace towards the end of the corridor. Once there he
sprang open the door and walked through the small crack into the stairwell and headed for the stairs. He
walked down the stairs and opened the second door that gave way to the basement. Dexter reached the
tunnel, as he liked to call this below ground hallway. He walked swiftly to his hidden door panel, entered
the special code and went inside his office.
Jeromy held his breath as he looked down the long hallway, expecting Mr. No Neck to grab him at
any moment. He pecked timidly behind the slightly ajar door and saw nothing. He let out his breath slowly
sweat clinging to his body. He wiped his brow with left gloved hand and scratched himself on the hook that
allowed you to clip two gloves together. He bit his lip to prevent himself from crying out and cursed
silently under his breath. Jeromy softly let the door close behind him and walked as quietly as possible into
the corridor. He took one step, then another, till he was maybe a quarter of the way down the hall. He
looked to his right, then left, not exactly sure what he was expecting to find. He stopped and listened.
Complete silence was all he heard. "Where is the man I saw come down these stairs?” he thought to
himself. Jeromy continued farther down the hallway, ready to turn and run at the slightest sound.
Something else bothered Jeromy as he went forward, something was out of place, but he couldn't grasp
what it was. As he reached the halfway point Jeromy thought to himself that he'd seen enough, it was time
to turn around and go back, even though he hadn't seen anything at all. He stood looking towards the
farthest end of the hallway. Nothing was visible but brick walls on both sides of him. He felt that something
was definitely wrong, "What" he shouted within himself, but he didn't have the answer. "Just a little farther,
then I'll turn around. At least I know there's a door back behind me" Jeromy's mind was racing with
thoughts. His feet continued to carry him farther away from the friendly staircase that lead back to the
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outside world. Jeromy stopped, suddenly realizing what was bothering him about this forbidden corridor.
"Doors. Where are the doors? There are no rooms down here, just a long empty hallway. How can that be?"
Jeromy didn't know what to make out of this recent discovery. He froze for a second, paralyzed by the
disappearance of Mr. No Neck. Jeromy turned to inspect the walls with a greater intensity than when he
first entered this dungeon. Fear overtook him momentarily as thoughts of the Research Rectangle took on
shadowy characteristics, just like the witches castle in the Wizard Of Oz. Few entrances or exits, hallways
with no doors, rooms with no windows, the eerie noise of silence that surrounded him as he stood alone in
this forbidden corridor. The walls seemed to close in, ready to suffocate him. Jeromy blinked his eyes,
sweat starting to form tiny tear drops as the perspiration of being clothed in heavy winter attire took its toll.
Jeromy took off his gloves and placed them in his jacket pocket. He reached out to feel the wall, trying to
determine if it was real. He wasn't sure what he could tell by touching the wall but he walked back towards
the stairwell, studying the wall, trying to determine if there were any seams. He walked a little bit farther
and noticed there seemed to be a small box-like component build flush with the wall within one cement
block. If you weren't looking for it you could never tell it was there. He examined the wall around the tiny
box and couldn't see anything that would suggest there was any kind of opening. He stopped and felt
around the inset and found a small lid. He touched this and the lid slid upwards into the wall revealing a
pad that contained a bunch of numbered keys. Jeromy jumped back as this happened, startled by the
movement. Jeromy's first thought was to run as fast as he could and get out of the building. He stood
motionless letting the panic subside. He had no idea what the panel was for but something deep inside him
shouted don't touch any of the numbers. After fifteen seconds, which felt like an eternity to Jeromy, the lid
slid itself back into play, camouflaging the keypad, blending back into the wall. Jeromy still had no idea
where Mr. No Neck had gone, but he felt that this box he'd found had something to do with his mysterious
appearance/disappearance. Thinking to himself that there was nothing left for him to see, and nervous that
he'd be caught where he didn't belong, Jeromy decided it was time to get out of the Snidley building. It was
certainly time to leave this strange corridor that lead to nowhere. He walked as swiftly as his legs would
carry him, trying to be as quiet as possible. He reached the end of the corridor and quickly reached for the
panel in the wall to provide his escape. He pushed the area in the wall he thought housed the panel. Nothing
happened. He waited a few seconds and tried again. Nothing. Fear started to creep into his heart, as he
turned looked back into the hallway. No one. "Thank god" Jeromy felt a little better knowing that he was
still alone. He looked back at the hidden door waiting in front of him for the magic command to open. He
took his time and looked at the wall where he thought the panel should be and realized he was pushing one
panel to the right. He moved his hand to the panel immediately to his left and pushed. Click. The door
released and he pulled it open wide enough to get through. Once on the other side he let go and the
door/wall closed behind him. Click. It was secure and he now faced the stairway. He took the stairs two at a
time rushing to get out of the stairwell and back into the main hallway which contained actual class rooms
with real doors. He reached the top landing and without hesitating located the correct panel to release the
upstairs door/wall. The door swung open and Jeromy rushed through. Darkness surrounded him as the door
closed tightly shut behind him. Fumbling along waiting for his eyes to adjust, Jeromy walked with his
hands stretched out in front of him, trying to find the exit door. He slowed his pace, his mind rushing him
along wanting to get out of the Snidley building and away from the Research Rectangle. Jeromy walked
into something and realized it was the wall that the lone entrance/exit door was attached to. He walked as
quickly as possible as his pupils started to reflect the dark shadows of the main entranceway. A minute later
Jeromy's hand found the doorknob and turned it. He pulled the door open and a cold blast of air welcomed
him. The sunshine was a striking contrast to the darkness that had engulfed him just a few minutes before.
He walked swiftly into the cold pushing the door closed behind him, freezing his bare fingers in the
process.
Joyce walked slowly trying not to let the cold infiltrate her jacket. She kept waiting to hear sounds of
running footsteps behind her but so far she heard nothing. She took a glance behind her and didn't see
anything so she turned her head to the right, taking comfort in knowing that Tyrone was walking next to
her. She was still shaken by the experience with the boy who'd cornered her in the hallway. She tried to go
over the events in her mind wondering if the boy was just being friendly. NO! He definitely was trying to
sell her drugs. Joyce knew this was a common occurrence at any University but it still made her shudder to
think it had happened to her. Tyrone walked next to her stride for stride, and she was thankful that he was
there and that he'd rescued her when she was trapped in the Snidley building. "Boy that Research Rectangle
sure gives me the creeps,” she said to herself out loud. She reflected back on the first time she'd seen the
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conglomeration of buildings. She wanted to turn around and run back to the main campus. That was over
three months ago and she could still recall the day as if it was yesterday. Tyrone had looked at Joyce when
she'd spoken, but she didn't notice. She wondered what was keeping Jeromy. She'd expected him to catch
up to them by now. She tried to keep her pace at a slow level so that there was a better chance of Jeromy
catching up with them. A sudden wind gust came up from behind which was so fierce it propelled her
forward a foot or two. The biting cold came through her upturned collar with such intensity that it made
Joyce feel as if she had nothing but underwear on to ward off the cold. She had to bend her body forward,
letting the wind roll off her back, just to continue walking. Just as quickly as the prevailing winds appeared
they dissipated, making Joyce think of David Copperfield and his great disappearing acts. She almost
stumbled and fell however a steadying hand caught her and helped her regain her balance. She stopped for
a moment and mouthed "thank you", not sure that Tyrone could hear her spoken word under the heavy ski
mask he wore over his face and head. She felt his smile as he let go once she was standing steady on her
own. "What a nice guy. I'm glad I met him,” Joyce returned her own visible smile as they both stood still to
adjust to the wintry weather. She could guess what he was thinking as she turned and looked back as well.
There was still nothing to see so they looked at each other with hidden shrugs of their shoulders and started
walking in unison back towards the dorms.
Jeromy bundled himself in tightly within his hood and jacket, putting on his gloves as another
blast of winter encompassed him. He tried to walk as fast as he could, trying to catch up with his friends,
however the December winds kept playing tricks with his body. First a strong wind gust would push him
from behind, propelling him forward at an even quicker pace than he'd set for himself. Then out of nowhere
he would hit a block of wind currents directly in front of him that would feel like running into a brick wall.
This would stop him dead in his tracks and he would have to regroup as if in a football huddle calling the
next play. Jeromy unconsciously reached up and checked that his knapsack was still securely on his
shoulder. Satisfied that everything was okay he started up one more time hoping that he'd be fast enough to
catch Joyce and Tyrone. After what he'd seen and discovered about the chemistry building he needed to
talk to someone about everything. Within a couple of days they'd all be leaving on their Christmas break.
Tyrone was concerned about Jeromy. He felt that Jeromy should have caught up with them by
now. He thought about the boy who had been hassling Joyce. He thought he'd scared him enough to make
him leave the area, now he wasn't so sure. What if he was wrong? What if Jeromy was in some kind of
trouble and needed help. Tyrone had thought about turning back on several occasions. Each time he
decided that's what he should do he'd looked over at Joyce and watched her struggling in the frigid
temperatures. His first responsibility was to get her back to the dorm safely. He knew she'd been frightened
back at Snidley and wanted to get as far away as from there, as quickly as possible. He had wanted to ask
Joyce to go back towards the chemistry room with him, not so much that he wanted company heading back,
but rather so that he could keep an eye on her and make sure she was all right. The last time Tyrone thought
about turning back a fierce gust had hit him so hard he'd almost stumbled to the ground. He caught himself
barely in time, maintaining his balance. He straightened up and saw that Joyce was being knocked around
as well. Instinctively he'd reached out and grasped her elbow making sure she didn't fall. As they both stood
still he watched her mouth a thank you. He felt himself smile but knew that Joyce could not see as it was
hidden behind his ski mask. At that moment he knew they wouldn't turn back. He looked behind him
hoping he'd see Jeromy approaching but that didn't happen. They continued moving forward at what
Tyrone considered a snail's pace. He wished that Joyce would move faster so they could reach the
dormitories quickly. Tyrone had decided on a new plan. As soon as Joyce was safe and warm inside her
dorm room he was going to head back to Snidley and try to find Jeromy. He hoped that everything was
okay. He walked along with Joyce wishing she'd move faster. Tyrone knew why Joyce walked so slowly.
He'd seen her turn back towards the Research Rectangle at the same time he did. She was looking for
Jeromy the same way he was. She was probably just as worried about him as he was. He thought about
Jeromy and what little he knew about him. Even though they'd been in the same class for the last four
months they had not talked to one another until they'd bumped into each other this morning. They probably
had little in common, considering the different backgrounds and environments they'd grown up in. Still,
Tyrone felt a bond growing between the two of them. He felt concerned about Jeromy, as though he'd
stumbled onto something he wasn't supposed to know about. Tyrone felt that this could only lead to trouble
for Jeromy, and maybe in some way, for himself as well. Tyrone thought this was strange considering
they'd just formally met just a few hours earlier.
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Chapter 19

Kyle sat in his dorm room trying to study for his English Literature mid-term. Tyrone had left
hours ago to take his Chemistry final, his last one of the semester. They had talked a little last night when
he returned from the Getaway lounge. Kyle has tried to apologize for his friend’s behavior but Tyrone had
brushed him off, saying that he understood and no apology was necessary. Kyle was still thinking about
the attitudes of Liz and Alex. He could better understand where Liz was coming from, having grown up in
the Deep South where her beliefs where based upon hundreds of years of plantation life, where Negroes
where still considered beneath any Caucasian. Kyle smiled to himself as he thought about how Joyce had
really torn into Liz and her 19th century bias. Even though Alex had not said anything to the extent of Liz
after Tyrone and his friend left, Kyle could tell what was going through his mind. Kyle wished he had half
the guts as Joyce did when she defended his roommate, even though she’d never met him before. Kyle
stared back at the pages of the book open before him. To him it was as if he was looking at a blank piece of
paper. He knew it was only three hours before the exam started and his confidence waned as to whether or
not he was ready. He went into each mid-term with a feeling of trepidation and so far had come out
thinking maybe he didn’t do so bad. He wished Tyrone were there so that he could thank him one more
time for his assistance throughout the semester. Kyle new that if Tyrone hadn’t offered to tutor him he
probably would have done much worse, possibly even flunking one or two of his courses. He was glad that
this was his last mid-term. On Friday he was hopping into his car and heading home. Five weeks of visiting
old friends and relatives. Kyle reflected on the new friends he had made during his first semester as a
freshman as Seivelle University. He thought back to the very first week when he had discovered the weight
room and met Alex in the process. His friend had really annoyed him last night. Alex had never met Tyrone
or Leo before, of this Kyle was pretty certain. Tyrone had acted nice enough to everyone at the table, trying
hard not to say anything that might offend anyone. Kyle enjoyed having Tyrone as a roommate. The color
of his skin made no difference to him, or did it? He thought about the past four months and the social
activities that he’d attended. He was not a “party animal” like several of his friends, who enjoyed “having a
good time”. On those occasions he did attend a party, he would sip a beer or two, fading into the
background. He’d laugh when a joke was told or someone talked about their encounters with the opposite
sex. But Kyle never told any stories of his own and slipped out as soon as it was convenient to do so. Still,
all of these get togethers never included his roommate. The other white boys on the floor were cordial to
Tyrone but kept their distance. The first week of the semester several of them suggested to him that he
should request a different roommate. When Kyle held firm in his attitude towards Tyrone the others had
backed off. Kyle didn’t know what kind of heat Tyrone received about having a white boy as a roommate,
nor had he given it any thought until now. Over the past four months not once had Kyle invited Tyrone to
the Getaway lounge for a beer. As a matter of fact Kyle didn’t even know if Tyrone drank beer. If his
roommate had been white Kyle was sure that they’d have gone out together, had a beer, learned more about
one another. Tyrone was black and society expected that they socialize “with their own kind”. Kyle turned
his thoughts towards Joyce and Liz. North and South. Yankee versus Confederate. Roommates! This didn’t
stop the two of them from becoming the best of friends. It was obvious that Joyce felt she could say
anything to Liz no matter what. After all they were roommates first and became friends later on. Tyrone
was his roommate. But was he his friend? Kyle would like for them to be friends however he realized that
this was something that had to be earned. Being a roommate did not automatically make that person your
friend. He hung around with Alex. Why? Were they friends? Up until last night Kyle had assumed they
were. Now he thought the reason they spent time together was because they had a common interest. But
was that enough to classify a person as your friend? Friendship should also include common beliefs about
other people, or should it? Did Joyce and Liz share the same beliefs? Probably not, but they could sit and
talk about their differences. One listening while the other is talking. Friendship. What are the parameters
required to build a true friendship? Kyle thought about his high school friends. Most of them were from the
football team. Did their friendship change when he busted up his knee. In some cases yes, in others no. So
where did all this lead? Kyle had no idea. One thing he did know was that he was looking forward to next
semester and having Tyrone as his roommate. And one more thing - hopefully his friend.
Kyle looked at the book that was still sitting in his lap. As he looked down the letters cleared,
came back into focus. He picked up his yellow highlighter and started highlighting a few important
passages, ignoring other paragraphs that held little meaning to the key information stored on the page, just
like Tyrone had taught him to do.
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Jeromy thought he saw something or someone moving in front of him but his vision was blurry
due to the pressure of the wind blowing into his eyes, forcing him to blink frequently. He wanted to call out
however his words were thrown back at him with a 30 mile per hour gust. He lowered his head and forged
on in the bitter cold, walking as quickly as his feet would take him. He wasn’t sure if he could ever catch
up with Joyce and Tyrone because he didn’t know exactly how long he had stayed in Snidley watching Mr.
No-neck. The wind died down as swiftly as it had appeared so Jeromy was able to increase his pace. He
tried looking up once more and this time he felt sure that there was movement in front of him. He took
advantage of the lack of wind blowing in his face, moving quickly, though his knapsack was weighing him
down.
“Joyce! Tyrone! Is that you?” he called out, afraid that no one would hear him. He moved along,
heading back towards the Donnell dormitories. He thought about Joyce, then Tyrone, realizing he didn’t
know much about either one of them other than the fact that they were in the same chemistry class. He
didn’t know what dorm they stayed in. Now that they had completed their chemistry final exam he didn’t
know if he’d ever see them again. He was heading back home in a couple of days and had already put
together his schedule for the next semester. Chances were that neither Joyce nor Tyrone would be in any of
his classes.
It felt strange to him, only meeting Tyrone a few hours earlier. He liked Tyrone and hoped they
could become friends. And Joyce. They sat next to each other the entire semester. That first class when
Professor Orenigh had turned out the lights and Joyce had grabbed his hand. They had talked to each other
occasionally, but never got together after class or anything. Still, he liked her too, in a friend’s sort of way.
Because he’d been so stupid and left his knapsack on the floor behind his chair during the exam, he might
never see either of them again. But what about Mr. Noneck and that crazy hidden door? What is that all
about Jeromy thought to himself? “Does Professor Orenigh, or any other professor know about the
downstairs area? I wonder what is down there, what it’s used for?” Jeromy realized he would never have
discovered this hidden door and the downstairs hallway if he hadn’t forgotten his knapsack. He hurried
along, wanted to get out of the cold, not sure if his thoughts were causing the chill which just shook his
entire body. He decided he would call out one more time then forget about Joyce and Tyrone and head back
to his own dorm. “Hello! Joyce! Tyrone! Is that you? Can you hear me?” he yelled and then continued
walking forward at a steady pace.
“Wait! Did you hear something?” Joyce stopped and listened, putting in hand on Tyrone’s arm to
slow him down. “I’m not sure. It could just be the wind” Tyrone replied.
“No, I thought I heard a voice. Like someone calling out. Only I couldn’t make out what was said.
You didn’t hear a voice?” Joyce asked.
“Like I said, I’m not sure.” Tyrone answered “Shush. Be quiet. Let’s see if they call out again.”
Tyrone turned around and looked back. The wind pushed him from behind, making him take a step
forward. He braced himself, Joyce’s hand still on his arm, gripping him tighter. Looking up he didn’t see
anything or anyone but he listened hard trying to identify any noises. The wind whipped around him
causing his jacket to flutter. Then it was gone, making him stumble backward as there was no gust of wind
to hold him up. He felt Joyce’s body relax a little, her grip not so tight. He looked over at her and saw she
was looking back towards Snidley, even though the building was well out of view. They stood like that a
moment longer though Tyrone was ready to continue their journey homeward. The bitter cold cut through
his gloved hands and his nose was dripping. He took his gloved hand which wasn’t being held by Joyce and
wiped away some of the moisture. Joyce was frozen in her place, not ready to move just yet, so Tyrone
stood by waiting for Joyce to make the first move.
“Hello! Joyce! Tyrone! Is that you?” came faintly from somewhere though Tyrone couldn’t see
anything.
“See! I told you!” Joyce exclaimed at Tyrone as she jumped up and down a little bit, her grip
tightening once more. “Jeromy, is that you?” she cried out. Jeromy heard his name and broke into a run.
“Yes, it’s me.” he replied, hoping they could hear him. As he moved forwards, holding tightly onto his
knapsack, Joyce and Tyrone came into view. “I see him, I see him” Joyce shouted at Tyrone, letting go of
his arm and waving towards Jeromy. Tyrone saw him as well and smiled, glad that his friend was okay.
They waited until Jeromy caught up to them, Joyce giving him a pat on the back.
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“What took you so long? We couldn’t understand why you didn’t join us sooner. We thought
something might have happened to you. Why are you looking at me that way?” Joyce talked for both
Tyrone and herself.
Jeromy laughed in a nervous relief, glad that he had caught up with Joyce and Tyrone. The tension
he’d felt while within the confines of Snidley started to melt away, even in the freezing cold. Joyce’s
bubbly concern touched him and he wanted to relate his story. Tyrone jumped in before he could begin,
“Jeromy, I’m glad to see you as well. I see you found your knapsack. Hope everything is okay. It is kinda
cold out here so can we talk while we’re walking if it’s all the same to you.”
Joyce laughed as well, clapping her hands together as she remembered the cold as well. The three
of them turned their backs on the Research Rectangle and headed towards their friendly dorms.
“Would you guys, ah, I mean guys and girls, like to come back to my dorm room. My roommates
part of ROTC and has left for some kinda training or something. I have a plug-in teakettle and lots of hot
cocoa. So I though that maybe you’d like to warm up. Not that you have-to or anything.”
“Jeromy, I’m not sure about Tyrone, but I think hot cocoa is a wonderful idea” Joyce replied. She
sensed how nervous he was. She thought something was bothering him but had no idea as to what it might
be.
“Sounds great to me too”, Tyrone said. They completed their journey back to Donnell and Jeromy
opened the door and held it so that Joyce and Tyrone could walk in. The door closed behind them with a
loud band as the wind tore the handle from Jeromy’s grasp. Jeromy jumped, startled by the sound, still
think about the hidden basement at Snidley. He wanted to tell his new friends about what he’d seen, maybe
get their opinion. He led the way upstairs to the 5th floor of Quad 2. Donnell dormitories branched out
into three Quads. It was shaped hike a horseshoe with entrances at each end and one in the middle. It was
through this middle entrance that Jeromy lead Joyce and Tyrone. They walked the five flights of stairs
(Jeromy didn’t like to use elevators, they were always slow or getting stuck). Crowds always formed
waiting for the pleasure to get to or from their dorm rooms. He walked up the stairway that lead to
Jeromy’s room. Each room contained the same basic layout, two of everything...beds, desks and dresser
bureaus. Of course the way a room was decorated varied room by room, depending on the unique tastes of
the college students. As Jeromy opened the 5th floor door that led into the hallway of the ten dorm rooms
on the floor, a variety of music could be heard blasting as in a contest of most original vibrations. Jeromy
walked to the third door on the left. He pulled off his gloves and reached into his pocket retrieving a set of
keys. Fumbling through the key ring until he found the correct match, he placed the key into the lower lock
and turned. A click could be head releasing the mechanism. He pulled the key from the lock then took the
next key on his key ring and fit it into the dead bolt on top. Repeating the same process as before the door
was unlocked. Jeromy reached down and turned the doorknob, letting the door swing inward, letting in the
visitors from the outside. Jeromy walked in and motioned for Joyce and Tyrone to do the same thing. Once
everyone was inside Jeromy closed the door behind him, hearing the lock snap back into place. He
shrugged the knapsack off his shoulders and let it free itself, falling to the floor. He picked it up and placed
it thoughtfully next to the desk furthest away from the window. He reached up and pulled off the ski mask
that had been hiding his face from the bitter cold. His eyes shown brightly and he looked over to Joyce and
Tyrone, a smile appearing on his face. He took off his parka and watched as his friends did the same.
“Here, I’ll take your jackets and gloves. These rooms are still kinda small,” Jeromy said. Joyce
placed her gloves inside the sleeves of her jacket glad to be out of the cold. Tyrone watched what she did
and followed suit. Jeromy took both coats and hung them up in the closet now visible behind the closed
door.
“I can’t stay very long, I still have my English Lit mid-tem at 3:00” Joyce said. She looked at the
clock radio that sat on one of the desks, she wasn’t sure whose. 11:47 it told her. She didn’t like the fact
that she had two exams on the same day. At least Jackson Hall was close by, not like the Research
Rectangle. This was the end of her tests for the semester and she planned to head home on Friday, which
was only two days away. Elizabeth was coming home with her for the first week and would then head back
to Atlanta in time for the holidays. She shivered as the cold left her body. She thought how lucky she was
that Tyrone had intervened with that nasty boy who bothered her in the hallway after she finished her
chemistry exam. She wasn’t sure how she would have handled the situation if Tyrone hadn’t appeared. She
slowly felt the warmth of the room filter over her body and was glad that Jeromy had caught up with her
and Tyrone and invited them back to his room. She watched as he filled the teakettle with water and
plugged in into the outlet.
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“Gee that’s to bad that you have another test today,” Jeromy said. “It’s such crummy weather and
I know I wouldn’t want to have to take another exam after Professor Orenigh’s. Is that your last test of the
semester? Chemistry was my last exam, thank God. It’s been a tough semester.”
Joyce laughed and stated, “Yes this is my last exam. Just think we’ve made it through half our
freshman year. That’s quite an accomplishment. I’ve actually enjoyed Profess Orenigh. He is a very good
teacher. He made the subject interesting to learn about. Though I just hate that building. It’s so grotesque, I
can’t imagine who designed such a horror.” Joyce stopped as she watched Jeromy’s face go pale. She
looked over at Tyrone who noticed as well. Neither of them was sure what was wrong with Jeromy but
Joyce knew she had to ask.
“So Jeromy, you never got a chance to tell us what took you so long when you went back to
Snidley to retrieve you knapsack. Was the door locked or something? You look like the Research Rectangle
isn’t one of your favorite buildings either.”
Jeromy looked over at Tyrone who had taken a seat on the edge of his roommate’s bed, then back
over to Joyce. He wasn’t sure where to begin so he just started, “I went back to the building and the door
was open to our room so I got my knapsack which was still under my chair. As I was ready to leave I heard
a sound. I looked out the door down the corridor and saw this huge guy. I’ve nicknamed him Mr. NoNeck. He was walking towards the far end of the hall. You know how that end just stops with nowhere to
go. Well he had his back to me and he pressed some kinda button hidden in the wall. A part of the wall
opened, there’s some kinda door there that no one can see. It opened just enough to let him through. I
always though that the floor you entered on was the main floor, with one or two levels above as per the
windows that you can see from the outside. But I sure was wrong. I waited until till I thought he was gone
and went to look at that wall panel. I felt around where I’d seen Mr. No-neck and after a while I found the
panel and the door/wall opened for me as well. I was scared but I went through the door and there was a
staircase that took you down. I went down the stairs and the there was another door/wall at the bottom of
the staircase. I found the panel in the same spot as the upstairs and pushed, the door opened. It lead into a
long hall but it was weird. There were no doors visible anywhere off this hall. No doors and no Mr. Noneck. I walked about halfway down the hall and saw nothing. I went a little further and touched the walls to
make sure they were real. As I started to head back I came upon a small slit, you’d hardly notice it. I
touched something around it; I’m not sure what when a component slid open showing a box built into the
wall. It had a keypad, number style on it. I didn’t dare touch it and then the cover slid back into place. I was
afraid Mr. No-neck would suddenly appear so I left as quietly as I could. When I got back to the wall/door
to get back upstairs I couldn’t find the correct panel to open the door right away. I started to panic, sure that
I’d be caught and held hostage or something. I took a couple of deep breathes to calm myself down then
started to feel around where the panel was on the other side of the wall door. Finally I pressed the right spot
and the door opened a crack. I slide through the opening and watched as the wall/door closed behind me. I
was sweating big time so I went up the stairs, found the panel to open the wall/door and ran out into the
front corridor. I got outside as fast as I could and tried to move as quickly as possible against that wind to
catch up to you guys. Uh, I mean guys and girls. Oh whatever, you know what I mean.”
“So why do you keep referring to the guy you saw as Mr. No-neck, “ Joyce asked.
“ Well he was extremely well built, you know. Uh wide body, huge shoulders. His head, at least
the back of his head looked like it just sat on his shoulders. Uh you know, like a football player. So I just
thought to myself he’s a Mister No-neck. So that’s how I’ve referred to him since.”
Tyrone had listened intently while Jeromy told his tale about what he had found under the Snidley
building. He wasn’t sure what it meant but it sure sounded strange. Tyrone thought about Malcolm and the
picture he’d found showing the Research Rectangle in the background. Was there a connection? Did this
have anything to do with Malcolm and Olphilia’s deaths? He had a lot of questions and no answers, at least
not just yet.
“That’s an amazing story Jeromy. I’m just glad your Mr. No-neck didn’t appear and frighten you
even further. I told you that is one spooky building.” Joyce finished speaking and looked over at the
clock...12:37 it said. “Thanks for inviting me back to your dorm room Jeromy. I must go soon so I can do
some final studying before my exam.” “You can stay for a hot drink, right?” Jeromy got three mugs out of
the makeshift cabinet. He pulled out a large container of cocoa and spooned some into each mug. He
poured the water into each and watched the steam pour out of each one. “Marshmallows anyone?” he
asked. They all laughed as he put a couple of marshmallows in each mug. He handed a mug to Joyce who
took it in both hands, feeling the warmth flow from the mug into her pores. He then handed Tyrone a mug,
then took his own cup and sat down on his bed.
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“I need to get your dorm room number and Quad before you guys/gals leave, okay?” Jeromy
asked them. “And lets compare schedules for next semester.”
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Chapter 20
Joyce took the shortcut between Quad2 and Quad3 that ran underneath the Donnell dormitories,
connecting all three Quads. Normally girls did not walk in this tunnel unless they were with a group of
friends. Due to the bitter cold outside Joyce didn’t feel like bundling herself up to go outside and walk to
the main entrance. So she decided to come down the stairs to the basement connection. It was spooky down
there and Joyce had been scared enough for one day. She thought briefly about her encounter with the boy
in the hallway after she’d finished her Chemistry mid-term. She continued walking forward weighed down
by carrying her parka, gloves, scarf and purse. Suddenly she heard voices coming in front of her. She froze
for a moment until she heard female laughter. She took a sigh of relief and moved briskly towards the
intersection of Quad2 and Quad3. She past four girls walking in the other direction and they smiled at her.
She smiled back and found herself at the Quad3 entrance. She opened the door by pulling the handle back
and swinging the door wide enough to allow her entrance. There was only one staircase that lead her up to
the first floor. Under other circumstances Joyce would have got out and waited for the elevator to take her
up her eighth floor room. Today she didn’t feel like being crowded in with a bunch of other students so she
continued up the eight flights of stairs. Reaching her final destination exhausted she mimicked what she’d
seen Jeromy do an hour earlier. In this case she fumbled through her purse, her fingers searching for the
key ring. Finally finding it, she peeked over all her winter stuff still in her other hand trying to retrieve the
correct key, without much success. Frustrated Joyce let everything drop to the floor just holding onto the
key ring. Grabbing the correct key she opened her dorm room door and stepped into her home away from
home, kicking at her parka so she could get through the doorway. She stepped over the jacket as she pushed
the door wider calling out for her roommate, “Liz!” No sound confirmed or denied Liz’s presence in the
room so Joyce walked deeper into the main area and looked around. There was no one there so Joyce went
back to the hallway and picked up the rest of her things. Taking them inside Joyce watched the door close
firmly behind her, a click as the lock caught. She went to her closet and put everything neatly away.
Collapsing on her bed she let her shoes fall over the side and crossed her legs at her ankles. She wondered
where Liz was and glanced over at their clock that showed 1:08 P.M. She figured that her roommate was
probably at the Livestock cafeteria getting her nourishment. Less than two hours till the English Literature
mid-term and the end of the first semester. She reflected back on the first day when she walked into this
dorm room and seen, or rather heard Elizabeth Toby. The heavy southern accent. Spoken in stereo by
Lucas and Lionelle as they “fixed” up the room to support all of Liz’s belongings. Joyce had spent time
with the Toby family on several occasions throughout the semester and it would be difficult to find a nicer
family. She was planning to spend a few days of her winter break in Atlanta with the Toby’s. Joyce had
enjoyed this semester, having discovered that she was actually learning something in her classes. All of the
professors were good, especially Professor Orenigh, who had a style all his own. Joyce’s eyes focused on
the clock and she was surprised to see the numbers 1:33 P.M. Forcing herself to sit-up she glanced over at
her desk where the English Lit textbook lay in the same position where she’d placed it the night before.
Getting to her feet she strolled over to her desk and sat down. Jeromy’s story about the Snidley building
hung in the back of her mind sending a shiver down her spine. “Okay, enough already,” she spoke to
herself. Shaking herself twice as if to throw all thoughts out of her brain she looked down at the open book
on her desk. Not wanting to disappoint Professor Thrumming by doing poorly on this exam Joyce started to
read various sections of her textbook, concentrating on the paragraphs which were highlighted with a
yellow magic marker.
Kyle put down the yellow highlighter and flexed his fingers. He looked over at the clock and it
read 1:08 P.M. He realized he had been studying for almost four hours, having gotten up when Tyrone left
for his Chemistry mid-term. He closed the textbook feeling confident that he’d studied as much as possible
to get ready for the exam. He was feeling hungry, as he’d eaten nothing but a couple of donuts for
breakfast. He got up and grabbed Snickers from the cabinet in the kitchen and munched it down, pouring
himself a glass of orange juice. Kyle decided that he better eat lunch if he didn’t want to pass out during the
test. He went and pulled on a pair of jeans and a flannel shirt covered with a variety of pastels. Kyle
wondered where Tyrone was, figuring that his exam should have been finished by noon. Maybe he stopped
for a beer at the Getaway lounge to celebrate completing his first semester. Or maybe he was out with his
friends. Once again Kyle realized he didn’t know much about his roommate or his friends. Maybe that
could change next semester. Kyle finished tying his Nike running sneakers and went to the closet to get his
jacket. He could hear the wind gusting outside the dormitory as he was sitting at his desk by the window.
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He retrieved his gloves as well and pulled them on. Taking his keys from the dresser Kyle opened the dorm
door and left, making sure the lock was secure behind him as he left and headed to the Livestock cafeteria.
Liz took her full tray and walked into the cafeteria looking around hoping to find Joyce there. She
walked over to the area where they normally sat only to find strangers sitting at their normal table. She
gazed around not seeing any of her friends. A table was open close by so she decided to sit down. She had
the English Literature mid-term in two hours and knew she needed to eat if she didn’t want to feel faint
during the exam. Her body was funny that way, always telling her when it was time to eat. She took her
plate off the tray along with the silverware, napkins and iced tea. Having organized everything just where
she wanted, she placed the now empty tray under the table. Liz glanced at her plate that contained southern
fried chicken, peas and mashed potato. She looked up one more time to stare at the students entering the
seating area wondering if Joyce might appear. When she didn’t see anyone she took a napkin and placed it
on her lap then picked up a deep-fried chicken leg and started eating.
“May I join you?” Liz looked up at the tall boy standing there holding his tray waiting for a
response.
“Why that would be lovely, please do,” Liz smiled as she dabbed at her chin with a clean napkin.
Kyle put his tray down at the seat across from Liz’s, pulled out the chair and sat down.
“I’m surprised to see you here,” Kyle stated. “I would have thought you’d be studying for your
exam with your roommate,” he continued.
“Oh, you mean Joyce. Well she had a chemistry exam this morning. I do declare that I expected
her to be completed by now. I thought she might have come here straight from her test but I didn’t see her.
How about you al’, why aren’t you back with our little’ ol’ book, studying away?” Kyle took the ketchup
bottle from the middle of the table and began to pour some over his fries. He took the top bun off his first
hamburger and let the Heinz slowly land on top of the hamburger then repeated the process with his second
burger. While this happened he responded, “ I’ve been studying for hours, I’m done. Maybe we should quiz
each other while we eat?”
“Now you don’t want to give little’ ol’ me indigestion, do you?” Liz teased Kyle. “I’ll get sick and
won’t be able to take the exam, get an incomplete grade, and disappoint my mom and dad. You don’t want
to carry the burden of my failure on your shoulders, heaven forbid,” Liz said. “Of course you have some
mighty massive shoulders, well don’t you now!” Kyle looked up and laughed and Liz joined in.
“You sure are one funny lady,” Kyle told her trying to hold back the tears that were forming.
“Well I do declare, I’ve brought another young man to tears. I don’t know why I have such a hold
over men. Well everything will work out okay so stop now, you hear,” Liz could barely speak through her
laughter.
“Okay enough. You can stop now. Otherwise I’ll be the one who can’t take the exam, as someone
will have to pick me up off the floor as I may die from laughing so hard!” Liz sat there and smiled thinking
to herself what a handsome young man Kyle was. He seemed to have a strong sense of humor that always
impressed her when she found this characteristic in a person. This was a quality she found in Joyce and was
one of the reasons they had become such good friends as well as roommates.
Kyle tried to control himself, watching a smile form on Liz’s face. He knew nothing about the girl
who sat across from him yet she had made him laugh more than he’d done in months. He loved to listen to
her talk with her southern accent, not sure if she was exaggerating on his behalf or if she really talked like
this all the time. “Okay, no more talking about English Literature, I promise,” he told her.
“Well I do declare that we have reached some kind of understanding. Now can we get back to the
serious business of eating? I’m telling you that my tummy is sittin’ here talking to me. If I don’t answer it
soon, there’s no telling what might happen. You don’t want to be around me when I’m hungry and there’s
no food in sight!”
“Well don’t let me stop you from eating. I certainly don’t want to cause your peas to get cold.”
Joyce put down the highlighter. She read over the highlighted sections one final time then closed
the book. She got up, picked up her key ring and went out the door walking the thirty feet to the shared
lavatory. Feeling better after returning to her room she wondered where Elizabeth was. They had a midterm in twenty minutes and Joyce expected they would go over together. It only took five minutes to get
there, however it was still freezing outside so she would have to bundle up. Joyce decided to wait five more
minutes then she would walk over to Jackson Hall all by herself.
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“You were certainly hungry,” Liz said to Kyle. They both looked down at his plate that was as
clean as if it just came out of the dishwasher. “My mom taught me to always eat all of my food, to only
take what you can eat. I guess her lessons have stuck with me. What about you? Your chicken bones are so
clean you’d think a vulture got hold of them.”
“Oh hush, you silly. My momma and your mom must have used the same lesson book. Didn’t
your mom tell you’al it’s not polite to comment about females eating habits? Besides, I thought most men
like a woman who is willing to eat what she orders.” Kyle laughed once again. He had enjoyed eating lunch
with Liz and felt very relaxed around her. He looked at his watch and saw that it read 2:43. Surprised at the
time he said, “I have really enjoyed your company. Thank you for letting me sit with you. Now I believe
it’s time to leave for our English Lit exam. Unless of course you want to receive an ‘incomplete’.” Liz
looked at her watch and exclaimed, “Oh my, Joyce must be wondering where I went off to. I do declare we
better be going right away.” She jumped to her feet almost knocking over her chair. She reached for her
parka pulling the scarf out of the sleeve. Kyle rose at the same time putting his jacket on. “I’ll walk over
with you and you can explain to Joyce where you’ve been once we get to Jackson Hall. I’m sorry for
keeping you here so long. I hope I didn’t get you into any trouble with your friend.”
“Oh no, don’t you worry your pretty little head about anything. You didn’t cause any trouble I’m
sure. I would love to have your company going over to the exam.” They picked up their trays
simultaneously, Liz reaching under the table to retrieve hers. They gathered their empty dishes and carried
the trays to the return area. Liz reached into her parka pockets and pulled out her gloves, Kyle did the same.
They reached the exit door and Kyle opened the door for Liz. She smiled and walked out in front of him,
the smile disappearing as a blast of freezing cold air attacked her.
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Chapter 21
Tyrone told Jeromy that he’d really enjoyed the hot chocolate. He thought it was time to leave
even though he really had nowhere to go. It was hard for him to imagine that he was sitting on Jeromy’s
bed talking as if they were best friends, having formally met Jeromy just a few hours earlier.
“Do you really have to leave already?” Jeromy asked. “Oh, ah, I understand. Don’t let me keep
you. You must have friends who are waiting for you. I’m sure they’re wanting to know how your exam
went.” Jeromy realized he was rambling on so he just stopped talking and looked at Tyrone. He sat at the
top of the bed against the wall with his knees at 45-degree angles, ankles crossed. Jeromy knew that once
Tyrone left he would have the chore of packing up his belongings for his ‘winter break’. He would head
home tomorrow for the four weeks that separated the first and second semesters. He knew his mom, dad,
brothers and sisters were planning a “special” Christmas dinner. It would be the first time all of them would
be together in almost five years. His mom had written a long letter several weeks’ back describing this most
wonderful event that was now only nine days away. The thought saddened him as he realized this would be
the first Christmas day dinner without Jennie in almost the same time frame. Over the past three years they
would take turns having the main meal at one family and desert at the other family’s house. He fought back
a tear that wanted to escape. He knew Tyrone would never understand so he forced a smile to appear.
Tyrone returned Jeromy’s gaze, homing in on the word “friends”. He sat there listening to Jeromy
talk, taking each sentence and running them through his mind. Tyrone thought he caught Jeromy’s meaning
without having anything said out loud. Jeromy expected that Tyrone had lots of friends and he would rather
be spending time with them. Friends - “best friend”, someone to share your day-to-day events with and
even your secrets. All of that had died the day Malcolm was killed. Over the past several months Tyrone
had not given much thought to the word. Schoolwork had kept him busy and his social life was spent going
to group functions where a person could “get lost in the crowd”. Tyrone stared at Jeromy and saw
something “special” in his eyes. Across from him sat someone who didn’t care about black or white.
Jeromy treated him as a person. It showed in the way he gave him his hot chocolate, how he talked to Joyce
and himself with the same tone of voice, looking from one to the other as he told his story. Everyone was
equal in Jeromy’s eyes and therefore were treated exactly the same. He had seen the same view come
across when he’d first met Joyce at the Getaway lounge the day before. Tyrone had not had much
interaction with white folks however he knew he carried a prejudiced view of them. This was evident with
the other white boy he met at the lounge at the same time as Joyce. He reflected on this a moment and
realized that any impressions given or received were based upon perceptions, not on the individual
themselves. Meeting Joyce Jeromy and to some extent Kyle, Tyrone had dealt with specific individuals. In
each case his color had played no part in their interaction with him. He had felt the same way about them.
As he thought again about the word “friends”, Tyrone decided that he would be honored to call Jeromy,
Joyce, and Kyle his friends. Tyrone recognized that Jeromy had stopped talking and was looking at him,
waiting for a reply.
“No, not really. I have no-one waiting to meet me. I’d suggest we go get a beer at the Getaway but
it’s so cold outside, I’m not sure I could get my body out that door again so soon. I’m still kinda cold. You
what I’d really like, if you have the time that is. Another hot chocolate would be wonderful, if you have any
more.” Jeromy almost bounced off the bed stumbling as he uncrossed his legs and put his feet on the floor.
“Great! I’d like another one as well and I’ve got a full container, see.” Jeromy beamed at Tyrone as he
presented the container of cocoa to his friend.
Liz and Kyle walked into Jackson Hall just ahead of the bell. They headed to their desks just as
Professor Thrumming started to pull out the exam books from his briefcase. He looked up briefly, smiling
at his students as the briefcase top was shut with authority. Liz saw Joyce waiting impatiently at her desk
glaring at Liz as she struggled out of her parka, scarf and gloves. Placing these carefully inside each sleeve
of her jacket, Liz placed the jacket over the back of her chair. She smiled at her roommate as she sat down.
“Where have you been?” Joyce hissed at Liz.
“Why darlin’, I’ve been over at the Livestock filling my belly, having the most enchanting
conversation with a fine young gentleman,” she replied. Joyce looked over at Kyle, who’d just taken his
own seat, then back at Liz. She stifled a laugh before it exploded from her throat, while staring at Elizabeth.
“I should have known. Here I’d thought you’d buried yourself somewhere studying for your exam.
Instead you’re having a good time studying biology versus English lit. I hope the two of you had a good
time,” Joyce continued under her breath.
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“Why I do declare, we spent our time studying, don’t you worry your pretty littl’ head about that
sweety,” Liz reached over and patted Joyce’s hand and laughed out loud.
“Okay ladies and gentleman, and I do use those terms loosely, it’s time to settle down. Here’s
what you’ve been waiting for all semester, the golden opportunity to prove yourselves as literary genius’s.
For those of you unfortunate enough to have ignored my presence over the past four months, well, I look
forward to seeing you again next semester. Have fun! That’s what it’s all about. Please keep that in mind.
Now, no more talking!” With that note the professor handed out the exam.
Jeromy looked at the clock and saw it read 4:28 P.M. Tyrone had left a few minutes earlier.
Gazing around the dorm room Jeromy realized that his roommate’s stuff was noticeably absent. While
Tyrone and Joyce were visiting he hadn’t even recognized this fact. This was the first time all semester that
anyone had come back to his room to sit and chat. Jeromy had not made many friends over the course of
the first semester here at Seivelle University. For that matter, He’d had no desire to do so. The previous
summer and Jennie’s death hung over him like a black cloud. College classes had stretched him to the
limits of his abilities, he knew he didn’t want to disappoint him mom and dad by bringing back flunking
grades. His family knew he was no ‘A’ student, however they were still thrilled that he’d decided to
continue his education. They’d been worried that he’d decide not to attend college, though what they’d
thought he would have done instead was a mystery to him. Having completed his exams Jeromy was
looking forward to seeing his family again. He was glad that Mr. Highsmith said it was okay to go back and
work at the deli during his extended vacation. He wondered if Tim was still working in the kitchen along
with Pedro. They had been very friendly towards him making going to work enjoyable. He flashed back to
his first day at the deli, meeting Sharon McStevens. He knew she wanted to go out with him, however he
shivered at the thought, Jennie lying at his feet, a growing circle of deep red forever burned into his
memory. Trying to stand up Jeromy felt temporally paralyzed, his legs failing him. He sat down on the
corner of his bed wondering if the image would ever go away.
Tyrone fought off the bitter wind wondering if the grumbling of his stomach was worth the effort
of heading outside again. The heat obtained by drinking two hot chocolates had quickly dissipated once
he’d opened the outer door of Donnell, heading towards the Livestock cafe. He knew the cafeteria would be
closing in fifteen minutes so he’d foolishly decided to get something to eat before heading back to his own
dorm room. He knew he had no food in his room, having eaten or thrown away the last remnants of junk
food since he was heading home tomorrow. He thought it was a good idea to eat something since he’d had
nothing all day, unless you call the chocolate covered donut he’d eaten around 6:30 A.M. food. A fierce
gust blew him several steps closer towards his destination and he had to struggle to maintain his balance.
Walking as quickly as the weather allowed Tyrone saw through teary eyes someone coming out of the
cafeteria, holding the door open so he could enter. He nodded his appreciation his gloved hands still deeply
entrenched inside his parka’s pockets. Taking that final stem into the building he shook as ferociously as a
lion bearing down on it’s prey, though in his case he was trying to shake off the terrible chill which
permeated throughout his body. He walked deeper into the Livestock hearing the door slam shut behind
him, torn from the hands of the poor student who’d headed straight into the fierce storm blowing outside.
Ever so slowly, as if in slow motion, Tyrone took his hands out of his pockets and peeled off his gloves.
Pocketing them first into one now empty pocket, then the other, Tyrone flexed his fingers back and forth
letting the warmth of the room circulate back into his hands. Leaving his parka zipped up to his neck
Tyrone walked into the cafeteria looking at the menu board trying to decide what he wanted to eat.
Jeromy felt the blood coursing through his veins and tried once more to stand up. His legs became
steady so he took a step forward towards his closet door. Reaching out, turning the knob, the door opened
out towards him displaying a dozen or so shirts to the left and pants, mostly jeans, to the right. Moving
closer Jeromy pushed the shirts out of the way and stretched deep into the back of the closet, his fingers
grabbing hold of the suitcase which he’d stored there over three months earlier. Pulling the suitcase out of
the closet he took it over to his bed and laid it topside up. He fumbled through the combination lock used to
keep outsiders out, heard the final click and pushed on the clasps which released the top from the bottom so
it could be easily opened. Jeromy opened the top and let it fall onto the bed, two empty compartments now
visible waiting to be fed. Jeromy headed back to his closet and started to take several pairs of jeans off their
hangers and bring them over to the suitcase. He carefully placed five different jeans into the deep end of the
suitcase, alternating the direction from leg to waist, waist to leg. After having the pants neatly stored away
Jeromy went back to choose the shirts which he’d be bringing home. Something caught his eye, there off in
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the corner of his desk. He wasn’t sure what it was so he stopped what he was doing and walked over to his
desk, curious about what he’d seen. Lying face down near his lamplight was a white envelope. Jeromy just
stared at it with a surprised expression on his face. He didn’t remember pulling out any envelope from his
desk draw today or even yesterday. He bent over and picked it up to face him and was shocked to see his
name written very neatly on the front. He looked at the back flap and saw it was sealed shut. Jeromy
realized that the envelope must have been leaning against his lamplight and been accidentally knocked
over. Walking over to his bed Jeromy pushed the suitcase out of his way and sat down at the edge pulling
his feet in tight between each other. Hesitating just a moment he pulled the back flap so the glue separated
from the inner lining and peeled it open. Enclosed was a smartly folded piece of paper, the writing hidden
from initial viewing. Jeromy pulled out the letter letting the envelope drop onto his bed. Unfolding the three
evenly centered folds, Jeromy saw a neat writing with his name at the top of the page.
Jeromy,
I’m sorry I didn’t have a chance to see you before leave on
semester break. My ROTC unit had to go out on special
maneuvers early today and I’m not sure what time or which
day we will return. I know you had your last final exam
today...G O O D L U C K!
I’ll see you again at the start of the next semester. Have a
great winter vacation, you deserve it.
KAIN
Jeromy held the letter from his roommate in his hands a few minutes and smiled. He didn’t have a chance
to see his roommate very much since Kain was hardly in the room. ROTC took up a great deal of his time
and Kain seemed to enjoy it a great deal. When he was studying he went over to one of his ROTC buddies
room since they had the same schedule. Jeromy did most of his studying either in his room or at the library.
Now it was over. Hard to imagine that four months had come then gone so quickly. The last couple of
weeks had been the best, even if they did include taking final exams. Jeromy smiled once more re-reading
the letter from Kain. He took the letter and folded it neatly along the same creases, picked up the envelope
and placed the letter back inside. Unfolding his legs once again he stretched till his toes touched the floor.
Standing up Jeromy pulled the suitcase towards the middle of the bed. Leaning over he took the white
envelope and placed it in the flap that buckles along the top on the inner section of the suitcase. Jeromy
went to retrieve the shirts that he intended to take home with him when he heard a knock on his door.
Stopping before he reached the closet Jeromy retraced his steps and walked hesitantly towards his dorm
room door.
Tyrone fought a losing battle with the Illinois weather one last time for the day. He struggled to
get the outer door to his dormitory open, finally squeezing through a tiny opening. As he released his grip
the door closed with a mighty crash. He took his time going down the main corridor towards the elevator
that would bring him to his home away from home, at least through next semester. His dorm room was on
the 9th floor overlooking Grants Tomb (as the History building was commonly referred to). He knew that
Kyle should be back soon. Having gone in the opposite direction from their room’s vantage point, to
Jackson Hall and his English Literature final exam. “I’m done! I can’t believe it,” Tyrone thought to
himself out loud. He’d been up 18 - 20 hours each day for the past two weeks going to classes and studying
for his final exams. A wave of exhaustion coursed through his body and he fell onto his bed, too tired and
cold to take off his parka. The heat of the dorm room and the layers of clothes Tyrone wore filtered warmth
through him starting at his toes. He closed his eyes and an assortment of unwanted images attacked his
brain. Names appeared as if he was at a movie theater watching the opening (or maybe it was the closing)
credits scroll across the wide screen of his mind. “No-neck, Martha, Troy, Ophelia, MALCOLM!” Tyrone
half rose out of his bed, startled from his dazed state of sleep that he had tried to enter. The last two names
came at him again as if they were shot from a hunter’s arrow. MALCOLM! It was almost a month since
he’d thought about his high school “best friend”. School work had become so overwhelming that he’d
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neglected his friend who should have been there studying with him. Now school was over, he’d be heading
back home, minus Malcolm. He thought about Martha and Troy Powers and what these past four months
must have been like, living in a their own world, knowing that their son and baby daughter were dead,
murdered in the street in front of their home. As far as he knew, no suspects had been caught. Tyrone
wondered if there was any investigation going on to try and solve these murders. After all of this time he
was sure that the cops just thought of them as two less blacks we’d have to deal with. “As soon as I get
home, I’ll stop by and visit with Mr. and Mrs. Powers,” Tyrone told himself. He’d let them know that his
thoughts and prayers were still with them.
“No-neck,” I wonder why that name crossed my mind Tyrone puzzled. “I guess it’s because I still
have Jeromy’s strange story sitting in the back of my mind,” he rationalized. “I wonder what that’s all
about,” he continued to himself. A shiver ran down his spine while a few beads of perspiration rolled off
his forehead, resting on the shoulder of his parka. Realizing that he was still half-sitting on his bed fully
clothed with his outside gear Tyrone swung his feet to the side of his bed and stood up, having to put his
hand on the bed for support. Straightening to his full height he started to take off his parka walking slowly
to his closet. He reached behind him to shake off the dead weight of his jacket that was sticking to his
sweatshirt. Finally the parka fell to the floor, a tiny water droplet still visible on his left shoulder. Reaching
down Tyrone picked up the parka. Turning to his left he took out an empty hanger. Neatly fitting the two
sleeves of the parka in place on the anger he hung the jacket in the corner of the closet. He waked away
from the closet, shutting the door behind him. Tyrone walked towards his dresser pulling the Eagleton High
school sweatshirt over his head. Once it was off he turned it to face him. He read the name once more then
folded it carefully and placed it in the middle drawer. He thought about his last few days of high school.
Going home now after completing his first semester of college the empty void would engulf him during the
next week. A tear formed in his right eye as he heard a key fitting into the dorm room door.
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Chapter 22
Jeromy opened the door a crack and peaked out through the opening he’d made. Sheila’s smiling
face appeared within Jeromy’s limited sight. Jeromy blinked once, then again till he realized he was still
holding the door partially open. “Hi, come in,” he stuttered as he opened the door a little wider. “Thanks. I
hope I’m not disturbing you,” Sheila said waiting for Jeromy to open the door so she could walk in. He
recognized he was still blocking the door and stumbled out of the way so the door flew open all the way.
He looked around the room and saw that his suitcase was open on the bed and his closet door was open.
The rest of the room looked neat enough, especially since Kain was gone.
“I’m sorry the room is
such a mess, I was just starting to pack my things, you see I’m heading home for the holiday break
tomorrow,” Jeromy spoke softly while looking over his shoulder at Sheila. He went to the bed first and
closed the suitcase, carrying it to the open closet. He put it down on the floor and kicked the closet door
shut behind him. Dorm rooms aren’t that big to begin with and the room felt that much smaller with Sheila
standing there in the middle between Kain’s and Jeromy’s beds, one on each side of the room. Jeromy
turned back to face Sheila. He saw her glancing around taking in the way they had their room arranged.
“I’m leaving tomorrow as well and I was afraid I’d miss seeing you before I left, so I, uh, decided
to stop by. I hope you don’t mind. I don’t know your last name and didn’t have your phone number, but I
remembered you were on the 5th floor. I thought I’d take a chance and see if you were in,” Sheila
continued.
“I just finished my last exam this morning. I got back a little while ago and as you saw I thought
I’d do some packing,” Jeromy stated, hoping he wasn’t rambling on.
“I’ll leave if this is a bad time. I don’t want to get in your way,” Sheila’s smile disappeared as she
stared at Jeromy trying to gage his mood.
“Oh no! Please don’t leave. Uh, it’s fine. I’m in no rush,” Jeromy stuttered over his words. He
normally wasn’t like this, but he was not very comfortable around girls. “Would you like to sit down,” he
said, suddenly realizing he didn’t know where she should sit. She could sit on his bed, but then where
should he sit. He’d never had a girl in his dorm room before, except for Joyce a few hours earlier. That was
different since Tyrone was there as well. Joyce had left before Tyrone because she had another exam that
afternoon. Two different girls in his room on the same day Jeromy thought to himself. Sheila’s visit was
unique as this was the first time he was alone with a girl in him room all semester long. Jeromy started to
blush so he turned away from Sheila and went to pull his desk chair away from the desk so that one of them
could sit on this chair. Sheila recognized Jeromy’s nervousness and her smile reappeared brightening the
entire room. Not wanting to make Jeromy any more nervous than be already was she headed towards the
chair and sat down. Jeromy was still holding onto the chair as Sheila crossed the room and took a seat.
Startled by this sudden movement Jeromy took two steps back and almost fell backwards onto his bed.
Steadying himself with his hands he straightened up now facing a seated Sheila. She started to unzip her
jacket revealing a white cashmere sweater opened at the neck over a turquoise blouse. Jeromy watched her
intently for a moment then said as he looked up at her face, “Uh, could I offer you something. Uh, I mean
to eat or drink. I have some snacks left over and a soda or hot chocolate or anything. Sheila grinned while
stating, “oh no, I’m fine. I just got back from eating lunch. Thanks just the same. Go ahead and get yourself
something. I don’t mind, really I don’t.”
“I’m fine then too. I mean, uh, if I can’t get you anything, I’m not hungry or thirsty or nothing’,”
Jeromy didn’t know what to say. Sheila sat there smiling at him so he found it difficult not to smile back at
her. He finally sat on the edge of his bed so they where now at eye level.
“So what exam did you have this morning?” Sheila asked.
“That was my chemistry class with Professor Orenigh over at the Snidley building,” Jeromy
answered. “What chemistry class are you in?” What professor do you have?” Jeromy asked Sheila.
“Oh, I didn’t take chemistry this semester,” Sheila replied. “I’m planning to go on to medical
school, so I’m starting with pre-med subjects this semester. I took biology over at Beacon Hall. I was never
any good at chemistry in high school so I’ll be happy not to take any of those courses here at Seivelle. I’ve
always liked biology topics so I thought I’d continue with the advance course next semester.” Jeromy
thought he saw a twinkle in Sheila’s eyes but he couldn’t be sure. I t had been a long time since he’d been
talking one-on-one with a female other than Jennie so he wasn’t sure what to do or say. The thought of
Jennie and chemistry class caused him to shiver and his eyes darkened for a moment. He looked over at
Sheila and saw a puzzled look cross over her face. Knowing that it wasn’t fair to Sheila, she had no idea
what he’d been through he tried to maintain a smile. “Boy, pre-med. That’s heavy duty stuff. You must be
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one smart girl.” Jeromy sounded truly impressed and Sheila felt somewhat shy by his remarks. This was the
first time she’d ever gone over to a boy’s dorm room. It was almost like asking the guy out instead of the
other way around. Sheila liked Jeromy from the first time they’d met. She had hoped that he’d ask her out
sometime during their first semester but he never did. He seemed somewhat drawn back, maybe even sad
when they’d met by chance on the few occasions throughout the year. Even today she could detect a trace
of sadness sitting behind the surface of his smile. She wasn’t sure if Jeromy had another girl friend but it
didn’t seem like it. She had never seen him with anyone else, male or female for that matter. It always
seemed like he was happy to see her, even today when she had surprised him by stopping by.
“Oh not that smart. Stupid maybe for thinking I could ever become a doctor. My mom and dad
always told me I could be whatever I wanted. Ambition can take you a long way as long as you’re willing
to push real hard to achieve your goals. I’m a long way away from fulfilling my dream, but at least I’m here
taking that first step. What about you? Have you given it any thought as to what you want to do after
finishing your education here at good ol’ Seivelle U.?”
“No, I can’t say that I’ve thought about what will happen after college. It seems so far away. I’ve
never been a great student and was surprised to be accepted at Seivelle. My folks where proud the day I
received my acceptance letter so here I am. It’s been real tough going to classes and taking all of these
exams. Studying seems to never end but I think I surprised myself and passed all of my classes. What’s in
the future for me? I’m not sure. Now that you mention it, I was thinking maybe I’d become a policeman. It
would be nice to try and make a difference in our society where everything that happens seems so
senseless. Well, uh, that’s just a thought.” Jeromy became rather quiet at the end of his conversation. He
didn’t know any other answers to give so he looked down at the floor then back up into Sheila’s eyes. He
saw no scorn there or judgment. Just a friend who was listening to what he had to say. A tear formed in his
right eye but stayed put. This was the second time today where he felt like he had a friend to sit with. It was
strange how this all occurred on the last day of the semester, when each of them would be going their own
way for the next four or five weeks. Jeromy hoped that he’d still see Tyrone, Joyce and Sheila once they all
returned for their second semester.
Sheila watched and listened to Jeromy as he talked about himself for the first time since they’d
been together. She realized that her dream had been with her for a long time, probably since she started
junior high school and got interested in medical shows on TV. When Jeromy started talking about
becoming a policeman and trying to make a difference in society his eyes clouded over, masking a pain that
he tried valiantly to hide. She also wanted to make a difference in society and medicine seems the perfect
vehicle to make that happen. Cops were on the other side of the spectrum, having to bring into hospitals the
end results of violence in this world. She stared at Jeromy trying to picture him as a police officer, but
failed miserably. He had too gentle a nature to be able to deal with the day-in, day-out occurrences that
cops had to face. Sheila knew she had accidentally put Jeromy on the spot with her leading question about
the future. The police officer response was his way of trying to have a meaningful answer to her statement
about beginning pre-med courses. She had not made this statement in a boastful fashion, but rather to show
Jeromy she had ambitions to succeed in a male dominated world. Of course now she realized that Jeromy
didn’t think in that way, in his mind she had every right to be at Seivelle University and doing well in her
classes. A lot of guys she’d met felt superior to her and tried to put her down every chance they got.
Sheila saw that Jeromy had stopped talking and was waiting for a response so she began again,
“You know Jeromy, I agree with you about studying every night. It seems so time consuming, but at the
end of the evening, or is it early in the morning, it’s hard to tell sometimes, well anyway, when I’m finished
and I think I know what the’re talking about, I mean I think I finally understand, well thats the best feeling
in the world for me. And as far as making a difference in society, I have a strong feeling that this will be
true for you, no matter what profession you choose.”
Jeromy had to fight back the tears as he finished speaking. Sheila was watching him, not wanting
to make him feel uncomfortable yet showing him that she cared about what he had to say. As she talked
about studying he sensed her commitment and dedication to her life and the phase she was in currently at
Seivelle U. In retrospect he felt that he had also learned a lot during his first semester. When she talked
about his making a difference in society he just sat there hoping it was true. He wasn’t sure exactly how he
would accomplish this, but Sheila gave him a new confidence and he wanted to tell her so. “Thanks for
saying that. I really mean it. No one has ever talked to me that way before. It’s great to meet someone who
has so much enthusiasm about school and life in general. I’m glad you stopped by. I really enjoy talking to
you.”
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“Thanks to you too. I like being with you as well. I want you to know I don’t normally do this
kind of thing, you know, stop by a boys dorm room. It’s just that I did want to see you again before the
holidays, and I kinda made you a little Christmas present. Don’t worry it’s nothing really. I know you don’t
have anything for me. It’s just you were so nice to me on our first day of school when I didn’t know
anyone. You helped me get off on the right foot, so to speak, and I’ve enjoyed my first semester so much.”
Sheila reached into her purse and pulled out a small bag. She stood up pushing the chair back by Jeromy’s
desk. Jeromy got up off the bed and stood still while Sheila turned around and walked over to him, hand
outstretched with the bag, giving it to Jeromy when they were close enough to touch one another. He
hesitated for a minute then reached out and took the bag from her hand. Sheila smiled in her most friendly
fashion and a grin crossed Jeromy’s face. He reached into the bag and pulled out a Christmas tree ornament
in the shape of an elevator. The elevator doors were open with a tiny suitcase stuck between the two doors,
a small hand holding onto the handle. Painted at the top of the elevator were the words SIEVIELLE U.
Jeromy laughed and Sheila laughed with him.
“Remember how I got stuck with my suitcase in hand in the elevator and you came to my rescue?
Well I thought I’d capture that moment since it started my life away from home. So again, thanks!”
“You’re welcome. You’re so silly, but I love it. You certainly are very talented. This came out
great. I appreciate it.”
“Listen, I have to be going. I’m glad you were home and we had this chance to get together.
Maybe we can get each others phone numbers so we can get back together after we return from our
holidays.”
“Great idea. How come you’re always the one initiating these meetings?” Jeromy asked.
“You can certainly change that next semester,” Sheila stated. Jeromy turned to get a pen and two
pieces of paper off of his desk. He wrote down his phone number on one piece and gave it to Sheila along
with the pen and extra piece of paper. Sheila wrote down her number and gave it back to Jeromy. Sheila
took the paper with Jeromy’s number and put it in her open purse, than clasped it shut. Jeromy held onto
Sheila’s number tightly in his hand as they walked to the door standing next to each other.
“Thanks for stopping by and the Christmas tree ornament. I’ve had a great time,” Jeromy said.
“Thank you for starting my freshman year off right and listening to me today. Have a wonderful
holiday and get in touch when you get back, okay?”
“I will. You have a great holiday as well.” Jeromy reached out to open the door for Sheila. He
didn’t know what to do next so he put out his hand to shake hands. Sheila took his hand and pulled him
down towards her. She held onto his hand while stretching up and giving Jeromy a kiss. She held it for a
few seconds then stepped back, released his hand and walked out the door. “Bye,” she said and turned to
head down the corridor. “Bye,” he replied standing in the hallway watching her walk away.
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Chapter 23
Kyle worked the locking mechanism turning the key to the right. The door stayed locked.
Frustrated he refit the key into the door and turned this time to the left. He heard a soft click. Smiling he
removed the key and turned the doorknob. Even after being here an entire semester, he still forgot which
way the door lock worked. Picking up his book bag that he’d dropped to the floor while trying to open his
dorm room, Kyle stepped inside. Pushing the door closed with his gloved hand the door freed itself. The
sound of the lock catching behind him told him that he had made it! The first semester of his college career
was completed. “The first time I’ve been in school not playing football since the 3rd grade,” he thought to
himself. Unconsciously he did a quick knee bend to test out his right leg. Standing fully upright again,
Kyle’s smile brightened, as he felt almost no pain. His friend Alex had pushed him hard all semester trying
to get his badly damaged knee back in shape. Barely five months later he felt the knee was almost there.
During the football season Kyle had sat and watched college games on TV, feeling jealous at times. He
should have been out there playing in front of a national audience. Sipping a beer, he wondered what the
feeling was like, a camera zooming in for the close-up as you homed in on the quarterback, flying through
the air as you knock the ball out of his hand. Scooping it up you head the other direction and score the
winning touchdown. The home crowd goes wild. Sweating as if he was really in the game, Kyle blinked his
eyes trying to get back to reality. As the perspiration rolled down his cheeks, he realized that he was still
wearing his heavy winter coat, scarf wrapped securely round his neck, ski gloves clinging to his hands. He
peeled off first the right glove, then the left, flexing his fingers trying to get the blood circulating after
fighting a losing battle with the winter storm blowing outside. Dropping the gloves to the floor, Kyle went
to unzip his coat, stopping halfway from his closet as he realized that he was not alone. Across the room
staring at him as if he had eyes in the back of his head Tyrone stood facing away from him. A stark contrast
to Kyle’s fully winterized body, Tyrone was shirtless, dressed almost as if he was ready to jump into the
university’s Olympic size swimming pool. Tyrone continued to face towards his dresser, his gaze in the
mirror watching Kyle as he entered their dorm room. Kyle continued to unzip his jacket as he walked
further into the room towards his own closet.
“Hi Tyrone. It feels nice to be out of that storm,” Kyle said as he completed the task of
unwrapping his scarf, folding it in thirds and placing it neatly on top of his closet shelf. Tyrone wanted to
respond but needed to get his composure back first. “Hi,” was all he could get out, reaching to wipe the
tear from his face, still not looking at his roommate. Puzzled, Kyle took off his coat and reached into his
closet pulling out a hanger. He hung up the coat away from the rest of his clothes not wanting to get them
wet from the melting snow and ice which still clung to the sleeves and front zipper. Wondering what was
wrong with his roommate Kyle remembered he had not seen him since he left early this morning for his
Chemistry exam. Knowing how hard Tyrone had studied for this test Kyle thought that maybe Tyrone felt
he’d done poorly. Kyle had watched and listened to Tyrone as he “tutored” himself on his various subjects,
trying to help him to do well. Tyrone was very hard on himself throughout the first half of the year striving
for the best possible grade. Tyrone had explained to him that he was the first of his rather large family,
including relatives, to be accepted on scholarship to a University. He felt it was extremely important for
him to do well. While not for the same reasons as Tyrone, Kyle had hoped he’d do well in school. Knowing
that he was never a good student, Kyle had relied on football and his physical size to get him through. This
was the first time in life that Kyle had to depend on his brain versus his brawn to get by. Nervous that this
would not be enough, Kyle had spent a lot of hours studying yet he was still getting lost in the material.
Tyrone recognized this situation with his roommate and offered his assistance. At first Kyle resisted,
thinking that a black boy tutoring him was inappropriate. Never consciously biased against blacks, having
played football with them since his pre-teen years, Kyle still felt uncomfortable in this role reversal. After
almost flunking a math test Kyle re-thought his opposition and went to Tyrone saying he would greatly
appreciate any help. To Tyrone’s credit he never questioned Kyle’s initial reluctance, or his change of
attitude. Now Kyle watched as his roommate looked very distraught and he wanted to help him in any way
he could. Turning away from his own dresser Kyle walked the short distance over to where Tyrone stood
still facing away from him. Reaching out and putting a hand on his shoulder Kyle asked, “Tyrone, did you
have a tough time with your chemistry exam? Is there anything I can do for you?” Tyrone shook
involuntarily only because his roommate’s hand was freezing cold against his bare skin. Surprise by this
action Kyle quickly removed his hand as if he had been shocked. Brought out of his temporary depression
Tyrone turned to face his roommate exploding out the following words, “Man your hand is freezing, what
have you been doing, playing football with the icicles hanging outside? Geese man, just as I was starting to
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warm up too.” Kyle stared into Tyrone’s eyes realizing the truth behind his statement. He started laughing,
stating, “Well I guess there were a few icicles hanging off the branches outside so I decided to bring them
inside as present to you.”
“Why thanks man. As if I didn’t get enough of freezin’ my ass off all by myself out there walking
back and forth from that bitchin’ Beacon building. Hey, why did you ask if I had a tough time with my
chemistry exam?”
“I don’t know. You just seemed to be upset about something, so I just naturally thought it must
have been your exam. I know how important this thing was to you. So how was the final exam mister
smarty-pants? I’m sure your parents will be very proud of you.” Tyrone started to smile then stopped
having heard Kyle’s last words. He forced himself to complete the smile while replying, “You know. I
think I did okay. I knew most of the material. And the rest, well man I guess we just have to wait and see.
How bout’ you? You’ve just completed the first semester of you college education. How does it feel? How
did your test go? God knows you spent enough time studying for this exam. So what man, are you
planning to become some kind of literature genius, you know man, maybe teaching, maybe writing the
perfect novel.” Now it was Kyle’s turn to smile while watching his roommate closely, trying to figure out
what was wrong with him.
“Yeah, that’s me all right. Mister English Literature, writing to break women’s hearts everywhere.
I could barely put a sentence together till you came along and helped me. Thanks to you I think I did okay
also. I’m pretty sure I passed the class at least. I’m just glad it’s over, for now anyway. My brain can use
some time off. I’ll take football any day of the week over this literary stuff. At least that’s how I use to
think, brawn, not brain. Now, well I’m just not so sure anymore. We’ll there’s time to worry about that part
of my life.” Kyle answered his roommate the best that he could. “Listen, I know you don’t have to tell me
if you don’t want to, but I’m here to listen and help if I can. I know something’s bothering you, your upset
and trying to hide it. It’s been clear to me all semester long, I just didn’t think it was my place to say
anything. Well we’ve been roommates for five months now you offered your assistance with my studies
and I took it. I know you’ve helped me tremendously this year and I thank you. If something is bothering
you and I can help, well like I said, I’m here. Even if it is simply you needing someone to talk to. I’ll shut
up now, but I just wanted you to know you can treat me as a roommate and a friend, if you want to that is.”
Kyle stopped talking and sat down on the edge of his bed never taking his eyes off of Tyrone.
Tyrone listened while Kyle spoke, swallowing hard several times trying to choke down his
emotions. Since Malcolm’s death Tyrone had never spoken about him to anyone except Detective Wheeler.
The police were no further along in their “investigation”. Tyrone was sure they had put the case behind
them. What’s a few more dead Negroes anyhow. Of course that white girl had been killed as well. The
papers had been full of information about her. What was her name again, Jill, Janis, no that’s not it. It was
Jennie. That’s right, Jennie Thurowgood. What were she and her boyfriend doing in that area anyway?
Tyrone suppressed a tear as his thoughts went back to Kyle. Should he tell him anything? What good would
it do anyway? Give him someone to talk about this. He’s white, does that matter? I don’t have many black
friends here. I can’t talk about this with Leo. Should I try and talk with Kyle? He told me all about his
football injury and his goals, aspirations going down with his damaged knee. The tear finally forced its way
through, no defensive lineman able to stop it. Tyrone lifted his head and stared intently at Kyle. The look of
compassion clearly etched itself into Kyle’s face, broke the path for his decision. He went and sat at the
edge of his own bed looking directly at Kyle while he began to tell Malcolm’s story.
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Chapter 24

Jeromy had been home for a week and he was starting to miss being at Seivelle. When he first got
home his mom and dad where very excited to have their little boy back home, even if it was for a short
while. They asked a lot of questions about school and what subjects he liked along with other small talk.
They made a point about not asking anything concerning Jennie, so he stayed away from that topic. The
second day he was home he went over to talk with Joe and Denise Thurowgood. He wanted to see how they
where doing and if they had heard anything from the police. Denise had lost a lot of weight and her face
looked almost like a skeleton, her cheeks drawn in, devoid of any color. Her hair was scraggly, looking like
blond straw instead of the golden luster he remembered. He saw a FOR SALE sign in front of their
property and felt a twang of guilt as he remembered that fateful night. Denise tried to smile when she
opened the door and saw who it was but the process was to painful so she just stood there staring with
blank eyes. She never offered to have him come in so they talked with a silent moment not knowing where
the conversation should lead. Jeromy let Denise know that he was thinking of them and wanted them to
know again how sorry he was. They looked at each other through invisible tears not having the power to
bring Jennie back to life. Joe came to the door from the kitchen a beer in hand. “Who is it Denise?” he
asked. He pulled the door open wider so he could see their visitor and stopped abruptly as he saw Jeromy
standing there. Jeromy watched as his hand tightened around the beer can then relaxed again. Jennie’s
death had the opposite effect on her father. He had always been tall and trim never much of a drinker. Now
Jeromy could see that he had put on at least 30 pounds. His stomach rounded out in the beginning of the
classic “beer belly” though it was not fully formed yet. Gazing up into Mr. Thurowgood’s eyes a red haze
shown brightly identifying an alcoholic binge even thought it was only 9:30 in the morning. Joe moved the
beer to his left hand, wiped his right hand against his trousers then reached out to shake Jeromy’s hand.
Jeromy hesitated for a second then put his hand in the elder mans outstretched hand and they shook hands.
Jeromy always remembered Joe’s grip as hard and manly. Now he felt more flesh in the grip and it wasn’t
as strong and vibrant as it had been six months ago.
“How the hell are you Jeromy?” Jose asked in a slightly slurred voice.
“College life agreeing with you boy?” Joe had always referred to him as boy. The sound of this
word made Jeromy cringe. He was no longer a boy, hadn’t been one for a long time. Joe had never felt that
Jeromy lived up to Jennie’s expectations. He had tolerated their relationship expecting it to extinguish itself
once Jennie went to school at Yale. He never anticipated that Jennie would never make it to her freshmen
class. Jeromy wasn’t sure why he had come here, yet he knew that he had to visit them to see how they
were doing. Not knowing what he expected to find did not reduce the shock of what stood before him.
Denise had quietly walked away from the door once Joe had gotten there. He realized that he would never
see them again. This was the last time he would speak with any of the Thurowgood’s. He had hoped that
they would be able to cope with the death of their daughter, find something in their own lives to help them
go forward, learn to live for each other. Jeromy saw that the unknown assailants bullets didn’t just kill three
people. It shattered the lives of at least three other families. How could someone be that cruel, that cold
hearted to destroy five upstanding families that way? Jeromy knew there were terrible people out there. He
watched the news, read the newspapers just like anyone else. The big difference before that dreadful
moment was it had always been someone else he was reading about or seeing on TV. That infamous
“someone else” had now become real people in his life. As he looked at Denise and Joe Thurowgood, the
colored glasses that he’d looked through at his world had disintegrated into a million pieces. The boyfriend
had the luxury to continue on with his life. This was no longer an option for the Thurowgood’s’ who had
lost their only child. Jeromy had walked by that FOR SALE sign knowing that it didn’t just represent the
sale of someone’s property but the souls of two human beings who felt they had nothing left to live for.
It had been a long four months since Jeromy had seen the Thurowgood’s. Since that time he had
gone down to the police department and met with Detective Wheeler and Sergeant Finkel. They had been
friendly towards Jeromy but didn’t have any positive information to share. The boy who had been killed,
Malcolm Powers seemed to be a fairly clean kid. He had no prior arrest record, no major problems at
school. In fact he was enrolled to go away to school at Seivelle University in the fall. This had come as a
shock to Jeromy who told the police officers that was where he now attended classes. They asked him if he
knew anything happening at the University that they should know about. He was about to tell them about
his strange encounter with Mr. No-neck at the Research Rectangle but did not see how this would have any
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relevance with Jennie’s murder. He hoped they would have found Jennie’s killers by now. It seemed that
they would never be able to solve this crime. It would stay as an unsolved murder in their books.
Jeromy went back to work at the deli. His old boss Duncan Highsmith had greeted him warmly saying they
could certainly use the help during the holiday season. Pedro saw him on his first day back and said, “hey
gringo, back to spend some time with the real people. No more of this preppy world folks, unless they
come here to eat.” Jeromy smiled and was glad to be back at the deli. It gave him something to do
especially after his encounter with Mr. and Mrs. Thurowgood. Coming back to work Jeromy had been
pleasantly surprised to discover that Sharon McStevens, Donna Base and Samantha Levitt were all back as
well. He had been so busy at school his freshman semester that he’d not met a lot of new people till
towards the end of the semester. He thought back about his last day of exams and meeting Tyrone and
Joyce. He hoped they would stay friends of his for the next semester. Maybe they could synchronize their
schedules when they all got back to school in five weeks. For now he planned to earn as much money as
possible by working at the deli. The cost of school was crazy and he wanted to help his folks out by paying
for as many things as possible. He knew they were not rich and sending him to college was stretching them
to the limit. Jeromy had enjoyed working at the deli during the summer. Knowing that the same people
would be there to work with made him feel more comfortable. He’d been nervous about coming back after
such a long break. His meeting with first the Thurowgood’s and then the police had done nothing to
increase his comfort level. Working at the deli helped to keep his mind off Jennie and this town. Sharon
and Samantha were constantly playing little gags on him, hiding his deli shirt and apron, just things to
make him laugh. They had fun at work and their boss didn’t mind as long as they treated the customers
with respect. Even with work to keeping his time occupied, Jeromy kept thinking back to the Research
Rectangle and Mr. No-neck. Something was strange with this building and it bothered Jeromy. He would
like to know more about that basement floor and it’s purpose. The following week Jeromy had two days off
as part of his normal rotation. He thought he might use this time to go exploring since he had nothing better
to do. In the meantime he went to work and tried to keep his mind off Jennie Thurowgood and her folks.
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Chapter 25

Tyrone had been home for almost one week but his mind had been back at school. Kyle and he
had a long talk after he’d completed his story about his friendship with Malcolm. He had told Kyle about
how Malcolm and his baby sister Olphilia were murdered but left out the part about him finding the drugs
and $50,000.00 in their secret hideaway. Tyrone mentioned that a white girl had been killed as well, but he
didn’t know much about her. Kyle was shocked and offered what support he could to his roommate. He
was angered about the fact that the killers were never caught. Tyrone thought that Kyle believed drugs were
involved. He made it very clear to Kyle that neither Malcolm nor himself had ever had anything to do with
drugs. When he finished he felt positive that Kyle believed him. Throughout the first semester at Seivelle
Tyrone had never seen Kyle do drugs of any kind. He watched as Kyle rehabilitated his busted knee,
knowing the pain must be unbearable at times. Yet he never saw Kyle take any kind of medication, not
even an aspirin. By the end of the term Kyle’s knee seemed to be much stronger. Tyrone knew that Kyle
and Alex went to the weight room at least four times a week pressing weights, which taxed their outer
limits of strength and endurance.
Bringing his mind back in focus Tyrone thought about his parents. They were so proud of him and
the accomplishments he achieved at school, bringing home a straight 'A' report card. They had been
worried about how they would manage financially for four years but Tyrone had been sending home
monthly checks claiming this was money he was earning while working at school. While it was true that he
had a part time job helping out in the animal science building, he also added a fair amount from the interest
he was getting from Malcolm’s money. While he was very uncomfortable using this money Tyrone knew
that he needed this money if he was going to make it through four years of college. He wanted to avoid
owing a huge amount of debt coming out of school. He was trying hard to cover as much of his tuition and
room & board cost up front. Tyrone was still very concerned as to where Malcolm had gotten so much
money. For all he knew someone could still be looking for that money. Tyrone’s brain switched gears on
him without warning so suddenly he was back drinking hot chocolate in Jeromy’s dorm room listening to
another strange tale. Malcolm’s photo showing the Research Rectangle interplayed with Jeromy’s story
about the same architecture. Why did Malcolm have a Polaroid of these buildings? Why is there a basement
floor in Snidley? Why are there no doors visible on the entire floor? How accurate is Jeromy’s tale? Was
there such a person as Jeromy described as Mr. No-neck? Tyrone knew that he had been spooked when he
first looked at Malcolm’s picture. That sense had grown in intensity when he’d seen the building in the
flesh for the first time the day of his freshmen orientation. Having to actually enter the Research Rectangle
for his chemistry class in the Snidley wing had produced a feeling of fear that first time he went down the
hill and had to open the door. He had to overcome his feelings and force his feet to move for several weeks
at the beginning of the semester every time he entered the Research Rectangle zone. Having Professor
Orenigh had placed a calming effect on him and most of the other freshmen students in his class. He
realized that most of the others he saw heading into the Research Rectangle had a hesitation in their step as
they approached the buildings making up the biology, chemistry and physics departments of Seivelle
University.
So many questions but where were the answers? Tyrone understood that no answers would be
forthcoming by just sitting at home for next five weeks. He had a full time job during his break but had his
weekends free. Tyrone thought that he needed to see for himself what was going on in the Research
Rectangle. He hoped he could answer at least a few of the questions that nagged at him. He decided that
he’d go back to Seivelle this weekend to see first hand what this basement level was all about. Yes he
thought to himself, it’s time to do some exploring on his own.
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Chapter 26
The week had flown by and all of a sudden Tyrone found himself in his car cruising down the
highway. No one noticed that his speed had diminished significantly as he realized that the sign for the next
exit said Seivelle University. He slowed even more so he could turn off then drove to the light at the end of
the exit. A big sign saying Seivelle University appeared with a left arrow. Doing as the sign said Tyrone
made the left hand turn and drove slowly towards his new alma mater. Knowing the way by heart Tyrone
drove through the intersection making the appropriate turns till the Administration building showed itself
on the right hand side. Slowing down to a crawl Tyrone let the car lead him towards the Donnell dormitory.
Pulling directly in front of the building for the first time all semester, Tyrone put the car in one of the
premier parking spaces. Letting the engine run Tyrone sat there and inspected the nearly empty campus.
Off to the left was the Livestock Cafeteria. In the distance Tyrone could just make out Grants Tomb, as the
students lovingly referred to their history department building. Tyrone thought about how much he liked
the college life and wished that Malcolm could have been here with him. Turning off the ignition Tyrone
continued to sit in his car looking all around him. The Research Rectangle was miraculously hidden from
view of the main campus, hiding itself away a ½ mile down the road. Tyrone pulled Malcolm’s Polaroid
from his vest pocket not sure that he was ready to go forward with his exploration now that the moment had
arrived. He kept the picture face down wondering if he had the courage to turn it over. Since no one knew
he was here, what would happen if he ran into someone, especially Jeromy’s Mr. No-neck? Could he wind
up like Malcolm, yet another unsolved murder? He sat in the car sweating even though the car heater was
off and it was a balmy 18 degrees outside. December’s winter storms had turned into January’s fury. Today
the weather had co-operated with him, no storms in the forecast. The wind was relatively calm as well so
the 18 degree cold temperature was just about what it felt like outside. Tyrone took the picture sight
unseen and placed it back in his vest pocket. Making sure it was securely in place Tyrone buckled the
pocket closed and reached over to open his car door.
Jeromy sat in his dorm room drinking hot chocolate. He had arrived maybe fifteen minutes ago
and come directly to his room. He was trying to build up his nerve to go out in this cold weather and walk
the ½ mile or so the Research Rectangle. Just what he thought he’d find there he wasn’t exactly sure. Even
if he did find something, whatever that might be. What he, a seventeen-year-old nerdy boy (yes Joe
Thurowgood was correct – he was just a “boy”) could do if he ran into trouble, he wasn’t sure. Jeromy
thought about Mr. No-neck and a shiver ran down his body even though he sat in his 78-degree dorm room
sipping hot chocolate. While he sat there his curiosity continued to build and he knew that this way why he
left home and came back to Seivelle in the first place. Of course you know what they say, “curiosity killed
the cat,” he thought to himself. A vision of Jennie lying at his feet in a pool of blood brought another shiver
coursing through his veins even more violently then the previous one. His hand shaking, Jeromy put down
his mug spilling some cocoa onto his desk. Standing up slowing trying to steady his wobbly body Jeromy
took a few cautious steps to his dresser where he picked a couple of tissues out of the box resting there.
Walking back a little steadier Jeromy wiped the desk where the hot chocolate had spilled. Making sure he
got the entire spot, Jeromy went and threw away the tissues in the garbage can by his desk. All of a sudden
a loud noise outside made him pause. Walking to the window that faced the parking lot Jeromy looked out
and saw a car pulling right in front of the Donnell dormitory. Having this prime view over the main parking
lot Jeromy was used to cars pulling in and out throughout the semester. Of course since this was the holiday
break Jeromy did not expect a car to appear this soon after he had come back to school. Jeromy stared out
the window as the car came to a stop but the engine continued to run. Wondering why any student would
come back to Seivelle during the middle of the semester layover, Jeromy maintained a vigilant watch out
his window. What seemed like forever but in reality was maybe 5 – 10 minutes max, the car engine finally
turned off. From the height and angle of his dorm window Jeromy could not make out the face of who was
sitting in the car. Even after the car engine was turned off the driver’s door remained closed. Continuing to
watch Jeromy wondered why the person did not get out of their car. “Who is this person? Why are they
back at school? Why are they just sitting here? Why don’t they get out of the car?” These thoughts went
through Jeromy’s head. Suddenly the front door of the car started to open. Ever so slowly the person
dragged himself out of the car, steadying himself with the door ledge, his back facing Jeromy’s straining
glance. Finally the person moved away from the car and slammed the door shut. Turning ever so slowly the
person’s face started to come into view. Jeromy stared out the window shock taking over as he began to
realize that he recognized whom this person was. The student stood still outside the car looking around as if
lost and not knowing what direction they want to go. A few hesitant steps and then the person looked like
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they made up their mind and started walking towards the entrance of Donnell dormitory. Jeromy pounded
on the window trying to get the person’s attention but they never looked up, only sideward glances toward
the area, which was out of sight, if not out of mind, the Research Rectangle. As the person continued
forward empty-handed Jeromy pounded one last time but to no avail. He kept his hand on the window
leaving fingerprints in the frost-laden pane silently mouthing the name, “Tyrone”.
Tyrone walked warily towards his dorm room deciding that he needed to rest before making his
journey to the Research Rectangle. He opened his dorm room and was immediately surrounded with
silence. Looking around he saw how neatly Kyle had cleaned up before heading home for his Christmas
vacation. Tyrone had left first and given Kyle a present of new leather gloves before he left. Kyle had
apologized that he didn’t have a present on hand for Tyrone. Tyrone looked over at his bed as he took off
his parka. Sitting on top of his pillow was a brightly wrapped package with a card sitting on top. Smiling to
himself Tyrone put his jacket over his desk chair, Malcolm’s picture securely locked into the vest pocket.
Walking over to his bed the smile firmly in place Tyrone reached over and picked up the package. Taking
the card off the top of the present Tyrone opened it neatly and pulled a wintry Christmas scene of both
black and white folks skating on a large pond. Opening the card Tyrone read the note of Christmas cheer
followed by a separate note from Kyle wishing Tyrone a very Merry Christmas and stating that he would
always be there if Tyrone needed someone to talk to. A single tear that no one would ever see crept down
Tyrone’s cheek. Letting it stay there Tyrone carefully tore open the wrapping paper releasing the Lord &
Taylor box. Using his fingers to cut the tape holding the top of the box to the bottom, Tyrone slid the cover
off making the handsome hand crafted knit sweater come into view. Pulling it gently out of the box Tyrone
shook it open to show the unique style in its full glory. Tyrone held it up to his body walking over to the
full-length mirror attached to the closet door. Admiring the craftsmanship and maroon color, which seemed
to go so well on him, Tyrone silently thanked Kyle. He wished he was here in person to accept the
accolade, but he figured he would thank him after the holiday break. Looking into the mirror with a huge
smile stretching his mouth from one corner to the other a ringing sound broke the moment startling him.
Trying to figure out where the noise came from Tyrone listened for another few seconds. Recognition
finally took over and Tyrone tore himself from the mirror to the instrument making the long bring-bring
sound. Picking up the receiver Tyrone said, “Hello, who is this please”.
“Tyrone, is that you?” the voice said on the other end.
“Why yes it is, man. You rang my room so you should know that. Now who is this?” Tyrone
responded.
“It’s me, ah Jeromy. You remember me don’t you?” Jeromy questioned nervously.
“Of course I remember you Jeromy. Where are you calling from? How did you know I was here?”
Tyrone puzzled his response.
“I’m here, ah that is at Seivelle. You know, in my dorm room”, Jeromy stuttered his reply.
“How did you know I was here?” Tyrone repeated his question.
“I saw you. I mean I saw your car come in. Of course I didn’t know that it was your car. Until you
got out of it, ah I mean. I saw you.” Jeromy stumbled out his words.
“I see, I think.” Tyrone said. “Why are you back here at school?” Tyrone asked.
“It’s a long story. Ah, maybe it’s a short story. Ah, I don’t know how to explain. Why are you
back here? Do you want to come over?” Jeromy asked.
“Sure, why not man.” Tyrone responded to Jeromy’s last question only.
“You remember where my dorm room is, on the 5 th floor.”
“Yes, I remember. I’ll be over in a couple of minutes, okay?”
“Yes, that will be great. I’ll see you soon. Bye Tyrone.”
“Bye Jeromy.” Tyrone hung up the phone wondering why Jeromy was back at school, yet glad
that he wasn’t here all alone.
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Chapter 27

Approximately ten minutes later a soft knock on the door let Jeromy know that Tyrone was there.
Taking a quick view through the peephole, Jeromy opened up the door and Tyrone stepped inside.
“Hi. How are you doing,” Jeromy asked as he closed and locked the door behind him.
“Okay. I’m doing okay,” Tyrone responded.
“Here, let me take your jacket” Jeromy said as he reached out his hand to capture the parka which
Tyrone had removed. Walking over to his closet, Jeromy took out one of the empty hangers and slipped
Tyrone’s coat on it then hung it up neatly next to his own.
“Can I get you anything, maybe some hot chocolate,” Jeromy asked.
“Sure, that would be great,” Tyrone replied. Jeromy got up and went out to refill his teakettle with
water. Returning he plugged it in and put down on top of his desk. They were both quiet for a couple of
minutes while Jeromy got out a mug and his Swiss Mix cocoa mix with mini marshmallows. He tore open
the top careful not to spill any on his desk as he emptied the contents of the packet into the mug. Throwing
away the used up packet in his plastic covered garbage can under his desk Jeromy waited for the water to
reach the boiling point. He then turned off the kettle taking the steaming H20 and walked back to where
he’d left the mug which was eagerly awaiting it’s final encounter with the hot liquid. Taking his time
Tyrone sat patiently watching Jeromy as he completed each task associated with getting him a cup of hot
cocoa. Jeromy poured the water into the mug watching as the little while dots magically appeared, floating
on the surface of the darkened liquid. Jeromy pulled out a spoon from his desk drawer then placed the mug
in the middle of a saucer which he’d pulled out earlier for his own cocoa. Picking up the saucer he walked
over to Tyrone who had stood up as Jeromy finished pouring the boiling water into the cocoa filled mug.
“Here you go, nice and hot. Just the thing you need to warm up.” Tyrone reached out and took the
saucer as a small amount of hot cocoa sneaked out over the side of the mug. Making sure he had a firm grip
on the saucer Tyrone walked over to Jeromy’s desk and placed the plate down trying not to spill anymore
onto the saucer. Jeromy walked over to his kleenex box and grabbed several tissues. He turned and handed
them to Tyrone saying, “sorry, I ran out of paper towels and haven’t had a chance to get to the store to buy
some more. Don’t worry I spill cocoa all the time.” Laughing out loud Tyrone took the tissues and said,
“That’s okay, these will be just fine man.” Picking up the mug by its handle Tyrone used the tissues to wipe
the bottom and side of the mug, then clean off the saucer. Taking a sip, the heat of the cocoa caused him to
burn the inside of his throat. It felt like it was casting out an evil curse of chilling cold which remained in
his body since walking out into the 20 degree temperature, first from his car to his dorm room, then over to
Jeromy’s. While the weather outside was no where near as bad as the day of their final exams, the will chill
still hovered around 0 to –5 degrees, and that was cold for Tyrone. A break in the weather pattern was
supposed to come in later this afternoon and temperatures were expected to rise into the 30’s. Tyrone was
glad that the weather was supposed to get better over the next couple of days. Just the thought of going into
the Research Rectangle put a chill in his heart. Having to fight against the freezing cold seemed simple in
comparison to the journey that lay before him. Still he was never a person who liked the cold, but who
rather the temperatures are in the 80’s or even 90’s rather than in the teens or 20’s. Going to school was a
dramatic change from his childhood. Growing up in the south before moving to the east coast was a big
change in dealing with the weather. What he had encountered during his first winter at Seivelle University
made him wishing for this season to be over so milder temperatures could reappear. Slipping back to reality
Tyrone took another sip of his hot chocolate letting the warmth infiltrate his body. He looked over at
Jeromy who wore a puzzled expression on his face. Realizing that Jeromy had been watching him ever
since he’d been given the saucer and mug, he wondered what Jeromy was thinking about. He still had no
idea why Jeromy was back at Seivelle in the middle of their winter break. Neither boy had spoken for
several minutes yet the silence was a comfortable one. It was like they had been friends for years rather
than just weeks. “Friends!” There was that word again. Were Jeromy and himself really friends? Tyrone
would like to think so. Taking one more long sip of his hot cocoa Tyrone put down the mug inside the
saucer using the tissues which Jeromy had given him to wipe any moisture from his lips.
“I was surprised to get your phone call Jeromy. Man, I never anticipated that you’d be here.”
“I was surprised as well. Ah, I mean that I heard your car, not that I knew it was your car when I
heard it. Um, what I mean to say is that once I saw you in that car, or saw you leaving that car, ah I mean
your car, of course it was your car since you where getting out of it.” Jeromy stopped talking blushing
knowing that he was rambling on. Tyrone just laughed and said, “I get the picture, man you were surprised
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to see me here, as I was surprised that you were here as well.” Tyrone stopped laughing as he thought about
what Jeromy’s next question would be. How should he respond? He knew why he was here, yet wasn’t sure
what he expected to achieve. Malcolm’s picture was back in his dorm room hidden within his underwear
drawer, though whom it was hidden from was a mystery. Tyrone decided that he’d wait till Jeromy
explained his reason for being back at the University before he gave any of his own information. He
decided to attack first so he asked in a nonchalant fashion, “Jeromy, what exactly is the reason that brought
you back to go ol’ Seivelle U. during your holiday break?”
Jeromy watched Tyrone go from a laughing low-key mood to a serous questioning one. What
caused the change was beyond his comprehension. Now he thought about Tyrone’s question. He’d never
been the adventurous type or courageous for that matter. Yet here he was coming back to investigate the
Research Rectangle, a building that frightened most students, and they didn’t even know about the hidden
doorway. Was he doing this to show Jennie how brave he was? Jennie was dead so she wouldn’t care.
Maybe she was watching him. Jeromy knew that he carried her with him all of the time. What was so
compelling about the Research Rectangle? Something or someone inside of him told him to come back this
weekend. There was some kind of answer residing within Seivelle University. Unfortunately Jeromy didn’t
know what the question was. Looking back at Tyrone, Jeromy tried his best to respond, “I was so bothered
with what I saw at the Research Rectangle under the Snidley building that I thought I’d come back and look
around. I don’t really know what I’m looking for what I’d do if I found out anything, but I felt like I just
couldn’t stay at home. I have a couple of days off from work, if you call the delicatessen work, so here I
am.” Jeromy hoped that what he’d said made sense to Tyrone. He didn’t mention Jennie’s name because
there was nothing in his story concerning her. He looked at Tyrone trying to read his expression. Tyrone
said noting for several minutes. Jeromy could tell he was thinking about something though he had no idea
what it was. He was curious as to what brought Tyrone back to the University since he had no encounter
with the Research Rectangle or Mr. No-neck that he was aware of. Jeromy decided that he was just as
interested in his presence during their break so he decided to ask, “So Tyrone, I’ve ah told you why I came
back to school. How about you? What brought you here?” Tyrone had listened to Jeromy talk about the
mystic surrounding the Research Rectangle. His own thoughts drifted back to Malcolm Powers and the
things he’d found hidden within their secret hiding place. None of it made any sense. Malcolm should
never have anything to do with such a large sum of money or the stuff he’d flushed down the toilet. What
did the picture of the Research Rectangle have to do with the other two items? Tyrone felt a headache
coming on as he tried to analyze all of the information he’d learned over the past four + months since
Malcolm’s death. “Friends.” The word popped into his head as he looked at Jeromy while still thinking
about Malcolm. How much should he discuss with Jeromy while trying to explain his own appearance at
Seivelle U. “Friends”. Friends share information with one another, try to help each another. Malcolm was
Tyrone’s best friend so he wanted to help him even if he was dead. Tyrone couldn’t understand why
Malcolm had not confided in him, especially if he was in trouble. He looked over at Jeromy who watched
him with sympathetic eyes. It was a look that showed compassion, wanting to help if there was something
wrong. Even just a friendly gaze. Friends were supposed to share information. Tyrone hadn’t talked about
Malcolm with anyone since his murder. He decided that he would tell Jeromy everything, starting with the
picture he found showing the Research Rectangle and working his way backward. “The reason I came back
to Seivelle now is basically the same reason you gave, to check out the Research Rectangle,” Tyrone
waited to begin his story.
“I know I told an incredible story about finding that hidden door and basement and stuff, but I
don’t see why this would bring you back here,” Jeromy said.
“Actually your story just added fuel to a fire sitting inside me all semester long, no not just during
the semester, but since early summer. Finding that picture just stirred the ashes so to speak man. I just
didn’t know at the time that the building was this dreaded Research Rectangle here at Seivelle.” Tyrone
took a breath realizing he was shaking with anger. Jeromy looked over at his new friend a puzzled
expression stretching the corners of his month.
“What picture? I don’t understand what you’re talking about. Whose picture, and what did it
show?” Jeromy slowed down, a bunch more questions pounding in his brain. Tyrone tried to regain his
composure, took a second deep breath and continued, “It was a picture that my friend must have taken, or
someone else took and gave to him, I’m not sure which. I found it with a bunch of other stuff. I just didn’t
know where the picture was taken until I came to freshman orientation. I was checking out the campus
man, you know, to find all my classrooms. I was walking to my chemistry building and that’s when I saw it
for the first time. I kinda froze in my tracks and stared, my brain registering the totally sinister aspects of
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that building. The picture caught some of the ugliness but not the total evil, which seems to resonate from
that building. I had the picture with me so I took it out and compared the two. While the real thing had a
much greater impact, the picture almost burst into flames, burning my fingers. I actually dropped the
picture and blew on my hands while the infrastructure before me struck deep into my very soul. I don’t
know how I’m able to actually go to classes in that building, I guess it kind of hypnotizes you, man, draws
you in so you can ignore your first impression.” Tyrone stopped. He seemed almost winded by relating the
experience. Jeromy was amazed at how accurately Tyrone had captured his own initial encounter with the
Research Rectangle. While he really enjoyed Professor Orenigh’s class and his teaching style, he dreaded
entering Snidley. He wished that his remaining science courses could be taught elsewhere but knew that all
science classes where held at Beacon, Snidley or Borne, the buildings, which created the Research
Rectangle. Jeromy returned his attention to what Tyrone was saying. The name Malcolm was familiar to
him though he was positive that he knew no one with that name at High School. Nor could he recall
meeting anyone by that name during his first semester at Seivelle University. The name stuck in the back of
his mind. Once Tyrone stopped talking for a few seconds Jeromy decided to ask, “Why don’t you just ask
this Malcolm who took the picture and why? I’m sure he can explain to you everything. By the way, have
you mentioned Malcolm to me before?” Tyrone stared at Jeromy his emotions choking his breath away. He
fought back the tears as Jeromy asked him about Malcolm. He wondered why Jeromy asked if he’d ever
spoken to him about Malcolm before. This was the first time since the shooting that he’d talked about
Malcolm with anyone except for his parents, and that hadn’t been for several months.
“I wish I could talk to him about that damn picture but I can’t man, because he’s dead! He was
murdered along with his baby sister Olphilia. They never found his killers and all I have is this stupid
picture which Malcolm should never have had.” Jeromy fell back against his bed a look of shock
overtaking his entire body. Olphilia, that was the other name attached to Malcolm. “Malcolm and Olphilia
Powers were killed along with Jennie Thurowgood in what police are calling a random drive by shooting,”
that was the headlines that appeared in the local paper just five months before. Was it possible that Tyrone
knew that Malcolm, it was his friend who was killed along side his Jennie? Why were they shooting at that
location anyway? I’ve always wondered if they meant to shoot at Malcolm or were he also just an innocent
bystander, like Jennie. I know they didn’t mean to kill a little baby, nor were they shooting at Jennie, unless
they were blacks that didn’t like having white folks in their neighborhood. If that was the case why wasn’t
he dead as well, did he cause the death of Malcolm and Olphilia Powers? Him and that stupid theater trip,
turning right instead of left as he got out of the theater laughing as they walked. He didn’t know the truth
and the police were no help, as they had no clue as to the cause of the triple murder. Tyrone watched
Jeromy’s reaction to what he had just said about the death of his friend and his baby sister. He was touched
by the way that Jeromy reacted. Most of his black friends back in high school had expressed sympathy but
felt that death and murder was simply a way of life in the area where they lived, shock was not an emotion
easily reached.
“Tyrone, was Malcolm’s last name Powers by any chance?” Jeromy asked. Tyrone looked at
Jeromy, surprise written all over his face. Jeromy knew the answer before Tyrone had an opportunity to
respond. He sat down on his bed, a look of dismay rising from the pit of his stomach to the top of his head.
“How did you know that Jeromy. Oh I know, you read about it in your local newspaper. Of course
this would have been captured there, especially since a white girl was also killed.”
“You’re right and you’re wrong,” Jeromy replied, a tear forming in his left eye. “I did read about it
in the newspaper,” he continued. “Her name was Jennie, Jennie Thurowgood, and was standing there as
that van sped around the corner, the back window open with a shiny object protruding slightly. Then, in an
instant, she wasn’t standing there anymore, just a bloody mass lying at my feet. When I looked over that’s
when I saw the black boy and what might have been a baby, I couldn’t tell as her head had been blown
away. I figured it was a girl because she was dressed in a pink outfit, though there was so much blood on
and around the bodies that it was difficult to distinguish color.” Jeromy went silent, the single tear joined
by several more, rolling down his face. He made no effort to wipe them away. Tyrone turned away from
Jeromy for a moment, embarrassed that he’d implied that only because there was a white girl involved in
the killings that anything appeared in a local newspaper. While the drive by shootings of blacks was a
common occurrence, the murder of a baby girl would have made the papers, even if she were black. It was
the killing of Malcolm that stayed on his mind and drove him to return to Seivelle University. The fact that
Olphilia had been killed as well made him more determined to find out what Malcolm was involved in, and
if possible find out who had killed them. Being honest to himself, the fact that a white girl had also been
killed never played into his emotions. When he first heard about Malcolm’s death and that a white girl was
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also murdered at the scene, his initial thought was what a stupid girl, why was she in their neighborhood in
the first place? She deserved to die. Though that wasn’t right, he was just so mad at Malcolm, he couldn’t
understand why he of all people had been killed. He never harbored any ill will against the girl and was
sorry that she had died. Since he didn’t know her personally, it was an abstract thought, one that could find
its proper place in his mind. Turning to face Jeromy once again, she became a real person, just a young girl
who was starting the prime of her life, snuffed out the same as Malcolm. Tyrone walked over to where
Jeromy sat and put his hand out and gripped Jeromy’s shoulder. Holding it tight he said, “I had no idea. No
one ever mentioned that there was a survivor. The paper mentioned a witness at the scene who saw the van
and was bright enough to capture the license plate number. Of course it was meaningless since by the time
the cops got to the scene, took your information and put out an APB (all-points-bulletin) the killers had
ditched the van and escaped. That’s all we know, nothing else.”
Jeromy honed in on the word “survivor”. Of course there was no way Tyrone would know about
himself. Just as he’d didn’t think about the parents or friends that Malcolm left behind. He thought about
his follow-up visit to Mr. and Mrs. Powers the week following Jennie’s murder. They seemed like very
nice people and he remembered how distraught they’d been. “Survivors”. Jeromy wasn’t sure that anyone
could survive the trauma bestowed on friends and “loved ones” after a senseless taking of a life. He knew
that Joe and Denise Thurowgood would not survive the murder of their own daughter. Tyrone and myself
have survived, going on with life, hundreds of miles away from the spot where their lives had changed
forever. They were young enough to look forward, no matter how long the past stayed with them. Yet both
of them wanted answers, as if knowing what happened would make a huge difference in how they live
tomorrow or the next day. Closure, that’s all they wanted. The fact that Malcolm, Olphilia and Jennie’s life
meant something, or so that people like Tyrone and myself can seek revenge, let them know that their
deaths didn’t go unpunished. Tyrone waited patiently, wanting desperately for Jeromy to say something,
anything. Jeromy stared intensely into Tyrone’s brown eyes, the tears long gone, evaporated into his beige
sweater. Sensing that Tyrone needed forgiveness, even though there was nothing to forgive, Jeromy held
Tyrone’s gaze and finally replied, “You’re right Tyrone, there was no way for you to know. Just like I
didn’t know about you and your friendship with Malcolm. Were the two of you good friends?” Seeing the
opening that Jeromy had provided, Tyrone stepped right in stating, “yes we were very good friends.
Malcolm was my best friend. We shared everything together.” Tyrone stopped suddenly sensing the
mistake he’d just made. Going on he said, “Malcolm was scheduled to come here to Seivelle University
with me this past fall. We had come down to check out the campus together with our parents, though we
never went down as far as the science buildings. They were so far off campus that time just slipped away
from us. We liked what we saw and we both submitted applications the next week. I remember getting my
acceptance letter and running over to Malcolm’s house to show him. He was so happy and we both ran to
his mailbox, but it was empty. He was crestfallen and I tried to downplay my entry into the school. My
folks were so proud; you see I’m the first Hanover to go to college. Well everything turned out okay as
Malcolm’s letter appeared the very next day. But everything isn’t okay, is it? I’m here all alone.” Tyrone
couldn’t go on and perhaps nothing else needed to be said. Tyrone took his hand off Jeromy’s shoulder and
reached for his hand. The two boys held hands in their shared silence, each reflecting in their own way on
the events which had brought them together during this holiday season filled with sorrow.
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Chapter 28

Tyrone held back about the other things he had found along with the picture. He did not want
Jeromy to think that his best friend was involved with drugs or had such a large amount of money stashed
away. It took all of his strength to fight back the tears, his grief for his lost friend as near to the surface of
his emotions since he began attending school at Seivelle University. He could not believe that Jeromy had
seen Malcolm die. He had always thought that he was the last person to see Malcolm alive. Technically this
was true since Jeromy didn’t know Malcolm. Shock turned into anger, as he wanted more than ever before
to find whoever was responsible for Malcolm’s death. His grief over the murder of Malcolm and Olphilia
was now compounded to include the murder of “Jennie Thurowgood”, his new friend’s girlfriend. He
thought back to the first time that he’d ‘bumped into’ Jeromy. His initial reaction was that, oh no, I’m
going to be threatened bodily harm by this white boy because I bumped into him, not paying attention to
were I was going. But this had not been the case at all. In fact Jeromy had been very friendly towards him,
overly polite. There had been no animosity in his demeanor what’s so ever. There had been something in
the Jeromy’s look when their eyes had first met each other’s. At the time Tyrone could not detect what it
was. Now, thinking back, it was a kind of sadness that lay beneath the surface of that first gaze. Tyrone
wondered if the same sadness was sensed with everyone Jeromy met. He knew that Malcolm was always in
his sub-conscious, no matter where he went or what he was doing. Turning to take a good look at Jeromy
for the first time since he’d completed his story about Malcolm and Jennie, he realized that the two of them
were very much alike. He saw the raw emotion that Jeromy held onto, noting that neither one of them was
ready to speak to one another. More words were spoken in those few minutes of silence – eyes locked on
each other than if Jeromy had been Martin Luther King Jr. giving his “I have a dream” speech.
Dexter parked his car in the lot that was farthest away from view of the Borne building. The
heavily tinted windows made sure that no prying eyes could see anything stored within the van. Specially
designed double steel doors and bulletproof windows insured that no one could shoot their way into the
vehicle. The security system not only sent out an ear piercing sound, but a spray of tear gas which should
immobilize anyone within a ten foot radius of the vehicle added further to the prevention of a stolen
vehicle. If someone did happen to get inside the van, they could not start the engine without the key along
with entering a 3-digit keypad entry attached to the side of the steering wheel. If someone tried to “hot
wire” the car, an electric shock of approximately 500 volts would surge through the person’s body,
paralyzing them for several hours. A special ten cylinder engine was installed which allowed a cruising
speed of over 120 miles per hour with nary a vibration felt by the driver. Several secret compartments were
built into the body of the van so that it was almost impossible to discover without a detailed schematic of
the interior. Dexter loved this vehicle and had almost exclusive use. A large cargo was stored in the back of
the car today, larger than the usual, since this was the shipment that would bring in the New Year for
Seivelle University and most of the colleges within a 100-mile radius. Dexter sat in the driver’s seat with
the car turned off for over ten minutes. He used this time to watch the Research Rectangle and surrounding
area, making sure that no one appeared. Christmas break was his favorite time of the year since the school
was almost deserted. He hated kids, especially high school and college kids who acted like total jerks most
of the time. This included his own two children who were sixteen and nineteen respectively. He had two
sons who did nothing but cause him grief 24 hours a day. He was glad his oldest had chosen a University
that was eight hundred miles away. It meant they had to see each only twice a year. This Christmas he had
decided to stay with friends closer to school. It broke his poor mother’s heart, the poor slut. He had jumped
for joy when he heard the news (and no one was looking). He promised his wife that she could fly out to
see her son during the February break so this had settled her down. Dexter walked into the back of the van
and reached for a large black suitcase and brought it to the front of the van. He checked the two separate
keypad locks each with its own code and opened it wide. It opened easily and he reached in to check the
five specially designed compartments. The suitcase was currently empty but that would change
dramatically over the next several hours. Since his business ran on a fiscal calendar that mapped to the
school year, he was about to handle the final accounting period for the year. This meant year-end totals had
to be taken and he must insure the last intake of cash was completed for the year. He was expected to
balance the books and identify the bottom line profit margin to his bosses. Last year they saw a profit of
almost 55% and that had been considered low. This year had been a very good year and the profit ratio was
expected to be a minimum of 75%. That’s what made this day so important as it was when the closeout of
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the current year would take place. It also would start his suppliers with their new merchandise to kick off
the New Year. Dexter had a lot of work to do before everyone came to visit him later this afternoon. He
took one last look around then opened the driver side door and got out pulling the large empty suitcase with
him. He set the security system for the van then headed towards the Research Rectangle. He stopped to
look at the architectural layout and laughed. It always amazed him that anyone could design such a
grotesque infrastructure and force every college student who attended Seivelle University to come here two
to four times each week for classes and labs. He loved the way the buildings had been created and had a
special affection for the basement areas where he kept his office. His own children had never been here,
they didn’t know that their dad spent so much of his time within the Snidley building. He laughed again at
the thought of himself inside a science building and classroom. He had hated school, not liking any subject
but especially chemistry and physics. He had never understood the necessity for learning about a bunch of
symbols to represent various things. If you want a glass of water then just ask for a glass of water. Who
cares about this H2O nonsense? The only subject he tolerated was math and that was only simple math, not
this algebra or calculus crap. Addition and subtraction, that was all he needed to get by. The only symbol
he cared anything about was the $. Money, that’s what made the world go round. You either added more
money to your pile or took it away. This was math, plain and simple. This was all his bosses cared about as
well. Picking up the empty suitcase Dexter walked towards the Snidley building entrance and opened the
door, it wasn’t locked. The suitcase weighed nothing to Dexter as he walked through the door. The suitcase
would not stay empty for long. Even when it was filled to capacity it would weigh nothing from Dexter’s
point-of-view. However once it had been filled a large weight would be off his shoulders as he would be
able to please his bosses.
Jeromy saw the sadness deep inside Tyrone’s pupils. He felt sympathy for the loss of his friend
Malcolm and his baby sister Olphilia. He remembered as if it was yesterday the van coming around the
corner, window open, and the shattering sound. Jennie lying at his feet along with the unnamed black boy
and the baby lying next to her. They weren’t unnamed any longer. The papers had withheld all of the
individual’s names since they were “juveniles”. Children, unnamed children who now had names.
Malcolm, Olphilia, Jennie. Jeromy choked back his feelings, fast forwarding to the day he went to express
his sorrow to Mr. and Mrs. Powers. He knew their last names because they were in the newspaper. Their
last names and address, that’s what he had gotten. It seemed strange that it took almost five months before
he’d learn their first names. How ironic that he was standing here holding a boy’s hand who knew them.
Jeromy realized that it would be several more minutes before Tyrone could compose himself to speak
again. He squeezed his friends’ hand and said, “Tyrone, I’m so sorry for your loss of your best friend. It
must be so difficult to ah, come to school and work so hard to get good grades so you can please your
parents. Parents want to understand how you feel, the death of a friend, ah I’m sure you know what I mean.
It’s ah, so hard to talk to them about “it”. Initially they want to ease your pain, but don’t know what to do,
what to say. So each day they say less, thinking you’re young, you have your whole life in front of you.
Inside their thinking, “I’m so glad it wasn’t my son or daughter”. I went to see Mr. and Mrs. Powers the
week after the uh um, well you know, the murders. I wanted to let them know how sorry I was for them like
I was for ah, Denise and Joe, ah that’s Jennie’s mom and dad. You know I’m sorry for them as well, ah, of
course you don’t’ know that Jennie was their only child. You know it wasn’t just Jennie, Malcolm and
Ophelia who got killed that night. It was the Powers, the Thurowgood’s, and to some extent you and I.”
Jeromy stopped talking and stared into Tyrone’s eyes, a new awareness shining there through the tears.
Tyrone was speechless, deeply moved by the words that had been spoken by Jeromy. This was a
seventeen-year-old freshman at Seivelle University who stood in front of him, holding his hand. This was a
child grown-up who had learned the hard lessons of life. He felt connected to this new friend in a way that
could never be matched with anyone else in his lifetime. He squeezed Jeromy’s hand, the only thanks that
were needed.
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Chapter 29
Joyce had never laughed so much in her life as she had over the past week. During this time she’d
come to Atlanta to spend part of her holiday with Liz and her family. This was her first time in the south
and she couldn’t get enough of that southern drawl spoken everywhere she went. Elizabeth could tell how
much her friend liked the way people spoke so she went to great lengths to exaggerate the way she talked,
especially when they were around her twin bothers. The Toby family had always been a happy carefree
clan; with Joyce in the house she’d never seen her folks smile so much. The weather had been superb so
they’d gone on several “excursions” around Atlanta, giving Joyce a mini-tour of Southern hospitality.
“You know darlin’, it’s gotten pretty close to the supper hour. I’m famished, aren’t you my pretty
little sweet thing.” Liz looked over at her friend as they sat swinging back and forth on the two-seater
rocker, which resided on the front porch of the plantation house that Liz called “home”. They rocked gently
staring out at the ½ acre of rolling grass, no one in sight on this hot afternoon. Joyce had been shocked at
the size of the house when they had driven up Liz’s driveway. Lucus and Lionelle picked her up from the
train station about fifteen miles away. She sat in the car for several minutes her mouth wide open. Her eyes
were not big enough to take in the entire plantation. Finally Liz had Lucus force Joyce to get out of the car.
She looked over at Elizabeth wondering for the umpteenth time how they had gotten to be such good
friends. A gentle breeze blew through her hair making several strands to break free and flow in front of her
face. Liz reached over and lightly brushed the hair back away from her eyes and tucked them behind her
ears. Suddenly voices could be heard inside the house, “You know you like her very much. It’s so obvious,
why deny it?”
“Me? It’s you who’ve got these fancy ideas about her. Why don’t you just let loose and tell her as
much?”
“I don’t know what you’re talkin’ about. Sure she’s a nice girl and all, but it’s you who are all
goo-goo eyes any time you look at her.”
The voices faded away as they moved deeper into other areas of the house. It was harder to detect
the words, but the two voices continued to speak to one another. Liz let her hand stroke Joyce’s cheek and
started to laugh hysterically.
“Well I do declare, you have certainly touched the fancy of my two silly ol’ brothers,” she said
when she caught her breath. Joyce blushed as Liz looked her eye-to-eye. “I don’t know what they’ll do
darlin’ when it’s time for you to leave.” Joyce didn’t know what to say so she just stayed there turning
redder. Liz couldn’t stop laughing; this brought a smile to Joyce’s face. Trying to lighten up an already
light situation, Joyce spoke up, “I bet Lucus and Lionelle are like this around all the girls in the
neighborhood.” She started to laugh herself; feeling flattered that they felt that way about her. The Toby’s
were one of the nicest family’s she’d ever met. They made her feel right at home and she knew that she
could just laugh away the conversation between Lucus and Lionelle.
“Oh Liz darlin’, it’s supper time. Can you and Joyce come in and wash up sweetheart,” Mrs. Toby
called out from the dining room. It took Elizabeth a few minutes to settle down. She slowed the rocker till it
came to a stand still. They got off and Liz reached out and took Joyce’s hand. “Come on darlin’, it’s time
for dinner. We don’t want to keep momma waiting. Besides, I’m just dyin’ to see who plans to sit next to
you, Lucus or Lionelle?” Enjoying Liz’s joke at her expense, Joyce stood up and decided to play along.
With her sweetest, most southern accent she battered her eyelashes at Liz and said, “Why darlin’, it’s such
a hard choice. I just don’t know what to do. You know, I think I’ll just sit between the two of these sweet
ol’ boys, I mean why play favorites.” Liz broke into laughter once again and stated, “you’re learnin’ you
pretty young thing. Let’s go, come and show me your moves.”
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Chapter 30
Cars started to pull into the same lot where Dexter had left his van. The first car to show up was a
supped up BMW Z3. It circled a couple of times and finally came to rest about 100 yards from the van. A
few minutes later the Infinity J30 strolled into the area acting as if it didn’t have a care in the world. More
cars came including a Cadillac Deville, Ford Mustang, Lexus 450LX, and Mercedes 400SE. The final three
cars to arrive where a Jaguar XJ6, Porsche 968 and a Lincoln Towncar Signature which had been specially
designed and built for the current owner. Not a single door opened, nor a sound could be heard outside any
one car (of course a lot of that was due to the heavy sound proofing which had been specially installed into
each of these vehicles). Tension filled the air even though you were in a wide-open football stadium size
parking lot. All of the cars where parked at least 300 feet from each other. None of the occupants knew one
another and they each questioned in their own way why there were other vehicles in this particular parking
lot. A common thread was neatly tied by Dexter between all of the individuals sitting in their designated
spot within this wide-open area, they just did not know what it was. Each driver, and yes it had to be that
specific driver only, no chauffeur service available on this day, had been given the exact same instructions.
They were told where to come, the exact time and location for getting there, what to bring with them, what
to wear right down to their shirt and pants make and color. Each person was told to have an eyeglasses and
case with them. They were even told where they could buy these items. The “uniform” that every person
needed that day was exactly the same for each of him or her. They sat in their automobiles. They waited
impatiently for their next move that had also been orchestrated by Mr. X, as they knew him. Every car
arrived at the precise moment they’d been instructed to be at Seivelle. No one dared to not show up, as that
move would have cost his or her livelihood. Unbeknownst to all of the individual drivers sitting in their
vehicles in this highly organized chess match, two pawns had broken away that were not supposed to be
there. They watched from the top of the hill leading from the dormitories. They were frozen in place like a
still Christmas picture viewing the Research Rectangle scenery below. There was a big difference between
a normal Christmas scene and what was taking placing at Seivelle University on that weekend afternoon. In
the first scene you have a bright cheery day with a white winter wonderland visible for all to enjoy. The
other is a dark airy frightening infrastructure that is surrounded by multi colored almost mosaic like steel
chess pieces. Chaos is the only word that comes to mind when staring at this picture. Ironically Tyrone
and Jeromy are standing in almost the exact same spot as the picture found with Malcolm’s stash. Missing
from Malcolm’s picture are the high priced vehicles that Tyrone and Jeromy see below them today.
“What the hell is going on?” Tyrone whispered to Jeromy without turning away.
“I have no idea,” Jeromy responds. They stand in silence for a few minutes both glad that winter
has been kind to them on this December day. While it was cold outside, it was nothing like what they
experienced on the day of their chemistry final exam. Tyrone had calmed himself down enough to look
over at Jeromy and see the pain and sadness hidden beneath the glow of Jeromy’s eyes. Jeromy had
suffered as great a loss as he had, yet he always tried to ease the pain suffered by others involved in this
senseless murder. Tyrone thought back to the very first time he had met Jeromy, though he didn’t know his
name at that point-in-time. Right away he felt something about this boy that connected the two of them
together. When they began to know one another it seemed that they became friends and shared some
strange but pleasant moments together. He never dreamed in this wildest nightmare that they would be
merged together in sadness. It was uncanny how Jeromy knew exactly what he was thinking, how difficult
it was to go through day-to-day activities. When their eyes met they told unspoken stories. They knew they
had to go forward with their lives.
Tyrone gave Jeromy’s hand a final squeeze then let go and stood up saying, “Hey, let’s go over to
the Research Rectangle and look around. That’s why we both came back to Seivelle, isn’t it?” Jeromy
looked at Tyrone and realized he was serious. “Uh, sure. I guess that would be okay, if you think so. You
do think so, don’t you?” Jeromy questioned Tyrone. Tyrone just looked at his friend and replied, “Yes
Jeromy, I think that everything will be okay. We will be just fine.” Tyrone looked over at Jeromy and
wondered if maybe he’d been wrong when he said that everything would be okay. He wondered how
invisible Jeromy and himself were from the forces down at the Research Rectangle. He shivered which
shook his entire body that had nothing to do with how cold it was outside. He watched the scene below and
felt that anybody still inside the automobiles would be more concerned with what was going on down there
than with two college freshmen out for a stroll. There were several evergreen trees that lined the path to the
Research Rectangle buildings. Tyrone nudged Jeromy speaking silently with a nod of his head. He walked
slowly towards the largest tree trunk and positioned himself behind it as much as possible. He peeked out
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from his hiding place and was grateful to see that he still had a fairly clear vision to the parking lot below.
When Dexter had chosen this lot as the most obscure lot from the Beacon/Snidley/Borne buildings he had
neglected to take into account the “path” from the Seivelle dormitories to the Research Rectangle. He had
never actually set foot onto the University grounds as it reminded him too much of a catholic parish or
prison. In his mind they were the same things. He had been brought up in a very religious family who sent
him off to a private catholic school. He visioned the nuns to be the same as the prison guards taking strict
and often physical control of a young person’s life. He left home when he was thirteen years old and never
looked back. It was on this path that Tyrone and Jeromy had stumbled across a strange occurrence and
continued to watch, wondering why these fancy cars were here and what would happen next. As far as
timing is concerned they didn’t have to wait long. Seeing something and having any understanding of what
they saw was a different matter.
Within a minute of getting themselves situated behind the tree they noticed movement down
below. At exactly 1:22 EST on a brand new synchronized sport watch (which was part of a package given
to each driver), the driver of the BMW stepped out of his vehicle and closed the door behind him. He was
dressed entirely in black. Black ski pants, black turtleneck sweater, black parka, back Gucci penny loafers,
black socks, black sunglasses, black ski hat and carrying a black leather suitcase. This black figure, you
couldn’t tell if he/she was black or white, walked straight-ahead not turning their head one-inch left or
right. They strolled forward at en even pace, the suitcase looking light as a feather as the person walked
towards the Snidley building entrance. Jeromy stared at this black knight knowing that he’d never be seen.
There was something about the way this person walked, it was almost robotic. He walked in what could be
classified as a military march. He/she disappeared into the bowels of Research Rectangle. Tyrone watched
as well fascinated / disgusted by what he saw. In reality he wasn't really sure what he was witnessing. He
stood there like a statue frozen in time not daring to make any movement that would give away their
location.
At exactly 1:34 P.M. EST the man/woman in black reappeared marching back towards their
BMW. Like before, he/she never altered their step or glance. There was a very subtle difference between
how this individual marched back to their car. Coming back the suitcase was on their opposite field of
vision. This person carried it in the same hand as before, now heading in a different direction. “Struggling –
that’s what I notice,” Tyrone thought to himself. When this person in black carried their suitcase before it
looked weightless. Now the hand carrying the suitcase quivered every now and then. The person attempted
walking the same way but simply couldn’t do it due to whatever was in the suitcase. “So that friggin’
suitcase is the answer to one question. Where it was initially an empty bag, now it’s filled with something,”
Tyrone continued the conversation with himself. He/she reached their BMW, opened the side door and
placed the suitcase inside. Closing the door they walked around to the driver’s door, got in, turned on the
ignition and drove away.
Suddenly the door to the Infinity opened and a person stepped out. It was exactly 1:37 P.M. EST.
The person was dressed identically to the he/she person who just drove away in the BMW. They had on a
black sports watch that was a duplicate of the one worn by the BMW driver. In fact every driver sitting in
that parking lot wore the exact same attire. The Infinity owner pulled out a black suitcase which could have
been twins with the person Tyrone and Jeromy had just seen drive away. So intense was Tyrone watching
the play unfolding before him down below, he was unaware that Jeromy had been tapping him on the
shoulder. Jeromy looked over at his friend and realized he didn’t even know he was there. He dropped his
hand and turned to watch what was happening below him. He knew he could close his eyes and nothing
would change, he could picture in his mind the scene acted out. It reminded him of the movie Ground Hog
Day. The only difference is a new actor played Dan Ackward role when the daja vue scene was replayed.
Who knows maybe it is the same person in the starring role of the real life drama happening at the Research
Rectangle? The driver of the Infinity returned with their suitcase at exactly 1:49 P.M. EST. and drove
away. 3 minutes later at 1:52 P.M. EST the owner of the Cadillac Deville did their own performance of
‘Suitcase and Seivelle’. Jeromy and Tyrone watched the repeat performance for another half-hour then
snuck away and headed back toward the dorm rooms. This was not at all what they had expected to do
when they headed out that afternoon. They had hoped to get into the Snidley building so that Jeromy could
show Tyrone what he’d discovered…the basement, the mysterious hallway with no doors, and try to
determine where Mr. Noneck had disappeared. Almost like the Hardy Boys.
“So what do you think was going on out there, at the Research Rectangle?” Jeromy asked Tyrone.
“I’m not positive but man, those people dressed in black were definitely receiving something and
putting it into those suitcases. Did you notice that those suitcases looked like they were empty heading into
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Snidley, and full on the way back? Did you see how each person had to struggle to carry their suitcase back
to their automobile?”
“Yes, it was ah certainly spooky out there. My josh, could you believe the uniforms those people
wore, all dressed in black. Boy, that place certainly gives me the creeps.”
“Uniforms! That’s the word I was looking for,” Tyrone exclaimed. “It was like some kind of ritual
being followed. Someone wanted to everyone to know who was in control out there,” he continued.
“My gosh, uh. Do you think it was Mr. Noneck who was behind this?” Jeromy looked at Tyrone
trembling slightly.
“I guess it’s possible. I don’t know what to think, and I don’t know anything about your Mr.
Noneck. But I can tell you this man, something is going on at our University.”
“I wonder if the Dean or university President are aware of what’s happening at their University,”
Jeromy said.
“I hope not. I mean it looks like something that can be well hidden from our administrator’s eyes.
I’m sure this is not something that any student was supposed to see. They close down the science buildings
during the breaks. I gather that’s a perfect time for these types of transactions to occur. Man, this is some
kind of weird shit we stumbled upon. Ah, pardon my language.”
“That’s okay Tyrone, I agree with you.” This quieted the boys down for a few moments. Each
thought about what they just witnessed and wondered what kind of trouble they’d be in if anyone knew
what they saw. It would have surprised both of them to know that “legally” nothing that they saw could be
used in a court of law. They had not seen first hand any transfer of materials between two parties. All
they’d seen was several individuals dressed in black carrying a suitcase to / from a place that was unknown.
Tyrone noticed that Jeromy had gotten a pad and pencil when they got back to his dorm room. He
had taken off his jacket and gloves, thrown them on his chair (which is very unlike Jeromy who normally is
so neat that everything was put away the minute he got to his destination). He walked over to his desk and
started jotting down notes. Tyrone did not disrupt him, waiting until he had finished before starting up any
conversation. As there was a lull in their talking Tyrone walked over to Jeromy’s desk and nonchalantly
peeked over to the pad resting on top of the desk. He was surprised at what he read:
BMW
5th 7475
Infinity
GHX9221
Cadillac Deville IMSPCL
Ford Mustang
LKOUTMAN
Lexus ES300
GD4USIR
Mercedes
HPYDY2ME
Jaguar
JAG4EVR
Porsche
PORSCHIT
Lincoln towncar BABE’S
Van
?????
While Tyrone was reading Jeromy came over to stand beside him. Sensing his presence Tyrone started
speaking as he looked up towards Jeromy, away from the note pad. “How did you do this, man? It’s
incredible! I never thought about reading the license plates on those cars. Besides which, I could never
remember them even if I had thought of it. I didn’t see you writing anything while we were watching’ those
vehicles man. Did I miss something? Did you have something to write with over at the Research
Rectangle?” Tyrone stared at Jeromy with a newfound respect. “Uh, no, I mean uh, I didn’t have anything
to write with up there,” Jeromy answered Tyrone’s last question first. “I guess I owe this system of
memorization to my girlfriend Jennie. Uh, she’s the one who died along with your friend Malcolm.”
Tyrone knew who Jennie was. He’d never forget this fact as long as he lived. He stayed quiet so a few
minutes later Jeromy continued, “she was tutoring me for my chemistry class work and final exam. Uh,
kind of ironic, wouldn’t you say?” Tyrone just nodded his head so that Jeromy could go on, “Well I was
finding it impossible to remember of all my chemistry symbols so Jennie devised a simple plan for me.”
Jeromy went on to describe to Tyrone what Jennie had taught him. Tyrone remembered reading in the
paper about the van used in the shooting but nothing about Jeromy getting the license plate. He knew they
found the van deserted and stripped down within 24 hours. “So this is how the police found the correct van
so quickly,” he thought silently while he listened to Jeromy conclude his story.
“So that’s when I thought about memorizing these license plates.” Tyrone realized that Jeromy
had nothing more to add so he leaned over and patted him on the back saying, “As I said before man,
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incredible, simply incredible. Nice job Jeromy. I’m sure that this will help us.” Tyrone didn’t know what to
do with the information that Jeromy provided. He didn’t want to go to the police since he didn’t trust them.
He felt they did little in trying to determine who murdered Malcolm and Ophelia (and Jennie). Every time
he went to them for information they stated they were doing everything they could, but they had no leads.
They had brushed him off since he wasn’t an immediate family member. Over time they do nothing to find
Malcolm’s killers. Not only that but he wasn’t sure what these cars had been doing at Seivelle so didn’t
know if the license plate numbers meant anything. He was sure the cops would just throw this information
in the “to file” compartment (which meant the wastebasket). They’d shrug off two freshmen in college
(even if they were no longer high school students). To Jeromy he said, “Jeromy I still can’t believe you
captured all this information by memory. Maybe you can duplicate this list so I can have a copy.”
Jeromy was surprised by this request but answered, “Uh, I guess I can do that for you. Sure. If you
want me to, it’s okay.” Jeromy wanted to ask Tyrone why he wanted this list but didn’t want to seem
argumentative. He hoped he’d done the right thing and didn’t want to get into any trouble with Tyrone. He
also didn’t want his friend to get hurt because of himself. Tyrone saw the look on his face and said, “It’s
okay Jeromy. You did great. I thought that if I had a list of these license plates numbers, then if I saw one
of these cars parked around the university I could make sure that it was the same one we saw. Then just
maybe I could find out who drives the car.” Relief filled Jeromy’s body so he went and tore out a blank
page from his note pad, picked up his pencil and started copying this information. Without turning around
he spoke, “That’s a great idea. I didn’t think of doing that. Yeah, uh I think I’ll do the same thing.”
Dexter did a final recount of the $100.00 bills that he had received throughout the day. He’d
already completed his double and triple checking of the crisp new twenty’s and fifty’s. He added the last
stack of one hundred-dollar bills to the top of the pile. He started to carefully load his new black leather
suitcase with the carefully wrapped packets of money. Each denomination had a special place in the
suitcase. He got to the last packet and carefully placed it into the final spot available. He closed the cover
then reset a new combination of the sturdy 5 prong – 9-digit lock that was on the left side of the suitcase.
Checking to make sure the new combination was set properly, he repeated the same process with the
combination lock on the right hand side of the suitcase, only this time he chose a brand new set of numbers.
Satisfied that the lock on this side was secure, and different from the lock on the left side, he got up and did
a thorough search through his homemade office-for-a-day. He wasn’t used to being in search a large room
with so many desks and chairs that for a moment he almost felt a reverse claustrophobia. God how he hated
schoolrooms. He chuckled to himself with a nervous energy as he went back and sat at the Professors desk.
Yes the lessons he could teach the young students of today…”Now class listen up. This is very basic
chemistry 101 that we went through today. You’ll need to go clear across campus to attend the “how to get
rich quick” seminar which I will be teaching at the end of the day. Oh, I guess in your cases I should re-title
the class, um I mean seminar, god how I hate class. Oh well, I know…that it is deep subject which we
won’t dive into at this point-in-time.” Dexter laughed at his stupid joke. Noticing a pointer-stick laying at
the edge of the desk he picked it up and continued, “Now students you can stop laughing now. Where was
I, oh yes the correct name for my seminar is – How each of you will make ME RICH. Yes, yes, I quite
agree, a much better subject.” Dexter threw the pointer-stick back on the Professors desk and got up.
Hidden from his line of vision was a small bag of what look like finely grated sugar. It was jammed
between a student’s desk and some old chewing gum some student had stuck on the side of their desk. The
bag hung loosely from the desk still stuck to the side with the gum holding it in place. Dexter headed in the
other direction towards the lone door of the classroom. A room without windows he chuckled to himself.
Now that’s a room after his own heart. He thought about the room downstairs where he spent most of his
time at this University. He liked the idea of classrooms without windows. Nowhere to turn to for
daydreaming the day away. Forced to pay attention to the details at hand. If he had ever gone to school he’d
want to have all his rooms like this one. He shivered at just the thought of going to school. He reached for
his black parka hanging from the teacher’s hook set nicely on the back of the door. He put it on over his
black turtleneck sweater knowing it would be cold outside. He went to lift the black suitcase and struggled
for just a minute as he got used to the new weight. He estimated that it was 150 to 200 pounds heavier than
when he carried it in the morning. He turned off the light and total darkness surrounded him. He waited for
his eyes to adjust to this new vision then reached for the doorknob and opened the door to the classroom
and walked into the hallway. This was lightly lit and his eyes once again had to adjust. Heading towards
more familiar territory he listened as the door clicked closed behind him. He walked forward slowly
making sure that there were no strange noises in the background. Every so cautiously he headed towards
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the entrance/exit door of the Snidley building. All of his “guests” should have been long gone by now
however based upon the presents he held in his hand he knew he could never be too careful. He reached his
first destination and stopped, making sure no body else was starting / stopping with him. He took a
different number of steps as he walked out of the building just in case someone had been counting. A blast
of cold air was turned back by his black ski hat that covered his ears. Steam rose from his mouth as he took
his first breath in this winter evening. He continued walking forward in his black Nikki sneakers that had a
solid black rubber sole. These kept any noise down to a minimum. Continuing forward he altered his step
pattern once again, stopping then starting at a different pace, always listening for any unwanted sounds. He
went on like this all the way to his van, hardly feeling the pressure applied by the black suitcase. If Tyrone
and Jeromy had been present to watch Mr. Noneck head for his vehicle the only difference they would have
noticed was the strange way of walking that Dexter used. Tyrone would have noticed a slight struggle with
Mr. Noneck carrying his suitcase but wouldn’t have know the difference between what the people in black
carried with them this afternoon versus what Dexter carried with him this evening. Tyrone had been wrong
about one thing when watching he/she get out of their automobiles that afternoon. He had originally
thought those suitcases were empty. That had not been the case. Each individual brought their share of what
Dexter was now loading into his van.
“Yes,” Dexter thought as he got into the van and turned the ignition with its special key sequence,
“it’s going to be a very merry belated Christmas for me and my bosses.” What Dexter neglected to think
about was if he was going to have a Happy New Year.
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Chapter 31
Jeromy woke up around 7:00 A.M. and shook sleepiness off his body. Feeling disoriented he decided to go
downstairs and make himself some breakfast. He didn’t expect his folks to wake up for at least another
hour. He put his feet down on the floor and the cold thin carpet made him shiver. He opened his eyes wider
and a sudden panic surged thru him from head to toe. Across his room lay another person, yet he knew that
there was only one bed in his bedroom. He started to feel claustrophobic as the walls enclosed around him.
He pulled his feet up off the floor and curled them under his legs on the bed. Looking to the left a desk
appeared, as if by magic since this didn’t belong in his bedroom at home either. Opening and closing his
eyes fast as if turning on wiper blades to brush away this vision Jeromy finally let his mind reflect back to
the occurrences over the last 24 hours.
Tyrone sensed movement in the room even though he was sure no one had actually gotten up. He
lifted his head off the pillow and saw Jeromy sitting on his bed acting strangely. Sitting up himself he said,
“ Good morning Jeromy. Did you sleep okay?” Jeromy reacted as if a ghost had spoken from the depths of
the room. Zeroing on the spot where the voice had come from, Jeromy suddenly realized that the voice he’d
heard was real – it belonged to Tyrone. It took him a moment longer to recognize that he wasn’t at home
after all. Turning his head to take in all four walls he saw the familiar surroundings of this home away from
home where he had stayed for the past four months. He looked over at Tyrone who was dressed in darkness
and smiled. Relief flooded through his veins.
“Good morning to you Tyrone,” he replied. Jeromy relaxed as he spoke remembering what they
had done last night, the decision that Tyrone should stay over in his room rather than going back to his own
dorm room. “I’m kinda hungry, uh what about you?” Jeromy said.
“So am I man. Let’s get dressed and go out to the Pancake House over on route 30, what do you
think?”
“Sure! That sounds great,” Jeromy responded as he flew off his bed. He turned on the light and the
room was aglow shattering the darkness. He headed towards his closet to pull out a new shirt and pants
outfit that his mom had got him for Christmas. He had brought it with him to make his mother happy. She
didn’t understand why he had to go away so soon for a couple of days since he’d just gotten home. He
wanted to explain to his folks but couldn’t find the words. They would never understand about Mr. Noneck,
he didn’t understand himself. There was something that told him to come back to school, so here he was.
Tyrone got dressed as well so off they went. They were sitting at the pancake house, Jeromy eating
pancakes smothered with strawberries and maple syrup. Tyrone had decided on belgium waffles. A few
people had stared at them as they walked in together. They stared right back and that made them turn away.
He watched Tyrone cutting into his belgium waffles and wondered what mystical force had brought them
together. He was interested to know what “story” Tyrone had used to leave his home during the middle of
their winter break. He decided he would ask, “Tyrone?” Tyrone looked up at him finishing a mouthful of
waffle. “Yes Jeromy.”
“I was kinda wondering, uh, what did you tell your folks about coming back to school, uh you
know, during your break and everything? Have you told them anything about what you found from your
friend Malcolm?” Tyrone put down his fork and glazed hard at Jeromy wondering what he meant. He
thought back to his conversation with Jeromy about Malcolm. He was positive he’d never said anything
about the money. He knew without a doubt that he talked to no one about the drugs he’d found and gotten
rid of. Jeromy looked away embarrassed that he’d questioned his friend. He could see in his face that
Tyrone was surprised by the question.
“Uh, I’m sorry I asked. I didn’t mean anything by it. I was just curious, that’s all,” Jeromy said.
“No, no it’s okay man. I know it’s hard to talk to the folks about things. My ma and pa were
surprised when I told them I have some work that I needed to complete before the next term began. I didn’t
explain any further why I needed to leave, and they never asked. In a way I think they were proud of me
feeling so dedicated with my new school. They were pleased that I wanted to spend extra time getting my
work completed during my time off.”
“Have they ever been to the university, uh you know, walked around the campus and everything?”
Jeromy was glad that Tyrone had told him his story in getting back to school.
“Oh sure. I had them come down during the freshman show-off week. They were impressed by the
size of Seivelle and where I spent my time in different classes.”
“Did you ah, you know, bring them down to the Research Rectangle buildings?
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“Oh no man. I didn’t bring them there. I guess I just didn’t think they’d like those buildings. I felt
that they’d find them as spooky as I did when I saw them for the first time.”
“Uh, so they’ve never seen Malcolm’s picture? Not like there was any reason for them to do so,”
Jeromy said nervously bringing up this subject again. Tyrone thought about Jeromy’s last question and
knew that he wanted to shelter his folks as much as possible from this side of the world. They had a
difficult time coping with Malcolm and Olphilia’s deaths. In some way they imagined that there had to be
some reason why they were killed. Maybe Malcolm had done something to bring this upon himself, and got
his baby sister murdered as well. Tyrone had to admit that he had initially had the same thoughts. Knowing
Malcolm as well as he did he knew this could not be true.
He brought his mind back in focus and answered Jeromy’s question, “No Jeromy. You are the first
person that I’ve shown that picture to. I still don’t know what it means. Maybe it has something to do with
what we saw yesterday. It really bothers me but I’m not sure what to do about it. I think man, that Malcolm
was trying to tell me something, but just didn’t know how to do so. Then time just ran out.” Jeromy saw the
pain etched in Tyrone’s face. He knew they were sharing a different type of pain, both caused by the death
of a loved one. They finished eating in silence.
“Jeromy, are you ready to go back to the Research Rectangle buildings?” Tyrone said. Jeromy’s
face went from sorrow to surprise, to fear, to questioning his friend’s sanity. “Uh, why on earth would you
want to go back there again?” Jeromy asked.
“I’ve been thinkin’ about it all night. I want to understand what it is we saw yesterday. The only
way to do that is go back there and look around. We certainly won’t get any answers sitting here. Isn’t this
the reason why we came back to school in the first place?” Jeromy knew in his heart that everything Tyrone
said was true. However his heartbeat went up at least 30 beats a minute just thinking about going down to
the science buildings again. It had taken all of this strength to build up the courage to go there yesterday.
Wanting to delay the inevitable Jeromy said, “Uh, do you think anyone is still down there? Are we sure
there won’t be another set of people all dressed up weirdly, like all in black and stuff?” Jeromy picked up
his glass of milk and took a big gulp. He wanted his stomach to settle down before tackling the Research
Rectangle one more time. Tyrone listened to Jeromy’s words, knowing they could have been his own. Of
course he had no way of determining what they might encounter today versus yesterday. Even with this
knowledge, Tyrone knew deep down in his gut that they had to face whatever demons might exist at the
science buildings. Picking up his own glass of milk he drank until it was all gone. He picked up his napkin,
wiped his face and fingers then glanced over at Jeromy and tried to respond the best he could. “I don’t
believe that there will be anyone showing up today, but we won’t know man until we get there. Jeromy, I
know your afraid, so am I. But we both know that we have to go out there and check things out. We won’t
get any answers sitting here. I’ve never seen this “basement” area that you found so of course I’m curious
to see things for myself. Look, if there are people down there, we have each other, we can just turn around
and go back to the dorms.” Jeromy looked over at his friend knowing that everything he said was true, yet
he still had to ask, “You don’t think that Mr. Noneck will be there, do you?” Tyrone responded, “We didn’t
see him yesterday, did we?” “Uh, that doesn’t mean he wasn’t there,” Jeromy replied. “Those people had to
be meeting someone in our Snidley building, didn’t they?” Tyrone honed in on Jeromy’s usage of the word
“our” when referring to the chemistry building. It was interesting to see no matter how much the students
despised the Research Rectangle infrastructure, it was still part of Seivelle University. This was their school
and they didn’t like the fact that intruders were invading their school property.
“You know I can’t guarantee that no one, including Mr. Noneck as you call him will not be
around. Let’s finish up here and go down there and check it out. Maybe it will tell us something, maybe it
won’t. But man, I guess we will never be certain until we try.” Jeromy look down at his empty plate. He
knew that he had to face the truth sooner or later. He didn’t want Tyrone to think he was a coward he just
didn’t want anyone else to get hurt. He had already lost a good friend. He didn’t care that much if
something happened to himself, he just couldn’t face having another friend injured in any way. He drank
the rest of his milk and wiped his mouth with his napkin like Tyrone had done a few minutes earlier.
Tyrone remained silent waiting for Jeromy to say something. Having nothing left of his meal Jeromy lifted
his head and caught Tyrone looking at him with a smile on his face. Tyrone reached across the table and
put his hand on Jeromy’s. “Everything will be okay man, just you wait and see,” he said. Jeromy saw a
sparkle in his friend’s eye as he spoke and couldn’t help but to smile back. Tyrone let his hand linger just a
moment longer then pulled away and reached for the check sitting at the edge of the table.
“My treat, remember,” he said as he glanced at the numbers on the piece of paper, looking for the
final total. He got up and picked up his parka off the back of the chair reaching into the deep side pocket.
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He retrieved his wallet from its depths and went to pull out a twenty. “I’ll leave the tip, okay?” Jeromy said.
“Okay, no problem man,” Tyrone replied. By this time both of them were standing zipping up their parkas
ready to go face the world awaiting them. Neither one knew what was in store for them, a somber
expression replacing the smiles that existed a minute before. Jeromy put a couple of dollars on the table
under his plate hoping that their waitress would come along soon to retrieve her money. Tyrone walked
ahead to the cashier to pay the bill. Jeromy caught up with him just as he was completing this transaction.
They looked across at each other as they headed for the door. They opened this leaving the friendly
confines of the Pancake House, their destination known, however their fate unknown back at their school –
Seivelle University and the Research Rectangle.
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Chapter 32
Elizabeth and Joyce decided to go for a walk after they’d help clean up the table and washed the
dishes for Mrs. Toby. Dinner had been everything Liz had expected as Joyce did indeed, “show her
moves”. Doing her best not to play favorites between Lionelle and Lucus, Joyce had turned to first one
brother, then the other, asking them questions about their hobbies, things they liked at school, etc. No
matter what they answered, Joyce showed the same level of enthusiasm. Liz sat back and watched her
friend in action. She was so easy going that everyone enjoyed having her visit. Joyce looked over at Liz
every now and then, a sparkle in her eye. She’d never known Elizabeth to be so quiet ever since they’d
become roommates. Joyce was surprised to find that Lionelle and Lucus had such varying interests. Lucus
loved to play tennis and was the state champion several years ago. Lionelle on the other hand rarely played
tennis, instead spending his time on the basketball court. He couldn’t stand playing tennis against his twin
brother, maybe because he always lost, and lost badly. At 6’ 4” Lionelle played guard and lived for the
moment when he could anticipate his opponents move and steal the ball. He led his school in the number of
steals three years in a row. He also was at the top of the state division in assists as he was a very unselfish
player. He enjoyed making unique passes to his teammates and watching them score.
The conversation flowed freely at the dinner table and Mr. and Mrs. Toby would break in to tell
stories about their two boys. Joyce would smile as she listened, laughing internally as she suppressed her
emotions, wanting to complete her dinner without spitting up any of her meal. Her stomach hurt so much
she couldn’t tell if it was because she was full from the five-course meal, or holding in her laughter.
Liz lead the way as they turned left on Osage Drive then right onto Parker Road. They walked in
silence for a few minutes until they reached the entrance of Macarthur Park. Playing on the swing set and
monkey bars were several children. Their ages varied from approximately 4 to 8 or 9. Two mothers sat on
the bench near the playground talking, occasionally looking over at their children.
“You were awfully quiet during dinner,” Joyce said as they walked around the playground.
“Well darlin’ you were talking enough for the both of us. You were so busy with my two brothers
that you just ignored sweet ol’ me.” Liz’s eyes spoke to Joyce showing that she was teasing her. Going
along with this pattern Joyce replied, “Well Lionelle and Lucus are so interesting I was trying to decide
which one I liked better. I’m sure one of them would make an enjoyable playmate.” Liz looked over at her
new friend, tilted her head back and let out a howl that would have intimidated the fiercest werewolf. “Why
I do declare, you are sure picking up on the ol’ southern ways. Are you sure you weren’t born somewhere
in these here parts? You could have been any one of my ‘friends’ from school who just loved to come
home with me, especially when my brothers were home.” Elizabeth stopped talking, still laughing, though
not as loud. Joyce decided to tease Liz a little more so she said, “I assume you mean ‘girlfriends’? I’m sure
you’ve had no shortage of ‘boyfriends’ come over to meet “mom and dad.” Liz reached over and punched
Joyce lightly in the arm.
“Oh I do declare you are just a devil in disguise, aren’t you? Why I should just leave you here and
walk home along!”
“Oh, you want to do that to pretty ol’ me,” Joyce answered in her best southern drawl. Fanning
herself with her hand she continued, “Why, I do declare that I’d just have to send out some kind of distress
signal. Then I’d have to just wait and see who would come and rescue poor ol’ me. Why I believe that
would be this kind boy named Lucus Toby. Or maybe I’m mistaken and it would be Lionelle Toby instead.
You know, it is so hard to tell them apart.”
“Oh, you pretty young thing, I could never leave you in such a stressful situation. I do declare, I’ll
just have to take care of you myself.” As she finished speaking Elizabeth reached out and pretended to take
a swing at Joyce. Joyce moved sideways and tripped over Liz’s left foot. Both girls went tumbling down
and Liz landed on top of Joyce. To anyone watching it looked like the two girls were fighting. Joyce rolled
over to get Liz off her, feeling her stomach muscles tightening even more, especially after such a large
meal. They laid there on the ground staring at one another and both started to laugh. Tears rolled down
Joyce’s cheeks as she reached down to hold her stomach as she was in pain of joy. Liz was lying next to her
laughing as well. Just then a young man came running into the park on his evening jog. He had seen the
two girls from a distance in an animated conversation. He watched as the girl on the left punched the other
girl on the arm. As he headed into the park entrance he’d seen the two girls go down then the one on the
right reached down to hold her stomach. He raced over to where the two girls lay on the ground.
“Are you okay?” he said to Joyce, though he didn’t know here name at the time. “Do you need me
to call an ambulance?” he continued. Joyce saw the concern on his face as she looked at him through teary
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eyes. She looked over at Liz who was taking in the whole situation then started to laugh once again. She
tried to stand up but stumbled back to the ground. He reached out his hand so Joyce took it and let him help
her up. Elizabeth lay still wondering what would transpire as Joyce took the young man’s hand and stood
up, brushing herself off. “Are you okay?” he asked Joyce once again. She tried to control her tears and
laughter, not sure which would stop first. She moved her hand away from her stomach and wiped a few of
the tears off of her cheek. Talking a deep breath she tried to answer, “Yes, I think so.”
“I thought I saw her strike you,” he stated as he stared at the girl still sitting up on the ground. He
turned his gaze back to Joyce (still didn’t know her name) and she looked deeply into his eyes. “Why thank
you honey for coming to my rescue,” Joyce said, continuing to use her best southern drawl. She looked
over at Elizabeth and smiled then turned back to the handsome young man. “Well I do declare she just
attacked me for no reason.” Joyce looked down at Liz who was smoothing out her skirt that had crawled up
her thigh before she attempted to stand up.
“That’s what I thought happened,” the young man stated as he turned his sympathetic eyes on
Joyce.
“And I do declare that I’ll do it again if she goes after both of my dearly innocent brothers of
mine. To think she wanted both of them at the same time.” Liz looked over at Joyce with a devilish grin,
deciding to get into the game. The young man’s eyes switched to Liz who was sitting on the ground with
her hands in the lap of her skirt. She sat with her long legs stretched out and crossed at the ankles in a very
lady-like fashion. The're eyes caught hold of one another and she batted her eyelids and turned her chin
down in a seductive fashion. Joyce watched fascinated as her new friend took complete control – moving
the young man’s point-of-view from herself to Liz. He let his eyes leave those of the girl sitting on the
ground to the girl standing in front of him. He lost that sympathetic look to one of confusion. Joyce knew
she was in trouble in his world, no matter what she said, before she even spoke a word.
“Is what she said true?” he asked. His gaze went back to Liz then back to her. Knowing there was
no correct answer Joyce decided to play the game Liz’s way. Keeping her southern drawl she replied, “I
don’t know what that poor girl is talkin’ about darlin’. Sure she has two brothers and they both have an
interest in poor ol’ me. Who wouldn’t, if you know what I mean.” Joyce battered her eyelids the same way
Liz had a moment before. The effect however was not the same. She continued, “I was nice to those two
boys, why my mama taught me nothing’ if not good manners. But I swear, on whatever you have handy, I
never ‘made a play’ for either one of her brothers. And certainly not at the same time! Why I do declare,
what kind of lady do you take me for? You were a witness. I just went through a brutal attack at the hands
of this ol’, oh I’ll just go ahead and say it, tramp!” Joyce fanned herself with her hand and tore her eyes
away from the young man, looking in the distance at nothing, making sure she didn’t look at Elizabeth
either.
Not sure what he had gotten himself into he started to back away from both of them. “Well, as you
both seem to be okay, I ah, I think I’ll just be going now.” Liz looked up at him smiling inwardly on how
effectively Joyce had dealt with the situation. “Well I know I’ll be okay once you help me up from his hard
ground. As for her,” Liz let her eyes stroll over to Joyce then back again, “I do believe she’ll survive as
well, unless I kill her first.” She put out her hand and after a brief hesitation he reached out his own and
connected with hers. She closed her fingers tightly around his and moved her legs so they were bent at the
knee. Her skirt slide up her thigh to almost an indecent level. She stayed in that location for a fraction of a
second too long then thrust her legs up so that she came to an upright position. She let her skirt hug her
thigh before it fell into a proper place on its own. Liz watched the young man's eyes hunger over her tanned
legs while she continued to hold onto his hand. Recognizing that she was now standing he slowly let his
grip on her hand loosen. Finally their fingers separated and he lowered his arm to be stationary at his side.
Joyce had moved a few feet away and saw the intenseness of the young mans gaze on Liz. She realized
how attractive her roommate was and felt no animosity towards her beauty. Liz turned her head and
smoothed down the corners of her skirt releasing the magnetic force that held the young man hostage. He
stepped back as well and turned to look at Joyce. She gave him a warm friendly smile with a nod of her
head representing the unspoken “thank you for coming to my rescue”.
“Well I guess I will be going now,” he repeated as he took one last look at Elizabeth. She smiled at
him as well and he walked backwards to the path and then started to run, slowly at first then picking up
speed, not daring to turn and look back.
“Well I do declare, I’m surprised you didn’t ask him his name, rank and serial no, or should I say
phone number,” Joyce mimic’d her friends voice. “Did you ’al see the way he devoured, ah I meant looked
at you?”
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“Why, you pretty little thing, I just don’t know what you ‘al are talkin’ about. Didn’t you notice
how quickly he came to your aid, my little damsel in distress! “Are you okay?” Liz attempted to lower her
voice and failed miserably. Joyce laughed at Liz’s attempt to talk like a man. “You’re pitiful,” she stated
back to her regular voice. “You’d never make it as a man,” she finished.
“Why darlin’, why would I ever want to? I have too much fun being a woman!”
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Chapter 33
The weather had broken down and the temperature hovered in the mid to upper 30’s. The sun had
come out after not showing its face for the past five days. Breakfast completed Tyrone and Jeromy headed
back to the University. They were quiet on the ride back to school each with their own thoughts about
going back to the Research Rectangle. All to quickly they found themselves in the parking lot between
Quad 2 and Quad 3. Since they had no reason to go back to either Tyrone’s or Jeromy’s room they sat in
the car silently, waiting for the first one to have the courage to open their door. Jeromy knew that Tyrone
had been the courageous one throughout their retreat to the RR buildings so he decided to take the plunge
and opened his door. A loud squeak could be heard as the door handle lever was lifted and the heavy door
hinge opened inch by inch. Jeromy turned to Tyrone his eyes questioning whether they really wanted to do
this. Tyrone replied by starting to open the driver side door. Jeromy looked back through his passenger side
window, a slight reflection of his profile hitting off the door mirror. Pushing the door all the way open
Jeromy struggled to put his right foot on the parking lot floor. No longer able to see what Tyrone was doing
he stretched his left leg out of the opened passageway and reached down to help eject himself out of the
car. Now out in the open Jeromy shivered even though the sun beat down on him brightly. Hesitant to
actually push the car door closed, afraid of what that action would lead up to, Jeromy hung onto the open
door. He felt the car shake and knew that Tyrone had once again been braver than he was. That action
spoke volumes to him silently. He took a deep breath and unknowingly released his own door, which glad
to be free, closed with a mighty thunk. Jeromy was now trapped in the outside world. Looking around he
saw no signs of life except for Tyrone who stood still next to the car on the driver’s side. They looked over
at each other knowing what was to come, in no rush to proceed. After what seemed like an eternity but in
reality was only a few minutes Jeromy saw his left foot move, then his right foot took a step forward. Next
thing he knew he was standing beside Tyrone wanting desperately to reach out and take hold of his hand.
“Ready?” was the only response Jeromy could make. He put his hand in his pockets not wanting
to embarrass himself. Turning slowly to face the general direction of the Research Rectangle Jeromy
responded by starting to walk forward. Realizing that Jeromy had started to move, Tyrone caught up with
him and they proceeded silently side-by-side. As they got closer to their destination Jeromy felt like he was
on “maneuvers” just like Kain had talked about. He wondered what it was like to be part of ROTC. Did
they crawl on their belly face down in the mud with helmets and rifles? He wished he had a pair of
binoculars so that Tyrone and he could ‘scout’ out the area and make sure there were no enemy forces
waiting to ambush them. As if Tyrone could read his mind he finally started to speak softly, “I don’t think
that anyone will be around on a Sunday morning man, but let’s go quietly and take a look around before we
just head down there, okay?” Jeromy was more than okay with this suggestion and nodded his head up and
down vigorously afraid his voice would crack if he tried to speak. They were almost to the same point as
yesterday so they came to a squelching halt. Spotting the tree line that kept them hidden the day before
Tyrone put his finger to his lips indicating they should be quiet. He motioned over to the left that gave them
a better view of the side parking lot where all of those fancy cars magically appeared the previous day.
Today there wasn’t a vehicle in sight. Waiting a few minutes to make sure everything looked safe Tyrone
signaled once again as if he was a lieutenant major leading his platoon into battle. Private Jeromy
responded with a half-salute and the two-person army proceeded forward to where the battleground had
stood 24 hours earlier. Reaching the paved parking lot at around the same time, Tyrone and Jeromy looked
around for any signs of life. All they found were small piles of burnt out cigarette butts. Scanning the area
they found no trace of what they had witnessed the day before. Not sure what he expected to find Tyrone
spoke up once again, this time in a more confident tone of voice, “Well you can tell someone was here
yesterday, man with all of these cigarette butts laying around.” He wondered if any of these butts
represented anything other than cigarettes but kept the thought to himself. Jeromy was walking around
kicking at different piles as if trying to determine if any of these soldiers were still alive. He circled several
sections but never said a word. What Tyrone didn’t know was Jeromy was trying to remember which
vehicle had been in each space, associated to one of the license plate numbers he’d written down. Finished
looking around Jeromy headed for where Tyrone stood, waiting for his next command or set of
instructions. Tyrone did not disappoint him as he began speaking, “I don’t think we will find anything
meaningful out here. It doesn’t look like anyone will be coming back today. If you don’t mind, I was
wondering if you would take me inside the Snidley building. This way man, you can show me all around,
and uh point out that hidden door. I’m just curious man about it that’s all. You don’t have to if you don’t
want to. I’ll understand.” Tyrone stopped talking and looked over at Jeromy who was standing just a few
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feet away. In a role reversal Sergeant Jeromy looked over at Private Tyrone and said, “Sure thing. Let’s
go.” He motioned with his hand forward and they walked side-by-side at a moderate pace heading towards
the middle of the Research Rectangle. As if ordered to do so, in unison they both felt a shiver coarse
through their bodies as they reached the entrance that lead them into the chemistry building. They both
halted at the door that took them into the Snidley building. As if afraid of booby traps, they hesitated to
open the door. Looking first to the left, then right, making sure no enemy troops were in the area they both
took a deep breath. Finally Sergeant Jeromy said, “Well, uh here we are. Let’s go,” and he reached out to
turn the doorknob. At first nothing happened. He turned it again hoping it was locked. Suddenly he felt
movement so he continued to turn the knob ever so slowly. He tightened his grip and turned until he heard
the familiar clicking sound that most doors make. He felt the safety latch catch and let go and the door
released so that he could pull it open. With nothing blocking it’s way the door moved easily away from its
framework and provided an opening large enough to drive a mini-tank through. Since Jeromy held the door
open Tyrone stepped around the door and took a quick last look around before walking through the
opening.
Seeing Tyrone make it safely through the threshold Jeromy took another deep breath and followed
him into the building. A spooky feeling crawled all over his body as the door closed gently behind him.
Wondering if he should lock the door behind him he looked over and realized that a key was required to
bolt the door. Seeing the door had already shut itself he moved over to where Tyrone was waiting patiently
for him. They took tentative steps together knowing that only Jeromy could lead the way. Reaching the end
of the corridor Jeromy stared straight ahead into the wall. Tyrone stood there wondering what Jeromy was
doing. He took quick looks behind him making sure that Jeromy’s Mr. Noneck or any of his friends walked
in. Knowing that there was only the one-entry/exit point – that being the door they just came in, their path
would be blocked by anyone entering the building. Knowing there was no escape route Tyrone looked back
at Jeromy. He stood there frozen like a mannequin. Finally Tyrone tapped him lightly on the shoulder,
sweat forming on his lip from the heat of the moment.
“Jeromy? Man, do you think we should get moving. I still can’t believe that this wall opens and
leads anywhere.” Hearing these words whispered in his ear Jeromy was prompted into action. As he had
done twelve days before (this triggered a crazy thought in his mind about the twelve days of Christmas) he
put his hand on the wall and started to press. Nothing happened. Moving his hand slightly to the right he
tried again. Nothing. Starting to panic and not wanting to look over at Tyrone, Jeromy moved his hand once
more and tried again. Still nothing. Not sure what Tyrone was thinking but knowing that he was being
watched, Jeromy concentrated harder. Thinking back in his mind when he watched Mr. Noneck magically
disappear through this same wall, Jeromy pictured what he’d done to get the wall / door to open. “Abra,
cadaba,” he whispered under his breath, he realized he was on the wrong panel of the wall. Ignoring the
heavy breathing he thought was coming from behind him but in reality was his own Jeromy calmly took a
step to his right almost walking through Tyrone. Their two bodies touched lightly, still Jeromy did not turn
his head away from the wall. Tyrone moved a few feet over giving Jeromy room to maneuver. Jeromy slid
his hand onto the correct panel and gave it a push. Seamlessly a crack in the wall appeared as if split by an
earthquake, only from floor to ceiling. Smiling to himself Jeromy gave a second push to release the
magnetic lock which still held the wall / door in place. Obeying its master the lock disconnected and the
opening increased to a few inches. This was just enough to put your fingers through to unlock the spring
just inside the door. This completed the wall / door opened fully providing room enough for a football
player sized individual to enter.
“Come on, let’s go,” Jeromy whispered louder holding the door so Tyrone could go through.
Following Tyrone through the opening Jeromy let go of the wall / door and the spring took appropriate
action slamming itself in place with a thunderous “clank, click.” Tyrone jumped at the sound turning to see
they’d been trapped on the small walkway, a set of stairs only heading downward lurking in front of them.
“Man, you were so right. What a freaky feeling. I almost pissed in my pants, man.” Staring at
nothing but what seemed to be a solid wall in front of them they turned in unison and hesitantly stared at
the stairway. Taking baby steps forward, Tyrone wanted to reach out and grab hold of Jeromy’s hand but
didn’t want to scare him, though he was petrified himself. As if they had released a slinky they bounded
down the stairs till they reached the bottom, only to be confronted by another solid wall. Feeling
claustrophobic yet more confidant than he did a few minutes earlier, Jeromy stood in front of the wall.
Locating the correct panel he pressed. This time the wall / door inched open right away. Smiling while
looking back at Tyrone, Jeromy pressed a second time and the latch gave way giving them access to the
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colorless corridor of the basement beneath the Snidley building. Their smiles melted away as they stood
there motionless, the color draining from their faces to match the starch white of the corridor walls.
“Clank, click,” caused both of them to jump forward like frogs as the wall / door closed behind
them.
“Wow man, this is insane. I don’t know what to say. I’ve never been anywhere like this in my
life.” To Tyrone, the corridor seemed to go on for miles while in reality it ran the length of the Snidley
building. There it connected with its sister building – Beacon, which was approximately ¼ mile away. No
windows and limited lighting made their image of the hallway magnify four-fold.
“What is this place, man?” Tyrone asked, no answer expected. Recognizing this Jeromy remained
silent. Taking one step forward Tyrone looked around trying to put some perspective in place with what he
was looking at, not succeeding very well. Placing one foot in front of the other he continued with the baby
steps which he had learned when he was an infant. After taking about ten steps forward he stopped and
looked back at Jeromy noticing that he had never moved.
“So are you coming, man?” he asked. Jeromy tried to move but his feet felt like they were locked
in cement. Tyrone walked a few more steps waiting for Jeromy to catch up. He turned once more and
discovered that Jeromy had not moved.
“Come on man,” he whispered loudly and motioned for Jeromy to start walking. Lifting one foot
as if it was still glued to the floor Jeromy headed towards his friend who was getting further away.
Nervously Jeromy walked over to Tyrone who waited patiently for his partner in crime. Once they were
together they stood facing one another and Tyrone repeated his question that held no easy answer, “So what
is this place, man?”
“I’m not sure. It just looks like a big walkway. Maybe, uh it’s an underground tunnel that connects
the Beacon and Snidley buildings together. Uh, it’s, uh mystery to me.”
“Do you think there are more hidden doors, man I just can’t imagine a place like this.”
“It’s hard for me to say, uh maybe, what do you think?”
“Why don’t you take the left wall and I’ll take the right one and see if you can find any more
panels like the one that let us down here, Okay?”
“Uh, I guess so. Do you really think there are more? Where do we look, what part of the wall?”
Jeromy felt flush with fever, even though he was not sick.
“I don’t know man. Let’s just feel around. What do we have to lose?” Except our lives Tyrone
answered to himself. He turned and walked over to the right wall and started feeling around the same height
that Jeromy unlatched the two wall/doors. He walked forward at an even pace making contact with the wall
the entire way. He looked over at Jeromy and saw that he was doing the same on the opposite wall. They
caught each other’s eye and smiled awkwardly at one another. They felt foolish in the manner that they
were walking and touching the wall at the same time. But no one was there to see them at least they hoped
that was true. Jeromy stopped sensing that things felt different on the section of wall he just reached.
Tyrone stopped as well recognizing that Jeromy was no longer moving forward. He watched his friend
noticing that his posture had changed dramatically. A frown buried itself deep into Jeromy’s forehead and
his concentration increased.
“Did you find something,” Tyrone called out softly yet the sound of his voice echoed down the
hallway.
“I’m not sure. Uh, I just got this funny feeling that something is here,” he replied. He pressed
harder on one or two panels but nothing happened. Jeromy took another step forward and repeated the
process on the panel at shoulder height just like the wall/door panels had been placed. Nothing. Frustrated
he continued to the next panel only to be thorough in his attempt to find something. If he had lowered his
hand to normal doorknob level he would have discovered the tiny indentation where the entry to the keypad
panel was buried inside the wall. Having no way of knowing this Jeromy took two more baby steps that
lead him away from Dexter’s office. The sensation gone, Jeromy turned and looked at Tyrone and shrugged
his shoulders in a defeated manner. He continued his path towards the other end of the hallway, away from
Snidley and heading towards Beacon.
“False alarm I guess,” he called over to Tyrone his sense of frustration growing with each step he
took. Tyrone didn’t answer just continuing to mimic Jeromy’s search on the opposite side of the hallway,
not finding anything either. They came closer and closer to the end of the hall and didn’t know where their
final destination would lead. Stopping as they finished their journey without meeting any great adventures
they stood side by side pondering silently to each another what to do next.
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“I didn’t feel anything in that entire stretch of wall. I just don’t understand it, man. There shoulda'
been something here. Don’t you think so too?”
“I didn’t find anything either. Uh, I thought I did but there was nothing when I checked further.
There has to be something here somewhere. Mr. Noneck didn’t just disappear into thin air. I swear it. He
was here. He went through that wall/door just like you and I did and came down here. When I got down to
this corridor he was gone. Where did he go?” Jeromy asked no one. “Uh, you believe me don’t you? Uh, I
mean about seeing Mr. Noneck?”
“Of course I believe you Jeromy,” Tyrone responded. He reached out and placed his hand on
Jeromy’s arm. “We’re down here, aren't we,” he continued. “Maybe he went through this wall and up into
the Beacon.” Jeromy considered this solution and smiled thinking that was probably exactly what
happened. He hadn’t thought about this possibility before though he didn’t know why not.
“Yeah. I bet that’s where Mr. Noneck went.” They looked at each other, the unasked question
hanging in the balance. “Well we’ve come this far, man. I guess we should see what this Mr. Noneck was
up to. Besides, I’ve never been in Beacon before, have you?” “Uh, no I haven’t either. Actually I’ve had
no desire to do so,” Jeromy answered tentatively wondering when this would end. He hated these buildings
and his fear level started to increase once again. Jeromy knew he had no way to convince Tyrone out of this
latest adventure. He turned towards this far end of the corridor and went to the panel where the hidden
access pad should be. He pressed the panel to unlatch the wall/door. To his surprise nothing happened. He
moved his fingers over slightly and pressed again. Same result. He looked over at Tyrone and shrugged his
shoulders. He thought that maybe he picked the wrong spot so moved over one panel and pressed. No
sound, no movement. Puzzled as to why the wall/door wouldn’t show its face he measured in his mind the
distance from the full wall where the hidden panel existed at the other end of the corridor. Stepping back he
looked at the blank wall then stepped forward and tried again. Nothing. He tried the spot above, the spot
below, one to his left, one to his right. His hand started to hurt but that was the only action that occurred.
The wall/door wouldn’t, or couldn’t respond. Jeromy turned to his new friend the look of defeat on his face.
“Hey man, why don’t you let me give it a try,” he suggested. Jeromy stepped back to make room
for Tyrone to stand where he had been a moment before. Tyrone went to the spot where he’d seen Jeromy
open the wall/door on the opposite side of the corridor when they had first entered this strange location.
This time however he got the same response as Jeromy. He spent several minutes trying different sections
of the wall but it stayed as solid as the rest of the walls surrounding them.
“Maybe they put the panel on the other side of this wall to make sure that only those who are
suppose to know there’s a door here can actually open it,” Tyrone suggested. Jeromy stood where he was to
be out of the way and let Tyrone try out this new tactic. After five minutes of futile effort they came to the
conclusion there was no wall/door here, or they didn’t know how to access it. Nervous that they wouldn’t
be able to find the hidden panel on the wall/door they came in earlier the two of them ran back to their
starting point, knowing this is where their great adventure had begun. They both hoped it didn’t end here.
Out of breath and sweating since they both still wore their winter jackets they came to a screeching halt.
“Go ahead Jeromy. Come on man, get us out of here,” Tyrone said gasping slightly.
“No uh, I want you to do the honors since you haven’t had the opportunity to open one of these
wall/doors before. This way you’ll have something to tell your grand children,” Jeromy said equally out of
breath. Tyrone looked over at Jeromy and smiled reaching over to touch his arm once again. He turned and
faced the wall thinking about where the panel that held the release mechanism should be. He pressed the
wall/door and it opened an inch. Heaving a sigh of relief Tyrone pressed the panel a second time and the
lock freed itself from bondage letting the door open wider so that Jeromy and Tyrone could make their
escape.
Once out of the confines of the basement a blast of fresh air hit the two bandits though they hadn’t
made a clean break just yet. Taking the stairs two at a time the two boys came to the last gate that stood
between them and freedom. Jeromy was closer to the panel so he went ahead and pressed it once, twice
freeing the wall/door that kept them from the outside world. Tyrone took hold as the second pressure gave
him the authority to make a passage space sufficient enough to fit them both. They walked/ran through the
wall/door stopping once they made it to freedom.
“Clank, click,” the door turned into a solid wall once again. Tyrone and Jeromy stood there trying
to catch their breath. Sweat ran down their forehead into their eyes leaving streaks on their eyebrows.
Tyrone reached up and unconsciously wiped the perspiration away from his eye. A few seconds later
Jeromy did the same. Tyrone took a couple of steps forward recognizing that they were back in the main
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corridor of the Snidley building. Walking straight he could see real doors with real handles that allowed
them to be opened.
“Jeromy, man do you realize that all of those people we saw yesterday had to go somewhere
within the Snidley building. My bet is that they didn’t have the authority to enter those hidden passages via
the doors we just came through. Do you know what means, man?” Tyrone faced Jeromy and stared at him
a look of confusion took over his entire body. “Think, man. There’s only one other place they could have
gone. Think about the timing between one person leaving their car and the next,” Tyrone said. He gave
Jeromy a minute to think about what he’d said. Suddenly the confusion fell to the floor, replaced by a look
of total understanding. “That’s right man. Someone had to setup shop somewhere in this building. These
guys weren’t in here that long. Plus they had to know in advance where to go with those suitcases they
were carrying. I’ll bet they went into one of these first couple of classrooms. Whachya’ thinking man? Do
you agree?” Tyrone waited impatiently for a response.
“Yeah, I think you’re right. It makes a lot of sense. I mean, uh where else could they have gone?”
“So man, whachya' think about the two of us checking out some of these classrooms? I’m not sure
what I’m looking for, maybe some evidence that we weren’t just seeing things and all those people were
really here.” Tyrone could tell that Jeromy was hesitant about spending any more time in this building. He
was kinda nervous that someone may show up and they had nowhere to hide. But in his own mind this
adventure was at a peak. His adrenaline was flowing now that he’d seen first hand the hidden doors and the
strange corridor that lead to nowhere. He wasn’t quite ready to go home. Malcolm crossed his mind and he
wanted to find out what had gone so wrong that his best friend had gotten killed. Jeromy looked over at his
friend and saw the look of determination take over. Not wanting to disappoint him, even though he was
scared about what they had already encountered, or rather hadn’t encountered. He knew he would go along
with whatever Tyrone wanted to do. Voicing this sentiment Jeromy said, “uh sure, uh we can do that.”
Tyrone looked relieved to hear Jeromy say okay. He started to walk towards the first classroom accessible
after you first enter the Snidley building. Trying the door he was surprised to find that it was locked. He
figured that since the main building door was open, the classroom doors would be open as well. He tried to
remember if he saw any students using this classroom where he came to Professor Orenigh’s chemistry
class, however he simply could not recall. All he did remember was how quickly he wanted to get out of
class and away from the Research Rectangle. He went to the next classroom and that was locked as well.
Jeromy stood still watching Tyrone try the different classroom doors with no success. The next available
door led to their chemistry class. Tyrone walked slower now down the hall till he approached their
classroom. He looked back at Jeromy who had not budged from the initial spot Tyrone left him. He reached
out his hand and tried to turn this knob, expecting that it would be locked as well. To his surprise the
doorknob turned granting him access. Tyrone stood half-in – half outside the doorway as it sprang forward.
He waited a minute then gestured to Jeromy to follow him. Having been in that classroom all semester long
Jeromy felt more comfortable then if they had to enter a strange classroom. He walked swiftly now towards
Tyrone not wanted to be alone inside the corridor of this facility. Darkness engulfed them as the
windowless classroom took over as the door shut behind them. Tyrone walked blindly his hands against the
wall, just like they had been in the hallway to nowhere just ten minutes earlier. He reached up and down
caressing the wall in search for the light switch instead of a hidden panel. Finally finding it he flipped the
switch in the upward direction allowing the much-needed light to filter through the room until all corners
had been covered. Blinking his eyelids until his pupils adjusted to this new brightness Tyrone walked over
to the front of the classroom near the Professor’s desk. He looked out to where the lone student had
unconsciously drifted over to his old seat. Feeling naked with his backpack Jeromy reached down to where
he normally stored it, realizing that it wasn’t there. Panic filled his eyes until he saw Tyrone standing in
front of the class instead of Professor Orenigh. Tyrone didn’t catch this reaction, as he was not focusing on
Jeromy at the time. He was checking out the professor’s desk trying to see if any kind of papers might have
been left behind. Finding nothing worthwhile Tyrone chuckled out loud as he noticed a plastic rotten apple.
A big chuck was bitten out of it. It sat on the corner of the desks underneath compartment normally hidden
from a student’s view of the professor. Continuing to look around he opened a few drawers but felt
awkward, as if he was spying on Professor Oreneigh. He found nothing to convince him that anyone was in
this room the day before sitting at this desk. He looked out and smiled as he saw Jeromy sitting at his
former desk, forever acting in the student role. Taking a final look around the teacher’s area Tyrone left and
went for a walk through the student’s cubicles. If class had indeed been held here yesterday then the student
had to have sat at one of these cubicles. Since it was one-on-one tutoring that day the student should have
sat towards the front of the class to make sure they paid attention. Tyrone checked out the first row seats on
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his initial pass through and came up empty. He started to go through the second row near the center of the
classroom. Something caught his eyes but he wasn’t sure since Jeromy continued to sit in his second row
seat, third over from the center. Theirs eyes caught hold of each then looked down at the same time.
Getting up out of his chair Jeromy walked over to the chair next to him, reaching it at the same time as
Tyrone. They looked up at one another again then back at the chair in-between them. Hanging on a recently
chewed piece of gum stuck underneath the desk was a plastic bag. Inside it looked like a finely grated
sugar. Tyrone reached over and pulled the bag from the gum. They looked at it intently together then
looked up and stared in each other’s eyes. They both knew that this was Joyce’s desk that the gum was
stuck to. They also knew that Joyce was not chewing gum the day of the final exam!
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Chapter 34

Tyrone carried his two suitcases filled with clothes the final few feet back to his dorm room. Dropping
them to the floor he squeezed his fingers together as if he held a flex-ball in his hands. Shaking his arm
trying to get feeling back, he reached into his pocket and pulled out his set of keys. Pushing one then
another aside, he selected the appropriate key and shoved it into the lock. Turning it clockwise until the
familiar “click” appeared he turned the doorknob and pushed it open. Using his feet to leverage the door, he
reached back and retrieved the suitcase nearest to him. Picking it up he took two steps and let it drop near
his bed so he could go back and get the other suitcase still waiting patiently out in the hallway. The door
started to close on him automatically but he caught it before it closed. Holding the door open with his feet
he stretched until his fingertips reached the handle. He brought the suitcase closer making sure the door
stayed open otherwise he’d be locked out of his room as the keys sat on his bed. This accomplished he got
a solid grasp through the handle and picked up the suitcase. Using his foot once again to widen the space so
he could fit his entire body and the suitcase through the opening. He walked in and kicked the door shut
hearing the lock mechanism catch. He took the suitcase over to his bed and thrust it on top planning to
unload all his clean clothes and place them in their proper place within the tiny dorm room.
“Hello Tyrone, welcome back.” Tyrone jumped back in a move that would have made his gym
teacher proud, especially if he was trying out for the high jump. His heart beating rapidly he turned around
away from his bed and discovered Kyle lying leisurely back on his own bed against the opposite wall.
Hands tucked tightly together behind his head he continued, “sorry, I didn’t mean to scare you.” Smiling,
Kyle watched Tyrone – seeing the fear falling from his face, a look of recognition taking over.
“Gee Kyle, man you scared me half to death. Watchya' doing here so early? I didn’t expect to see
you until tomorrow, this being Saturday and all. I thought you’d just show up all pumped up from your five
weeks off. Why waste a Saturday when you could return on Sunday. This would give you less time to
worry about classes starting up again Monday morning.”
“I didn’t know you had such a low opinion of me. I’ll have you know that I got all passing grades.
I want to thank you for tutoring me last semester, it meant a great deal to me.”
“I didn’t mean it that way, man it came out wrong. You just caught me by surprise that’s all. So,
did you enjoy your Christmas break?” Tyrone forgot all about unpacking as Kyle and he spent the next
twenty minutes talking about their holidays, what kind of presents they’d received, what they did for
excitement during the break, and so forth. This was the first real conversation Tyrone had with Kyle and he
was surprised to find how “down-to-earth” his roommate was in his approach to life. Tyrone knew that
Kyle had been a gifted athlete in High School. He was heading towards high profile colleges with full
scholarship until he busted up his knee in his last game of the year. Kyle and his friends spent a lot of time
at the gymnasium working out. Kyle never talked to him about his injury or why he came to Seivelle
University, which had no major athletics program. He would have thought he would have gone to one of
the top schools and tried to get rehabilitated so he could once again play football. He didn’t know if the
knee was busted so badly that it was a career ending accident. He did know that attending Seivelle
University was a career ending decision. His view of “jocks” in the past was they cared nothing about their
actual education, whether it was in high school or college. It was these students that screwed up test
averages for the rest of the students wanting to learn something while getting good grades. They normally
had to work that much harder if they were to get any kind of education. Sharing a room with Kyle the first
semester hadn’t changed his viewpoint very much. He was impressed that Kyle realized he needed
assistance in his class work and wasn’t to conceited or embarrassed to ask for his help. He also paid for this
service instead of just expecting that a roommate would automatically do this for him. He seemed to realize
that Tyrone’s time was just as valuable as his own. Now he was glad he’d helped Kyle out and that this
lead to his passing all of his classes. Tyrone was tempted to tell Kyle about the Research Rectangle but
didn’t want to do anything to hurt the trust that Jeromy had placed on him. It would have been nice to have
someone to talk to about everything which Jeromy and himself had encountered especially a roommate.
Instead Tyrone had talked about typical stuff that you do when on a break from school. He gave no
indication that he had been back at school two weeks ago. Looking out his dorm room window he saw
students scattering all about like a colony of worker ants, turning first in one direction, then that direction,
not sure exactly what they want to do or where they are going. Students coming back between semesters is
not as chaotic as freshman orientation had been. It was however a vast difference to the quietude of this
same campus just a few weeks earlier. Tyrone turned back to Kyle who had moved himself to a sitting
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position while still on his bed. Leaning his head against the wall, Kyle waited for Tyrone to come back to
earth, though he wasn’t exactly sure where he had gone.
“Are you hungry man?” Tyrone asked Kyle.
“Actually, I’m starving,” Kyle replied.
“I noticed the Livestock was open, or at least I saw people walking into the cafeteria when I was
heading into the Quad. Do you want to check it out? Man, I’m getting pretty hungry myself.”
“That’d be great. Do you want to unpack your suitcases first?” Kyle asked. He turned his head
towards Tyrone’s bed Tyrone did the same and realized that his first suitcase sat patiently on his bed where
he had thrown it when he walked into his dorm room a half-hour earlier. Looking over at the one that was
still standing on the floor, Tyrone walked over and picked it up, brought it over to his bed where he tossed
it topside on the bed next to it’s brother. ”No man, let’s go eat first. I’ll unpack when we get back.” Kyle
pushed himself forward till his feet where able to touch the ground. Straightening his body to its full 6’ 5’
height he walked over to his closet. Opening the door he chose a pair of size 14 sneakers. Pulling them out
he started to lace them up. Tyrone had his size 9 sneakers on from when he had first walked into their dorm
room. Tyrone watched as Kyle finished lacing the high-tops and noticed how sparkling white they
appeared.
“So are those a Christmas present from Santa?” he asked. While Tyrone stood at a solid 6’ it
always amazed him to see how big Kyle was when they stood next to each other.
“How did you know that?” I didn’t realize I was rooming with a psychic,” Kyle laughed as his
eyes made contact with Tyrone’s.
“Oh yeah man, that’s me all right, sir Hanover the mighty. Come on, come all and listen as sir
Hanover predicts what presents you received for Christmas.” Tyrone laughed right back at Kyle. “That
would really become a moneymaker for you man. Why don’t you go out and print up posters and hang
them in all the Quad’s?” Tyrone could barely speak he was laughing so hard. Kyle laughed right along with
him as he reached back into his closet and pulled out his jacket.
“Come on, let’s go, sir Hanover the mighty. I want to hear what else I got for Christmas,” Kyle
said. “But lets do it over lunch, I’m starving!” With that he put his arm around Tyrone’s shoulder and led
him out of their dorm room. As they closed the door behind them Tyrone continued, “let’s see man, you got
two new pairs of jeans – Levi’s 550’s of course, it’s the only style you like, and two new flannel shirts, one
red, the other blue.” Tyrone continued to repeat what Kyle had told him earlier about the presents he’d
received for Christmas during their conversation earlier.
Joyce spent the rest of the Christmas break vacation back home with her folks. She sat in the
living room reading Danielle Steel’s book, Hollywood Wives. The quiet was deafening as her mom and
dad had gone to bed early. Her older brother and his family had left earlier in the week to head back to the
West Coast where they lived. She put the book down and walked over to the large bay window. Even
though it was dark outside Joyce could see the large swirling snowflakes being blown in a vicious circle by
the North wind. She shivered as the frigid temperature outside forced its way in through the window seams.
She could not help herself as her thoughts wandered several thousand miles away. A smile creased her face
as the noise took over. There she was sitting at the dinner table trying hard to keep up with the constant
chatter that took place between Lucus, Lionelle and Elizabeth. Of course Mr. and Mrs. Toby where not at a
loss for words themselves. They enjoyed challenging the views and opinions of their three children. Mr.
Toby always made sure that the opposing point-of-view was addressed / presented whenever his children
lost sight of the fact that there are almost always two sides to every story. Joyce had the pleasure to sit
through twenty-one (considering 3 meals a day) of these conversations while she spent a week at her
friends home in Georgia. She admitted to herself that there were several occasions where she sat quietly by,
trying hard to listen and understand the fast pace spoken with that southern drawl. She was sure that
Elizabeth realized Joyce’s dilemma and spoke in an even more nasal southern tone, sometimes slurring her
words together, making it impossible for Joyce to understand what she was saying. Whenever this would
occur, Lionelle and Lucus would join in and then start laughing so hard that they couldn’t eat. The only
time it was totally quiet in the Toby’s home was when everyone was sound asleep. With the way the two
boys snored, it wasn’t totally quiet even then.
Joyce listened to the silence of her own home and wondered why she felt so alone. It had always
been this way in her household, even when she was growing up and her brother was still at home. Her dad
liked to watch the news during dinnertime and always left for work each morning before the rest of the
family woke up. They never sat and ate breakfast or lunch together as a family. At the Toby’s house, every
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meal was eaten together. Of course it was a vacation week for everyone so this might not be true when Liz,
Lionelle and Lucus were in school and Mr. and Mrs. Toby went to work. Joyce filtered this information
into her brain registering that she would ask Elizabeth when they were back at Seivelle. The snow started to
fall even harder and the tree limbs sparkled a crystal white as they swayed back and forth. The thought of
school brought Joyce back to the present while another shiver coursed through her body as the chill from
the windowpane surrounded her. “I hope this storm ends soon,” Joyce thought to herself. She walked away
from the storm a sudden warmth embracing her as Seivelle University and her dorm room came into her
mind. She was suppose to head back to college with her dad tomorrow so she would be ready to start the
second semester of her freshmen year. She received her report card while she was staying with the Toby’s.
Her parents had called to tell her and she let them open up the envelope and share the grades with her. She
had made the A/B honor roll. Her mom and dad were so proud of her, she had been pretty excited herself.
Of course Elizabeth had made the straight A honor roll. The two of them had gone out to celebrate while
they were together. Joyce had never felt so horrible in her life the next day. Liz just laughed which made it
worse. Joyce was obviously not a good drinker. Liz made some strange concoction that had tasted awful
but worked wonders. Well, if everything went according to plan they would be together sometime
tomorrow. Joyce looked back out the window then shook her head and crossed her fingers. It did not look
promising.
The blaring sound startled Jeromy causing him to drop the hanger he was about to attach to his
closet rod. It rang again impatiently wanting a response. Jeromy looked down at the new pair of pants he’d
received as a Christmas present from his folks. He could swear they were starting to wrinkle right before
his eyes after he’d packed them so carefully. He had laid them on top of everything else in his suitcase. The
solid ringing made him look once more over at his desk then back down to the crumpled pants still hooked
through the hanger. His phone almost never beckoned him and he had already talked to his mom and dad
letting them know he had arrived safely and was back at Seivelle. Making his decision he ran the eight feet
over to where the shrilling sound gave one last call. Positive that as soon as he picked up the receiver the
mysterious call would be gone Jeromy reached out and picked up the phone.
“Hello?” is all he said, expecting to be greeted by silence.
“Hello Jeromy,” the voice responded at the other end. “I wasn’t sure you’d make it back to school
man, you know with the bad snowstorm and all,” the voice continued. A smile crossed Jeromy’s mouth as
he listened to his new found friend.
“Hello Tyrone,” he answered. “It’s nice that you called. I got in about an hour ago. The roads were
pretty bad but traffic seemed to be moving okay. How about you? When did you get back?”
“I got in town sometime late this morning. I’ve been unpacking and just hanging out. I was glad
the storm blew past and cleared out or I’m not sure we could have made it back to good ol’ Seivelle U. Not
that I’m so crazy about starting back at school. You know man with my hectic semester schedule and all,
man you must know what I mean. You know what was cool? My roommate was back already when I got
here. He’s kinda cool for a big guy. You know he was a major football player, man he is one big dude.
Anyway he scared the shit out of me. Ah, excuse my french as the saying goes. He was in the room in the
dark when I got in. Well we talked and everything, then man we went and eat at the ol’ Livestock. It was
pretty cool man. He’s gone to work out, he does that a lot, but it’s okay. So how about you, what do you
think about being back?”
“Ah, you know. I feel the same way as you. While I’m glad to be back at school, I’ve never been a
great student. Oh well, its just another facet of life we have to live with. I don’t look forward to all that
studying and homework and stuff.” Jeromy caught Tyrone’s usage of the word “we” when talking about
getting back to the university. Just like the word “friend”, Jeromy smiled inwardly knowing that he had
found several individuals here at school who were his “friends.” Tyrone sat at the top of this list.
“I’m not looking forward to the heavy workload either,” Tyrone said. “But I guess in the long run
it will help us down the road,” he continued. “Did you receive this semesters class schedule in the mail, or
did you pick it up here at school yet?”
“I ah received it in the mail last week. I was glad because I didn’t want to have to go over to the
registrar’s office and wait in line like last semester. How about you? Do you know what classes you’re in?”
“Yes man. That’s one of the reasons I called you. I wanted to compare my schedule with yours. I
was interested in what subjects you picked up.” Tyrone read off his list of classes and the associated
schedule. This included basic English with Professor Thummings, U.S. History with Professor Linkon.
Jeromy was in 1st year math with Professor Cravettts, Psychology Of Abnormal Behavior with Professor
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Crampski. They were disappointed that they weren’t in any classes together until Tyrone read, “Animal
Science with Professor Chinchilla.”
“So am I!” an excited Jeromy screamed into the phone. At Tyrone’s end Kyle lifted his head off
his pillow, opened his eyes and stared at Tyrone. “Sorry,” Tyrone mouthed over to his roommate holding
his hand over the receiver. Meanwhile Tyrone did a dance in place as his body shivered with delight.
“That’s great,” Tyrone spoke into the phone turning away from his roommate. “So at least we have one
class together,” he said. While he completed this statement his mind raced over the schedule that included
where each class was held. Quietly he spoke into the phone, “Jeromy, do you see where our Animal
Science class is held?” Jeromy scanned his finger over the line that showed class location. A sudden dread
crept over his body as he responded to Tyrone, “Yeah I see it. It’s the Beacon section of the Research
Rectangle. That’s the part of the building where those people had to park their automobiles, since there is
no direct parking spot in front of the Snidley building.” Jeromy and Tyrone were both quiet for a moment
while they each thought back to their adventure with the Research Rectangle a couple of weeks earlier.
Jeromy was the first one to speak, “You know Tyrone, all science classes are held at the Research
Rectangle. It wouldn’t matter which class we sign up for, we will always attend a class there.”
Kyle had looked up at Tyrone when he’d heard the scream into the telephone. He tried not to be
conspicuous but he saw the color drain out of Tyrone’s face. He figured it had to do with whatever topic he
and the other person were discussing. He had no idea what that might be. He continued to watch without
Tyrone being aware of this fact. He saw some color return as Tyrone responded, “Yeah man. I guess you’re
right. It’s just that the place gives me the creeps, you know what I mean?” Kyle could not hear the reply but
saw a smile creep up onto Tyrone’s lips and his body started to relax a little bit. Kyle assumed the worst
was over as he closed his eyes and tried to take a nap.
Tyrone wanted to talk about the Research Rectangle and what Jeromy and himself had seen /
found. He looked over at Kyle and decided he should not have that conversation with Kyle lying there. He
knew that he’d over-reacted when talking about the animal science class. Ever since he’d found the picture
that Malcolm had hidden away and realized it was a shot of the Research Rectangle, all of those buildings
brought back bad memories. He was trying to cope with the situation the best that he could, however the
knock on the door by the police at the Power’s house while he watched still brought nightmares. He
remembered every minute of that fateful day. Seeing the police cruiser through his bedroom window
(which faced Malcolm’s house), he saw it stop directly in front of the Power’s house. Racing down stairs
and opening the front door he watched as two cops got out of their police car, one white, one black. He sat
down in the patio chair and continued to watch. They reached into the car and pulled out their uniform hats
then slammed the door closed behind them. The white cop had been on the passenger side so he waited for
his black partner to come around the front of the car. They stopped and talked a few minutes, the black cop
laughing at something the white officer said. They strolled up the Power’s driveway at a leisurely pace, no
urgency in their step. Tyrone stood up so he could see better as the white cop got off to one side of the
black cop, a little behind him. He watched as the black officer knocked on the door, not a care in the world.
Tyrone walked to the edge of their patio so he could see what was going on, even if he couldn’t hear the
words being spoken. Mr. Powers answered the door and opened it a little to peak out, but did not come
outside. A minute later after some words were exchanged Tyrone heard the scream that would stay with
him forever. “NO! Oh NO! It can’t be! You must be mistaken? NO, NO, NO! Oh my God, say it isn’t
true!” Tyrone listened to Mrs. Powers as the door opened wider. He still couldn’t see anything and the two
police officers were still standing outside. A minute later both officers went into Malcolm’s house. Tyrone
could only stand and stare at the empty space. They were there for almost an hour and Tyrone never
moved. He stared over at his best friend’s house waiting for the police to leave. All that time he never saw
his friend enter or leave his house. Finally the door opened and Mr. Powers let the two police officers out.
There were no handshakes, no acknowledgement by either the police or Mr. Powers. He just shut the door
before they had walked down the first step of the porch. As they walked down the driveway the white cop
became aware of Tyrone’s presence. He looked up at him and just smiled. He nodded over at his partner
letting him know that he was watching. He said something to his partner and they both looked his way. The
white cop said something else to the black cop that Tyrone could not hear. The black cop just shrugged his
shoulders in an “I don’t care” manner and continued walking toward the police car. The white cop took one
final look over and smiled again, then went and opened the passenger side door and stepped inside. Pulling
the door closed behind him he stared straight ahead. The black cop never looked Tyrone’s way. He got into
the cruiser, turned the ignition and just sped off, waiting for the next chance to deliver the news of another
black child’s murder to unsuspecting parents.
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Once the police had driven away Tyrone had jumped over the porch railing and walked as quick as
his legs would take him over to Malcolm’s house. He dragged himself up the stairs and rang the doorbell.
Mr. Powers came to the door and looked through the peep-whole to see who was there. Recognizing
Tyrone he reluctantly opened the front door but did not say anything. In the background Tyrone could hear
Mrs. Powers wailing. Mr. Powers did not invite Tyrone in, which was strange, since they’d been neighbors
for over fifteen years. He had always been very friendly towards Tyrone.
“I saw the police come to your house over an hour ago. They were here a long time. Is anything
wrong? Where’s Malcolm? Can I see him?” Upon hearing Malcolm’s name mentioned Mrs. Powers had a
new attack of crying uncontrollably. Tyrone looked up at Mr. Powers and saw tears in his eyes.
“What’s wrong? What happened to Malcolm? Was there an accident? Has Malcolm been hurt?”
Tyrone didn’t mean to keep going on, he was just a kid who was concerned about his best friend. Mr.
Powers could barely speak. The tears streamed down his face and his knees sagged, working hard to hold
up his full weight.
“They’re gone. My dear God, both Malcolm and Olphilia are both gone. They’re dead. Oh no it
can’t be but that’s what they said…they’re both dead.” Tyrone stared at Mr. Powers in disbelief. Olphilia,
baby Olphilia and Malcolm are both dead. Tyrone thought he must have heard him wrong. He had seen
both of them just a few hours earlier. Malcolm had been playing with his baby sister before putting her
down for a nap. Tyrone had been over and they were both laughing and giggling while Olphilia was all
smiles. Now Mr. Powers was saying that the police had come over to tell them that Malcolm and Olphilia
had died.
“HOW,” the word exploded from his mouth as his tears joined those of both Mr. and Mrs. Powers.
“I’m so sorry,” were the only words he could come up with as he choked up. He instinctively
stepped forward and wrapped his arms around Mr. Powers. Troy Powers reached his arm out and placed it
over Tyrone’s shoulder hugging him close, realizing that he would never be able to do this again with his
own son and daughter. It wasn’t until much later that Tyrone learned the truth, that Malcolm and Olphilia
did not just die in some accident, but had been murdered. They had been with some white girl and it had
been a drive-by shooting of some sort. For the longest time Tyrone didn’t even care that another person had
been killed along with Malcolm and Olphilia. His sole focus was on the murder of his best friend and his
baby sister. Now he was on the phone with the boy friend of the white girl, she was real and had a name –
Jennie Thurowgood. Who could imagine that they went to college together. He liked Jeromy, he was down
to earth and seemed to care about people, no matter the color of their skin. He realized that he would want
to be friends with Jeromy, even if they didn’t share this dark, awful secret together
Tyrone brought himself back to the present and listened as Jeromy agreed with him about the
Research Rectangle. He was glad they would be in the Animal Science class together. He told Jeromy
they’d have to get together sometime soon, maybe for lunch or dinner. Tyrone hung up the phone and sat
down on his bed staring over at Kyle. He reflected about the fact that over the past six months he had
become friendly with three white kids. His whole four years of high school he’d not had a single white
person who he would call his ‘friend’. Tyrone and Kyle had enjoyed their first lunch together and been able
to talk about a lot of different topics. They surprised themselves to find they shared mutual interests. Kyle
had a strong sense of humor and kept Tyrone laughing throughout the meal. Tyrone had a difficult time
dealing with people, black or white. For most of his first semester at Seivelle University he stayed pretty
much to himself. He took the death of Malcolm very hard especially since he was suppose to come to the
same college with him. They were going to take care of one another. Now he didn’t have his best friend to
support him. He concentrated on his classes and studying so he didn’t have much time for social gatherings.
He had never been much of a drinker so he stayed away from the keg parties that were held throughout the
semester. He would go to the Getaway lounge occasionally with a bunch of the guys from the floor just to
take a break from studying. Leo would hook up with him from time to time and he seemed nice, even if he
wasn’t the smartest kid in school. Tyrone looked over his class schedule and realized that he was excited
about starting the second semester. He was nervous when he first came to school almost six months earlier.
Now he knew what to expect and enjoyed the pace which college life offered. Besides, he didn’t think he
could bear living at home with the constant reminder of what had happened to Malcolm. Living next to the
Powers would be extremely difficult all year long.
Tyrone continued to look over at his roommate amazed how easygoing Kyle took things. In two
days they would start the second half of their freshmen year. A new beginning with new Professors and no
clear-cut direction as to what they expected from him. There was one thing that Tyrone knew for sure it
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would be difficult to top the intrigue that accompanied him through the first semester of his freshmen year
at Seivelle University.
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Chapter 35
Jeromy hung up the phone and quickly walked over to the closet where his new pants still rested
on the floor. He looked down in horror at them hoping they didn’t wrinkle since he wasn’t able to fit them
properly on the hanger once the phone rang. He tried as hard as he could to stretch the phone cord as far as
possible from his desk to the closet but fell six inches short. Not wanting to release the phone while Tyrone
was talking to him, Jeromy had looked on painfully while additional creases multiplied on his pants just
lying there innocently waiting for someone to come and take care of them. He picked up the hanger and
tried valiantly to smooth out the wrinkles but was unsuccessful. Shaking them out one final time he folded
them at the seams and wrapped them onto the hanger. He reached into his closet and hung up the pants next
to all off his other pants (there were just six pairs in his entire closet). He went back to his suitcase sitting
open on his bed and carefully put away the remaining shirts, socks and underwear. Satisfied that everything
was placed in its proper location Jeromy closed the closet door, walked back to his bed and sat down. He
took the time to look around and realized that Kain’s things were back in the room as well so he must have
returned earlier in the day. Kain could be anywhere, he seemed to come and go like the invisible man. He
wasn’t sure what major Kain was working towards but there were books in the bookshelf that Kain has
made himself. A wide variety of subjects were visible including Art History, Combinatoric Analysis &
Problem Theory, Economics of the World Order and several Civil War, World War I and World War II
books. Jeromy got off the bed and walked over to his desk by the window. He reached over and picked up
the white envelope that he’d retrieved from his suitcase top flap and placed it on his desk. He looked at his
name written neatly in front. He stared at it for a moment then gingerly opened the top left drawer and put
the envelope inside. Looking back at the desk he noticed the note pad on which he’d written down the
make of car and license plates from the day Tyrone and himself had walked over to the Research Rectangle
during the Christmas break. Surprised that he had left it out in the open over the remainder of his holiday
Jeromy picked the pad up off the desk. Neatly tearing off the top page that held all of the mysterious
writing he put the blank pad back down on his desk for future use. Folding the remaining sheet of paper
still in his hand he made it into a triangle. He bent down and re-opened his desk drawer and placed this
underneath the envelope he had placed inside his desk just a minute before. Closing the drawer Jeromy
looked at his desk to make sure that everything was put away in the exact spot he had been before he
entered the room. A slight noise came from outside his door that startled him. Turning around Jeromy heard
the knob turning to his room. Softly a key turned within the lock followed by a click. The doorknob turned
and the door swung open. Jeromy felt a sense of pride and joy when Kain walked through the door wearing
his ROTC camouflage shirt and kaki pants. He remained silent as Kain strolled through the door kicking it
shut behind him.
“How ya doing squirt?” Kain said. He liked to tease Jeromy since he was still a freshman while
Kain was a junior. His previous roommate had graduated the year before, finishing college in just three
years.
“Hi back at ya,” Jeromy replied.
“Did you just get in town?” Kain asked.
“Yeah, I just finished unpacking about fifteen minutes ago,” he answered. Kain appreciated the
fact that Jeromy kept a clean dorm room. Kain also liked cleanliness and was kind of a control freak. Like
the military, everything had a proper place.
“So Kain, what have you been doing with yourself over the past five weeks? Going out with all
the pretty girls I bet.” Jeromy enjoyed teasing his roommate now that he was back, especially about all of
the girls he dated. Jeromy had been “requested” to vacate the room more than once during the first
semester. Kain had not always been with the same girl when this request was made. Kain laughed out loud,
a full belly laugh. He liked his new roommate even though most of the time Jeromy was quiet, withdrawn
into himself like a turtle hidden within its shell. He had not seen Jeromy since before he left for his
chemistry exam last year. Now he was back and Kain noticed right away that Jeromy had a different
attitude. He did not seem so withdrawn. He was glad he left the note for Jeromy before he left for the
holiday break.
“Well I don’t know if you’re old enough yet to hear about all of my adventures over the past five
weeks. Certainly not about all the senorita’s I socialized with during that time frame.” Kain watched as
Jeromy turned crimson with embarrassment. He let out another unencumbered laugh and continued to tell
Jeromy about his winter break. “As I told you in my note, you did get my note before you left didn’t you?”
Kain asked. Jeromy nodded his head in a forward motion too shy to speak any words, afraid he might
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break down. His facial expression spoke for him. Kain continued, “Well my ROTC unit was called out of
town on a special maneuver which I mentioned in my note. I can’t tell you where we went or what we did,
otherwise I’d have to kill you,” Kain stated. Kain’s body and face took on a deadly serious expression.
Kain watched as a look of terror took over his roommate’s face. He could hear the speechless words being
sent forth from Jeromy as he tried to determine if Kain was serious. Jeromy’s mind was racing back in time
trying to figure out what was happening in the world. He reflected back to Jennie and then to December
trying to determine what was going on that would have taken Kain away. Kain maintained that all to
serious look for a few minutes longer not saying anything. He wondered if Jeromy would ask any questions
about his ROTC activities but didn’t think he would do so. He didn’t have the heart to tell Jeromy that his
“unit” had been down the street in the old unused gymnasium drinking beers, celebrating the end of another
semester at Seivelle University. Recognizing that Jeromy was too nervous to speak he let his facial mask
fall off and started to laugh once more. He got himself under control while Jeromy stared at him with a
questioning look.
“Jeromy, be cool. Everything is all right. I was just kidding you. My unit just got together to
congratulate each other on finishing another term. There were no special maneuvers, at least none involving
world peace from a Seivelle University point-of-view. No one’s going to get killed or anything.” Kain
stopped talking watching the saddest expression he’d ever seen overtake Jeromy’s eyes. Though no tears
appeared, Kain could tell that Jeromy was crying on the inside. Kain knew something was going on with
Jeromy he just didn’t have a clue as to what it was. He’d gotten back into town yesterday and had started to
clear all of the dust that collected over the five weeks they’d been gone. While he was cleaning both his and
Jeromy’s desk he noticed the pad of paper sitting on top of his desk. Puzzled by what he saw along with the
military mind he’d acquired over the past several years, Kain had stopped to review what was written on
the pad…
BMW
Infiniti
Cadillac Deville
Ford Mustang
Lexus GS400

5TH7475
GHX9291
IMSSPCL
LKOUTMAN
GD4USIR

And so on, ten cars listed on the page. He figured that the values next to each car represented a license plate
number; at least it was logical to think so. He didn’t know what they meant so he’d taken the time to copy
the list into his ROTC notebook. He knew no one else but himself ever went into this notebook. He had a
good friend who he met through ROTC who it so happened to be the brother of a local police officer. He
had been invited to their house on several occasions and he had become friendly with the brother – John.
Last night he had given his buddy’s brother a call and asked for a favor. He said that as part of a project he
was working on at school he had to obtain information “any way he could” of a specific topic of interest.
Since he had always been interested in different cars he had walked through the university parking lot and
at random chosen ten cars that interested him. He had taken down the their model and license plate
numbers. He wanted to contact the owners and interview them about their cars, what they liked, what they
disliked…you know basic stuff. The problem was he didn’t know how to get in touch with them. Maybe he
could get his good friend’s brother to use their computer to get the names, maybe address and or telephone
numbers for each of the car owners. He told him it was no big deal, if he couldn’t help him out he would
look for other means of getting the information. Of course if he ever needed a favor that he or any of his
ROTC clan could help out with, just give him a call. His buddy said it was no problem he would get back
in touch within the next forty-eight hours with the data, was that soon enough. Kain had insured him that
would be great and he really appreciated it. Kain saw that the van had no license plate number beside it and
wondered why. He would need to investigate this further on his own.
Kain had to force himself to bring his attention back to the current moment. He had no idea what he’d said
to swing Jeromy’s mood so dramatically to the dark side. He knew he had to say or do something to break
the look that Jeromy was giving him so he decided to bring the discussion back to what he’d been doing
over the break.
“So as I was saying, we finished up our ROTC little get together and I came back to our dorm
room and you had already left on vacation. I spent a couple of days with a pal, mostly staying warm inside.
The weather got so friggin’ cold that you couldn’t do much of anything. I hate the cold weather, don’t
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you?” Jeromy nodded in agreement his face starting to regain a little color from the ghost white shade he’d
obtained a few minutes before. Still he remained silent. Kain continued, “You must have a tough time
driving home with the wind blowing the way it was. I packed up a few things and drove down to my folk’s
house. I picked up working at the same place I had all summer so I could earn some spending money and
be out of the old homestead as much as possible. You probably know what I’m talking about there. It gets
harder being at home the older we get, don’t you think so? Besides I needed some money to spend on my
senorita’s, ain’t it always the case.” Kain watched the color return within his roommate and felt an inward
sigh of relief. He didn’t know what was going on with Jeromy but was sorry he had caused so much
anguish within his friend.
“So what kind of mischief did you get into these past five weeks? Did you leave any broken hearts
back home?” Kain asked with a smile. Again Jeromy’s face took a dark turn, but then a small smile
returned, though it was a sad smile. Jeromy took a moment to gather himself before replying, “I didn’t do
anything special. You ah know, just visited my folks and family. Mr. Highsmith was kind enough to let me
work at the deli so I spent most of my time there. You know how expensive the schoolbooks and supplies
are. I also want to help my mom and dad with school costs as much as possible,” Jeromy said in the saddest
voice Kain had ever heard. Kain thought this was just like Jeromy, always thinking about other people first.
He like this type of attitude in a person and his smile went wider as he listened to his roommate talk.
Jeromy didn’t know what else to say. He certainly wasn’t going to talk about his visit back to Seivelle
University during the holiday break and his adventures with Tyrone, even though this was the most exciting
part of his holiday. He stayed quiet so Kain began to speak again, “So squirt, did ya get anything cool from
Santa Claus? I’m sure he knew that you were a good boy all semester long.” Kain grinned at his roommate.
Jeromy looked over at the new dual speaker stereo boom box that he’d placed on the table next to his bed.
He knew his parents couldn’t afford it, but got his present they knew how much he liked to listen to music.
Kain’s eyes followed his own as he looked over at the new addition to the dorm room. Kain had actually
noticed the boom box when he entered the room the night before, his ROTC training taught him to be
observant of all of his surroundings. He watched Jeromy’s expression change to one of delight as his eyes
caught hold of his new stereo. “I guess Santa was extra nice to me this year. Do you see what he brought
me?” Jeromy asked.
“I didn’t notice this before, hey this looks cool. Boy you must’ve been really good to get such a
neat stereo,” Kain said, wanting Jeromy to feel happy.
“Should I turn it on?” Jeromy asked with uncertainty.
“Of course you should. I think we should blast out all of our neighbors the same way they did to
us last semester,” Kain replied. Jeromy smiled with pride as he walked over to the new stereo and turned
the top knob past tape to the marking stating FM Stereo. The boom box burst into life with a sound that
almost no one that was two feet away could hear.
“Hey squirt, I thought I said to knock down the walls with the sound. I can’t even hear anything
standing in the same room. Come on, or does this big bad machine have only one control volume, superlow,” Kain urged Jeromy to be a little more forceful in life.
“Uh, did you know that this radio can also play a cassette or CD? Of course I don’t own any CD’s,
just a couple of cassettes which I use in the car.” Jeromy hesitated to raise the volume. He had no idea what
type of music Kain liked. He didn’t want his roommate to tease him or not like him because of the style of
music he himself liked. He thought that he would tell Kain that he could listen to the stereo anytime he
wanted, and he could change the channel to anyone he likes. Then he would know what station Kain liked.
“That’s great. It is some awesome stereo you got yourself. Are you sure you were good enough for
Santa to bring it to you? After living with you for the past five months I know I can answer that question all
on my own. Of course you deserve it! Now it would be nice to actually hear what kind of sound that thing
makes. So would you please crank it up, otherwise I’ll lose my sense of hearing because my eardrums will
be damaged by the strain.” Kain now knew what kind of Christmas present to buy his roommate. He just
needed for him to turn up the blasted sound so that he could tell what type of music he liked.
“I just want to let you know that you can listen to my radio any time you would like. Feel free to
turn it on and change the channel if you’re in the room and I’m in class or off studying somewhere. Since I
brought it in it makes sense for it to be used,” Jeromy glanced over at Kain then lowered his eyes. Kain
again thought this was just like his roommate. He was touched by the fact that Jeromy included him in
sharing things within the dorm room. He had done that with the food in the refrigerator that he brought into
the room or with the snacks bought at the store.
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“That’s very kind of you. I really appreciate it,” Kain answered. “Now, if you don’t turn up the
volume and show me what this great box can do you might as well unplug it and take it back home.”
Jeromy stared over at his roommate then turned the knob up the 2nd notch. Kain’s eyes bore into his own
then Kain raised his hand, stuck his thumb straight up and shook it up and down. Jeromy pushed the
volume to three and music started to fill the air. With their eyes still locked onto each other Kain raised his
thumb and shook it in the upward motion. For each motion Jeromy moved the knob up one more notch.
The stereo component started to finally kick in but you could still hear yourself talk and make yourself
heard in the room. For Kain this was unacceptable. Kain continued his upward motion so Jeromy gulped
real hard and raised the volume three more times. Kain finally stopped shaking his hand and his head
started moving with the beat of the music. Closing his eyes Kain smiled and let the music surround him in a
content fashion. Jeromy started to say something then realized that Kain couldn’t hear him above the sound
of the stereo filling the dorm room airwaves. He closed his mouth and just watched his roommate taking in
the sound. The stereo worked perfectly alternating the piano from the saxophone – from one speaker to the
other, no human voice heard to interfere with the music. Jeromy walked to his bed and jumped on it then
laying flat, laying his head against the pillow. He put his hands behind his head, interlacing his fingers
together in a very casual fashion, elbows perpendicular to the wall. He closed his eyes as he’d seen Kain do
a moment before and let the music infiltrate every bone in his body. The start of the second semester of his
freshman year was still two days away so no lectures to remember, no homework to hand in, no studying
was required of him yet. He let his mind relax as the blues balanced from wall to wall in his dorm room and
out into the quad’s 5th floor corridor. Kain opened his eyes and watched his roommate spread out on his
bed. Thinking this was a great idea he walked to the other end of the room and sat down on his own bed.
Reaching down he removed his sneakers. Kain listened to the music that filled the room. Shaking his head
in wonder at the beauty of the sounds encompassing him he lay down on his bed mimicking the style of his
roommate.
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Chapter 36
Joyce watched her dorm room door open and reflected back on the same scenario four plus months
ago. At that time she had no idea what to expect when the door banged open. This time she watched with
excitement. The lock finally unlatched and the door flung open as if on a spring. The voice rang loud and
clear, just like a TV spokesperson announcing the main event of the evening.
“Well I do declare, you look as scrawny as ever. I dear say pencil thin there girl. Why you’re
smaller than I remember you the last time I saw ya’ all. Didn’t your mama feed you during the holiday’s
girl? I guess I’m gonna have to work on fattening you up this semester. I can’t have you looking better than
me, now can I?” With this last statement Liz opened her arms and walked into their dorm room as Joyce
came over to her and they exchanged hugs. Joyce smiled and laughed as she stepped away from her
roommate. She remained quiet as the dorm room remained open, even though it normally sprung shut
behind.
“Well don’t just stand there like two bumps on a log,” Liz stated as she looked behind her. I do
declare my roommate doesn’t bite, that is unless you want her to. Come in, you’re letting all of the heat of
this ol’ room. Joyce, I’m sure you remember my twin brothers Lucus and Lionelle. Joyce grinned from ear
to ear as the two boys brought in Elizabeth’s suitcases. She had only been away for a couple of weeks yet
with the amount of luggage being carried in you would have thought she was a new freshman just starting
at Seivelle University. In fact she remembered when Liz had first moved into the dorm Lucus and Lionelle
had strained to carry the trunk that she had brought from home. Joyce had thought at the time what a snob
this girl was as she watched all of the clothes pulled from the trunk and suitcases that followed. Standing
there now she realized that nothing could be further from the truth. Elizabeth Toby was probably the most
down to earth person she had ever met.
“Joyce dear, maybe you can take these two darlin’ brothers of mine down to the Getaway lounge
and feed them. I'm sure they’re just starving for your attention. Anyway my dear, it will give me time to rearrange all of your things so I can put my clothes away. I do declare I don’t know how I survive in this
sardine can they call a room. And to think I have to share this space with a silly ol’ roommate, well I do
declare I don’t know how I survived my first semester. Oh well, want not, waste not, my mama used to say.
Go on, get them out of here, the’re just taking my valuable space. And you know dear girl, I need my
space.” Joyce punched Liz in the arm playfully while continuing to laugh out loud.
“Ouch! I do declare, you don’t want to start up with me dear girl,” Elizabeth said.
“You want to make something out of it, Miss Southern Bell,” Joyce stated as she raised her hands
in a boxing-like stance. Liz put her hands to her mouth feigning terror. Then she reached out and pushed
her roommate who toppled over onto her bed. Reaching out she caught hold of Elizabeth’s jacket and
pulled her down with her. They lay entangled together and laughter filled the air. Lucus and Lionelle
watched in amusement and joined in with their laughter. When they finally calmed down and Joyce and Liz
could catch their breath Liz semi-rolled off the bed and brought herself to an upright position.
“Okay you lunatics, let’s go, I do declare I have a lot of unpacking to accomplish. I can’t do this in
this miniature room. Lets get moving you al’ out of here. Come you, get off that silly ol’ bed and go feed
those two monsters. Come on you al’, out, out, out.” Joyce stretched her body over the full length of the
bed now that Elizabeth was not taking up so much space. She pulled herself up so her legs dangled over the
edge. Her toes reached the floor so she propelled herself up. Standing now she walked over to her closet
trying not to trip over all of Liz’s luggage. She reached in and retrieved her parka.
“Okay my little southern bell. I will force myself to get out of your way and spend time with your
homely brothers. Let me warn you, you touch any of my things and when I get back you will find yourself
sleeping in the hallway.” Joyce walked over to her desk stubbing her toe on one of the suitcases. Cursing
Elizabeth out loud she picked up her purse. “Okay boys lets go down a few brews,” Joyce said. She walked
towards the door and put her two arms out. Lucus and Lionelle obliged her by each one taking hold of each
arm. Lucus was closest to the door so with his free hand he reached out and opened the dorm room door.
They strolled out into the corridor. “Bye sis,” Lucus and Lionelle said in unison as the door clanked firmly
behind them.
Jeromy zipped up his parka tightly around the scarf wrapped across his neck. He reached over to
his desk and picked up the two fleece-lined gloves and slipped them on. January at Seivelle University was
colder than December was. He found this hard to imagine especially thinking back to the day of his
chemistry final exam. At least it wasn’t snowing. The temperature was a balmy –12 degrees Fahrenheit.
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The wind chill reached –40. Looking over at the clock he realized he better hurry. This was the first day of
his Animal Science class. He was scheduled to meet Tyrone at the front of the dorms so they could walk
over together. This would be their first time back to the Research Rectangle since their adventures during
the winter break. He picked up his knapsack that had already been packed with his new school supplies and
books for the new semester. Waddling over to open his dorm room door Jeromy felt his front pocket
making sure he had his keys to get back into the dorm. Knowing that Tyrone was waiting Jeromy pulled the
door shut, shaking it a couple of times to make sure the lock was secure. He finally let go and proceeded to
the elevator.
“Hi,” Tyrone spoke through his facemask, only his lips and eyes visible through tiny slits in the
fabric.
“Hello Tyrone. Sorry I’m late,” Jeromy replied. “I hope you haven’t ah been waiting to long,” he
continued.
“No, I just got here. Damn it’s cold outside. Ah sorry man, I didn’t mean to swear.”
“It’s okay, I ah know what you mean.”
Tyrone started to walk away towards the dorm’s exit door and pulled it open. The wind took it right out of
his hand and pushed him backwards. With the door now wide open Tyrone caught his balance and took the
necessary steps forward to get himself out of the dorm. Jeromy followed right behind him, grabbing the
door trying to make it shut tightly behind him. Tyrone started to walk away from the dorms heading to the
path that eventually lead to the Research Rectangle. They walked at a frisk pace, not because they were in
such a rush to get to the Beacon building. The wind and cold pushed them forward and they wanted to be in
some building soon before they froze to death. When the Research Rectangle came into sight they both
stopped to stare as if they were twins having the exact same reaction. They were almost knocked over as
several students walking behind them didn’t anticipate their sudden motion would come to such an abrupt
halt. Tyrone thought back to the picture of Malcolm and realized that this was the same spot where that
photo had been taken. What he didn’t know was that Jeromy was thinking the same thing. Tyrone saw
Jeromy shiver violently. They both knew that this reaction was not due to the current weather conditions.
He reached his had out and placed it on Jeromy’s arm. Wanting to get out of this freezing weather, but at
the same time not wanting to continue to the Research Rectangle they knew they had a decision to make.
Tyrone started walking again, slowly at first but as a blast of frozen air tore through his clothing as if he
was naked he picked up the pace. Jeromy shivered again knowing that this time it was a combination of the
unbelievable weather as well as the equally unbelievable evil that radiated from the massive structure in
front of him. He felt Tyrone’s hand on his arm and was glad his friend was with him. They walked together
as fast as their contradicting feelings allowed. They finally reached the first building of the rectangle – this
was the entrance to Snidley where they spent their first semester with Professor Orenigh. Reflecting back to
the class itself, both Tyrone and Jeromy had enjoyed the method used by the professor to teach chemistry.
Overall it was a class where they came away knowing much more than when they first started the class.
Tyrone had been surprised when he received his final exam and then his report card. He had been give an
‘A’ on both. Jeromy had also been very pleased receiving a ‘B-‘ as a final grade. They looked over at each
other, stopping briefly. They then continued past this building heading to the next one where the single
entrance into/out of Beacon existed. This is where the biology classes where held, including Animal
Science. Reaching this plateau after what seemed like hours (in fact it only took them 18 minutes) they
shuffled hesitantly towards the entrance. Both of them got to the door at the same time an in unison they
reached for the door. Laughing as much as they could in sub-zero temperatures their hands had been placed
one on top of the other, they both turned the doorknob. Jeromy let go so that Tyrone could turn the handle
and attempt to pull the door open. At that very moment sir winter decided to blow a –40-degree gust of
wind at them ripping the door out of Tyrone’s hand banging shut like a shotgun blast. Startled Tyrone
jumped back knocking into Jeromy. They both almost toppled over but regained their footing. They looked
over at each other and started laughing even harder, though no one could hear them since the wind muffled
their voices. The wind died down for a minute so Jeromy reached out and placed his hand on the knob and
twisted it to the open position. This time the lock released and allowed them entrance into the Snidley
building. They hurried through the opening before they were kept out in the cold but another wind gust.
Tyrone walked by Jeromy as the door closed tightly behind them, a blast of hot air conflicted with the cold
and made them both shiver. Looking down the hallway at the starting number of the class rooms they
searched together for room 223-Z. Finding it in a remote corner of the building they stared over at one
another hesitating from entering their Animal Science class. Letting themselves into the room after the
moment’s hesitation they were greeted to a symphony of sound, most of it not human. Amazed at the size
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of the room, which was easily double the size of their chemistry class, they stood in the doorway, the
laughter not yet completed from their own vocal cords.
“Good morning gentlemen. Would you like to share your good humor with the rest of the class?”
Their laughter stopped abruptly as four eyes turning their attention towards the person in the center of the
room who had just spoken to them. They saw humor in the two eyes looking back at them so the tense
moment relaxed a little.
“Good morning Professor Chinchilla,” they both replied in unison. All the professor could see
were lips moving beneath the fabric of the facemask on one boy and the scarf covering most of the face of
the other. “We were just fighting the wind sir,” they replied together again, not knowing how they had
matched their words together. Jeromy looked over at the slits where Tyrone’s eyes should be. They latched
onto one another and both started laughing again. Professor Chinchilla watched them and wondered if they
were brothers. The other students who had already made it to class sat in their seats and looked on in
amusement. One of those who sat in the third row, third seat in, just like in chemistry class was Joyce
Evanstone. She watched as these two boys entered the room laughing together and couldn’t believe her
eyes. She wasn’t positive but was pretty sure that they were Jeromy and Tyrone. She hadn’t see or talked to
either of them since their chemistry final exam over five weeks earlier.
“Well please join us and welcome to the Animal Science course,” Professor Chinchilla said. He
motioned to them and then the classroom where rows of desks were partially filled with other students.
They had a choice of prime seats so they started down the aisle to make their selection. Jeromy untied the
two cords holding his parka over his head. Reaching his hand to the top of the hood he pushed it back
revealing a face flushed with color, either from the cold weather outside or the laughter with Tyrone inside.
He looked around the room taking in the variety of animals strategically placed in different locations
throughout the classroom. Some large, some small, Jeromy wanted to walk around the room and take
everything in. He then switched his focus to the students seated mostly in the middle of the room. He felt
someone staring at him so his eyes locked in on that person, feeling nervous that someone would be
looking at him that way. His eyes adjusted to the light (much brighter than their chemistry class). His eyes
focused in on that individual like a set of binoculars. Joyce came into vision and he couldn’t believe what
he was seeing. A huge smile crept over his face put it was covered by the scarf that still hid most of his
mouth. He wanted to start laughing all over again. She returned his smiled and motioned him over towards
the empty seat to the left of her. By this time Tyrone had removed his gloves and facemask. Professor
Chinchilla watched his latest two students as they removed their headgear and realized his mistake. These
two boys certainly were not brothers but they must be very good friends. He was glad to see this and
watched them as they looked around the room. Professor Chinchilla was very good at reading people. He
loved seeing student’s reactions to different situations. It was one of the reasons he’d changed his name
legally from Thomas Chin to Thomas Chinchilla. He loved to see how each student dealt with a professor
who had this strange name, especially since he was their Animal Science teacher. When students asked
him, and many often did, if Chinchilla was really his last name he could honestly reply in the affirmative.
He continued to watch the white boy and was pleased with his initial intake of the room surrounding him.
He saw his eyes switch to one particular student and saw a pretty young lady looking at him. He smiled to
himself as he turned towards the black boy to see his reaction. The two of them looked at each other and
the professor saw the acknowledgement that it was okay for the white boy to take the lone seat next to the
pretty girl rather than sit together. The professor was surprised as he saw the young lady turn her attention
to the black boy as he received the same radiant smile as she’d made a moment before to the white boy.
The black boy nodded his head slightly in recognition and smiled back. So they all knew each other the
professor thought to himself.
Jeromy saw Joyce motion towards the empty chair next to her. He was torn since he had walked
over to the Research Rectangle with Tyrone and expected they would sit together. Jeromy saw Tyrone take
off his facemask and had seen Joyce as well. He turned toward his friend, his face still hidden behind his
scarf and saw he motioned that Jeromy should go ahead and take the seat next to Joyce. Tyrone smiled at
Jeromy letting him know that it was okay. Tyrone took his eyes off of Jeromy and looked around the room
for empty seats. There were several areas where there were two empty seats next to one another. Sure
enough, two rows behind Joyce and one seat over to his left was an empty seat. He started walking towards
this empty seat and nodded to Jeromy that he should take his seat next to Joyce. They both walked down
the aisle together as other students and the professor looked on. To everyone’s surprise except Joyce and
the professor, Jeromy took the empty seat next to Joyce while Tyrone walked two rows further and took the
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open seat. They were now strategically placed in the same locations as they had been the previous semester
during their chemistry class.
“Hi,” Joyce whispered out loud.
“Ah, hello Joyce,” Jeromy replied as he unwrapped his scarf from his face. He sat down still
wearing his parka as his backpack banged into the chair since it was still attached tightly to his back.
“Why don’t you take off your book bag and jacket,” she continued to whisper loudly. He stood up
again blushing profusely. He shook off the backpack and placed it next to him. He proceeded to then
remove and unhook and unzip his parka while sweat hung to his body. He removed his gloves and then
slipped off his jacket. The scarf was still wrapped tightly around his neck. He released this as well so all
extra clothing was now in his hands. Taking the gloves and scarf that he’d folded neatly he placed them in
the arms of his parka and then placed this on the back of his chair. Free of all extraneous baggage he once
again took his seat next to Joyce.
“It’s nice seeing you again. I didn’t know that you were in this class with me,” Joyce stated.
“I didn’t know either, ah what I mean is that I know that I was in this class, but had no idea you
would be as well,” Jeromy stumbled over his words. Joyce reached out her hand and placed in on his arm,
exactly the same way Tyrone had done earlier.
“Anyhow, I’m glad you and Tyrone are in this class,” Joyce said. At that moment the door to the
Animal Science room opened once again and a half dozen students strolled in taking over the spotlight
previously shining down on Jeromy and Tyrone.
Tyrone sat in his seat two rows behind Jeromy and Joyce and reflected that all three of them were
seated in the same seats as in their chemistry class. He wondered if this semester would be the same or
different from their first semester as freshmen at Seivelle University. “Well man, only time will tell,” he
thought to himself. He watched as the next batch of students arrived into this class buried away within the
Research Rectangle. Same infrastructure, different buildings he thought. His mind drifted to the special
door and hallway that existed within Snidley. Was Beacon setup the same way with hidden basements and
intriguing mysteries? The thought made him shiver from head-to-toe. He watched Jeromy and saw him
shiver in the same fashion. What caused him to do that, he could only imagine.
It wasn’t easy to be in a windowless room listening to a new Professor discussing what he
expected out of his students for this new semester. Tyrone glanced over at Jeromy and saw him sitting as if
in a trance, notebook open on the desk, two type 2 pencils sharpened to the max. Another one seemed to be
glued between his thumb and index finger. There was nothing that the professor was saying which required
note taking but Jeromy stood ready as if waiting for the Sergeant to tell the troops to fall out and prepare for
battle. Tyrone switched his focus from Jeromy to the professor. He certainly enjoyed his topic pointing to
the variety of animals that they would be studying. Each animal continued to talk in their own fashion as if
part of a band playing a unique harmony through a multi speaker stereo system the Professor was
conducting. As if he read Tyrone’s mind the Professor walked over to his desk and picked up a pointer. He
walked around the room naming and pointing out some of the special animals collected in the room. There
was a black gypsy snake that hissed on cue as the professor tapped his cage with the pointer. He continued
his journey as if on an African safari now reaching towards the tan/brown guinea pig from New Deli. There
were hamsters from New Zealand, rabbits from Kentucky, the list went on and on. He finally stopped at a
cute little animal that held center stage directly behind the professor’s desk.
“Of course my personal favorite, and I’m sure you will all agree with me, the cutest animal in the
world, Mr. Chinchilla.” As the professor finished speaking the animal behind him stepped on its hind legs,
pointed a finger at the professor and started to clap it’s paws together squeaking in a nasal fashion very
similar to the professor himself. As anticipated the students went crazy and started applauding as well.
Tyrone watched Jeromy and Joyce seeing that they were just as enthusiastic as the other students. Jeromy
clapped on his pencil still firmly in hand. Tyrone broke his gaze and locked in on Joyce. A huge smile was
on her face as she got into the moment. She looked over at Jeromy while swinging her body back and forth
to the rhythm of the beat provided by all the animals in the room. Then she surprised him by looking back
directly at him, eyes glistening in the dim room. They made contact and she smiled at him, stopped
clapping long enough to wave at him.
The classroom had emptied out and only three students remained. Even the professor had packed
up his thing and left the room, the solid click of the lock catching behind him.
“Hi Tyrone. How have you been? Did you have a good holiday break? Gee, it’s so good to see you
guys again. It’s great that were all in the same class together again.” Joyce realized she was rambling on so
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she stopped talking. Tyrone left his seat and joined his two friends. He was close enough to Tyrone that she
reached out her hand and placed it on his arm, in similar fashion she’d done with Jeromy an hour or so
earlier. Tyrone was surprised by her action and felt pleased that she would talk and act this way about him.
“Hi Joyce. Man, it’s been a while. Sorry I didn’t get a chance to talk to you before class. It was
pretty damn cold out there and we got here kinda late.” He thought back to each of her questions and
wanted to answer each one. “I’ve been real good, it’s hard not to after having five weeks off. Man my
Christmas was great, being with my mom and dad, but it was a little sad as well.” Tyrone started to get
choked up as he looked back at his time home, his first Christmas without Malcolm in almost fifteen years.
Fighting back the tears that wanted to force their way out, Tyrone swallowed once, then again working hard
to regain his composure. Recognizing what Tyrone was going through, Jeromy intervened by asking Joyce
some questions. “So Joyce, ah how did you spend your vacation? Did you do anything fun?” Joyce watched
Tyrone and read the sadness that had taken over his face. Not sure what she might have said to cause this
type of reaction she heard Jeromy take over the conversation. She looked over at Jeromy still seated next to
her then back up at Tyrone. These two knew something that she didn’t she just couldn’t fathom what it was.
They had all been together that last day of chemistry exams and well all heading home the very next day.
They had been back at school just a couple of days and she didn’t think they would have gotten together
during the break. Of course she and Elizabeth had done so but after all they were roommates. She listened
to what Jeromy asked and decided she’d wait and see if they were willing to tell her what was going on.
“I think you’ve both met my roommate Elizabeth. You probably could figure out that she is from
the south. She lives in Atlanta, what I mean is that her folks live there, that’s in Georgia. Well anyway she
invited me to visit her and her brothers. She has twin brothers, well you know what I mean.” Joyce started
to blush. She didn’t know why she got so flustered. All Jeromy asked was what she’d done on her break.
She felt herself sweating even though it was minus fifteen outside. She took a deep breath and continued,
“So I went out there for a week and it was great. It was over 70 degrees outside in December! We went out
boating on the lake that was nearby. People talk with such an accent there. I don’t know if you’ve heard my
roommate speak, probably not. Well of course I spent Christmas with my folks. After that I just hung out
with my friends from back home.” Jeromy looked over at Tyrone who still could not get his voice back
without cracking. Jeromy knew exactly what he was feeling and tried to let him know with his eyes. Joyce
had stopped talking and there was a deadly quiet while they looked at one another. Finally Jeromy began
again, “Joyce that ah sounds like lots of fun. I can’t imagine warm weather right now. I don’t know if I’ll
ever defrost my body ever again. I think we all have our heads examined for being here, or ah just become
Eskimos. “ This seemed to break the ice and Tyrone smiled and Joyce started to laugh. They all joined in,
Tyrone silently thanked his friend.
Jeromy walked back to the dorms with Tyrone and Joyce. The cold bit through their clothes
causing their eyes to tear even though they had either a facemask or scarf wrapped around their faces. They
walked silently afraid that their words would freeze in midair never reaching their intended target. With
heads bent to the ground they fought the wind that slowed their progress trying to get away from the
Research Rectangle. They would have been surprised to know that each of them independently was
thinking similar thoughts. They all despised having to come to these science buildings considering how
grotesque the infrastructure was. The thought of coming here three times a week (two lectures and one lab)
sent chills to the bone that had nothing to do with the weather. Joyce thought about Professor Orenigh and
his first day of class when he had turned off the lights, putting the classroom into total darkness. She smiled
underneath her scarf as best she could in the current weather conditions, even though no one could see. She
clearly remembered reaching out and grabbing the hand of the student next to her, even though at the time
she had no idea who he was. When the lights had come back on and her eyes adjusted to the brightness she
had let go and looked over at the startled student and smiled. She thought about the new semester – new
building, new classroom, new subject, new Professor and yet she’d sat next to the same student and given
him the same smile. She didn’t feel as cold even though a blast of frozen breath was thrown at her as she
continued her journey towards her dorm. She thought about how nice it was to have friends like Jeromy and
Tyrone and her body temperature rose a few more degrees.
Tyrone tried to look over at Joyce and Jeromy who were struggling beside him however the wind
ripped his head back in the other direction. The tears rolled down his cheek underneath his facemask and
froze there. Frustrated he put his head down and forced his legs to continue moving forward. He thought it
was ironic that the last day of the first semester and the first day of the new semester would be almost
identical. A fresh gust of wind propelled him forward and he almost lost his footing. He felt a hand reach
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out to steady him as he straightened his body the best he could under the circumstances. He wanted to look
over and thank the person who’d helped him but knew it was useless. He took a couple of steps forward
under his own power so the gloved hand let go. As he continued to move his thoughts returned to the day of
his Chemistry final exam. He sat two rows back of Jeromy and Joyce and remembered how he watched
them as they concentrated on writing down their answers. Joyce finished first and handed in her exam,
retrieved her jacket and walked out without putting it on. His mind continued to focus on that day as if
replaying videotape. Tyrone recalled that he had completed his exam a few minutes later and followed
Joyce out of the classroom. There she was being bothered by some dude who didn’t look at all familiar.
Tyrone had stepped over to make sure everything was okay. He remembered how glad Joyce felt as the
other boy walked away. Tyrone switched tapes and brought himself back to the Animal Science classroom
that they had just left. There again he sat two rows back from the both of them. Now he was walking back
to the dorm rooms with his two friends trying to fight the weather. He had not been very friendly with
many, if any, white students in high school. He spent most of his free time hanging out with Malcolm. They
had a few other close black friends who they did different things with. For the most part it was just the two
of them together, doing things that best friends did. Tyrone hit rewind in his mind not wanting to deal with
his relationship with Malcolm much longer. The frozen tears continued to hug his cheek. The thought of
Malcolm doubled the intensity of the coldness wrapped around his heart. He needed other thoughts to help
thaw the pain. He brought the picture in his head back to the Animal Science room. He listened as
Professor Chinchilla went around the room giving a brief history of all of the animals currently living in the
Beacon building. He was fascinated by some of the stories told by the professor and how the animal came
to have a home at Seivelle University. He thought that this was a subject that he could become serious
about studying. An intense twenty-five mile an hour wind swept around him and his friends and they all
stumbled forward, fighting as hard as they could to reach their destination. Tyrone fought to keep his
balance but this time there was no helping hand as both Jeromy and Joyce had the same difficulty. He
considered turning around and walking backwards but gave up on the idea as he was sure that he’d be
knocked off his feet and would never be able to get back up. The wind died down and he almost fell
forward but caught himself in time to readjust his weight to keep him standing. He peeked a glance over to
his left and caught a blurred vision of movement continuing next to him. He realized that the depth of the
climb had changed. This told him that they had passed the three quarter landmark. They were getting closer
to the dorms.
Jeromy could hardly believe that he was in the same class with both Tyrone and Joyce. They never
had time to discuss their second semester classes before leaving for the holiday break. Jeromy just assumed
he would not know anyone when he started his second semester classes. When Tyrone and he had reviewed
their schedules ahead of time, they were amazed that they both had chosen animal science. When he and
Tyrone walked into the classroom they were totally surprised that Joyce was sitting there. Her excitement
to see them both shook off some of the cold that he carried in with him as he’d first entered the new
Research Rectangle building. Now they were leaving Beacon together just like they left Snidley six weeks
earlier. Jeromy thought about his first encounter with Mr. Noneck and their last time together during their
chemistry final. A shiver coursed throughout his body as he recalled the mysteries surrounding the Snidley
building. He still didn’t understand where he had disappeared to in the hidden domains of the basement
built within that building. The fact that Jeromy had seen him again just a few weeks ago didn’t make him
feel much better. He had no idea what Mr. Noneck was doing at their university. He wondered if Tyrone
had any thoughts around their last visit to Seivelle prior to the start of the second semester. Jeromy subconsciously reached behind him to make sure his knapsack was on his back. He vowed to himself to never
leave anything behind at the Research Rectangle ever again. A gust of wind tore through him and saw out
of the corner of his eye Tyrone stumble forward. He quickly reached his hand over and held onto Tyrone’s
arm to make sure he didn’t fall. It was impossible to turn his head completed in Tyrone’s direction, the
wind stung like a bee every time he attempted to do so. He couldn’t see Tyrone’s face but felt him steady
himself as they continued their forward motion. Once the wind let up a little Jeromy let go of Tyrone. He
concentrated on moving his own feet forward as fast as possible under the current conditions they were
facing. Jeromy tried his best to think about something other than how cold he was. He thought about the
different animals he’d seen in Professor Chinchilla’s class. He’d never been in contact with any animals
other than the normal cats and dogs from his neighborhood. Of course he’d seen other animals such as
frogs, turtles and birds sitting in trees. The professor had promised his class that they would be
“encountering” a large number of unusual and exciting animals throughout the time spent in his classroom.
He’d stated that some “surprise guests” would be making an appearance and that they would make at least
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one “field trip” as a class. As the professor walked around the room identifying the various animals Jeromy
had looked over at Joyce and Tyrone. They had smiled back at him implying they were enjoying the course
as much as he was. When the professor had pulled his favorite animal up, everyone in the class went crazy
including his two friends and himself.
A shadow appeared on the sidewalk on which Jeromy and his friends struggled step-by-step.
Jeromy dared to pick up his head and saw that the dorms were directly in front of him. He turned his head
slightly until Tyrone and then Joyce came into his vision. “Were home,” he wanted to shout but no words
came out of his mouth. Instead he just continued walking forward until he was finally in front of his dorm.
He stopped and waved as Tyrone and Joyce headed to their own dorms just down the way. They each gave
a half-wave as a fresh breath of Mother Nature propelled them forward. Jeromy walked over and held onto
the doorknob of his entranceway not bothering to attempt to turn and open the door until this last gust died
down a little. Finally that moment arrived so Jeromy pulled the door outward with as much strength as he
had. The door gave way grudgingly and Jeromy forced his way through the narrow opening. The door
banged shut behind him. The temperature went up at least fifty degrees as the outside air gave way to the
furnace blowing full heat into the dorm hallway. Jeromy shivered uncontrollably due to the dramatic switch
in air pressure. He took a few steps away from the door and headed towards the elevator. As was normal
between classes a large number of students waited for one of the two elevator doors to make an appearance
at the ground level. Several students who were still children at heart took pleasure at pushing all of the
buttons once they were heading out, making the elevator stop at every floor. Jeromy went to huddle with
the other students just glad to be inside the dorm building. He unwrapped his scarf from his face and felt
the blood start to circulate though he still felt if he touched his nose it would snap off from frostbite.
“Hi,” he heard a student say though he couldn’t pick out who this was addressed at. A moment
later he felt someone poke his right arm and heard someone say, “Hi Jeromy.” He looked around to his
right and there was Sheila standing there. She had a light blue parka zipped up to her chin and heavy down
gloves on. Her face was uncovered though a scarf was still wrapped tightly around her neck. A tentative
smile crept across her lips through a bright-pink face and her eyes shined brightly as frost hung off her
eyebrows.
“Uh, hi,” he replied back. Sheila moved through the crowd so she was standing in front of Jeromy
as other students started to move as one of the elevator doors swung open. Sheila stood still letting others
fight for the precious spot in line. Jeromy also stayed where he was his face staying a bright red from a
combination of just walking inside from below zero degree weather and standing in the open next to Sheila.
“So uh, what class are you coming from?” Jeromy asked.
“I was at my Psychology of Human Nature course with Professor Klondike,” Sheila answered.
“How about you Jeromy, which class were you attending?” she continued.
“Uh I was at the Beacon building for the Animal Science class with Professor Chinchilla,” Jeromy
said. Sheila started to laugh and a few students who had not made it into the elevator turned to look at them.
Jeromy started to laugh along with Sheila, most other students oblivious to the joke. Sheila noticed the
looks and pulled Jeromy a few feet away from the rest of the crowd. He walked/dragged hesitantly with her
but she continued to laugh so he went with her.
“That’s a pretty interesting name for a professor, don’t you think so?” Sheila asked Jeromy with a
smile on her face.
“Uh yeah, I guess so. He told us a story about how his dad’s last name was Chin. He was known
as Robert Chin. As a kid he was always interested in animals but teaching was his main passion. So he
decided to mix the two together and that’s how Seivelle University created the Animal Science class. In
school there was a boy who also had the last name of Chin and all of the teachers got them confused with
one another. As he uh learned more about animals he was introduced to one particular type – the chinchilla.
So uh he decided to have his name legally changed from Chin to Chinchilla. So uh, I guess that’s how he
got this name, at least that it what he told us.”
“I love that story. I hope it’s true! He sounds like a great professor. I may have to look into taking
his class sometime. You’ll have to let me know how it goes, okay?”
“Uh sure, I mean I can do that. Of course this was just the first day so uh, I don’t know what the
class will be like or what how it will go.”
“I understand that. You can keep me informed throughout the semester and let me know how good
or bad it really is.” Sheila hoped she wasn’t to forward with Jeromy. She could tell that he was shy so she
tried to take the initiative.
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“I think that will be okay. I can let you know about the types of things were studying and
everything," Jeromy” said.
"Why that would be great. I would really appreciate it. It’s so hard to know what classes to take.
You know, trying to determine how good a class will be. It’s all a guessing game that we have to take.”
“Uh, do you know how Professor Chinchilla ended our class today?” Jeromy asked.
“No, I have no idea Jeromy. Why don’t you tell me?” Sheila replied.
“Well uh the professor was going around the room identifying the various animals you see, and uh
you know, what type they were, where they came from and everything. So there’s maybe five minutes left
to class and everyone is uh looking at their watches and waiting for the bell. Well uh there’s this one animal
behind the professors desk kinda hidden away just sitting in its cage. So uh the professor turns his back on
the class like maybe the class is over. Instead he has gone to this cage and pulled out this fluffy looking
animal. He has it held tightly in two hands you see. Well he uh turns back to the class and says this is alltime favorite animal and sits at his desk with the animal struggling to get free. Of course you know what it
is, right?” Jeromy looks Sheila in the eye making sure she is paying attention.
“I’m not sure Jeromy. You’ll have to tell me. The suspense is killing me. What kind of animal was
it?” Sheila responded, not wanting to ruin Jeromy’s punch line.
“Well he just sits there and says, this is a real-life Chinchilla. Well every student in the classroom
went crazy uh clapping and everything. I don’t think any of us ever heard the bell there was so much noise
being generated.”
“That sounds like a wonderful class. I hope you enjoy it. Let me know how it goes, what other
things you do, okay?” Sheila said. She laughed again just enjoying how happy Jeromy looked as he told
this story.
“Uh sure, sounds good to me,” Jeromy replied. By that time the second elevator had come and
gone and the crowd had thinned down to just a couple of students. With a lull in the conversation Jeromy
noticed this fact and realized he was starting to sweat under all of the layers of clothing he had on. Sheila
watched Jeromy turn his eyes toward the elevator and knew he was ready to get on. Jeromy turned his
attention back to Sheila and realized that no one was speaking.
“Uh, I have plenty of hot chocolate in my room. Would you uh like some?” Jeromy concentrated
on not stuttering his words.
“Why Jeromy, I would love some. Are you sure you don’t mind? I don’t want to delay any plans
you might have,” Sheila responded, hoping that Jeromy did not change his mind.
“Oh I don’t have any other plans. I uh would like it if you shared some hot chocolate with me,”
Jeromy said. They walked over to the elevators and pressed the up button. Jeromy lead the way as they
came off the elevator. Sheila followed closely behind him as they walked down the 5 th floor corridor.
Jeromy had to take his gloves off in out to reach in his pocket and pull out his room keys. Not used to
having someone waiting for him he fumbled around sweat forming on his hand as the difference in air
pressure in the heated hallway his now glove-less fingers. Nervously he tried to hold onto his key chain
while the weight of his knapsack and Sheila’s presence behind him caused him to grab onto then drop the
key while it was still in his pocket. Finally his fingers reached their destination and he was able to firmly
grab a hold of his keychain and lift it out of his pocket. Now that he had the keys in his hand he looked
intently at them trying to find the appropriate key that would fit into the top double bolt lock. Finding it he
placed it in the keyhole and turned hearing a solid click that told him this lock was now free. Removing this
key he confidently took the second key and put it in the primary doorknob. Twisting the key into its final
position Jeromy turned the doorknob and the door swung open. Triumphant in his battle with his dorm
room door Jeromy pushed it all the way open and ushered Sheila in. As she stepped into the room Jeromy
tugged at his remaining glove which was sticking tightly to his sweat-filled hand. Sheila stepped into the
middle of the room standing in almost the exact same spot as she’d come to Jeromy’s room back in
December. The door closed quietly behind her. Jeromy was no more than a foot away from Sheila as they
both watched the door swing shut. He turned to look at her sweat sitting off his eyelids making Sheila’s
face look distorted. This caused him to lean in even closer so he took a hesitant step back while wiping his
eyelids with his now glove free hand. Fighting to maintain any composure he might still have he tried to
gracefully slide the backpack off his shoulder and let it drop to the floor. This was unsuccessful as the strap
caught hold of the scarf still wrapped around his neck. This started to choke him so he let go of the
backpack and reached for the scarf to try and free it and stop the chokehold it had on him. Sheila noticed
what happened and said, “here, let me help you with that.” She walked behind him and lifted the backpack
up so it wasn’t a dead weight on his shoulder. Seeing where the clasp had become snagged within the scarf
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she freed the material then let the knapsack slide free. She helped Jeromy take it off his back and let it drop
to the floor. With this weight lifted off his shoulders Jeromy was able to pull the scarf free and unwrapped
it from around his neck. Taking some quick breaths Jeromy reached out and wiped the sweat off his eyes.
His clothes clung to his body underneath his parka so he was hesitant to take it off. Normally he would
have taken a shower to make himself feel better but he couldn’t do this with Sheila here. He wasn’t sure
why he’d asked her back to his room, he knew it was the proper thing to do. Sheila had not moved and no
words were spoken since Jeromy had removed his scarf. Jeromy started to undo his parka buttons knowing
that the zipper was still in place up to his neck. He turned to face Sheila and said, “uh thanks, I guess the
pack was caught with my scarf. I was kinda stuck there and couldn’t get myself free,” he continued, his
face turning bright red but not from the heat of the room.
“You’re welcome. No problem, glad to assist,” Sheila answered. They looked at one another and
Sheila’s perfect white teeth appeared within the brightness of her smile. Jeromy could have lead Santa’s
reindeer all across the North Pole at midnight and you would have thought in was noon in the Bahamas. He
stood there speechless, not that he was a big talker to begin with. They stood for several minutes both of
them still wearing their jackets. Jeromy finally stumbled out the words, “please take off your coat, I’ll uh
make the chocolate.” At that moment frozen yogurt would have made more sense that hot chocolate. The
temperature outside was forgotten as Jeromy struggled to unzip his parka and peel it off his body. He didn’t
want Sheila to see how his shirt stuck to his skin but since they were both in his tiny dorm room he didn’t
know what else to do. He decided to take his parka off and hang it up in his closet and grab a clean shirt at
the same time. He did this and told Sheila he needed to go to the bathroom, he’d be right back. Since they
used a joint bathroom out in the middle of the floor, Jeromy had to carry his fresh shirt out the door. He
told Sheila he would only be a few minutes. He walked out and his color started to return to normal. He
pushed the door to the bathroom open and walked to the nearest stall. He walked in and closed the toilet
door behind him, locking himself in. He hung up his clean shirt on the hook staring back at him.
Unbuttoning the shirt he was wearing he could feel the wetness soaking up his back. He tore off a large
wad of toilet paper and used it to wipe himself dry, especially under the arms. Since he was there he went
to the bathroom then put the clean shirt on. Feeling better Jeromy went to the sink area and splashed cold
water on his face. This cold was actually refreshing, not like the cold that stung him on his way back from
the Research Rectangle. Drying himself off he decided to leave the dirty shirt hanging on the hook of the
stall. He could retrieve it later after Sheila had left. He walked out of the bathroom and went back to his
dorm room hoping that he hadn’t left Sheila alone for to long. He unlocked the door and saw Sheila sitting
patiently on the edge of his bed. Her jacket was off and she held it in her lap. A smile returned to her face
and he thought about the last time they’d been together.
“I put your ornament on the front branch of my Christmas tree at home. I told my mom and dad
about the story behind it and they thought it was wonderful. I uh wanted to thank you again.”
“Oh Jeromy. I’m glad you liked it. You don’t have to thank me. It was my way of thanking you
for being such a good friend. Did you have a nice holiday and vacation break? Did you do anything fun?”
Sheila asked. Sheila’s questions caught Jeromy off-guard. He thought back to his visit to Seivelle and
finding Tyrone there. His mind drifted to their rendezvous at the Research Rectangle. How would he
classify this trip. He didn’t think it was appropriate for Sheila to hear about Mr. Noneck. He thought about
it some more and then responded, “Uh well I just spent the holiday with my family. I worked at a deli for
most of my vacation. It’s the same place I worked after graduating from high school. I want to help my
folks out with some of my college costs.”
“I think that’s wonderful,” Sheila said. “I’ve been working for one of my professors the first
semester. I can’t believe how expensive everything is at school. I spent several hundred dollars on my first
semester books alone. I wonder what this semester’s costs will be. I wish I could help out more but I can
only work so much. It’s difficult trying to go to classes, study, work and get a few hours of sleep in
between. Well I tried to catch up on the sleep part while I was on holiday.” Jeromy liked to listen to Sheila.
He felt she was so smart. He was worried about his second semester classes yet here was a young girl
planning to be a pre-med student. He had not felt this comfortable with a girl since Jennie. This thought
brought him back to reality and the knowledge that life could change in a fraction of a second. He felt
guilty that he was here with Sheila and doing things that Jennie will never get a chance to do.
“Would you like some hot chocolate? I have a coke as well if you prefer,” Jeromy asked. Sheila
noticed a change in Jeromy and didn’t know what caused it. Once again she sensed a sadness that overtook
Jeromy. There was nothing in their recent conversation that should have caused such a shift in Jeromy. She
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wondered if it had something to do with her personally. Maybe he didn’t really like her. Her smile faded
and she decided maybe she should be going.
“You know, I’m not really that thirsty. Maybe I should just leave. I don’t want to be a bother.”
Jeromy started to panic. He must have done something to offend Sheila. He didn’t want her to leave just
yet. He liked talking to her.
“You don’t have to leave. I uh don’t have anything else going on. Please stay, uh are you sure you
don’t want something to drink? It’s no problem at all for me to make some hot chocolate.”
“Well if you insist. I’d be happy to have a hot chocolate,” she replied as a smile returned.
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Chapter 37
Tyrone unlocked his door and walked inside his dorm room. It was dark inside so he reached over
and pushed the dimmer switch inward. Light flooded the room making him close his eyes once again
except this time it was not weather induced. Opening his eyes he looked around his second home
wondering where his roommate was hiding this time. The bed was empty so Tyrone decided that Kyle must
be at class or out with his friends. Closing the door and making sure it was locked behind him Tyrone
turned the dimmer knob a little to his right letting the volume of light decrease. Satisfied that he was alone
he took off his gloves, face mask and then his jacket and put them away in their appropriate location within
his closet. Tyrone liked the dimmer switch that Kyle and himself had installed at the beginning of last
semester. They both agreed that walking into the room and having a bare 100-watt bulb blasting away was
annoying. The room was small enough without having all four walls thrown at you every minute you were
inside the dorm room. He walked over to his side of the room and turned another knob. This time soft jazz
filled the airways. He went and lay down on his bed and let the music flow through him pushing the cold
winter air right out of the room. As the chill began to leave his body Tyrone started to think about Jeromy
and Joyce. This was the start of a new semester yet it looked like a duplication of his first semester spent at
SeivelleUniversity. He was not thinking about this in a negative fashion, in fact if it weren’t for them his
initial semester would have been very lonely. Without Malcolm walking by his side or there to talk to
Tyrone didn’t think he was going to survive in the college world. During the final days at High School he
was scared of what university life was going to bring. Malcolm and he had talked about college and the
challenges of not being in high school anymore. They were frightened yet excited at the same time. When
Malcolm got his letter of acceptance the two of them were walking on air. Their parents had been so proud
of both boys and had taken them out for a fancy dinner (which neither family could afford). They had been
allowed “one” drink each and chose to have a Heineken – the premier beer. This had been a wonderful time
and they’d both buckled down to try and work hard at finishing off high school with decent grades.
Malcolm had never been a great student. Things did not come naturally to him when it came to classroom
studies, at least not as easily as it appeared to be for Tyrone. They remained good friends because Tyrone
never teased Malcolm or made him feel inferior. In fact the reverse was true, Tyrone tried whenever
possible to assist Malcolm without making him feel dumb or stupid when he didn’t grasp the concept of the
homework assignment. When Malcolm got discouraged or upset about a particular study Tyrone would
back off and let him blow off steam. Then he would work with Malcolm until together they could work out
the specific problem. Sometimes they would just leave things and go out to a movie or grab a hamburger
and milkshake at the local diner. They would then go back home and tackle whatever they’d left behind.
College was all their parents hoped and dreamed for their two boys. Tyrone could not believe how shortlived this dream had become for one of them.
The sound of a trumpet followed by a saxophone solo brought Tyrone back to his dorm room.
Kyle was his roommate, not Malcolm. Without Malcolm Tyrone had stayed more or less to himself. He did
not go to any of the frat parties or even his own dorm socials. If he were talked into attending a social event
he would make a token appearance. When he was handed a beer he would thank the person and take a sip.
He was not into heavy drinking and never acquired a taste for beer, after all Malcolm was not there to share
it with him, and it was not a “Heineken”. Tyrone’s thoughts switched to his five weeks off for the
“holidays”. They’d been anything but joyous for Tyrone. His parents understood how difficult a time this
was for him and lended as much support as he would allow. He appreciated their efforts but was sure he
gave them a hard time none-the-less. Working full time had helped if only so he didn’t have as much free
time to think about Malcolm and the Powers. He knew they were having a very difficult time of their own
trying to cope with the loss of both Malcolm and Olphilia. It was a little easier for them then it was for the
Thurowgood’s since they still had four other children to take care of. Tyrone wasn’t sure which was worse
having talked to Jeromy about Jennie being an only child. He’d wanted to see the Powers family but it was
too painful for them and himself. Instead of seeing the Powers he’d gone to see the police to find out if they
had made any progress in determining who’d murdered Malcolm, Olphilia and Jennie. Tyrone left the
police station more frustrated then ever before. He felt the police were almost laughing at him. They told
him that no one had walked in and “confessed” to these shootings. Since they had no new leads over the
past six months this file had been placed in the “dead” pile. They had over one hundred “open” cases and
this drive-by shooting wasn’t among them anymore. As far as the detectives were concerned the case had
stayed open longer then necessary and that was only because a white girl had been killed as well as the two
black kids. When Tyrone had gotten back from this “interview” with the police he would not talk to anyone
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for days. This visit had occurred the week after his weekend journey back to Seivelle and his meeting with
Jeromy. He’d planned to discuss these adventures with the police and maybe show them the picture he’d
found from Malcolm showing the Research Rectangle. He wanted to review with the detective what
Jeromy and he had seen even though he wasn’t sure it was related with Malcolm’s death. He’d never been
given the opportunity and even if he had he wasn’t sure he would have told them anything away. Tyrone
was more convinced then ever before the police weren’t interested in the murder of his best friend. If it
happened to lead to something bigger and better then an investigation might take place. Otherwise the cops
just waited one week and then threw the file into the “dead” pile. After all what’s another unsolved murder,
especially when it involves poor black folks. After he’d calmed down the rest of the holiday break went by
slowly. He used to like being home but now there was nothing there for him. He counted the days until
he’d return to Seivelle. Now that he was back he’d forgot how cold it gets. His body was starting to thaw
out and he wished he’d remembered to bring some hot chocolate back to school. The next time they went to
the store he would make sure to buy some. Or he could always ask Jeromy for a few packets. Jeromy…out
of all the people he met during his first semester it was this skinny white boy who’d become his friend.
This friendship developed before they knew they were tied together in tragedy. Jeromy brought him and
Joyce out of the cold and offered them hot chocolate. They didn’t even know one another at the time yet
they carried a common bond. Out of all of the college students of his color who tried to create a united front
(against the whites at the university) Tyrone found himself identifying with three white folks more than
anyone else on campus. Before he started attending Seivelle University he never socialized with white
people. He was not a football or basketball player. In fact while he liked sports he was never athletically
inclined. His high school had been predominantly filled with students of his own color. The same was true
for his neighborhood and surrounding communities. Yet it had been Jeromy, Joyce and Kyle and his white
professors who had taught him the most here at Seivelle. They’d shown no bias in any way while being
with him or others. If anything it was the other blacks on campus that wanted to unite and force themselves
into their own community within the college. That type of isolation had never interested Tyrone before.
College life was certainly not going to change his way of thinking. He didn’t know if this meant anything
or not since he didn’t have a lot of black friends on campus. Leo came to mind though he never spent any
real time with him. They were not in any classes together and he lived in a different dorm. Studying had
taken top priority in his own life at the moment and he was pleased with himself and how well he’d done.
He was ready for the new semester and liked his professors. He was glad Jeromy and Joyce were in his
Animal Science class. He didn’t want to face the Research Rectangle on his own. Overall, except for
Malcolm not being with him, he liked Seivelle University and the people he met so far. Tyrone heard a
noise and then metal meeting metal. A loud click then the doorknob started to turn. The door opened slowly
then the dimmer switch was turned to the right all the way. The light blinded Tyrone forcing him to shut his
eyes. The door opened all the way and this monster of a man filled the opening. Kyle was back.
Sheila had left just a few minutes ago. Jeromy took his room keys and placed them in his pants
pocket. Going over to his desk he picked up the two empty mugs. Walking to his dorm room door he
balanced the two mugs in one hand with the other he reached out and opened the door. Hallway light shone
upon him quickly guiding his way to the shared bathroom. Pushing the door open he went in and headed
for the sink area. Placing the two mugs on the counter he reached over and tore off a few strips of paper
towels. Turning on the water towards the hot side Jeromy put some water on the towels then pushed the
soap dispenser to release the liquid soap onto the wet towels. Placing first one mug under the running water
Jeromy took his time as he washed the mug thoroughly. He picked up the second mug and repeated the
process. Turning off the water Jeromy reached out and pulled two more paper towels out of its holder.
Keeping them dry this time Jeromy picked up a mug and dried it off, inside and out. The second mug got
the same treatment until Jeromy was satisfied they were clean and dry. Putting the mugs down Jeromy went
through the ritual one more time, this time with his hands. Content now that this task was completed
Jeromy picked up the two mugs and walked towards the bathroom stall where he’d left his wet shirt
hanging. He took this in his empty hand and carefully folded it over his arm, the back still wet with sweet.
He reversed his previous steps going back to his dorm room. Carefully getting the key out of his pocket he
unlocked the door and let himself inside. Once inside Jeromy put the two mugs in their proper place on the
shelf where he kept his hot water maker. He walked to his closet and threw the dirty shirt inside his laundry
bag that sat in the corner. Tired after his fight with the winter weather Jeromy sat down on his bed and
leaned over to remove his boots. Leaving them there at the edge of his bed he swung his feet up and
flopped onto the bed laying his head on the pillow. Putting his hands behind his head Jeromy thought about
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his accidental meeting with Sheila. Pangs of guilt ran through his brain as a picture of Jennie popped up in
a corner of his eye. In the other eye a vision of Sheila magically appeared. “What was I thinking when I
invited Sheila to my room for some hot chocolate,” raced through Jeromy’s mind. “I was just being
friendly,” he continued his own thought. Sheila was nice and he liked spending time with her. She was very
smart yet not obnoxious about it like some kids he knew in high school. They thought they were better then
everyone else, when in fact they really weren’t. “Sheila’s just like Jennie,” the thought flowed through his
brain. Sheila was always acting friendly towards him and he wasn’t sure why she picked him. He
remembered back to his freshmen orientation when they first met. They were just a bunch of new kids who
were coming to Seivelle for the first time and didn’t know their way around campus. He’d helped her find
the right place to get her initial class schedule. They ended up not having any classes together. Of course
with Sheila planning to be a pre-med student this made sense. A tear started to flow down his cheek as
Jeromy wondered if Jennie would have selected pre-med as well once she got to Yale. He wondered if his
life at Seivelle would have been different if Jennie was still alive. Would he have invited Sheila up to his
room for hot chocolate? She was just a girl he thought to himself. Would Jennie have thought differently?
He didn’t think so but wasn’t sure. Jeromy tried to picture the telephone conversation with Jennie.
“Hi Jennie. Ah how are you doing in your classes?”
“Just great Jeromy. I love it here and I’m learning so much! I still can’t believe I got into this
school. It’s hard for me to keep up with everyone else, but I get by. How about you Jeromy, do you like
college?”
“Ah yeah I really do. It’s been nice and I’ve had some good professors. Of course I struggle to get
by, but ah it’s going okay. I’ve ah met a couple of people, a few friends, but ah not many. How about you,
uh have you met some people too?”
“Oh Jeromy the people here are wonderful. A few of them are really stuck up but I guess you find
that anywhere. Overall I’ve met some really great people and we try to help each other out. You just can’t
imagine how different and difficult it is here.”
“Ah Jennie, I’m so happy for you. I miss you, I really do. I met some people and we’ve shared hot
chocolate in my room. You know how much I like hot chocolate. Ah it’s been bitterly cold here.”
“Oh Jeromy,” Jennie laughed. “You and your hot cocoa. In the wintertime you always got so cold
you’d go home and ask your mom for some hot cocoa. You really haven’t changed, have you?” Jennie
continued to laugh.
“No ah, I guess not. I have a friend. She’s ah just a girl who is a freshman like you and me. It’s ah
really freezing here so we kinda bumped into each other so I offered to make her some hot chocolate. I
hope you don’t mind. I just wanted to let you know. She ah, you know a girl and everything. She’s just a
friend.”
Laughing harder than before Jennie replied, “Oh Jeromy, you’re so silly. Of course I don’t mind.
I’m glad you made some friends there. I’ve seen on the weather reports how cold it’s been there. I think
you should buy stock in the chocolate company. I figure you’re buying out the store of all of their hot
cocoa. You take good care of yourself, okay!”
“Oh Jennie, I miss you so much. I really do,” Jeromy thought to himself as the tear hit the pillow.
Of course Jennie never answered him back so he still wasn’t sure if it was really okay.
The picture changed and Jeromy thought back to that fateful day and wondered once more what he
was thinking when he took Jennie into that terrible neighborhood. He was thinking about how he was
falling in love with Jennie and didn’t know if she felt the same way. Now he would never know. Terrible
neighborhood he reflected back on his previous thought. This neighborhood was where Tyrone and his
friend Malcolm lived, and one of them died. What was terrible to him was every day life to his friend
Tyrone. How blind he was to the real world until he’d become part of it. Anger coursed through him as he
thought about all the injustice and hate there was in this world. Even the people who are paid to assist when
a tragedy like the murder of Malcolm and his baby sister and Jennie happens, they just shrug it off and say
go on with your life. Jeromy remembered his meeting with Detective Wheeler and Sergeant Finkel. He
went to see them during his holiday break. He happened to show up when they were both in so he’d been
sent back to the detective’s office. He asked if they remembered him and both of them had looked at one
another and confessed that they didn’t. Jeromy reminded them both that his girlfriend had been murdered
that past summer in a drive-by shooting which involved a black boy and his baby sister. He told them that
he’d been there as well and saw it all happen, including the van and giving them the license plate number.
They said they remembered now and had investigated, finding the stolen van deserted in a dark alley
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several miles away. There were no other leads. They’d worked this homicide with the police officers whose
territory it was where the shooting took place. Since this was out of their jurisdiction they’d passed all their
information to the other police department and moved on. Sergeant Finkel got on the phone and placed a
call to Precinct 37 where he had a conversation with the officer in charge of the case. After he was told that
the black boy had been in to their department the previous week, he conveyed the same message that this
was now a “dead” file. It had been to long ago and everything was ice cold, pardon the pun, on this case.
Sergeant Finkel had thanked him for his time and fine efforts in a tough neighborhood. Turning back to
Jeromy he expressed his sympathy for the death of his girlfriend but explained that the case was no longer
being investigated. So Jennie, Malcolm and Olphilia had become nothing more in this world than another
unsolved murder. Jeromy wished he had not used the word “terrible” when describing Malcolm and
Tyrone’s neighborhood, even if it was thought silently so no one else’s ears heard except for his own. No
one wanted to live in a poor area and certainly Malcolm did not want to be shot and killed. Shootings occur
in both rich and poor neighborhoods and the rich one’s certainly got a lot more attention. Jennie certainly
didn’t want to die and Jeromy would do anything to bring her back to life. There were many times over the
past several months when he wished that the bullet hit him and not Jennie. He didn’t want to die either but
guilt would sometimes devour him. Sitting on his bed staring into nothingness he felt exhausted, weary to
the bone. Closing his eyes Sheila’s scent invaded his nostrils making him stir uneasily. “Jennie I miss you
so much!” he thought to himself. Another tear appeared out of nowhere. “I wish I told you that I love you,”
he continued in his own thoughts. “Please don’t think that Sheila is going to replace you. She’s just a
friend. You’re the only one that I love. You know you’re irreplaceable. I’m so sorry I did this to you.” He
kept his eyes closed, afraid of what he might find if he opened them. Somewhere far away Jennie smiled
down at Jeromy quietly mouthing, “I love you to!”
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Chapter 38
The first few weeks had been challenging to all of to the first year students. New classrooms had
to be found with new students sitting next to one another, many of them having never met before. Each
professor had his or her own unique style of teaching and assigning homework. There were a few easy (that
being a relative term) classes. For the most part the professors like to stretch the students to their breaking
point wanting to force them to use their intelligence to the max. The lectures were long and hard, no student
could find a rock to hide behind and still succeed in getting a passing grade. Lab work, when the class had
one, gave them a break from the tedium of the lectures, however the down side was you had to concentrate
even more or you get totally lost and never recover. In this environment Tyrone was working harder than
during his first semester trying to get used to the different classes he was now taking. Whenever he was not
in class he would be in the library doing research or simply studying in the quiet this structure provided.
When the library closed he would go back to his dorm room and sit at this desk, most days studying till past
midnight. Kyle was used to Tyrone’s study habits and they did not bother him. In truth Kyle was having a
difficult time with three of his new classes. Only two weeks had gone by yet he felt like he was already a
month behind. He wanted to ask Tyrone to help him but felt it was to early in the new semester. Tyrone
was working part-time plus doing his own workload late every night. Kyle did not feel comfortable
bothering him just yet. He would just have to take more time to study and concentrate more in class, though
much of what the professors presented went right over his head. At least with the start of the second
semester Tyrone seemed to be acting a little better, not as sad as he was during the previous semester. He
knew it must have been very hard for him starting at Seivelle without his best friend. Kyle looked over at
his roommate sitting at his desk book open with highlighter in hand. He turned to look at the clock that
flashed 12:21 A.M. in bright red. He knew they both had 8:00 A.M. classes. Kyle decided to reach out and
pick up his history book. Turning on his own desk light Kyle sat down and opened the book to the chapter
on the American Revolution. This was the subject they were currently learning all about. Tyrone lifted his
head and turned away from the last paragraph he’d highlighted in yellow. Looking over he watched Kyle
for a moment who stared intently at some words written in his textbook, a puzzled look in his eyes. Smiling
Tyrone went back to his own book jotting some notes in the margin. Tomorrow he thought to himself. I’ll
ask Kyle what he’s studying and ask if he might want some assistance like they’d done the previous
semester.
“Well I do declare girl, you must be the laziest girl I ever did met. Are you going to get that pretty
little rump of yours out of bed? I do believe that you have classes today. Dear girl I understand that one of
them starts in less than an hour!” Joyce lifted her head off the pillow and through the tiny slits in her
eyelids glanced over at the clock. 7:17 were the numbers she thought she saw but couldn’t be positive.
Lifting her body up with her hands from the lying position she twisted over and finally sat up in the bed,
her legs getting stuck within the sheets and blanket. Trying to untangle herself Joyce noticed Elizabeth for
the first time standing there hovering over her like a giant, hands on her hips in the fashion she’d become to
know oh so well.
“Well I do declare, is it my imagination or is there some movement in that scrawny little ol’ body
of yours,” Liz said.
“Good morning to you too,” Joyce replied. Her eyes open fully now, Joyce noticed that Elizabeth
Toby was dress to the nines in a flattering one-piece mauve jumpsuit. The outfit did nothing to hide Liz’s
gorgeous figure and Joyce felt a twang of jealousy course through her. She knew she could never wear an
outfit like that.
“So miss southern bell. What’s your first class of the day? Women’s Fashions 101? Or maybe it’s
biology. Or are you heading to the latest beauty pageant of the month?” Joyce teased her roommate. Liz
lifted her head back and laughed in the genuine southern bell fashion. This was a common occurrence
between the two new best friends. Liz had that easygoing style that let her live life in a carefree manor and
she loved to laugh. Her roommate certainly knew how to say things that made them both laugh.
“How soon you al’ forget. That was last semester’s class. I’ve graduated up to Premier Woman’s
Fashion 202. Now got that lazy tush of yours out of bed. I’ll give you exactly twelve minutes to get
yourself freshened up and dressed so we can visit that wonderful Livestock café before our classes begin.
You know how irritable and intolerant I can be if I don’t get my daily dose of fresh eggs and grits before I
can start my day. Dear girl, I do declare that you don’t want to have to deal with me when I’m cranky, now
do you? So get up and grab a pair of your jeans and a shirt out of that ol’ closet of high fashion over there
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and get that body moving. Let’s see you now have eleven minutes and 30 seconds left. We’re leaving this
room at exactly 7:30. And that’s A.M., not P.M. okay. Otherwise dear girl I’ll drag that scrawny little ol’
body out that door, even if you’re naked. You know that I can do that don’t you. So you better get moving.”
Liz turned around and laughed even harder. Joyce smiled and got her feet untangled and placed them on the
floor slipping on the slippers which waited there.
“Okay I’m moving, see. Now don’t you go getting that southern temper of yours all worked up.
You know I wouldn’t let you miss the first meal of the day. Heaven forbid if you walked into your first
class a few minutes late. I’m sure all of the other jet setters sitting in your “premier” Woman’s Fashion
class would be devastated if you walked in last and made that grand Scarlet O’Hara entrance,” Joyce stood
up and strolled past Liz shaking her hips as she went by.
“Oh you I do declare, whatever am I going to do with you,” Liz continued to laugh. She reached
down and picked up the pillow from Joyce’s bed. Turning she swatted Joyce’s rear-end with the pillow
making her stumble forward.
“Why you little bitch,” Joyce stated in fun as she regained her balance and walked over to Liz’s
bed. She picked up her own pillow upsetting the perfectly made military style bed coverings. She turned to
face her opponent and took a swing and caught Liz off guard, messing up her perfectly styled hairdo.
“Well I do declare you just called me a bitch. I’ll teach you,” Liz stated as she retaliated with her
own blow towards Joyce’s head. Joyce easily blocked this shot and the pillow-fight was on.
The week was thankfully coming to an end. It was Friday and Jeromy was heading toward his last
class of the day and week. He’d called Tyrone a few minutes before he was ready to leave but there was no
answer. Class started at 5:00 P.M. which was late for most students on a Friday since they wanted to start
their weekend as early as possible. Many of them left Seivelle for the weekend so they tried to arrange their
schedules without Friday classes. Jeromy never went home except for the holiday breaks so he didn’t mind
a late Friday session. The major problem was during the winter months the sun would set early so they
were walking home (as they thought of the college now) in the dark. Jack Frost seemed to like Friday’s so
he made a special appearance on this day making the walk to the Research Rectangle even worse than
normal. Jeromy had hoped to walk over with Tyrone but he wasn’t in his dorm room. He put his science
book and notebook in his knapsack. Getting his parka, gloves and scarf out of the closet Jeromy prepared
himself for the walk to the Beacon building. Making sure his keys were in his pocket before he put his
gloves on. He zipped up his parka up to his neck then wrapped the scarf around his neck and face. This
complete he pulled his knapsack onto his back securing the two straps. Walking to the door he opened it
and then turned out lights closing the door tightly behind him. Getting downstairs via the stairs rather than
waiting for the elevator he was already sweating from the heat in the hallway. A number of students were
downstairs as well so he joined them as they made their exodus from dorm. Jack Frost did not disappoint
him as the wind gust fought the exiting students as they attempted to open the Donnell dormitory door
leading to the outside world. A stampede of students behind him carried him over the threshold and out into
the January winter. He walked head down as this swarm like ants went scurrying by him in various
directions all of them having a specific goal in mind. Jeromy and a few others turned left off the main
campus path leading to the scenic wonders of the Research Rectangle. Jeromy tried to walk as fast as a
couple of other students hoping they would create a force shield against the prevailing wind. He
encountered limited success as cold crept into every open crevice in his parka, gloves and scarf. He walked
steadily on not wanting to slow down or lift his head to see if he recognized any of the other students
heading in the same direction. After what seemed like an eternity an enormous shadow overtook him in the
waning twilight and he knew the Research Rectangle was directly in front of him. The chill increased even
though Jack Frost had taken a short break. Jeromy lifted his head slightly wanting to make sure he was
going towards the Beacon building, not Snidley like the previous semester. Satisfied he picked up his pace
as much as possible till he was finally inside the correct building. Trying to shake the cold out of his body
caused by either the weather outside or because he was once again within the confines of the Research
Rectangle, Jeromy stood perfectly still not sure that his frozen feet would take him another step. Slowly the
blood circulated enough warmth that Jeromy took a few tentative steps towards his animal science
classroom. Students went around him rushing to get through their last class of the week so they could go
party all weekend. Confident that he could walk without falling over Jeromy strolled the rest of the way
then walked into class. He was five minutes early so he took off his gloves and unwrapped his scarf as he
went to his seat. Face now uncovered he combed his hair with his fingers and looked back two rows and
three seats to his left. Tyrone was already sitting there and they smiled at one another. Jeromy gave a half-
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wave and took his knapsack off and put it under his desk. He unzipped his parka and put his gloves and
scarf inside the sleeves and then placed it over the back of his chair. Talking one last look Tyrone’s way he
then took his seat. He turned his head to the front of the room but no one was there. Turning to his right he
noticed this seat was vacant as well. He wondered where Joyce was. Maybe she’d gone home for the
weekend. A minute later the door opened again and Joyce stepped through it. Her jacket was unzipped a
plaid scarf lay neatly wrapped around her neck. She held a pair of leather gloves in her hand and was in the
process of placing them in her jacket pocket. She walked down the same aisle Jeromy had gone down a few
minutes before and looked at Tyrone just like Jeromy had. Jeromy saw Joyce smile and looked back and
saw that Tyrone smiling back, though it was a different type of smile then he had shared with Jeromy.
Jeromy turned back and realized that Joyce was no longer standing in the same spot as the moment before.
“Hello Jeromy, how was your week,” Jeromy heard a voice speaking to him. Joyce was standing
right next to him placing her jacket on the back of her chair just like he’d done two minutes earlier. She
wore a pair of tight blue jeans and plaid shirt that almost matched her scarf. Two buttons were unbuttoned
at the top. Jeromy blushed as he looked up and locked into Joyce’s bright blue eyes.
“Ah hello Joyce. My week went okay I guess, how about you?” he stuttered his reply.
“Oh I’ve been great and I’m glad it’s Friday, aren’t you? It’s cold as a witches tit out there, isn’t
it?” she answered. She liked to tease Jeromy and saw his blush deepen when she used the word tit. Her eyes
sparkled as she held down the laugh wanting to come through, not wanting to disrupt the class, even though
it hadn’t started yet.
“Ah yeah I’m glad its Friday also,” Jeromy replied choosing to ignore Joyce’s comment about the
weather. The back door opened and Professor Chinchilla walked into the classroom at exactly 5:00 P.M. He
had an animal perched on top of his shoulder.
“Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. I’m glad you chose to attend my class on this fine Friday.
I’m sure you all have studied up on the last lecture I had about my good friend Magic, the chinchilla. He is
indeed a fascinating animal and you will learn more about this particular species later on in the year. I want
to continue our study today about nocturnal animals. Does anyone remember what the word “nocturnal”
means? Professor Chinchilla looked around at the few hands raised. He turned and said, “Yes, Mr.
Hanover.” Tyrone spoke up and answered, “I believe it means occurring or most active at night professor.”
“Excellent, that is exactly what it means. Good job Mr. Hanover,” Professor Chinchilla said.
Jeromy and Joyce both turned and smiled at Tyrone. Jeromy gave him a thum's up sign. Tyrone smiled
back and started to blush but it was difficult for them to notice.
“Now class, is it true that both humans as well as certain animals can be nocturnal?” Most of the
class nodded their heads in agreement so the professor went on. “That’s correct, not only animals can be
nocturnal. Human’s can be as well even though it occurs rarely, that’s why some of us are known as “night
owls”. Of course we are all considered a variety of animal as well. I know many of you act like animals, am
I not correct?” The class laughed while many of the boys nodded their heads and started acting like apes,
making grunting sounds in the process. “Okay class, lets settle down, I don’t want you to frighten my friend
here,” Professor Chinchilla looked up at the large bird still perched quietly on his shoulder. Its big beady
eyes darted left and right trying to take the entire room of students into view. “I’m sure most of you
recognize my friend. He is known as one of the most active nocturnal animals that like to live in a forest. I
want you all to meet my good friend Wally, the white hooded owl.” As the professor finished taking as if
on queue Wally took one last glance around the classroom then gave a big ‘hoot’. Once again every student
in the audience started to clap their hands. Another Professor Chinchilla class had begun.
All the students rushed out to start their weekend since Professor Chinchilla had gone ten minutes
past the scheduled end time for his class. Jeromy and Joyce waited patiently for the class to empty since
neither of them had plans to go anywhere this weekend. Tyrone waited as well finally standing up as he
became the last student in his row. Picking up his jacket and storing his books away he walked over to
Jeromy and Joyce who were still sitting quietly talking. Joyce saw Tyrone heading towards them and broke
off her conversation with Jeromy.
“Hi Tyrone. Jeromy and I were just talking about how much fun this class is. Professor Chinchilla
is certainly an entertaining teacher. I wish I could say that about my other professors. How have you been,
do you like your other classes?”
“Hello Joyce, Jeromy. Man I agree that this professor seems like an awesome teacher, at least after
these first two classes. I agree with you Joyce, I have some good professors but man there are some tough
ones who don’t seem to know how to teach as well. It’s only the first week back and I’m already swamped
with work. Man I’ll need the weekend just to catch up. You have any plans for the weekend?”
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“Well I’m probably just like you, a lot of studying. I don’t go anywhere but I’m sure I’ll do
something with my roommate Liz. I think you met her last year, do you remember?” Tyrone thought back
trying to remember someone named Liz who would have been with Joyce. Then he got it. They'd met at the
Getaway lounge. She was that southern girl. As he recalled she wasn’t overly friendly towards him.
“Yeah I think I remember her, though we didn’t get a chance to talk much or anything.” Joyce saw
the hesitation in Tyrone’s voice and then she remembered their initial encounter. “How stupid can I be?”
she thought to herself. Liz hadn’t been very nice that evening towards Tyrone only because he was black.
She’d given Liz a real hard time about it when they were alone. She understood now what Tyrone must be
thinking and decided she better change the subject. She looked over at Jeromy and realized she’d ignored
him during this conversation.
“So Jeromy how about you, are you doing anything this weekend?” she said. Jeromy looked over
at Tyrone briefly then back at Joyce.
“Uh I don’t have any real plans. I just kinda hang out, studying and everything, you know,”
Jeromy turned red but didn’t know why. Tyrone stood there looking at Jeromy then back at Joyce smiling
inwardly. He didn’t know if Jeromy and he would get together or not. They had not discussed it nor had
they ever talked about the strange things they encountered at the Research Rectangle over their holiday
break. Here they were sitting in that same infrastructure but in Beacon instead of Snidley, not
understanding what was going on here. In the mean time they sat here going to class thinking about
different things than any of the other students who took classes in the Research Rectangle.
“So should we get going?” Tyrone asked. “We seem to be the last ones here,” he continued. Joyce
and Jeromy looked around and suddenly they both stood up.
“Sure I think that’s a good idea. I’m sure it’s pretty dark and cold out there,” Joyce said. Jeromy
pulled his knapsack out from under his desk and put his book, notepad and pencils away in their specific
locations then zipped it closed tightly. Joyce and had slipped their jackets on so Jeromy did the same after
pulling out his gloves and scarf within the sleeves.
“So you ready for the wonderful January winter weather awaiting us on our walk back to the
dorms?” she asked.
“I hate this weather man its cold out there,” Tyrone responded. Jeromy got his scarf and gloves on
and echoed his agreement silently. The three of them headed to the science room door and entered the
corridor of the Beacon building. They walked past several other empty classrooms and picked up their pace
to get themselves to the final exit and release from the Research Rectangle. Making the final turn they were
just about to escape when someone coming from the other direction called out, “Tyrone, is that you?”
Startled Tyrone came to a halt just as Jeromy reached out to let Jack Frost nip at his nose. Jeromy moved
his hand to keep the Seivelle winter weather locked up outside the Beacon building for at least another
couple of minutes.
“Tyrone, that is you. I thought so. How you doin’ bro. You remember me don’t you?” Tyrone
turned to fully face the person who’d called out to him. A broad smile took over his face under his
facemask as he took a step closer to the voice.
“Of course I remember you Leo. Man, how have you been? I haven’t seen you around for like
forever.”
“Well you know bro, with the final exams and holiday’s and everything else, well like you know
bro it’s been crazy. I guess our paths just didn’t cross before this. So bro you’re lookin’ good. Did you like
have a good holiday and everything?” Leo stopped talking and noticed that a white boy and girl had
stopped at the same time he’d called out Tyrone’s name. Now they stood a few feet away from Tyrone and
himself making no effort to walk out the door from Beacon. He could have sworn the white boy was
reaching for the door handle then stopped and backed away. Tyrone saw Leo looking at Jeromy and Joyce
with a questioning expression taking over his face. Before answering any of Leo’s questions Tyrone said,
“Leo, I want you to meet two of my friends. This is Jeromy,” he stated turning towards his friend. “And
this is Joyce,” he continued turning her way. “We all have Animal Science class together. Yes man, my
holiday break was real good. I was able to relax and not think about classes. So man, what brings you to
this neighborhood? I don’t think I’ve seen you down this way before.” Leo stared at Jeromy then broke
away and did the same thing with Joyce. He shrugged his shoulders then switched his focus back towards
Tyrone. Focusing his response on just Tyrone he responded to his last question. “Yeah bro, I tried to stay
away from any science classes my first semester. My school advisor didn’t give me any choice for this
semester so I signed up for basic Biology. Like I mean how hard can it be, right bro? Boy I hate coming
down this way. This place gives me the creeps, you know what I’m saying?”
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“I hear you man, and I agree with you. I don’t know what it is but boy these buildings are
spooky,” Tyrone agreed with Leo. He looked over at Jeromy and Joyce who stood in the background and
knew they agreed with him as well. Leo watched Tyrone and saw him looking over at the white boy and
girl, he didn’t remember what names Tyrone had mentioned. He saw how easy going Tyrone was with the
two of them and thought they must be cool since his bro’ Tyrone seemed to like them.
“Hey Tyrone, are you heading back to the dorms? I have my car out in the lot so bro’ I’d be happy
to give you a ride if you need one.” Tyrone turned his attention back to Leo thankful for the offer to not
have to walk all the way back in the cold. He remembered Jeromy and Joyce so he looked their way.
“Uh that’s fine Tyrone. Really. You go ahead with your friend Leo. Joyce and I will be fine, won’t
we Joyce,” Jeromy said. He didn’t want to stand in the way of Tyrone hooking up with his other friend.
“Jeromy’s right, don’t worry about us. We’ve been going back and forth from here since our first
days at Seivelle. It’s no big deal, we’ll be fine,” Joyce echoed Jeromy’s feeling. Leo looked over at Tyrone
and knew right away he would not abandon his white friends.
“Hey I’ve got plenty of room, no problem, I can take all of you back. Hey bro’ I didn’t mean to
exclude you other friends, honest. There’s no sense in walking in this weather, it’s bitchin’ cold out there,”
Leo said. He saw the white boy blanch as he said the word bitch. He looked over at the girl who was
smiling and knew she was cool.
“Thanks man, we really appreciate the offer,” Tyrone said.
“Uh yeah, thanks Leo,” Jeromy stuttered his own thanks.
“Leo I also want to thank you,” Joyce said.
“So what are we waiting for? Come on and follow me. I’ll show you where I’ve left the car. It’s
not far, so bro’ let’s get this party happening, okay,” Leo smiled back at Joyce first then turned to Tyrone.
He headed for the exit and Jeromy beat him to the door and opened it letting Leo and Tyrone go out first.
Joyce followed and Jeromy walked out last letting the door slam shut behind him as Jack Frost visited him
once again. It had gotten dark outside and temperature had dropped further into the minus teens as the four
of them walked head down towards the back parking lot. Jeromy and Tyrone felt a chill that had nothing to
do with the weather. They realized this was the same parking lot they’d staked out several weeks earlier.
The lot was almost deserted with only a handful of cars left waiting to bring their owners out of the
Research Rectangle. Leo led them to the edge of the lot where a four-door BMW 320 stood waiting
patiently. He hit the security button on his key chain and the beep allowed them entry.
“Cool car man,” Tyrone said as he slid into the front passenger seat. Jeromy and Joyce climbed
into the two rear passenger seats as Leo claimed the driver’s seat. Leo clasped the seat belt securely in
place and watched as Tyrone did the same. He turned the ignition and leaned forward to switch on his
headlights. Four locks snapped shut making the driver and his three passengers hostages. Once the engine
started to purr softly Leo turned to face Tyrone saying, “Thanks bro’. This was my graduation and college
acceptance present from my folks. I wanted a sports car but they wanted something a little safer and more
practical.”
“Hey man, I’d classify this as a major sports car. I’ve always dreamed about owning a BMW. I’m
like real jealous man. This is so cool,” Tyrone stated.
“Hey bro’ it’s no big deal. It is fun to drive and the babes are always impressed,” Leo said. He
turned to the back seat looking at Joyce. In the dark it was hard to see but he could see the white teeth
shining so knew she must be smiling. A flash of light caught her eyes as another vehicle came off the main
street and pulled into, instead of out of, the parking lot. Momentarily blinded Tyrone shut his eyes and put
his hand to his face to try and block the glare. The car turned away from them and Tyrone could tell it was
a very large automobile. He thought he recognized the vehicle as it drove past. Leo’s headlights headed
toward the farthest corner away from the Research Rectangle. Tyrone continued to monitor the other
vehicles movement realized that he couldn’t see inside any of the windows due to the heavy tinting of the
glass. In his mind there was no question that this huge auto was indeed the same van which Jeromy and he
had seen Mr. Noneck walk out of several weeks back. Stunned Tyrone looked back at Jeromy to see if he
noticed the van pull in as well. Their eyes met in the darkness acknowledging that both of them were on the
same wavelength. Wishing they were on foot so they could watch and follow the person driving the van he
felt helpless as Leo unlocked the parking brake and started to pull out of the parking lot. Two pairs of eyes
focused intently as the van came into view once more as the BMW’s headlights swept over the
unsuspecting van. Mr. Noneck was invisible behind the tinted side windows but Tyrone and Jeromy knew
he was in there just the same. Joyce watched Tyrone stretch his neck like a giraffe trying to get a final look
at something outside. What it was she wasn’t exactly sure. All she saw out there were some ordinary
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looking cars, including a big family size van. Tyrone and Jeromy stared at one another for the second time
in just a few seconds totally ignoring Leo and her. Joyce tried to read their faces finding it difficult with
only the parking lot and dashboard lights available to light the way. She was sure Tyrone’s initial
expression had been once of consternation when he caught Jeromy’s eye. The two of them knew something
she didn’t, she was positive of that fact. There was some heavy secret they shared and she was dying to ask
them what it was. When Tyrone looked back for a second time Joyce could smell fear in his expression.
The intensity with which he’d focused on Jeromy could have melted an iceberg. She’d never seen him like
this before. She had a number of questions but was afraid to ask them in front of Leo. A gust of wind came
up at that moment shaking the car.
“I say bro’, that’s some kinda nasty weather we’ve got all around us. It was never this bad back
home. I don’t know how I stand it, being from the Philippines, man I’m wishing for winter weather like
home. Like it was eighty degrees when I left home after the holiday. I like froze my bazooka off here when
I came back to school, you know what I mean bro’?” Leo talked while grasping the steering wheel firmly in
two hands trying to adjust to the wind. Tyrone turned his attention away from the van and responded, “I
hear you man. I find it hard to breath in this weather know what I’m saying? Sometimes I think I’ll become
a human snowman or something. You can thaw me out sometime in the spring.” Leo smiled and took a
quick glance Tyrone’s way then went back to concentrating on driving his BMW. Jeromy and Joyce sat
quietly in the back though Joyce saw Jeromy flinch again as Leo was talking. She smiled to herself still
wondering what they were hiding from her
“Well bro here we are,” Leo said. He pulled into the Donnell dormitory parking lot. There were
three different wings to the dorms, which housed over five hundred students. “So which wing are you in?”
Leo asked Tyrone. “I’ll drop you off so you don’t have to walk around the lot. I don’t know where I’ll find
a place to park,” Leo continued.
“I’m in wing One. Thanks man I really appreciated the ride,” Tyrone answered. Leo looked in the
rear-view mirror and asked, “How about you? Where can I let you off?” he looked at Jeromy first, then at
Joyce. “I’m in wing One as well so this is fine,” Jeromy said. “Wing One for me as well,” Joyce piped in
even though she was in Wing Two. Leo stopped right in front of the main doorway.
“Thanks for the ride,” Jeromy and Joyce said at the same time. Tyrone turned and shook Leo’s
hand and said thanks as well. Three doors opened simultaneously and the battle was on with sir Winter.
They each managed to get their bodies out their respective door and they all slammed shut behind them
without their help. Heads down they walked towards the door which promised to raise the temperature at
least sixty degrees. Jeromy once again reached the door first and pulled it open blocking it with his body so
Joyce and Tyrone could pass through before sir winter retrieved it and knocked them out of the way.
Jeromy finally released the door handle but the door swung back and forth like a revolving door. Putting his
weight behind it Jeromy forced it shut waiting for the locking mechanism to take hold. With Jack Frost and
sir Winter safely tucked away for the evening Jeromy walked up to where Joyce and Tyrone stood waiting
for him. Trying to warm up Joyce jumped up and down forcing the blood flow to bring back her sense of
touch. Jeromy looked up at Tyrone and once again Joyce recognized a bonding between them that did not
include her. Not able to stand it any longer Joyce asked for the first time since their hitching a ride with
Leo.
“Okay you two. What’s going on? You both look like you saw a ghost or something back there in
the parking lot. What do you know that I don’t? You looked like you were scared or something bad
happened. Come on you guys I thought we were friends? If I can help out or anything you know I will.
What do you say? Clue me in here!” Jeromy listened to Joyce as sweat started to form around his mouth.
He looked at his partner-in-crime and searched for an agreement. Even thought they weren’t criminals it
seemed like they were locked in prison, afraid of sharing their pain or thoughts with anyone else. Joyce
knew he’d encountered something strange at the Snidley building last year. She didn’t have any details but
there was no reason why she couldn’t know about Tyrone and himself. It wasn’t like they were hiding some
top-secret information that would threaten world peace. If anything Jeromy realized that the more he could
talk about what happened the prison around his heart would loosen slightly. Someday he might be able to
find the key to unlock the door completely. For now he’d been in solitary confinement. Tyrone returned his
look and shook his head slightly, nodding in agreement.
“Joyce, Jeromy – why don’t you both come up to my room for awhile. Joyce, Jeromy and I do
have something in common. Come on up and we will tell you about it. That is if you have time,” Tyrone
said. Jeromy reached out and unwrapped the scarf around his face and neck allowing a full view. Pain was
etched clearly there though it softened to a dull ache after a few seconds. Joyce had no idea what was going
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on but reached her arm out and touched Jeromy’s arm in understanding, even though she was still in the
dark. He put his gloved hand over her gloved hand but then quickly took it away.
‘Of course I have time. I have all evening for my friends,” Joyce said as she turned and looked at
Tyrone. Not saying anything else Tyrone started to walk towards the elevators. Joyce let Jeromy follow
first and stayed right behind them. The elevator doors opened and a couple of sophomores got out of the
elevator laughing wildly. They nodded at the three freshmen and headed towards the winter cold. Tyrone
held the elevator door with his hand and let Jeromy and Joyce step inside. Following suit Tyrone let the
elevator arms join together tightly. Pressing the number 9 button they waited quietly as the floor started to
lift. Finally the arms released themselves so Tyrone once more held one side firmly. Repeating their steps
this time Joyce then Jeromy stepped out into the dorms corridor. They waited for Tyrone to walk by and
lead the way to his dorm room. Reaching it he took out his keys from his pants pocket and unlocked the
door. It opened to darkness. His roommate was not there so he reached out and turned the dimmer knob.
Turning it most of the way this brightened the room to almost it’s full volume.
“Make yourselves at home,” he said. He unzipped his parka and walked over to hang it up on the
coat-rack he’d gotten at a flea market while shopping with Malcolm. “Give me your jackets and I’ll put
them out of the way,” Tyrone said. They complied as Joyce unwrapped her multi-colored scarf and put it
inside her left sleeve, her gloves had already been placed in the jacket pockets. Jeromy took off his
knapsack and placed it by the door. Now he was free to fulfill Tyrone’s request so he took his own parka
and handed to him. The jackets put away Tyrone reached out and pulled his desk chair over by the bed.
Pointing to the chair he asked Joyce to sit. Jeromy got the other chair from Kyle’s desk and put it a few feet
away from Joyce, facing towards her. Tyrone sat on his bed and asked if they wanted anything to eat or
drink. They both politely declined.
“So who should begin, you or I?” Tyrone asked Jeromy.
“Uh, I guess I have to, if uh were going to start at the beginning,” Jeromy said as he eyed Tyrone
questioningly.
“Well man, the beginning is always a good place to start Jeromy. So go ahead,” he replied. He
urged his friend on quietly knowing how difficult it was. Joyce sat there quietly as well, not wanted to
breath for fear she would blow away the moment. Her stomach muscles tightened involuntarily even
though she had no idea what was going on.
“Okay. Uh Joyce. You see it was getting close to graduation time and I wanted to do something
special for Jennie. Uh, Jennie was my girlfriend. She helped me graduate by helping me out with my
chemistry class. You see, otherwise I might have failed, and then I couldn’t graduate high school. So
anyway, I wanted to do something fun for her. So I went out and bought theatre tickets to a Broadway
show. I thought that would be fun, uh right?” Joyce had no idea what Jeromy was talking about but didn’t
say a word. You would have thought it was Christmas eve all over again, it was so quiet you could hear a
pin drop. Joy sat perfectly still, not moving a muscle even though her stomach was cramping up on her. She
didn’t understand anything that Jeromy was talking about, except for the fact that he had a girlfriend named
Jennie. Finally Jeromy continued to tell his story as Joyce and Tyrone sat quietly in the audience. This is
how she came to learn the story about Jennie Thurowgood, Malcolm and Olphilia Powers.
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Chapter 39
“My God, that’s awful. I’m so sorry for both of you. I can’t imagine my best friend or your
girlfriend being shot down like that. To be standing next to them, my God I don’t think I could stand it. I’m
really sorry Jeromy. Tyrone, to lose your best friend and his baby sister no less. I had no idea. You are both
so brave to be here at the university going to classes, studying and everything. I’m so sorry. I wish there
was something I could do for the two of you.” Joyce sat there stunned, glued to her seat. She couldn’t
believe the story that Jeromy had just completed. Tyrone sat quietly as well though Jeromy turned to look
at him several times during his re-telling of this true-life story. He did not go into any details around what
he’d discovered at Seivelle University and the Research Rectangle. Joyce was sure there was more to this
story and it involved something that both Jeromy and Tyrone had seen in the parking lot off the science
buildings. What, if anything it had to do with the murder of Jeromy’s and Tyrone’s friends was unclear.
Jeromy was staring at Tyrone as though he expected him to continue where Jeromy had left off. Joyce
wasn’t convinced that he would, so she decided to ask him a direct question.
“Tyrone, something happened when we left class and caught a ride with your friend Leo. Does this
have anything to do with the deaths of your best friend?” Are you and Jeromy in some kind of trouble? If
so, can I help in any way?” Joyce sat on her hands afraid she would be shaking all over and her hands
would give her away. Jeromy sat quietly as a tear formed in his right eye. He was looking at Tyrone silently
prodding him to say something. Tyrone looked away and turned on the bed shifting his weight so he faced
Joyce more directly. He began and told Joyce about Malcolm and the picture he’d found that showed the
Research Rectangle. He did not mention the money or white powder he’d found along with the picture. He
wend on and told her about Jeromy and his seeing Mr. Noneck though he never mentioned any hidden
basement and the fact that it had no doors. He told her that Jeromy and he were pretty sure they seen Mr.
Noneck sitting in the van in the parking lot as Leo pulled out. They don’t know if there was any connection
with Mr. Noneck but he certainly looked out of place at the university. The photo was the only tie to
Seivelle and Malcolm. Malcolm was supposed to come to Seivelle but of course that never happened since
he’d been murdered. Tyrone excluded the fact that both Jeromy and he came back to the university during
their holiday break. Jeromy did not offer this information as well. Tyrone finished his part of the story and
the dorm room became totally silent once again.
“Are you sure I can’t get you something to eat or drink,” Tyrone broke the silence several minutes
later as he stood up and walked over to his mini-frig. Reaching inside he pulled out a 2-litter bottle of coke
that hadn’t been opened. On top of the refrigerator was a stack of paper cups. Taking a cup he opened the
bottle and poured himself a glass. Jeromy and Joyce both shook their heads in the negative when he lifted
the bottle and pointed it their way. Putting the cap back on tightly he put the coke back into the frig. Joyce
had a million questions and didn’t know how to articulate any of them. Finally she asked, “So who do you
think this guy is? Why is he coming over to the Research Rectangle? Where does he go, what does he do? I
wonder if he is a professor.” She stopped knowing that Jeromy and Tyrone had no answers, only questions
of their own.
“I don’t think he is a professor,” Tyrone stated just to open so dialog.
“I agree with you Tyrone,” Jeromy said. “He seems to show up at odd times or only once all of the
students are leaving the science buildings,” he continued. Glad that Jeromy and Tyrone were talking about
normal things Joyce wanted to keep the conversation going.
“He certainly doesn’t sound like he is built like a professor. I wonder if any of the teachers know
him? They might be able to tell us what his roll at the university is. Maybe he’s a janitor or something.”
Joyce didn’t think he was a janitor but had no other solutions as to why this guy was prowling around the
Research Rectangle.
“Man he doesn’t seem the janitor type to me,” Tyrone said.
“I uh don’t know why he comes here, uh I would sure like to find out. He uh seems like the type
who is up to no good. I don’t like having him here at our school,” Jeromy added. He didn’t feel as
melancholy as he was earlier. He was glad Joyce was there. She seemed very levelheaded and acted
concerned about Tyrone and himself. He didn’t like Mr. Noneck and would be happy to never see him
again. Jeromy heard an unfamiliar noise so he stopped talking. Turning to the door where the sound
emulated from Jeromy glanced around and saw that Tyrone and Joyce were also focused on this new noise.
Not even 30 seconds later the door lock clicked and the door was pushed open. Kyle walked into the dorm
room with his gym bag in his other hand. He put the bag down and let the dorm door spring closed behind
him. Looking up for the first time Kyle realized that Tyrone was home and he wasn’t alone. He was
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surprised to see other people in his dorm room since Tyrone hadn’t had anyone in their room the entire first
semester. He saw a girl sitting very lady-like in the chair that had been pulled away from his desk. He
thought he recognized her as someone who’d been in a class with him. Yes, this was Joyce from his
English Literature class. He did not remember the name of the other boy who was sitting in the other chair
though he was pretty sure they had met at least once somewhere.
“Hi Tyrone. Hi Joyce,” Kyle said. “I’m sorry I don’t remember your name,” he continued walking
over to the boy still sitting next to Tyrone’s bed. “I’m Tyrone’s roommate, Kyle,” he said. Jeromy stood up
awkwardly and reached for Kyle’s outstretched hand that had been thrust before him.
“Uh hi, I’m Jeromy. I’m uh Tyrone’s friend,” he stuttered out a greeting of his own. He was
surprised that Kyle knew Joyce. He remembered back to that time last semester at the Getaway Lounge and
thought that was how they might know each other. What a good memory Kyle has he thought to himself.
Of course Joyce was a pretty girl so Kyle would probably remember her.
Kyle turned away from Jeromy and walked over to Joyce repeating his greeting. Joyce stood up as
well and smiled up at Kyle who towered over here 5 foot seven inch body.
“Hi Kyle. I didn’t realize you were Tyrone’s roommate. I haven’t seen you since the English Lit
final we had last year. So how did you do? I see your back for the second semester so you must not have
flunked out or anything,” Joyce teased him. He laughed and replied, “No I passed thanks to the great
tutoring job of my roommate.” He reached over and clasped Tyrone on the shoulder since he’d walked over
to join the threesome. “So that’s how he knows Joyce,” Jeromy thought to himself.
“Out trying to put the weight room out of business again, huh man,” Tyrone laughed as well as
Kyle released him.
“You know me and Alex. Between the two of us they can’t bring in new equipment fast enough.
He gets boring bench-pressing 300 pounds on the same machine day-in day-out. The’re going to have to
sled in new stuff from the nearest Gold’s Gym or he will trash the place,” Kyle took Tyrone’s barb about
his workout schedule in stride. He appreciated his roommate’s quick wit. Joyce couldn’t help herself so she
laughed heartily at this exchange. Jeromy cracked a smile as well.
“So what brings you all together on this fine Friday evening? I didn’t realize it was tea and
crumpets time.” All of a sudden the laughter disappeared and serious looks overtook everyone around him.
Kyle wasn’t sure exactly what he said to cause this dramatic change in his roommate and his friends. He
thought hard while looking around at Tyrone then the shy boy now standing next to him, Jeromy he
believed his name was. The light inside his brain clicked on based upon the name Jeromy. This was the boy
whose girlfriend was killed along with Tyrone’s best friend Malcolm. Kyle didn’t recall that Tyrone said
anything about Jeromy being a student here at Seivelle, or the fact that they knew one another. He didn’t
understand where Joyce fit into this equation but he was fairly certain that she knew the story that bound
Tyrone and Jeromy together. Not knowing the best way to proceed Kyle wanted to take the conversation in
a different direction.
“So Joyce, isn’t your roommate Elizabeth from down south? I seem to recall a very distinct accent.
How is she doing? I remember she certainly liked our English Literature class. She was constantly
answering the professors questions.” Happy to respond to Kyle’s questions Joyce starting speaking much to
quickly, “Oh Liz is doing just fine. I actually went and spent a week with her and her family over the
holiday break. They are just as southern as she is, speaking wise that is. We had a great time together.” Just
thinking about Liz made you smile so that’s just what Joyce did. “She’s such a wonderful person, she is
having a lot of fun going to Seivelle, it’s so different than what she is use to. Unfortunately we aren’t in any
of the same classes this semester. Oh I know Liz certainly misses having you in a class this second half of
the year. She was always talking about you. Why don’t you give her a call sometime? I know she’d love to
hear from you.” Joyce walked over to Kyle’s desk. Picking up a pen she found a lose piece of paper and
wrote their dorm phone number down with Liz’s name beside it. She picked it up and walked over to Kyle
handing him the piece of paper. Hesitating for just a second Kyle reached out and took the phone number
quickly putting it in his pocket as if it had burned his fingers. Half expecting Kyle to blow on them Joyce
smiled her cheshire cat smile. Kyle start to laugh and he could feel the tension leave the dorm room as if
Jack Frost opened up a window and blew it away.
Tyrone and Jeromy visibly relaxed as this exchange between Kyle and Joyce (and Liz, who wasn’t
even in the room) transpired. Kyle stood there glad that the anxious moments had passed. He felt however
that he’d been one-upped by Joyce, maybe that wasn’t such a bad thing.
Kain had been busy since he got back to school. Classes and the ROTC kept him away from the
dorm so he did not have a chance to see much of his roommate. He’d been thinking a lot about Jeromy over
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the past week since they got back to Seivelle. He was concerned about what trouble he might have gotten
involved with. His friend John had come through with flying colors in relationship to the list of car licenses
he’d picked up off Jeromy’s note pad. He now had a list of names and addresses for every car except the
van since there was no license plate number associated to it. He had several of his ROTC buddies
canvassing the university to see if they could find any of these cars. It did not seem that any of the owners
were students at Seivelle. He had received the birth date of each car owner and they all were in their middle
to late twenties. Kain could not imagine why his roommate had a list of such fancy cars. Maybe he was
interested in cars and was doing some research about them. He couldn’t think of any class that Jeromy took
in the first semester that could be associated with a project like that. Maybe he wanted to get a new car.
This did not explain why he wrote down their license plate numbers. Kain thought he knew his roommate
fairly well after completing a semester with him. He seemed rather shy and quiet, not the type who was
overly interested in material things. He sensed his family did not have a lot of money. He was the average
first year college student working just to make end’s meet and pay for all of the different college expenses.
This made it even harder for Kain to understand this list of automobiles. BMW’s, Infiniti’s, Cadillac’s,
none of these cars should interest Jeromy in the slightest. There had to be some logical reason why Jeromy
had written this list. Kain was resolved to find out what it was. It seemed even more important since Kain
had discovered the hardship that Jeromy had gone through the previous summer. He’d found out by
accident from his friend John about Jeromy and Jennie. This had happened when John had called back and
asked, “Kain, didn’t you mention your roommates name was Jeromy?” Kain responded, “That’s right it is
Jeromy, why do you ask?” “By chance is his last name Calley?” John continued. Kain had to think a minute
then said, “Yes Jeromy’s last name is Calley. What is this all about?” Kain’s curiosity was peaking and he
wasn’t the type of person who liked to play games, except for war games. John hesitated for a moment as if
he was afraid to speak further. Finally he spoke over the phone to his friend, “Did you know that your
roommate was involved in a shoot last August. His girlfriend Jennie Thurowgood was murdered.” Kain’s
silence told John that his friend was not aware of the drive by shooting that occurred. They spent the next
half-hour going over the details that John had learned about while looking into a different case. Kain was
amazed that Jeromy had been standing next to his girlfriend in an area such as that when a van drove by
and started shooting. It seemed obvious that Jeromy and his girlfriend were not the targets. Having white
kids in such a predominately black neighborhood could have caused some concern. Of course maybe some
gang members didn’t like their “turf” to be infiltrated by some “whities”. John told him that the black boy
who had been killed was “squeaky-clean”, just the nicest boy who had never been in any kind of trouble. It
was a real tragedy that his 2-year-old sister had been killed as well. John had contacted the detectives in
charge of the case and found they had no leads. John also mentioned the fact that was Jeromy who got the
license plate number of the van involved. They’d found it abandoned several hours later. Of course it was a
stolen car, it had been reported the day before. It had been wiped totally clean and stripped of parts before it
was discovered. “By the way, I thought it was real interesting that Malcolm was planning to attend Seivelle
University that fall until he was murdered. I know he was out to visit the school, I guess sometime in May
to check it out,” John stated. Kain listened quietly as his police officer friend completed the details about
the triple murder. He was surprised about this last statement. Drive-bys were almost never solved and both
John and Kain had no illusions that this one would be any different. Kain thanked his friend for all of the
information, hung up the phone and sat stunned for almost an hour after ending the call. It was now the
start of the second semester and Jeromy had never mentioned anything about his brush with death. It was
amazing that Jeromy had gotten the license plate number off the van as it was speeding away, bullet’s
flying. Did this list of license plates have anything to do with Jeromy and the death of his girlfriend? Did
Jeromy know Malcolm and if so, how? In any case Kain knew he was going to do his best to find out.
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Chapter 40
Dexter sat in the warmth of his van watching the last of the cars pull out of the Research Rectangle
parking lot. Normally he wouldn’t show up this early but today he was on a tight schedule. He still had one
more stop after this “visit” to Seivelle University. He expected to spend several hours here so time was of
the essence. His bosses were waiting for him to make some down payments to kick-start the new year and
his deadline was tomorrow. A bunch of students loaded into a fancy BMW 320 and Dexter thought to
himself, “how can a college kid afford a BMW? Must be a present form a rich parent, boy I never got a car
like that when I was a teenager.” Heat poured out of the front vents as the car continued to run. This
coupled with the heavy ski parka Dexter wore caused him to perspire. He took a kerchief out of his pocket
and wiped his brow as the sports car lights came on. The engine purred so lightly you could hardly tell the
car was running. He watched as the car moved slowly and passed within twenty yards of his van. He saw it
turn left and pull out of the lot. Recognizing that he was suddenly all alone Dexter turned off the heater and
got all of his paperwork organized. Placing everything in an all leather specially made briefcase he turned
off the van and sat for a few more minutes making sure no one was around. He closed and locked the
briefcase and hooked the security chain cuff around his right wrist and snapped it shut. Bracing himself he
unlocked the van driver side door and pushed it outward. The cold swept in the small crack and
immediately overtook the warmth that had filled the van for the past several hours. Holding his breath he
pushed until the door opened wide enough for his massive body to fit through the opening. He stepped
down as Jack Frost nipped at his nose and the rest of his uncovered face. His knit cap firmly in place over
his ears Dexter stood up and listened as the wind sang a song all around him. Making sure the briefcase was
secure in his hand he closed the van door with the help of the wind and spent the next minute setting the
elaborate security system. Confident that the van was not going anywhere without him Dexter took the long
walk to the Borne building of the Research Rectangle infrastructure. The wind led the way as it pushed him
forward towards the single door that opened to his home away from home. He was glad when he reached
his final destination and the door opened giving him access to the science building. He walked in and
stopped to catch his breath. All of his senses perked up as he made sure he was all alone. He spent the next
five minutes checking each of the classrooms for anything or anyone that seemed out of place. Satisfied
that no one else was in the Borne building Dexter walked down the left corridor. Stopping to take a final
look around he blindly reached for the hidden panel on the wall and pressed the correct spot and the
seamless door opened up just enough to squeeze through. As soon as he was on the other side the wall
closed itself hiding him from any prying eyes.
Feeling totally comfortable in this new environment Dexter proceeded down the staircase to the
empty corridor below. Walking to the halfway point he instinctively reached for a blind spot on the wall
and hit it in the appropriate style (touch the wall was not sufficient enough to trigger the sliding panel).
Soundlessly the wall component slid into itself making the embedded keypad appear allowing Dexter to
enter his new code. This code was changed every week for security purposes. The door opened as keypad
disappeared back into the wall. Carrying his briefcase and nothing else, Dexter entered his office and
watched as the door closed silently behind him. He pressed the single button on the interior wall and the
soft light brightened the room to his satisfaction. Going over to his desk he placed the briefcase on top and
repeated the security sequence to free the materials inside. A smile spread over Dexter’s lips as he began to
neatly take out and place individual items in their appropriate location on his desk. He shivered slightly so
he walked around his desk and turned on the portable heater that was in the far corner. The room was not
exactly known about and therefore did not make it on any heating plans. He stood there a few minutes
letting his feet warm up by the instant heat. He unzipped his parka and hung it up on the hook he’d attached
to the wall of the sparse room. Starting to feel the cold lift off his body Dexter got himself comfortable in
the chair behind his desk getting ready to start working. All indications pointed towards another profitable
1st quarter of the New Year. He’d just received most of the paperwork from his “sales” people and had to
now tie it all together for his boss. Settling in Dexter focused his complete attention on the work to be
completed. He knew how important it was to cover every detail so he liked working in his home at Seivelle
University as it gave him complete privacy and allowed for no distractions.
Jeromy and Joyce had left a little while ago leaving Tyrone and Kyle alone with their own
thoughts. Kyle was sitting at his desk going over some papers from his last class. Highlighter in hand he
opened up his U.S. History book and tried to match what he’d heard in class from Professor Linkon and
what he’d written down in his notebook. He was having difficulty in translating his notes versus what was
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stated in the history book. Frustrated that he was unable to match up his understanding from class against
the things he’d highlighted as important in the book he tossed the highlighter down on his desk and started
to rub his temple with his two thumbs. He stopped thinking about his class work and switched his attention
to his roommate. Tyrone’s friends had gotten very quiet once he had entered his dorm room. Kyle was
concerned for Tyrone, as it seemed that Malcolm was weighing heavily on his mind. He wished there was
something he could do for his roommate. What could he do to eliminate the pain associated with the brutal
murder of your best friend? Kyle didn’t know how he would react if he’d been in a similar situation but
was positive he couldn’t handle it any better than Tyrone.
“So you have a headache man,” Tyrone stated.
“Yeah my real headache is this stupid Civil War. There were two many generals and sergeants
involved on both sides. I can’t keep straight who was on the federal versus confederate side. North versus
South, why we are all just one big country, why were we fighting against one another?” Kyle responded as
he turned his chair to face Tyrone.
“War is hell man. It makes no difference if it’s one country against a different one, or against
itself. We are a violent people, man it’s hard to understand. What’s our fascination with guns; all they do is
destroy other people? There’s some unknown power that a gun provides. Just for that moment in time you
control the world. Everyone listens to you until you actually use it, then you’re powerless. All control
leaves and your bound to the aftermath of what you’ve done. You’re sucked in and either go to jail or get
killed yourself. But now every one is impacted by that one moment in time you felt you needed to have the
power, the single voice.” Tyrone stopped and just stared at Kyle and then said, “I’m sorry man I’ve just
been rambling on, is there something I can help you with. Is this a homework assignment or are you
studying for a test? How can I help?” Tyrone stopped talking and just sat on the edge of his bed, afraid to
try and stand for the fear he would topple over. He fought back the tear that wanted to make an appearance
under his right eye. Kyle stood up for him and walked over to where he sat. Seating himself next to Tyrone
he reached out his huge hand and placed it on Tyrone’s arm.
“Are you okay Tyrone,” he asked. “You guys were talking about Malcolm and that girl Jennie,
right? Isn’t Jeromy the one you told me about, the boyfriend of that girl Jennie, right?” Kyle sat there with
Tyrone still holding his arm lightly. Tyrone couldn’t speak so he just shook his head in the affirmative and
acknowledgement that Kyle was correct. They stayed quiet as Kyle tried to comfort his roommate.
“I know no one can bring Malcolm back but I think it helps to have friends who you can talk to
about him, it helps lessen the burden of keeping it all inside yourself. In that respect I’m glad you guys
were talking about Malcolm and Jennie. I’m your friend as well so I want you to know I’m here if you need
anything, including a friendly ear.” Kyle strengthened the pressure on Tyrone’s arm giving him a friendly
squeeze. With that final gesture he stood up and walked back to his desk. Tyrone’s bed shifted from the
weight released from the box spring. Still afraid to stand up Tyrone wrapped his arms around himself and
said, “Thanks Kyle. I appreciate your friendship. It’s hard man to think about Malcolm and the way he
died. I just wished that we could make sense of what happened. I mean Jeromy and myself just can’t
understand. It all seems so senseless, but no more so than what you’re studying. Brother against brother in
the Civil War. “Civil,” how can anyone believe any war could be “civil”. That’s a contradiction in term’s
man. I don’t know who comes up with these names man. Anyway, if I can help you with any of your
studies I’d be glad to do so. I’m kinda up on this civil war stuff so just ask away. By the way I do
appreciate your support and yeah, I think you’re right, it helps to have friends to discuss these thing with. It
does lessen the burden, but the pain is still there, it’s hard man to ever have it go away. I don’t know if I
ever want it to go away in its entirety. I don’t ever want to forget Malcolm.”
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Chapter 41
The first week of the second semester came and went as the weeks started flying by. Jeromy,
Tyrone, Joyce, Elizabeth, Kyle and the rest of the students attending Seivelle University fell into a steady
routine. This consisted of going to classes, doing homework and lab assignments, studying and taking tests
(there seemed to be a new test given every week!). This regiment felt like being in some leg of the armed
forces with the professors acting in the role of drill sergeants. Jeromy found himself getting less and less
sleep each night. He struggled just to keep a passing grade in each of his classes. It was hard for him to
imagine that midterms were just two weeks away. Gazing at the clock he saw it read 1:13 A.M. and his
eyes almost shut on their own as they recognized he needed sleep. He had to be up by 6:00 or 6:30 at the
latest to make his 7:30 Psychology class. He required at least twenty more minutes to complete his
assignment paper that was due tomorrow, no make that today. His psychology teacher Professor Crampski
did not accept term papers if they were turned in one minute late. Jeromy was putting his final thoughts on
paper hoping his information was correct. The book he needed on social situations in lower class schools
had been checked out and overdue to be returned. He’d not been able to get a copy until today, no that was
yesterday now. He spent the entire afternoon in the library missing his history class. At least that paper was
not due until sometime next week, so psychology took precedence. Now he was almost finished wanting to
be in bed by 2:00 A.M. It seemed like his schedule had been this crazy since the second half of the school
year began. As hard as it was to believe Jeromy actually looked forward two weeks and the completion of
his mid-term exams. At least then he could take a couple of days and enjoy his mini-vacation where he
could catch up on his sleep. His social life had been non-existent over the past several weeks as school
classes and term papers had absorbed all of his (and his friends) time. He still saw Tyrone and Joyce in
class but they didn’t get together much as they all prepared for midterms. Tyrone had come over a few
times but not for at least two weeks. They would talk briefly before or after class and tried to walk to the
Research Rectangle together to attend Animal Science. This winter continued to be exceptionally brutal
with lows below zero and wind chills going as high as forty below. This made the walks to the Research
Rectangle even more difficult, but at least you kept your head down so didn’t focus on how grotesque the
Research Rectangle looked. No talking could occur because the words would be frozen in space before they
ever reached their intended person. For this reason all conversation was shut down until you reached your
final destination and joined the eeriness of the specific science building, this semester Borne, last semester
Snidley, had to offer. Once inside a science building all talking was done in whispers afraid the walls
would capture your conversation and replay it to an inappropriate audience that stalked this infrastructure.
Jeromy’s head nodded back and forth in sleepiness till he shook himself awake. His eye caught the
luminated values showing on his digital clock – 1:47 A.M. it read. He realized that he’d not written a single
sentence since the last time he’d looked at the clock. “So much for my getting myself to bed by 2:00,” he
spoke quietly to himself. He decided to get up and pour himself a glass of orange juice knowing that he had
at least two more paragraphs to write. Then he could say that his psychology term paper was complete and
ready to turn in at 7:30 sharp!
Walking across the street to Quad 3 Joyce and Elizabeth are sound asleep. Each had different
REM’s going through their minds. Elizabeth is in a deep coma like trance with nothing on her mind other
than what she would like to eat for breakfast. Joyce on the other hand is worried that the paper she’s turning
in will bring her grade down. She was unhappy with the conclusion she reached even though it was the
only logical choice. Joyce tossed and turns in her sleep, the indention in her pillow changing with every
movement. Low snores can be heard across the room, as a smile appears to no one in particular on Liz’s
mouth. It’s not difficult to figure out what Liz is smiling about. Joyce and Elizabeth’s friendship has
bonded even stronger since returning from the Christmas break. Liz’s carefree attitude was contagious so
Joyce had become infected. This disease now spread across their entire floor, the result was a lot of
laughing and giggling that could be heard clear across to Quad 2. This lifestyle had not impacted
Elizabeth’s grades a single iota, keep straight A’s going into her midterms. Joyce on the other hand had to
struggle to keep up high grades so she studied diligently every night. Liz would tease her and call her a
“book worm”, prodding her to go out and play and meet some guys (actually she called them ‘gents’).
Their friendship went beyond just being roommates. Joyce still got together with other girls on the floor
and occasionally with Jeromy and Tyrone, though they hadn’t seen each other outside the classroom over
the last three weeks. During their time together they would compare their views on the professors they
didn’t have in common, trying to decide who was the hardest and if they should schedule a particular class
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in their sophomore year. Once in a while they went to the library studying together in a friendly silence.
They never discussed Malcolm or Jennie the words unsaid saying it all. Elizabeth could not comprehend
Joyce’s friendship with these two boys, especially Tyrone. They seemed so different from Joyce and her
other friends, somehow distant in body and soul. Joyce tried to explain them to Elizabeth one day after
returning from a study session at the library. Liz had come in with a few friends to pick up a book she
wanted to read and noticed them all sitting at a table in the far corner. Head down taking notes in deep
thought Joyce was the first one to lift her head and see her roommate. A smile spread across her lips and
she did the half-wave. This movement caught Tyrone’s eye, then Jeromy’s so they both looked up
simultaneously. Elizabeth’s eye hooked up like a magnet with her roommates and she returned the smile
radiating heat across the room. Liz walked towards the desk where her roommate sat with her two friends
tagging along. Suddenly she caught Tyrone lifting his head to see what was going on. Their eyes made
contact for a split second then Liz turned away looking back at Joyce, the smile disappearing from her face.
Being the consument southern belle actress Elizabeth recognized her mistake and quickly glued a false
smile upon her lips. The two girls behind her had kept walking slowly and almost knocked into Elizabeth.
Joyce caught Liz’s reaction and a frown took over her whole body. Liz made up her mind quickly and
continued to walk over to where Joyce, Jeromy and Tyrone sat.
“Hi,” Elizabeth whispered to Joyce then turned her head towards Jeromy and gave a slight nod.
Finally she turned her head to Tyrone and their eyes locked together for the second time. She nodded to
him as well then quickly looked away not wanting to read the message sent in Tyrone’s eye.
“Hi Elizabeth, would you care to join us?” she heard a friendly voice which was not her
roommates. Having no choice Liz turned her head back to face the black boy who’d just spoken to her.
“Why thank you for the kind offer,” she replied in her deepest southern accent. “I’m afraid we just
came into the library so that I could pick up a book. I have to get to my next class. Well I do declare I just
happened to see my roomie and thought I’d stop by and say hello,” she switched her focus back to Joyce. “I
didn’t mean to disturb you al’,” Liz stated as she spoke to Joyce. Joyce in turn shook her head slightly in a
sad sort of way. “Well I didn’t mean to interrupt, I can see you’re studying hard. I’ll just be going along
now, you al’ take care you hear.” Liz finished speaking and glanced hard at her roommate then turned
towards her two friends who she neglected to introduce. She started walking away back into the main body
of the library heading towards the librarian’s desk to retrieve the book she’d reserved the day before.
“I’m sorry for my roommates behavior,” Joyce looked over at Jeromy then focused most of her
statement towards Tyrone.
“What behavior? Man she was cool, I understand where she’s coming from, being from the south
and all,” Tyrone replied. Joyce stared into Tyrone’s eyes admiring his demeanor. The moment passed they
smiled at one another and looked back at their separate books, continuing their studies.
Music started to fill the air as Joyce rubbed her eyes trying to understand where the noise was
coming from. Opening one eyelid she saw the number 7 appear. Recognizing what generated the sounds
Joyce forced her other eyelid to open. Lifting her head off the pillow a separate sound came from across the
room. Refocusing her attention her long slender legs released themselves from the bondage of her blankets
and sheets. Stretching them over the bed she felt around until her toes discovered the slippers and slid them
on. Knowing that she won’t need to face the cold floor Joyce pushed herself slightly with her two arms
trying to gain a solid footing. Lifting the pillow off the bed she tiptoed softly across the room while lifting
her arms over her head. An unsuspecting enemy continued to snore, her head turned away from her
opponent. Reaching the enemy’s turf Joyce took a full swing know she would get off the first shot. With a
sudden yell worthy of the fiercest Indian going to battle she landed a solid body shot.
“What the hell,” a startled Elizabeth shouted as Joyce recoiled her weapon and let off a second
shot. Up quickly trying to deflect the second blow Liz grabbed her own pillow and started a counter-attack.
The early morning battle was on.
Kyle strained to get the 290 LB bar past his outstretched arms and into a locked position for the
tenth time in this rotation. Alex stood above his as a spotter but offered no help. Sweat pours down his face
as he accomplishes the impossible, his arm is locked tight.
“Way to go Kyle!” Alex shouts as he helps his friend put the barbell back into it’s home. Kyle can
feel his back brace belt start to loosen as the full weight is lifted off his body. Still to sore to bring his arms
all the way down next to his lying body he shakes them trying to get the blood circulating thoroughly. This
workout has accomplished its main goal, to get his mind off of the mid-term exams that are just two weeks
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away. It was amazing how fast this second semester has gone by. They were now nine weeks away from
completion of their freshman year. The football season had come and gone, the first one he’d not been apart
of since 2nd grade. He thought it would be a tremendous loss but actually it hadn’t been that bad. He didn’t
watch any college games on television for he had no desire to see what he was missing. He did catch a
couple of professional games. That wasn’t so bad since it was four years away from his graduation and his
original plans to try and make the big leagues. Well soon it would be only three years but he’d cross that
bridge when he came to it. Of course life had been difficult to switch from a full-time athlete to a full-time
student. Thanks to the help from his roommate that transition had become easier. Kyle still like working out
at the gym, punishing his body and getting his knee back into shape. This time allowed his mind to clear
requiring his total concentration on that next rep. It was good to test his physical (and psychological) limits.
Slowly dropping his arms by his side Kyle sat up on the narrow bench and felt the perspiration pool onto
the plastic bench covering and staining his sweatshirt. Drops fell to the floor as Alex handed him his towel.
This didn’t provide much assistance as it was almost totally soaked through due to the strenuous exercise
he’d performed over the past hour. Kyle looked at the clock over the fruit bar and realized he needed to
hurry. He had a tutoring session with Tyrone in half an hour. He jumped over the bench and walked briskly
to the showers with Alex right behind him.
“Thanks man for putting me through the paces today, I really appreciate it.”
“Hey man, no problem. I love watching you bust your ass, sweating like a pig while I look up at
all the pretty girls,” Alex smiled.
“Yeah and how many times have I seen you strike out with the babes,” Kyle laughed as he peeled
off his sweatshirt and pants and threw them into the bottom of his locker. Pulling out his soap and shampoo
he walked naked to the shower his backside towards Alex.
“Well it’s not like you’re doing any better,” Alex yelled after his friend.
“Do you have time for a beer?” Alex asked Kyle as they both finished dressing.
“Not tonight Alex,” Kyle answered. “With mid-terms breathing down my neck I’m cramming my
studies trying to get by. I’ve got a ton of stuff to get through before classes tomorrow.” Kyle never
mentioned to Alex that Tyrone was providing tutoring assistance. He didn’t think it was any of his
business. He didn’t want anyone to know that he needed help to pass most of his classes. It wasn’t that he
was ashamed or anything, he knew that Alex and most of his other gym buddies had a difficult time in
school. It was that this was important to him, more so than just being a weight lifter.
Tyrone was very patient with him and worked hard trying to make sure that Kyle understood the
material. It had been slow and painful at the beginning but now Kyle was learning more and relying on him
less. Kyle was starting to have his own views of the material and would occasionally challenge Tyrone’s
point-of-view. When there was a discrepancy they would walk through the text together. Kyle was excited
when he’d proven a point to Tyrone and he’d been correct.
Kyle watched Alex finish tying his size 13 sneakers and they strolled out of the gym. “You’re sure
you can’t join me for one beer?” Alex asked. Kyle glanced at his watch and realized he was five minutes
late already. “Sorry man, but I really have to get back. I hope you don’t mind.” “I’m cool man go do what
you have to do, I’ll be fine.” They walked together in silence then Alex turned down the path towards the
Getaway lounge while Kyle continued to head back to the dorms.
The camouflage worked well as troop D moved forward on the unsuspecting enemy. Inch by inch
they drew closer, sweat daring to cover their goggles and make their vision that more difficult in the middle
of the night. It was the middle of winter yet the cold was ignored as concentration meant the difference
between life and death. A silent signal told them to move even closer though their breaths could be
identified in the night chill. Their masks covered both nose and mouth making taking a breath hard.
Surprise was their biggest ally so they were all anxious waiting for the command to attack. Finally the
moment arrived and a shrill whistle told them to go quickly and capture the enemy. Infrared beams poured
out of their weapons, screams heard as hit after hit made a bulls-eye on the counterparts. Quiet no longer a
primary concern troop D moved methodically through the enemy camp working hard not to injure any of
the hostages. This included women and children as well as men. Crying could be heard throughout the
camp along with the cries of anguish. The lights turned on found the hostages where safely stored in the far
corner of the encampment while the terrorists lay dead or wounded all around the compound. Not a single
terrorist had escaped, nor a single hostage had been seriously hurt because of the attack. The exercises were
a complete success. All of the members of troop D gave each other a high-five until the Sergeant called
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them to order. Everyone else around them started to get up, some with a look of disgust taking over their
faces. The cold started to slip into the soldier’s uniforms as the adrenaline rush dissipated.
“Attention,” the sergeant yelled and everyone took the proper position. “Okay men, job well
done.” No one smiled as they stood their position. “At ease men,” he yelled and they relaxed hands behind
their backs, legs spread as required. “Okay let’s get this place cleaned up and all of the hostages returned to
their families. Dismissed!” he yelled once more and everyone started to move. They all knew what to do as
each had a specific assignment from beginning to end of this exercise.
“That was great work, very thorough and a well planned out rescue,” the sergeant pulled him off
to the side so they could talk privately. “Here is the information you’re been looking for. I’ve got to tell you
son I know this stuff goes on at colleges and even high schools all over, but it still disgusts me. I hope you
can help to make a small dent in this big business. Good luck to you son.” Kain didn’t know what the
sergeant was talking about but he thought he could guess. He took the sealed envelope marked Private and
Confidential and they shook hands. His sergeant walked away still shaking his head. Still high from the
rescue simulation that his entire ROTC class had just gone through, Kain was proud to have been selected
as the leader. He’d been able to select nine of his classmates to head the troop that would put their lives on
the line to rescue thirty-seven hostages. The rescue mission was loaded with traps and there were many
places his team could lose several if not all of the hostages. Careful planning could only take you so far.
Luck and good fortune (along with a lot of prayers) were necessary as well. Instead of a major disaster
every choice he made had been correct and his team how worked together flawlessly. So the mission had
been a complete success. Now he’d been given information from his sergeant against a real-life situation.
One where people, young and old, man, woman or children were all targets. In the real world several of
these people were dead, probably a lot more were headed towards death, he just didn’t know about them.
His fingers stung as if they’d been burned by envelope enclosed in his fingertips, even though they were
still in tightly sealed gloves outside in the freezing winter cold.
Kyle got back to his dorm room and found Tyrone buried in a textbook, his head down as his
fingers used a yellow highlighter that he marked several passages.
“Hello Kyle,” he spoke without looking up as he decided something else was important enough to
highlight. “I’ll be with you in a minute,’ Tyrone said with his head still down.
“Hey no problem, take your time. Don’t stop just for me,” Kyle replied. “Your studying is more
important than working with me,” he continued. Kyle put down his gym bag then took off his jacket as
quietly as possible. He walked to his desk and pulled out the chair without anyone knowing he’d done so
trying not to break Tyrone’s concentration. He sat down and stared at his history book that was still open to
the same page. He studied that page for twenty minutes and still could not decipher what it meant.
Frustrated he’d quit and called Alex to see if he wanted to work out. Luck would have it that Alex was
around and said okay. He’d stuffed his gym bag with all out his workout clothes and headed to the gym.
Tyrone saw the mood that Kyle was in and offered to help him study when he got back. Kyle was touched
by his roommate’s support and told him he really appreciated the offer. He had to get out of their dorm
room before Tyrone saw a 6’ 4” man cry. Returning from a vigorous workout Kyle felt rejuvenated and
ready to face the world, even his ancient history where he was still trying to win the Civil War. Sitting
down Kyle picked up his own yellow highlighter pen and tried to mimic his roommate. He read the same
paragraph three times but didn’t see anything important, so he highlighted nothing. Glancing over at his
clock by the bed Kyle noticed that fifteen minutes had gone by and he’d only gotten through the first
paragraph.
“Still having some difficulty man,” Tyrone said standing behind Kyle peering over his shoulder.
Kyle was startled by Tyrone’s appearance and banged his knees into his desktop as he tried to jump back.
“Don’t do that. Are you trying to give someone a heart attack?” Kyle looked up over his shoulder
at Tyrone. “Don’t you know you can’t just sneak up on a big man my size, my heart can’t take it.” Tyrone
laughed as Kyle was still trapped within his desk, his knees making the whole desk shake.
“I thought it was us small guys who are always afraid. I mean you just standing next to me makes
my heart flutter and my knees shake. And don’t you go thinking any of those types of thoughts, or I’ll still
knock you out. Man you big strong football guys are always pickin’ on those smaller than you, man you
know it’s true.” Kyle backed his chair up so he could stand and reached out his arm. Standing, he placed it
on Tyrone’s shoulder as he towered over him.
“Why I could squash you like a bug for scaring me so,” Kyle stood there looking down at Tyrone.
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“Yeah man, why don’t you just try me, I know Kung Fu you know,” Tyrone tried to put his hands
out like they showed on TV however Kyle’s grip on his shoulder was too strong. Kyle reached out his other
hand and put it under Tyrone’s armpit. Releasing the shoulder Kyle placed his hand underneath Tyrone and
lifted him five inches off the ground. Staring eye-to-eye Kyle said with his most serious expression, “So
you want a piece of me punk.” Tyrone stared back showing his most ferocious look and replied, “Yeah man
I want piece from you. That box of chocolates your momma sent over the holidays that you’ve never
opened, a piece of that would suit me just fine.” Kyle started to laugh as he put Tyrone down softly. Tyrone
join in the laughter.
”Yeah that would be a perfect payback for all of the help you’ve give me over the past year or so.
Besides you know that I can’t eat all of that chocolate, I’ve got my figure to maintain. Lets go break open
that box right now, I can’t think of a better occasion.” Kyle reached out and tapped Tyrone on the arm with
a fake boxer’s fist.
“Ouch man. That hurt, you know we should register that body and your hands as lethal weapons.”
Tyrone pretended to rub his arm as Kyle went to his closet drawer and pulled out the 1 lb box of truffles.
Breaking open the wrapping he pulled off the cover and presented the box to Tyrone.
“Here you go, age before beauty. You know you’re two months older than me.” Tyrone laughed
once more chose his favorite piece and took a bite. Kyle broke down and took a piece for himself.
Chocolate was his main weakness. Once he got started he could polish off the entire box in one sitting.
“Here take one more before I finish off the rest,” he said as he put the box in front of Tyrone.
“In that case I’d better take 2,” Tyrone replied. He reached in and took two more truffles out of the
box. “Now lets get you back to work. You have a history exam coming up soon,” Tyrone said.
“Slave driver,” Kyle replied sneaking one more piece of chocolate before he put the lid back on.
“You might want to leave that box out,” Tyrone said as he held onto Kyle’s arm before he could
walk back to his closet and put them away. “I might need some more bribes before the end of the evening,”
Tyrone finished. Kyle turned around and put the box of dynamite on the far corner of his desk.
“Whatever you say, you’re the boss.”
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Chapter 42
Jeromy woke up early knowing that this was the last day of mid-term exams. Only one more class to go
then he’d have an entire week off. He decided not to go home this school break, therefore would not be
working at the deli. He just wanted the time to himself to catch up on some much-needed sleep. Tyrone was
staying around as well so they planned to do a few things together. Two days ago he’d been given back the
term paper from his Psychology class he’d turned in two weeks earlier. Jeromy almost forgot how hard
he’d worked (and how much sleep he lost) on that assignment. Professor Crampski had walked over and
told him what a nice job he’d done on this report. His grade was an A-. This was the best grade Jeromy had
received the entire year. Based on how he felt the mid-term went which he had taken two days ago, the
same day the professor had complimented him, Jeromy thought he had a solid B in Psychology. He felt
good about this, as he wasn’t sure when he signed up for the class that it was something he knew or
understood. His own mind was still pretty messed up since the tragedy of the past summer. The only midterm left to go was in his Animal Science class. Jeromy really liked Professor Chinchilla and had been
doing well in this class. If his mid-term came out okay he could get straight B’s for the mid-semester,
something Jeromy never accomplished in high school. Jeromy got up and picked up his toothbrush and
paste and walked out to the dorms joint bathroom. He washed up and combed his hair throwing some water
on his face. His exam began in less than one hour and he planned to walk over to the Research Rectangle
with Tyrone. They spent last night together, first studying in the library then back at Tyrone’s dorm
quizzing each other trying to prepare for the mid-term. Returning to his dorm Jeromy knew that his
roommate was gone, leaving hours earlier on another ROTC project. Turning on the light in his closet he
pulled out a plaid flannel shirt and some blue jeans. As he got dressed he thought about how quiet his
roommate was considering the time of morning he left. He was always considerate, doing his best not to
wake Jeromy. They tried to occasionally have dinner together however Kain’s school and ROTC schedule
made this difficult as he was out more than he was in. Jeromy liked his roommate though he really didn’t
know that much about him. He finished dressing and looked over at the clock. Tyrone would be meeting
him downstairs in five minutes so he had to hurry. Sitting on his bed Jeromy pulled on his boots. It was still
slippery from the snowfall that occurred the week before. Standing up he walked to his closet and took his
parka off the wooden hook. Putting it on he went over to his desk and picked up three #2 pencils and put
them inside his pocket. Reaching down he grabbed his knapsack that he’d packed the night before. Set to
go the last thing he did was pick up his keys off the desk. Turning off the light Jeromy opened his dorm
room door and walked out to meet Tyrone.
Kyle walked out of his U.S. History mid-term feeling great. For the first time in his life he felt like
hew really understood the Civil War and many of its key players. Kyle thought to himself how the war had
started on April 12, 1861 when southern artillery shelled Fort Sumter. Gray uniforms for the Confederacy,
blue ones for the Union. General Pierre Beauegard led that first battle of the Civil War. Four years later
almost to the day, on April 9, 1865 the war was over. General Robert E. Lee surrendered to General
Ulysses S. Grant at the Appomattox Court House in Virginia. This war changed the lives of so many people
and caused brother to fight brother, fighting on different sides for ultimately the same cause – civil
freedom. Kyle felt that General William T. Sherman said it best, “War Is Hell”. It certainly was hell for
Kyle to learn about all of the different battles identified in history and non-fictional books by ‘historians’.
From Antietam to Bull Run, Gettysberg to Vicksburg, hundreds of miles were covered by average
Americans who were turned into soldiers. North versus South when before (and after) this was still the
United States of America. In the end the southern way of life was changed forever, but so was the northern
lifestyle. U.S. History, there certainly is a lot to learn about it. Kyle knew that he never would have learned
about the Civil War and all of its wonders if it weren’t for Tyrone. The patience he had while tutoring him
was amazing. It made it possible for Kyle to finally understand things that the books alone could never
accomplish. Tyrone was the reason he’d been able to get thru the first nine weeks of this class. After taking
the mid-term Kyle felt that he might even get his first ‘A’ ever. He was actually starting to like school even
without playing a down of football. Kyle knew his knee was getting stronger every day. He was able to
walk without pain for the past several weeks even in the freezing cold. Every workout he’d been able to put
more and more weight on the machines. His upper body strength had never been stronger since his
workouts with Alex who pushed him to his limit and beyond. With midterms over the end of his freshman
year at Seivelle University was rapidly coming to a close. When he first started college he thought his knee
was so badly damaged that he would never play football again. Kyle knew that secretly him mom and sister
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were glad he wasn’t playing any more. Even if they felt he had a chance to make the pros they knew the
punishment he took twelve to sixteen weeks each year during the actual season. Of course that didn’t
include the worse punishment he took five to seven days a week during practice. On the other hand his dad
had been heartbroken when his son got seriously hurt. This was compounded one-hundred fold when Kyle
made the decision not try and re-habilitate his knee and go to a college that did not even play football. No
one on either side of his family would make these statements to his face. They all stated they would support
whatever decision Kyle made. He was eighteen and old enough to make his own decision. Eighteen years
of age, Kyle wasn’t sure that made him smart enough to determine his own life. He hadn’t had to make his
own decisions for the past seventeen years, what made the number 18 so magical. He wanted advice from
his family, he was still a kid at heart even if was 6’ 6” and weighed almost two hundred pounds. Now his
freshman year was winding down and he was at another crossroads in his life. If he was going to decide to
transfer to a different school those applications had to go out soon. He hadn’t played any kind of ball in
almost a year, how would he get colleges interested in him again. Scholarships went to the known players
not those who had promising careers cut short by injuries. If he didn’t qualify for a scholarship how could
his folks possibly afford another schools costs. Kyle was heading home for his week off after midterms.
Maybe he could discuss his future with his mom and dad while he was home. For now Kyle wanted to get
back to the dorm and come up with some way to say thanks to Tyrone.
Jeromy saw Tyrone standing in the dorm hallway as he walked out of the elevator. Waiting for a
path of college students to clear out Jeromy headed over to Tyrone and said hello.
“Are you ready for our Animal Science exam?” Jeromy asked as he reached Tyrone.
“I think so man, but I’m not sure,” Tyrone replied.
“What kind of questions can you imagine Professor Chinchilla asking,” Jeromy said.
“Oh I don’t know man, you know he likes to make sure we recognize the different species. You
know - what they eat, where they live, that kinda thing. Just think about the quizzes and tests he’s given us
man. The’re pretty wacky but sorta fun, you know what I mean. Let’s go man, we don’t want to be late for
this party.” Jeromy pulled his gloves out of his jacket pockets. Putting them on he went to open the dorm
door that let them escape into the college brave new world. Tyrone beat him to the door and said, “Age
before beauty man.” Jeromy laughed as he pulled his scarf tightly around his face. They headed out for the
long walk to the Research Rectangle with Tyrone falling in step next to him.
Winter did not let go of its stronghold on Seivelle University. Heading into the last week of March
you would have thought the weather would start to improve. The two boys walked with their heads down
knowing the path by heart. Several male and female students walked swiftly by them hoping to reach their
destination a minute or two before Jeromy and Tyrone, trying their best not to turn into Popsicle’s on the
way. The two boys heard the crunching of frozen snow directly behind them but this person wasn’t trying
to go past them. They continued their steady pace until someone or something knocked each of them on the
shoulder. They stopped hesitantly wondering what it was that hit them.
“I thought it was you,” steam poured out of the girl’s mouth as she spoke, hair flying in the brisk
wind around her headband. Her cheeks were bright red as if she’d put on to much blush that morning. They
turned around and lifted their heads as two pairs of eyes started to tear as the wind took a direct hit.
“Hi Joyce,” they said in unison around their various face coverings. Joyce stepped in-between
them and put one arm beneath Jeromy’s armpit and duplicated the motion with Tyrone. Turning to face the
correct direction they started to walk down the path again arm-in-arm just like Dorothy when she hooked
up with the scarecrow and cowardly lion walking down the yellow brick road. If the tin man had joined
them he would have frozen solid. Smiles on three faces frozen in place the three of them moved quickly
until the Research Rectangle was in sight. Stopping for a second the three smiles turned into frowns as the
ugliness of the buildings overtook them. They’d been coming to classes here for the past five months yet
the impact on their approach was always the same. Standing there blocking the path some other students
heading to their own midterms nudged them forward. Not a single college student had a smile on their face
as they went the final steps to reach the Beacon / Snidley / Borne buildings that made up the Research
Rectangle. Moving forward quickly again they allowed the stampede of students to reach their final
destination. At this point Joyce let go of Jeromy and Tyrone’s arms since they could not fit through the lone
entrance joined together. Tyrone reached the door first and opened it so his two friends and about twenty
other students could walk in. Jeromy and Joyce waited for Tyrone to walk through the door and the three of
them went towards their classroom.
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“Boy will I be glad when winter is over,” Joyce said as she pulled off her gloves and shook her
head, her hair staying in place as if it was frozen in place. She lifted one arm and tried to take her headband
off and push the hair strands back off her face away from covering her eyes. Jeromy and Tyrone nodded
their agreement about the weather and took off their own set of gloves, facemask, ski cap and scarf’s.
“How would you two boys like to celebrate the completion of mid-term exams after class? We
could all go to the Getaway lounge and down a beer or two.” Joyce looked over to Tyrone and then Jeromy
waiting for a response. The two boys looked at each other and then Tyrone said, “Sure that would be
great.” Joyce and Tyrone faced Jeromy who hesitated slightly then answered their gaze, “ah sure I guess
that would be fine. Uh I mean that I would really enjoy that.” Joyce started to laugh and Tyrone joined in.
Jeromy smiled and started to laugh with them. Several students scurrying by gave them a strange look.
“Come on you guys, we’d better get to class,” Joyce said. She turned and walked the final twenty
steps to their classroom with Tyrone and Jeromy in tow. This time Jeromy rushed to the door and pulled it
open before Tyrone could beat him to it. Still smiling Joyce walked through and Tyrone followed her.
Jeromy walked in last unzipping his parka as the door slammed closed behind him. He slipped his knapsack
off his shoulders and placed it under his chair. He reached into his jacket pocket and retrieved the three #2
pencils he’d stored there and placed them on his desk. Taking off his jacket he placed this around the back
of his chair then sat down. Joyce was already seated next to him. She smiled her Cheshire grin and said,
“good luck!” Jeromy replied, “you too” as his face blushed crimson red matching Joyce’s wind swept look.
“Good morning class,” Professor Chinchilla appeared out of thin air. “I hope you are all ready for
your first forte into the wonderful world of Animal Science and vintage Professor Chinchilla’s mid-term
exam. As you are well aware this counts as 40% of your grade so I hope you have been listening and
working with the various animals carefully over the past eight weeks. Well we will see soon enough, won’t
we?” The professor walled down each aisle and selected a different color exam book for each student based
upon where they were sitting. Cheating from your neighbor would be useless in his class. Once all of the
materials were handed out the professor continued, “You have the entire morning to complete this exam.
You have the freedom to move around the room where the different animals are located only, no going up
and down the aisles where your fellow students are working. I expect all exams to be turned in by 12:00
P.M. sharp, not a second later. Of course earlier is acceptable if you finish prior to this deadline. Once
again, good luck! On and by the way, have FUN!” The professor sat down behind his desk, swirled his
chair around with his back to the class and proceeded to play with his pet chinchilla. Their mid-term had
begun.
Kain had been busy over the past two weeks studying for his own exams while completing his
ROTC campaigns. He’d called in several favors from his ROTC buddies that lead to the ton of materials his
drill sergeant provided to him several weeks back. Trying to determine the best approach to use this
information just added to his frustration level. Now that he’d completed his last mid-term Kain had a week
off to formulate a plan for determining the best solution to the mounds of documents he’d received. He had
already contacted a friend about borrowing his place since he was going out of town. Kain thought about
his roommate and what he must be going through. He’d watched him closely without Jeromy realizing it
and was glad he was totally focused on his mid-term reports and then exams. Jeromy seemed to be doing
fine at school and Kain was glad. He didn’t think he could concentrate on schoolwork if his girl friend had
been shot down. To think that Jeromy and that boy Tyrone had became friends. Ironic that Tyrone’s best
friend was the reason that Jeromy’s girlfriend got killed. No he shouldn’t say that, based upon everything
his cop friend John had told him, there was no logical reason that Tyrone’s friend, Malcolm was murdered.
It made no sense to him and to Kain everything should have a reason. He was going over the again the
police report about the triple murders. What was the tie-in with the list of automobiles and license plates
Jeromy had written down? Where did this list come from in the first place? Why had his roommate put this
list together? Where did he see all of these various cars? Was Tyrone involved in some way? After all
Malcolm had been his best friend. Was Tyrone in some kind of trouble? If so was he dragging Jeromy into
it somehow? So many questions and so few, if any answers. Kain was getting a headache from all of this
speculation. One thing was for sure the boxes of materials he’d received showed that a lot of illegal
activities were going at Seivelle University along with a number of the surrounding colleges and
universities. Kain wanted to know how Malcolm and possibly Tyrone were involved. Kain had met Tyrone
several times and he liked him. He seemed very down to earth and was serious about his studies. He didn’t
seem like the type to be involved in anything illegal. Yet sometimes it was the quiet ones. Kain knew that
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he planned to use this week off to try and get some answers. He planned a trip to the police station
tomorrow and surprise his old friend John. He’d take him out to lunch and solicit his help.
“Were free! It’s over and we have an entire week off. Here’s to you.” Joyce lifted her mug of
Coors Light and tapped Jeromy’s and then Tyrone’s glasses. Jeromy drank a Bud Light and Tyrone had a
dark beer. They’d finished their Animal Science exam a ½ hour ago and trudged through March’s winter
grip to the Getaway Lounge. They almost flew away from the Research Rectangle once 12:00 P.M. on the
dot had come. The three of them all needed every second to complete the one hundred questions and
matching-items exam Professor Chinchilla had devised. Now they were done and would have at least a
week and ½ before they knew the results. It had been a challenging beginning to the second semester of
their freshman year. Now they had a week (actually nine days when you included the two weekends
sandwiched around the week off) to recharge their batteries and get ready for the last grueling ½ of the
year.
“So what are you boys doing with your week off,” Joyce asked. She turned to Tyrone first so he
looked over at Jeromy then turned his attention back to Joyce.
“Well I’m not actually doing anything. Man I’ve been so tired lately I just thought I’d veg out and
sleep the week away,” Tyrone answered first.
“You not going home or doing anything special?” Joyce questioned Tyrone. He just stared at her
and shook his head in the negative. “How about you Jeromy, any exciting plans for your mini-break,”
Joyce turned from Tyrone and faced Jeromy. He just stared back with a blank look on his face. Finally he
responded, “Well uh, I’m kinda planning to do the same thing that Tyrone is. I’m uh staying here as well,
too much trouble to head home. I really need to catch up on my sleep as well.”
“Your both not going home or away to some exotic location to get away from this brutal weather?
You’re both actually planning to stay on campus here at Seivelle?” Jeromy looked over at Tyrone and they
both looked over to Joyce slowly taking a swig of their beers.
“Well yeah, I don’t feel like driving anywhere after all of the long hours I’ve put in studying for
all of the mid-terms. If I drove I’d probably fall asleep at the wheel,” Jeromy said. Tyrone piped in taking
the conversation in a different direction, “So Joyce how about you? What grandiose plans do you have for
the week off?”
“Well actually Elizabeth, that’s my roommate and I are going to my home for a couple of days.
You see I went to Elizabeth’s home over the Christmas break, so I wanted to reciprocate. Liz and I will go
to my home, we leave tomorrow and Liz will stay for three or four days. Then she’s going to fly home and
spend the rest of the time with her family. So won’t your folks miss you since you’re not going home?”
Joyce didn’t ask anyone of them in particular. Jeromy answered first, “Well uh I guess so. It’s just that I’ll
be home in two months to spend my entire summer at home. It’s not like I uh have a lot of friends who will
be home to spend time with or anything.” Joyce saw how emotional Jeromy had become and saw that
Tyrone had become the same way. She forgot that Jeromy lost his girlfriend and Tyrone his best friend just
before they started college. She didn’t mean to start anything and here she was talking about going home
with her new best friend. How stupid could she be? Trying to recover from her huge mistake Joyce put on
her best smile and said, “I wish I was staying around with you guys. I’ll bet you’ll have a wonderful time
and boy don’t you know that I could certainly catch up on some sleep myself. You should hear my
roommate snore!” Joyce took a break from talking. She picked up her Coors Light and poured the
remainder into her frosted mug and drank heartily until only fumes remained. “Who wants another beer,
my treat,” she said. Not waiting for an answer she caught the eye of the waitress and ordered another round
for everyone. Joyce sat at the table noticing that neither Tyrone nor Jeromy were saying anything. Making
sure she changed the subject completed she continued, “So Tyrone how’s that roommate of yours. Kyle,
right? Did I tell you that he was in our English Literature class last semester? By we, I mean my roommate
and I. She happened to take the same class last year. I guess it’s a common class for incoming freshmen.
Boy is he ever a hunk.”
“Did I hear someone mention my name?” Kyle happened to walk in right at that moment and saw
Tyrone. He stopped and was standing directly behind Joyce. Tyrone looked up from his beer and smiled
while Joyce turned bright red, however the weather had nothing to do with her color this time.
“I was waiting for you in the dorm after I completed my U.S. History exam. Then I remembered
you had your Animal Science exam at the same time. So I thought I’d down a beer or two while I was
waiting for you. I didn’t want to miss you before I left on the break,” Kyle looked directly at Tyrone while
speaking though his hands rested comfortably on the back of Joyce’s chair. He looked over at Jeromy and
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said, “Oh sorry, hi Jeromy. I didn’t mean to leave you out. How are things going? Did you guys have a
rough exam? “
“Uh hi Kyle, no it wasn’t too bad I think I did okay.” Joyce sat quiet while Kyle talked to the two
guys. Tyrone broke into the conversation, “Hey Kyle man it’s nice to see you. Pull up a chair and join us.
How was your history exam? I know how much studying you did for that.” Kyle stepped from behind
Joyce’s chair. He reached over to an empty chair at the table next to there’s and slid it around to sit between
Jeromy and Tyrone, directly facing Joyce. Before Kyle could say anything Tyrone continued, “So Kyle
man, let me introduce Joyce. She’s in Jeromy’s and my Animal Science class. We just finished our midterm and headed over here to unwind.”
“Hello Joyce. I think we’ve met. English Literature last semester, isn’t that right? At least I believe
that’s what I overheard you mention.” Joyce felt totally embarrassed yet she loved to play games so went
along for the ride and answered in her best southern drawl, “Why I do declare, I believe that is so. Kyle was
it? I think I had the most enjoyable time in that class, don’t you agree?” Kyle laughed a big hearty belly
laugh while Tyrone and Jeromy sat at the table dumbstruck, not knowing what was going on. Where on
earth did Joyce get that voice from?
“Yes I certainly agree that English Lit was one of the most entertaining classes I’ve ever attended.
I believe your roommate attended that class with you if I’m not mistaken. Elizabeth I believe her name was.
The most beautiful southern belle I’ve ever seen. Don’t you agree?” Kyle’s eyes glistened as he stared at
Joyce.
“Why I do declare. You have the best memory, master Kyle,” Joyce stated while losing the
southern accent. She stared right back at Kyle, a mischief’s smile taking over. Jeromy looked over at
Tyrone with a “what’s going on?” look. Tyrone just looked back at his friend and shrugged his shoulders
with a “beats me” answer.
“Can I get you something to drink?” the waitress appeared out of nowhere and spoke to Kyle as
she placed drinks in front of the other three people. Kyle never looked away from Joyce while he
responded, “I’ll have the same thing the young lady is drinking.”
“Sure thing sugar,” the waitress said as she saw how big Kyle was even though he was seated. She
walked away with a smile on her face as she caught the look between Joyce and Kyle (though she didn’t
actually know their names). Finally Kyle turned away from Joyce and turned his complete attention to his
roommate.
“I just wanted to thank you for all of your help Tyrone. It really paid off and I think I did pretty
well on my mid-term.”
“What subject were you studying,” Joyce asked.
“U.S. History – The Civil War,” Kyle answered.
“Boy that’s not one of my favorite subjects. History of any kind is not my strong suit. All those
dates and players involved, I can never keep track of any of it,” Joyce said.
“Mine either,” Kyle replied. “But if you need help in the subject, just ask Tyrone for assistance He
was a real life saver.”
“I just happen to be interested in that particular subject of U.S. History. Man it was no big deal,”
Tyrone blushed but no one could tell.
“It was a big deal to me, so thank you Tyrone. Hey anyone hungry? They make great burgers here.
Order anything you want. My treat.” Just then the waitress returned with Kyle’s Coors Light. “Hey can we
have four menus please,” he asked.
“Sure thing, anything you want big boy,” the waitress turned and left to get the menus. Joyce
laughed and so did Tyrone and Jeromy as the waitress strolled away. Kyle smiled and reached behind him
to take off his jacket. Joyce watched as every muscle in his body defined themselves as he stretched to
place it behind him on the chair. He was extremely hot and needed to get his coat off, though the heat
running through the lounge was not the only cause to his feeling overheated.
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Chapter 43
The room was a mess, labeled folders laid out everywhere. He walked back and forth sidestepping
between stacks so he didn’t leave footprints on anything. What he saw made him extremely angry, wanting
to stomp on each and every stack, destroying not just the papers themselves but everything they
represented. He reached out and pressed his thumbs into his forehead, the headache returning for the fourth
day in a row. He’d been hidden away in his friend’s apartment for the past week reading every line of each
document. What he read shocked but did not surprise him. That in itself was a sad commentary on the
American society today. This was what his ROTC training taught him to protect? He wondered if it was
really worth it. “Well that’s a discussion for another day,” he said out loud to no one but himself. Boy his
ROTC buddies would really chew his ass about this one. Maybe he would bring it up sometime. He looked
down again at the floor and walked carefully zeroing in on one folder in particular. He bent down and
picked it up. He looked at the label – Seivelle University stared back at him. He took baby steps around the
other folders and walked over to the desk in the far corner of the room. Placing the folder on the desk he
pulled out the chair and sat down. The hardness of the seat against his rear felt comforting in an odd sort of
way. Pushing himself in tightly against the desk he reached out and opened the manila folder. Much to his
dismay there were several individual sheets of paper contained within. His fingers touched the top paper so
he pulled it from the stack. “Stewart Driver – Age 17” was handwritten at the top of the form. There were
two pictures stapled side by side in their appropriate spots within the form. They were before and after
shots. The first view was of a clean-cut white boy smiling back at the camera. The next one brought a tear
to his eye, and he thought he was a pretty tough fellow. Staring back at him was a bloated boy with his hair
all spiked up, frightened eyes still open after his heroin-induced overdose.
Maybe it didn’t pay to have a police officer friend after all he thought to himself. Scanning the
next couple of rows on the form there were details about Stewart Driver’s short-lived life based upon his
Seivelle University transcripts. He put the document back down on top of the folder. He’d looked at it and
the others earlier in the week, all similar in nature to Stewart’s. That was before he’d discovered who’d
caused all of this pain and suffering at his particular university. Infiniti – GHX9291. After days of digging
through the combined materials from his police officer friend along with additional information provided
by his ROTC drill sergeant he’d figured out that William T. Peterson the 3 rd was the proud owner of this
vehicle. Currently a junior at Seivelle University, or should he say formerly. He picked up Stewart’s
document once more and laid it aside. With the tips of his fingers he took hold of the next sheet. A look of
disgust took over his face as William T. the 3rd smiled back at him from his left-hand side picture. The one
to the right was no longer smiling. There were no tears in his eyes as he looked down at these pictures.
“How did he know?” was the outstanding question that kept popping up in his mind, as he looked
3 quarters of the way down in the pre-printed form:
Car Type:
Infiniti I30
License Plate #: GHX9291
It was pure coincidence that he’d recognized the car type and license plate number Of course this was the
primary information which he’d taken from Jeromy’s notepad and thus was looking for. He never expected
to find this as part of a morgue sheet. Using this information he’d been able to backtrack against the other
information stored in the files. William T. had a hefty record starting when he was seven years old, stealing
a car to take it for a short joy ride. The end result had been that William T. had wrapped the car around a
telephone pole just two houses down because he couldn’t reach the pedals and steer at the same time. His
wrap sheet continued to fill up over the years. Finally four years ago at the ripe age of fifteen W. T. had
become involved with drugs. Soon after that he’d become a dealer throughout his high school days. He
moved up in the world as he turned seventeen and hit the college scene two years ago. He was one of the
primary dealers at Seivelle University. He was indirectly responsible for all of the deaths documented in the
folder he had on his desk labeled Seivelle University including the one about Stewart Driver. William T.
flunked out of college the previous year. This was unbeknownst to his mom and dad who still paid for his
college tuition up to the day he died. Last summer W. T. became a victim of his own source of living. This
had left a big hole from the suppliers point-of-view to this particular university. This was not good and
needed to be rectified quickly. From the suppliers viewpoint the easiest way to accomplish this was to use a
student at the school. Most incoming freshmen were hard up for spending money. There was nothing in the
folder that he looked at which identified who might have taken W. T.’s place. His headache returned with a
vengeance so he put William T.’s wrap sheet back at the top of the pile and closed the folder. This was hard
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because it was overflowing with cases similar to Stewart Driver’s. He sat for a while with his eyes closed
unconsciously rubbing his temple with his fingers. He thought about the various stacks of folders dispersed
around his friend’s apartment. He had names associated to each vehicle based upon their license plate
number. They all held similar stories to William T. the 3rd, but to his knowledge only W. T. had died. That
meant all of the others were still out there dispensing their illegal substances. This meant more high school
and college students had the potential to wind up like Stewart Driver. This concerned him greatly. With his
police friend and others like him he hoped to shut down as many of the William T. the 3 rd’s as possible.
However he knew that there were always individuals out there waiting in the wings to take their place. The
money was too good and flowed easily from one hand to another. They needed to find the main source of
supply and shut it down. That would at least slow them down and hurt them where they felt it the most, in
the pocketbook. His eyes shut tightly he felt frustrated that the only vehicle without a license plate number
was the van. Over the past week he’d strolled around Seivelle at varying hours day or night in hopes of
spotting any of these vehicles, or others that looked suspicious. Something told him this was important so
he opened his eyes letting them get acquainted to the light flowing in through the windows. He was feeling
a little better so he pushed his chair away from the desk and stood up. He held the edge of the desk for a
moment letting the queasiness die down (poor choice of words he realized to himself). Between his
stomach and his head he didn’t know which felt worse. He knew exactly where he kept this specific set of
folders so he danced around the room until he reached his destination. He was close to the kitchen so he
decided to go get a drink. Stopping at the appropriate place he bent down to retrieve the proper folder. He
stood up and stretched his body to relieve some of the tightness. He continued his journey to the adjoining
room and walked into the kitchen area. Reaching the refrigerator he opened the door and pulled out a
COORS Light. What the hell he thought to himself, hell he deserved it. He sat down at the kitchen table
putting down the folder he still held in his other hand. He twisted the bottle cap till it came loose and tossed
it on the table as well. Tilting his head he downed half the bottle in a single gulp. Feeling a little more
relaxed he started going through each item in the folder one-by-one.
He didn’t know how long he’d been sitting there but the COORS was long gone. He stared hard at
the picture in his hands knowing that this had to be the one. It was larger than most vans and had strange
contours that made it seem out of place at a college parking lot. There was a second picture in the folder
with a small piece of paper attached to it. This provided a front view of the van and of course there was no
license plate anywhere to be seen. He flipped over the piece of paper and it had just two words on it:
DEXTER POIGEE
Who the hell was this? Was he the van owner? These questions and more flowed through his
brain. He felt he was finally onto something. His mind wandered to his roommate and how a simple piece
of paper had taken him down this path. His eyes clouded up as he thought about the loss of life for his
roommate, his friend, and all of the victims scattered around the apartment floor. Speaking of victims, he
had requested all of the information surrounding his roommate’s girlfriend – Jennie Thurowgood’s death.
This included everything known about Malcolm Powers and Tyrone Hanover. He remembered this folder
was much thinner than the others spread across the apartment. There had to be some connection between
their violent deaths and those non-violent deaths he’d been reading about for the past week. In either case
the result was the same – teenagers that ended up dead. Leaving the picture of the van on the table, he once
more stood up and went out to find a different folder. He looked around the room until he saw the label he
was looking for: Malcolm & Olphilia Powers / Tyrone Hanover. Picking this up he went back to the
kitchen and grabbed another beer. He sat down, the picture of the van still staring back at him. He slid it off
to the side and opened up the new folder. High School transcripts and newspaper clippings fell out. He
scanned Malcolm’s school records and found a straight ‘C’ student. No reports of violence with any other
students were reported. Just the opposite was true. He was well liked amongst most of the high school
community. He hung out primarily with his best friend, Tyrone Hanover. The newspaper articles talked
about two clean-cut black boys that never caused any trouble or got into trouble themselves. The murder of
Malcolm and his baby sister Olphilia had a strong impact on all of the community members. Shock and
anger at this tragedy was the highlight of every clipping. No one knew why a violent crime had been
committed in this particular community. They understand that violence could occur anywhere still it didn’t
make sense that someone like Malcolm Powers was the target. Some speculated that it was either the white
boy Jeromy Calley, or white girl Jennie Thurowgood the shooters were really after. This had been
investigated and proven that this did not seem likely. Two white teenagers being in the wrong place at the
wrong time was more logical. They had indeed been out celebrating a special occasion that instead turned
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into a nightmare. Finishing with the newspaper articles he put them back in the folder. Ready to close it up
he realized there was still one document that seemed stuck in the back. It looked similar to the pre-print
police forms that were associated with the Seivelle University local police force. Pulling it out he found
that it was some type of police document. It must have been misfiled he thought to himself but he read on.
On the top of the pre-printed form was hand-written “Malcolm Powers”. There were no pictures attached to
this document. The form itself was almost totally blank. Down in the middle of the form there was a section
for general informal notes. In this area there were indeed a few hand-written notes as follows:
TOPIC: Phone-In – Wants to meet a Detective
 Large quantity cash; possible cocaine
 Will turn in; Scared kid; arrange time to meet tomorrow
That’s all it said with a side note to meet a Detective Stanley. No set date or time was written in this
specific section. He wondered what this was all about. He looked at the top of the form again and found
what he was looking forward under the DATE: field He assumed this was the date this particular report /
form was created. Handwritten in this field was a date: June 20. There was no year listed. This date stuck
in his mind. He went back to the newspaper clippings and scanned the top date associated to the day that
newspaper had been printed. June 21st was the date printed there. The article talked about the events that
had occurred the day before – June 20th. This was the date that Malcolm was killed. That’s why they never
had their meeting. Kain finally believed that he had the answer to whom had been chosen to take over for
William T. the 3rd. Unfortunately for all parties involved they must have picked the wrong person.
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Chapter 44
Jeromy wished there were windows in the room. Even without them he was daydreaming as he sat
there in a striped button down short sleeve shirt and jeans trying to pay attention to the professor. He turned
his head to the right and found Joyce looking at him with her normal Cheshire cat grin, her soft green eyes
sparkling. His face turned crimson that happened to match the color of the blouse Joyce wore that day. A
smile crept over his mouth as he turned back his head forward towards the front of the classroom. He found
it difficult to understand the words floating all around him. Suddenly the voice stopped and Professor
Chinchilla sat down. Jeromy was positive that the professor was staring straight at him. He believed the
professor stopped teaching class because he knew that Jeromy was not paying attention. Sounds filled his
ears from all corners of the room and then he saw movement from the other students. His flushed face
added a few shades as he realized that everyone but himself were standing up packing their books and
notepads away. His last class of the day was over. Something tapped his shoulder and he heard a voice say,
“Jeromy, are you planning to just sit there all night?” Joyce was standing next to him packed up and ready
to go. Her smile was even more mischievous than before which topped out his blush.
“Uh sorry, I was thinking about the last thing the professor said,” he mumbled while closing his
book. His notepad was totally blank which was highly unusual for Jeromy. Joyce saw this and laughed
while saying, “I can see you thought it must have been extremely important, with all the notes you’ve
taken.” Jeromy looked at his blank notepad and quickly closed it away. He reached underneath his chair
and pulled out his knapsack. He was quiet not knowing what to say.
“Is this a private conversation,” another voice spoke from behind Jeromy. He recognized Tyrone’s
dialect and finished putting his things inside his knapsack and quickly zipped it closed. Without answering
he stood up and was ready to go. It was the end of April and for the first time in what seemed like forever
he didn’t have a jacket with him. The temperature outside stood at a balmy 71 degrees.
“I believe the cat caught his tongue,” Joyce replied to Tyrone since Jeromy was speechless. “I
believe he was so wrapped up in Professor Chinchilla’s last lecture that he’s lost his voice,” she continued.
“Oh man I think I understand now. He must have caught that dreaded daydream fever. It’s been
going around the entire university for the past couple of days. I know I’ve been fighting hard to not catch it
myself.” Tyrone smiled at Joyce and then turned to Jeromy and gave him a large grin.
“Oh God, I hope it’s not contagious. I sat right next to him throughout the class. Do you think I’m
infected now as well? Oh damn, what a terrible disease to pass on from one student to another.” Joyce put
her hand over her heart and turned as if she was going to faint.
“Uh okay guys knock it off. I get the picture. I guess I uh wasn’t paying much attention there at
the end of class.” As soon as the words left his mouth Jeromy was afraid that he spoke so loud that the
professor heard him. He looked towards the front of the room where he’d last seem him sitting behind his
desk. Nothing. He glanced around the room with darting eyes and to his relief there was no Professor
Chinchilla. Being the end of the day the professor was probably just as anxious as his students to get
outside. Sensing his face was turning back to his normal pale color Jeromy lifted his knapsack and placed it
over his left shoulder. “Uh do you guys want to leave now?”
“Lead the way sir, and stop calling me a guy!” Joyce answered. Jeromy started to blush all over
again and said, “Uh sorry. Uh okay I will madam,” and Jeromy started to walk towards the classrooms lone
exit door.
“Oh man let’s just get outta here okay,” Tyrone said. He strolled down the hallway heading to the
final escape door. He pulled it open and warm air greeted them, even inside the Bourne hallway. They
walked the final distance and Jeromy again rushed ahead of Tyrone to open the door to release them from
their science building. No Jack Frost was waiting for them as they stepped outside. What a great feeling it
was after months of artic cold. It was unseasonably warm for the area but every college student welcomed
the change. Seivelle University took on a whole new look now that the temperatures had moved upward.
Trees were starting to turn green and as you left the Research Rectangle there were flowers that started to
bloom. Of course the Research Rectangle was just as grotesque as ever but even this area wasn’t as forlorn
as it was during the winter. Knowing that their freshmen year was rapidly coming to a close helped as well.
There were just over five weeks left and then they’d be leaving the university for the summer. Mixed
feelings about this fact were felt by many of the college students. New friends had been made and would be
missed as they headed their separate ways. Seniors would use this time to reflect upon what they’d been
through over the past several years and worry about what the future would bring. For now Jeromy, Joyce
and Tyrone enjoyed the freshness the outside weather provided on this particular day.
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“Are you guys in a rush to head back to the dorms?” Joyce asked.
“I’m not,” Jeromy responded.
“Neither am I,” Tyrone said.
“Great. I know this part of the campus where we can go and enjoy the beauty of the day. I hope it
isn’t to crowded today.” Joyce took a turn away from the dorms and the three of them walked on in silence.
Ten minutes later the cathedral stood in front of them surrounded by trees in full bloom. A small flower
garden was off to the left and it was clear that it was tended to on a regular basis. Joyce walked towards one
of the larger trees close enough to the flowers that you could smell the various fragrances. Only a few
students were nearby but none of them were under the tree that Joyce chose.
“I love this place. Especially the flower garden. What do you guys think?”
“It’s wonderful,” was all Jeromy could say. He was truly taken in by the natural wonders that
surrounded him.
“I agree. Man this is awesome,” Tyrone said. “I’ve been in front of this cathedral, actually going
to church services and all. But man I was never in the back like this. I didn’t even know you could get back
here,” he continued.
“I like to explore,” Joyce said. “When I came to a service last year I just wandered around. I saw a
nun walking towards the back and followed her. She was totally quiet but knew I was there. She led me out
a back door to the outside and towards the flower garden. She didn’t say a word but just bent down and
started picking weeds so I went over and picked weeds with her. She smiled at me but we never spoke. I
know she appreciated the help. When we were done she put her hand on my arm and kissed my cheek.
When winter came it was difficult to get out here. I did walk back once and saw that the garden had been
covered with a white awning and wrapped in surrounding plastic. I was glad that this garden was so well
protected. I’m sure flowers die and are re-seeded each year. Anyway I thought it would be a nice place to
bring you guys, you know share with my friends.” Joyce stopped talking and sat down on the base of the
tree facing the garden. Tyrone and Jeromy sat down next to her. No words were necessary as they smiled at
one another. After a while they started talking about the past year and what it was like to be a freshman at
Seivelle University. The time had gone by fast, too fast in some ways, not fast enough in others. After an
hour or so they decided to head back. Each was glad in their own way that they’d shared this moment. They
talked about coming back here once in a while to get away from the grind of the school day. Even so this
first visit would always be special, different from trips to come.
“They realized they were hungry so they decided to go over to the Livestock café before heading
back to the dorms. They stood up hesitant to leave. They picked up their associated belongings and walked
slowly back towards campus. The sun was going down but the warmth was still in the air both from the sun
and the pleasant conversation amongst friends. Finally the Livestock café was upon them and they walked
inside. Even the smells from the cafeteria could not take away the hunger each of them felt. They made
their decisions quickly and picked a large table with four chairs and sat down. They were eating in a
friendly silence when a voice came up from behind Joyce saying, “Well I do declare girl, where have you
been all afternoon? Why I was worried to death about your pretty little ol’ buns.” Joyce finished chewing
the piece of meat she had in her mouth.
“Why hello Liz, you remember my friends.” She looked over her shoulder but made no effort to
stand. “This is Jeromy,” she said as she looked to her left. “And this is Tyrone,” Joyce turned to her right
since she was sitting between the two of them. Since the table had only four chairs the only open seat was
across from her between Jeromy and Tyrone on the opposite side. Elizabeth was already holding her tray of
food so Joyce said, “Please sit down and join us. We just got here ourselves.” Liz looked long and hard at
her roommate though Joyce couldn’t see her expression. Doing the only thing a polite Southern girl could
do she walked around the table and put her tray down. Smoothing the corners of her skirt she sat down and
crossed her ankles beneath the table. Both Jeromy and Tyrone moved their trays to give Liz more room. In
front of her was a full plate of fried chicken, mashed potatoes covered in gravy and an assortment of
vegetables. She had a large diet-coke covered with a straw protruding out of the opening. Sitting off to the
side on a separate plate was a generous slice of lemon meringue pie.
“Nice to see you again,” Tyrone said to Elizabeth holding off from eating until she was settled.
“Why the pleasure is all mine, Tyrone, right?” Liz replied. Joyce sat across from her roommate
and smiled. She recalled the first time that Elizabeth met Tyrone. They’d had a long conversation that night
when they got back to their dorm room. She hoped she didn’t have to have a repeat session that evening.
“It looks like you have a healthy appetite. I like girls who eat well,” Tyrone stated.
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“Why I do declare, I believe you just paid me a complement Tyrone. Girls always like men to give
them complements. I’ve always enjoyed eating.” Liz stopped to cut a small piece off her fried chicken and
chewed it daintily. Everyone at the table started to eat as well. Joyce was very proud of her roommate. The
four of them sat through dinner taking turns at the conversation. Liz was her usual boisterous self. Jeromy
was the quietest of the four but he was always shy in a crowd. Tyrone stayed with Elizabeth in driving
topics in different directions. Joyce had a wonderful time just listening and joining in when appropriate. It
was a perfect ending to a warm spring day. As Elizabeth started to eat her desert (no one else at the table
had gotten desert) Sheila walked in. She saw Jeromy and smiled. She looked around at the table where he
sat and saw there was no opening so she went to an empty two-seater table a few rows over. Jeromy saw
her sitting all alone and excused himself for a minute.
“Hi,” is all he said.
“Oh Hi Jeromy. It’s nice to see you again.” They’d seen each other several times since returning
from the winter break. They’d never formally gone out, though it was clear that Sheila would have liked to.
“You’re with your friends. I don’t want to disturb you. Go ahead and finish eating with them. I’m
fine sitting here.”
“Ah you’re not disturbing me. You’re my friend too. I would like you to meet my other friends.”
“Oh no, I don’t want to be a bother. You go back and have a good time,” Sheila’s voice almost
cracked as she spoke.
“Sheila, I uh would really like it if you join me. It’s no problem there’s plenty of room. I’ll just
pull up another chair. I’ll go move my tray. Please.”
“Well Jeromy if you really want me to. Are you sure? I’m fine sitting right here.”
“Sheila, I uh would like it if you came over. You can meet my other friends. You don’t need to sit
by yourself.”
“Okay Jeromy. Actually I would really like that. Thanks for asking me.”
“No problem.” Jeromy reached out and pulled Sheila’s chair back so she could stand up. She
picked up her tray and followed Jeromy over to the other table hesitantly. Jeromy went over and picked up
his tray. He motioned for Sheila to sit down so she put her tray where Jeromy’s used to be and sat down.
Jeromy walked over and put his tray on the table that Sheila just vacated. He picked up his half-full coke
and grabbed the empty chair and carried over to his original table. Putting the chair down next to Sheila he
stated, “Hey everyone I uh want you to meet my friend Sheila. Sheila this is Tyrone, Joyce and her
roommate Liz, or uh do you prefer Elizabeth?”
“Oh Liz is just fine for my friends. Well I do declare you are pretty little thing. It’s nice to meet
you.” With that the ice was broken. Everyone started to smile so Jeromy took his seat next to Sheila and
smiled back. He didn’t know how many shades of red his face turned. In fact he just didn’t care. He was
sitting with all of his friends.
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Chapter 45
The dark descended all around him like an evil shroud but he didn’t mind. The weather was unseasonably
mild so he’d abandoned his windbreaker that was usefully previously. His mind stayed focused on the van
that sat alone in this particular section of the parking lot which was the furthest away yet still within the
Research Rectangle domain. He didn’t realize that he wasn’t the first person to sit in this same spot
watching over this specific lot. The main difference (besides the 60 degree difference in temperature) was
that four months ago the van wasn’t the sole automobile that owned this parking lot. Of course he didn’t
know that since he never could figure out where the list of license plates and automobile types had come
from. It took him some effort to determine who drove the van and where this person lived. He’d been
following this unique van around for the past week. He was amazed at the various stops it made during that
timeframe. He kept an ongoing logbook that he thought would be extremely benefitual to John, his police
officer friend. He sat patiently waiter for Dexter (that was the name he’d discovered drove the van) to
return from the Research Rectangle – Snidley building. He didn’t know where he went once inside the
building but from his point-of-view it didn’t really matter. Let someone else worry about that. Even with
the sun going down well over an hour ago the drop in temperature did not bother him. Finally there was
movement and a figure strolled cautiously towards the van, a pair of eyes darting in different directions
making sure no one was following them. Satisfied he reached the front of the van and pressed the
appropriate sequence of numbers on his hand-held remote to disarm the complex security system. Taking
one last look around he opened the driver’s door and stepped in behind the steering wheel. Slamming the
door shut the locks re-engaged keeping any unwanted visitors out.
He took careful aim, his index finger pressed ever so gently against the trigger. The slightest
movement would cause a deafening explosion, the difference between life and death. This was the power
Kain held in his hand. His target in clear view through the infrared scope attached to his lethal AK-47. Kain
stayed on his knees, weapon ready to answer any command given. The final absolution only he could
provide, no matter what his final decision was.
Lowering his aim he pulled the trigger once, then again. The passenger front tire exploded. This
was repeated by the passenger rear tire. The large van tilted awkwardly to the right side and all of a sudden
the van filled with a fine smoke-like substance. Sirens shook the airwaves as flashing lights poured into the
parking lot from all directions. Kain broke down his weapon with army-like precision and stored it away
safely in the rifle bag. He watched the scene below as police officers covered the car hesitant to open the
front drivers side door. Finally an officer screamed for the person inside to step outside with their hands out
in the open palm side up. Dexter fell out of his vehicle coughing, his eyes tearing from the tear gas that
exploded within the van as part of the elaborate security system. A different officer pulled Dexter to the
ground and snapped handcuffs on him.
Kain stood up from his hiding place picked up his ROTC wind-breaker and riffle bag and strolled
down the steep incline to the parking lot below where John supervised the police activity.
“Hi Kain,” John said as his friend walked towards him. “I need to take your riffle for evidence,”
he stated.
“Sure, no problem,” Kain handed his rifle bag to John.
“Nice shooting, you really disabled the van.”
“Thanks, maybe one day I’ll join the police force.” John laughed at Kain watching as they placed
Dexter into a police car. “You’ll need to come down to the station and make a statement.”
“I figured I would. Can I go talk to my roommate first?”
“Of course, you can come by tomorrow morning. I’ll take care of everything at my end here,”
John replied.
“Thanks. Make sure you break down that van. I think you’ll be extremely interested in what you
find hidden inside the panels.” Kain reached into his pocket and pulled out his logbook. He reached out and
handed this to John. “Take a look at this. I kept a copy. If I can help in any way, me and my ROTC buddies
are there for you.”
“Thanks, I’m sure my boss will be very interested in what you have in here. I already appreciate
all of your help.” John stuck out his hand and Kain took it and they shook hands. Kain walked away
heading back towards the dorms distancing himself from the goings on at the Research Rectangle.
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He opened their dorm room and walked into darkness. Flipping on the light he looked around and
saw that Jeromy had not come back to the room. He quickly changed his clothes and left knowing where he
would probably find his roommate.
He walked into the Livestock café and the smell caught his nostrils. Knowing that he hadn’t eaten
anything all day he pushed his hunger pangs to the back of his mind as his ROTC training taught him. He
stepped past the serving area into the seating lounge. He looked around as he walked into the crowd and
finally spotted Jeromy. He was sitting with four other people, including a black boy who must be Tyrone.
He hesitated not wanting to disturb him while he was eating with his friends. He was about to walk away
when Jeromy looked up and saw him. Jeromy smiled and waved him over. Kain knew what he had to say
was important, not just for Jeromy but for Tyrone as well. Jeromy kept looking his way so he decided to
join them. He walked over to the table as five pairs of eyes focused on him. Jeromy stood up as Kain
reached their table. He looked around and saw that the table immediately around theirs was empty.
“Hi Kain,” Jeromy said as he continued, “this is my roommate Kain. These are my friends Joyce,
Tyrone, Liz, uh Elizabeth, sorry and Sheila,” he pointed as he went around the table. Kain walked around
and said hello to each of Jeromy’s friends.
“Jeromy, can I talk to you a minute,” Kain said as he came back and stood next to his roommate.
“Sure,” Jeromy replied. He wondered what Kain wanted to talk about. They moved over to a table
where no one was sitting.
“Do you want to sit down for a second,” Kain pulled out a chair and sat down himself. Jeromy
followed suit. “Jeromy, we got him! The person who was responsible for Jennie’s death.” Jeromy stared at
Kain trying to understand what he just heard.
“How do you know? What do you mean? I uh thought the police had no leads. They told be the
case was closed.”
“It’s all because of you. You and your friend Tyrone,” Kain replied.
“Tyrone? How do you know about Tyrone? If this is true then he uh had to be told as well. It was
his friend that was shot.” Kain watched as his roommate but his hands over his mouth. “How do you know
about Jennie? What do you mean it’s because of me? I haven’t done anything?” Jeromy questioned Kain.
“Well I guess I kinda found your list of license plate and automobile types. I was curious about
them so I started to dig a little. I found out about some of them and it bothered me so I talked to a friend of
mine who is on the police force. You lead us to Dexter.”
“Who’s Dexter? Uh I still don’t know what you’re talking about,” Jeromy interrupted his
roommate.
“Dexter Poigee. He’s the one who drives that big unique van.”
“You mean Mr. Noneck?” Jeromy broke in once more.
“Yeah I guess so. Muscular built fellow with a big head? I guess you’re right he has no neck to
speak of since he is so well built. You’ve seen this guy before?”
“Yeah uh, I’ve seen him several times stalking around the Research Rectangle. That is, uh one
strange building. It has hidden doors and basements with no rooms and everything.” Kain didn’t understand
what his roommate was talking about but decided not to go into it right now.
“We believe he is the one who caused Malcolm and Jennie’s death. I think we should let Tyrone
know, don’t you?” Jeromy looked over at his friends at the next table. They all looked back at him concern
sketched into their faces.
“Do you really think you have the person responsible for these murders?”
“Yes I’m confident that we have the right person. Or the group who are responsible,” Kain
answered.
“In that case then uh I think we should tell Tyrone and then all of my friends.” Jeromy looked over
at Tyrone and signaled for him to come over. Tyrone had no idea what was going on. He’d never even met
Kain before tonight. Puzzled he stood up and walked slowly over to where Jeromy and Kain sat. Joyce, Liz
and Sheila watched Tyrone leave to join Jeromy and his roommate. They weren’t sure what was going on.
Tyrone sat down next to Jeromy and Kain started talking once again. This time Jeromy was totally quiet.
Kain went on and explained to both of them the sequence of events that lead to the capture of Dexter (Mr.
Noneck) Poigee. Tears of sorrow and joy filled Tyrone, Jeromy and Kain’s eyes. When they were done
they got up and went back to the table where Jeromy’s friends all sat together. Kain pulled up a chair as
well and sat with Jeromy and his friends. A pinnacle had been reached and crossed over. Now they could
move forward, complete their freshman year and head towards a new beginning.
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